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Preface to ”State of the Art and Future Perspectives in
Smart and Sustainable Urban Development”

In the age of climate, disaster, and pandemic catastrophes, it is of utmost important to

transform our cities into sustainable, resilient, robust, and liveable metropolises. Ensuring, smart and

sustainable urban development is critical to meet our growing needs for natural resources, industrial

products, energy, food, transportation, shelter, and effective waste management, while conserving

and protecting environmental quality and the natural resource base, which is essential for future life

and development.

This book contributes to the conceptual and practical knowledge pools in order to improve

the research and practice on smart and sustainable urban development by presenting an

informed understanding of the subject to scholars, policymakers, and practitioners. This book

presents contributions—in the form of research articles, literature reviews, case reports, and short

communications—offering insights into the smart and sustainable urban development by conducting

in-depth conceptual debates, detailed case study descriptions, thorough empirical investigations,

systematic literature reviews, or forecasting analyses. This way, the book forms a repository of

relevant information, material, and knowledge to support research, policymaking, practice, and the

transferability of experiences to address urbanization and other planetary challenges.

The scope of this book—which compiles the cutting-edge work of researchers that have

investigated the state of the art and future perspectives in smart and sustainable urban

development—includes the following broad areas and other relevant topics:

• Theoretical and conceptual underpinnings and analytical and policy frameworks of smart and

sustainable urban development;

• Methodological and technical approaches for the evaluation and forecasting of smart and

sustainable urban development;

• Technological progress, developments, and trials concerning the quadruple bottom-line

development of smart and sustainable cities;

• Global best and good practice on smart and sustainable urban development case investigations,

demonstrations, and reports;

• Smart and sustainable urban development planning, design, applications, and governance

models to deliver desired urban outcomes;

• Premises, pitfalls, implications, and impacts concerning the future of urbanization and smart

and sustainable urban development.

Tan Yigitcanlar

Editor
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Editorial

Towards Smart and Sustainable Urban Electromobility:
An Editorial Commentary
Tan Yigitcanlar

School of Architecture and Built Environment, Queensland University of Technology, 2 George Street,
Brisbane, QLD 4000, Australia; tan.yigitcanlar@qut.edu.au; Tel.: +61-7-3138-2418

In the age of anthropogenic climate change, developing smart and sustainable trans-
port systems is among the most popular urban policy debates. Given that the future of
urban mobility must be based on renewable energy resources, planning on how to move
towards smart and sustainable urban electromobility is critical, and forms the rationale of
this paper. In this editorial commentary: (a) The important role of smart and sustainable
transport systems in addressing urban and environmental challenges is discussed; (b) The
need for and the drivers of smart and sustainable urban electromobility are presented, and;
(c) The key issues for establishing a new research agenda for smart and sustainable urban
electromobility are listed. The editorial commentary also highlights the overall contribu-
tions of the papers of the Special Issue on the state-of-the-art and future perspectives in
smart and sustainable urban development.

Today, we are living in a rapidly urbanizing world that accommodates human pop-
ulations beyond the carrying capacity of our planet [1]. In many developed countries,
at present, urbanization levels have reached as high as 80–90%. While generally urban
densification is the desired form of growth, only a fraction of urban development is hap-
pening in the form of infill development [2]. Most of the growth is expansion towards
greenfield—i.e., urban fringes and peri-urban areas—that is ending up forming a large
metropolitan conurbation [3]. The result is an unsustainable sprawl and a serious threat to
highly sensitive urban ecosystem services [4].

The perils of globally common expansionist urban development patterns are not
limited to pollution and urban ecosystem loss only [5,6]. Anthropogenetic climate change,
deforestation, biodiversity loss, socioeconomic inequalities, increased natural disasters
and health hazards are among some of the consequential negative externalities of such
development types [7]. There is, hence, an urgent need for rethinking the sustainability of
urban systems and finding ways to reshape, if not rectify, our urban spaces to minimize the
undesired consequences of unsustainable anthropogenic activities [8].

For instance, the combination of private motor vehicle dependency, sprawling urban
form, and vehicle combustion engine technology makes urban transport one of the major
contributors to global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [9,10]. Addressing urban transport
externalities, whether it is environmental or societal, is a highly challenging task [11,12] It
requires sound government policy, commitment, and determination, along with automotive
industry transformation and community behavioral change and support [13].

Advanced technological innovations also offer invaluable opportunities to help urban
administrators tackle the challenges in establishing smart and sustainable urban transport
systems [14]. For example, developments in transport technologies have brought intelligent
transport systems a long way from automated traffic signalization to autonomous and
connected vehicles [15]. Today, these smart mobility systems are in service in a growing
number of cities across the globe—especially in the form of autonomous public shuttle
buses [16].

Nonetheless, technological innovations alone are not adequate to turn our transport
systems into truly smart and sustainable ones. A critical component of smart and sustain-
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able urban transport is from which source energy of the vehicle is obtained. Electrification
in this sense is a good example, as electricity produced from fossil fuels is not sustainable at
all [17]. Thus, an electric vehicle is only as sustainable as the source of its power—whether
it comes from fossil fuels or renewables, such as solar, wind, tidal and so on [18].

The mode of transport will have to invariably be powered by renewable energies due
to serious environmental and societal pressures we are facing today [19]. Electric vehicles,
also including hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles, are an important step towards achieving
the smart and sustainable urban transport goal. However, the current global market share
of electric vehicles is only about 1%. Besides in many countries, even including developing
nations, this figure is very low, such as 0.4% for Australia [20]. Similarly, renewable energy
is only responsible for about 29% of global electricity generation, where in many countries
this figure is much lower than 20% [21].

Nevertheless, increasing global pressures, especially during the 26th UN Climate
Change Conference of the Parties (COP26), have pushed many climate action passive
countries, including Australia, for a pro-climate policy change. For example, most recently,
the Australian Government adopted a ‘technology-led approach’ to emissions reduction as
one of the most prominent national climate change strategies—others include emissions
reduction incentives, regulating emissions, and reporting on emissions [22]. Subsequently,
government subsidies for technocentric solutions to sustainability issues, including electric
mobility or electromobility uptake, will soon start to become commonplace [23].

In recent years, exponential technological advancements, under the pressure of climate
crises, have given birth to many innovative solutions not only in the automotive and energy
sectors, but also in urban infrastructure and construction sectors [24,25]. Examples include
autonomous and connected vehicles, smart roads and highways, Mobility-as-a-Service
(MaaS), photovoltaic solar energy conversion, battery storage of photovoltaic systems,
smart grids, smart buildings, and smart homes, and so on [26–29].

Bringing sustainability to urban transport systems via electrification that is sourced
from renewables is widely seen as a novel approach [30]. Nonetheless, vehicle electrification
is only the tip of the iceberg. In other words, an electric vehicle is not the only required
component of electromobility. Achieving electromobility, in the context of sustainable
urban transport, also requires system thinking. This includes, but is not limited to, road
infrastructure, power transfer systems, renewable energy generators, urban form, user
behavior and so on [31–34]. Figure 1 illustrates the main drivers of smart and sustainable
urban electromobility.

So far, numerous studies highlighted the challenges of electric vehicle uptake ranging
from the cost of the vehicle, distance travelled with a single charge, availability of superfast
charging stations, government incentives, battery life, second-hand market, source of
electric energy, and so on [35–37]. Besides the vehicle cost issue, the second obstacle
concerns vehicle charging matters [38].

The most recent attempts to address the limitations of smart and sustainable urban
electromobility see it as an ecosystem that goes behind the vehicle alone, incorporate
state-of-the-art technological solutions to the charging problems [39]. To be precise, the
installation of a flexible dynamic wireless power transfer system on the main roads fa-
cilitates efficient, safe, on-demand, reliable and bi-directional power transfer to electric
vehicles [40,41]. In such an ecosystem, another requirement is to develop incentive-based
demand management for electric vehicles, including V2G and G2V transfer of power while
maintaining stability of the electricity grid, V2G and G2V [42,43].

2
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Along with the innovative vehicle and power technologies, sustainable electromobility
also requires the development of an efficient transportation network with multi objective
optimization framework incorporating electrical demand incentives, electric vehicle com-
munication and charging and/or discharging, and urban infrastructure constraints [44–47].

Additionally, redevelopment or restructuring the urban form and main land use
destinations, as well as understanding the underlining factors and changing traveler behav-
iors, accordingly, are important elements of a smart and sustainable urban electromobility
ecosystem [48–50].

Given the urgency of establishing smart and sustainable transport systems in cities
across the globe, there is a need for thoroughly exploring efficient methodologies towards a
smart and sustainable urban electromobility transformation without burdening transporta-
tion and electrical grids. Besides, the need for developing technologies, infrastructures,
and systems to support the mobile energy needs of urban mobility networks is becoming
evident [51]—e.g., Mobile-Energy-as-a-Service (MEaaS).

In this regard, the following questions will be helpful in forming a much clearer view
of how to plan for smart and sustainable electromobility in our cities. These questions also
contribute to establishing a new research agenda for moving towards smart and sustainable
urban electromobility.

• Why is smart and sustainable urban electromobility needed, and how can it help in
addressing some colossal urban and environmental problems?
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• Which technologies, infrastructures and systems are needed for developing smart and
sustainable urban electromobility networks?

• When can smart and sustainable urban electromobility become relatively affordable
for wider adoption in cities?

• Where are the most suitable locations to trial and operationalize smart and sustainable
urban electromobility systems?

• Who are the key stakeholders of smart and sustainable urban electromobility to
support the development and uptake?

• What do experts, authorities, service providers, electric vehicle users, and community
at large think on smart and sustainable urban electromobility?

• How can the development and adoption of smart and sustainable urban electromobil-
ity systems be incentivized and regulated?

Against the above editorial commentary, the Special Issue on the state-of-the-art and
future perspectives in smart and sustainable urban development supports the efforts in
improving research and practice in smart and sustainable urbanism. The Special Issue
contributes to the conceptual and practical knowledge pools to improve the research and
practice on smart and sustainable urban development by bringing an informed understand-
ing of the subject to scholars, policymakers, and practitioners. It offers insights into smart
and sustainable urban development by conducting in-depth conceptual debates, detailed
case study descriptions, thorough empirical investigations, systematic literature reviews, or
forecasting analyses. The Special Issue, hence, forms a repository of relevant information,
material, and knowledge to support research, policymaking, practice, and transferability of
experiences to address the urbanization and other planetary challenges.

The Special Issue includes the following 20 commentaries, viewpoints, case reports,
reviews, and research papers with the input of 76 urban scholars from across the globe:

1. Yigitcanlar, T. Towards Smart and Sustainable Urban Electromobility: An Editorial
Commentary.

2. Ullah, I.; Shah, M.; Khan, A.; Maple, C.; Waheed, A.; Jeon, G. A Distributed Mix-
Context-Based Method for Location Privacy in Road Networks.

3. Gulati, B.; Weiler, S. Risk, Recessions, and Resilience: Towards Sustainable Local
Labor Markets through Employment Portfolio Analysis.

4. Cai, C.; Guo, Z.; Zhang, B.; Wang, X.; Li, B.; Tang, P. Urban Morphological Fea-
ture Extraction and Multi-Dimensional Similarity Analysis Based on Deep Learning
Approaches.

5. Niemann, L.; Hoppe, T. How to Sustain Sustainability Monitoring in Cities: Lessons
from 49 Community Indicator Initiatives across 10 Latin American Countries.

6. Taylor, J.; Jokela, S.; Laine, M.; Rajaniemi, J.; Jokinen, P.; Häikiö, L.; Lönnqvist, A.
Learning and Teaching Interdisciplinary Skills in Sustainable Urban Development—
The Case of Tampere University, Finland.

7. Guo, N.; Chan, E.; Yung, E. Alternative Governance Model for Historical Building
Conservation in China: From Property Rights Perspective.

8. Boguniewicz-Zabłocka, J.; Capodaglio, A. Analysis of Alternatives for Sustainable
Stormwater Management in Small Developments of Polish Urban Catchments.

9. Gurieff, N.; Green, D.; Koskinen, I.; Lipson, M.; Baldry, M.; Maddocks, A.; Menictas,
C.; Noack, J.; Moghtaderi, B.; Doroodchi, E. Healthy Power: Reimagining Hospitals as
Sustainable Energy Hubs.

10. Slater, K.; Robinson, J. Social Learning and Transdisciplinary Co-Production: A Social
Practice Approach.

11. Salvia, R.; Egidi, G.; Salvati, L.; Rodrigo-Comino, J.; Quaranta, G. In-Between ‘Smart’
Urban Growth and ‘Sluggish’ Rural Development? Reframing Population Dynamics
in Greece, 1940–2019.

12. Serrano, I.; Calvet-Mir, L.; Ribera-Fumaz, R.; Díaz, I.; March, H. A Social Network
Analysis of the Spanish Network of Smart Cities.
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13. Song, Y.; Stead, D.; de Jong, M. New Town Development and Sustainable Transition
under Urban Entrepreneurialism in China.

14. Fieuw, W.; Foth, M.; Caldwell, G. Towards a More-than-Human Approach to Smart
and Sustainable Urban Development: Designing for Multispecies Justice.

15. Malek, J.; Lim, S.; Yigitcanlar, T. Social Inclusion Indicators for Building Citizen-
Centric Smart Cities: A Systematic Literature Review.

16. Wijesiri, B.; Bandala, E.; Liu, A.; Goonetilleke, A. A Framework for Stormwater Quality
Modelling under the Effects of Climate Change to Enhance Reuse.

17. E, J.; Xia, B.; Buys, L.; Yigitcanlar, T. Sustainable Urban Development for Older
Australians: Understanding the Formation of Naturally Occurring Retirement Com-
munities in the Greater Brisbane Region.

18. Lim, S.; Malek, J.; Yussoff, M.; Yigitcanlar, T. Understanding and Acceptance of Smart
City Policies: Practitioners’ Perspectives on the Malaysian Smart City Framework.

19. Sabatini-Marques, J.; Yigitcanlar, T.; Schreiner, T.; Wittmann, T.; Sotto, D.; Inkinen,
T. Strategizing Smart, Sustainable, and Knowledge-Based Development of Cities:
Insights from Florianópolis, Brazil.

20. Yigitcanlar, T.; Cugurullo, F. The Sustainability of Artificial Intelligence: An Urbanistic
Viewpoint from the Lens of Smart and Sustainable Cities.

This collection of these 20 papers focused on answering the following overall questions
of this Special Issue: (a) What are the critical theoretical and conceptual underpinnings and
analytical and policy frameworks of smart and sustainable urban development? (b) What
are the critical methodological and technical approaches for the evaluation and forecast-
ing of smart and sustainable urban development? (c) What are the critical technological
progresses, developments, and trials concerning the quadruple bottom-line development
of smart and sustainable cities? (d) What are the critical global best and good practice
smart and sustainable urban development case investigations, demonstrations, and reports?
(e) What are the critical smart and sustainable urban development planning, design, ap-
plications, and governance models to deliver desired urban outcomes? (f) What are the
critical premises, pitfalls, implications, and impacts concerning the future of urbanization
and smart and sustainable urban development?

Funding: This research received no external funding.
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Abstract: The term ‘sustainability’ has become an overused umbrella term that encompasses a
range of climate actions and environmental infrastructure investments; however, there is still an
urgent need for transformative reform work. Scholars of urban studies have made compelling cases
for a more-than-human conceptualisation of urban and environmental planning and also share a
common interest in translating theory into practical approaches and implications that recognise
(i) our ecological entanglements with planetary systems and (ii) the urgent need for multispecies
justice in the reconceptualisation of genuinely sustainable cities. More-than-human sensibility draws
on a range of disciplines and encompasses conventional and non-conventional research methods
and design approaches. In this article, we offer a horizon scan type of review of key posthuman
and more-than-human literature sources at the intersection of urban studies and environmental
humanities. The aim of this review is to (i) contribute to the emerging discourse that is starting to
operationalise a more-than-human approach to smart and sustainable urban development, and; (ii)
to articulate a nascent framework for more-than-human spatial planning policy and practice.

Keywords: urban planning; more-than-human; post-Anthropocene; environmental humanities;
multispecies justice; sustainable cities; smart cities

1. Introduction

Urban development processes are increasingly under the spotlight due to their poten-
tial for contributing to lowering the carbon footprints of cities, to achieving greater levels
of sustainability, and to restoring sensitive ecologies and biodiversity hotspots. However,
urban studies, in a similar way to many other social sciences, suffer from human exception-
alism in the ontological framing of these issues. So far, human concerns such as comfort
and convenience usually take priority over ecological imperatives and the urgent need to
avoid a planetary ecocide [1,2].

Scholars in environmental humanities as well as in urban design and planning are
calling for a more-than-human approach to smart and sustainable urban development in
order to grapple with how nonhuman agencies shape geographies and urban places. Other
future directions for research include the role of planning in learning from Indigenous
knowledge systems and cultures such as ‘Caring for Country’ [3–5]. These issues have been
acknowledged as high priorities by the Planning Institute of Australia (PIA), and PIA’s
Indigenous Planning Working Group continues to identify new planning approaches [6].
In this article, we respond to industrial, governmental, societal, and environmental needs
by addressing an identified gap in knowledge within the urban development domain.

Here, we present a horizon scan [7–10] of recent investigations and studies offering a
more-than-human perspective on urban planning. We elaborate upon these concepts in
the main literature review section below. By way of an introduction, ‘more-than-human’ is
considered to be an umbrella term that encompasses a diverse set of theories and practices
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with origins in and interrelationships across diverse fields of study including critical geog-
raphy, urban studies, ecofeminism, new materialism, science and technology studies (STS),
and decolonial studies. Just as the term ‘nature-based solutions’ has become an umbrella
term that encompasses a range of environmental infrastructure interventions in response
to anthropogenic climate change, the term ‘more-than-human’ is considered to be an ap-
proach to account for nonhuman agencies [11,12], recognise humanity’s entanglements
with ecosystems and the planet [13], work towards multispecies justice [14], and design
for cohabitation [14–16]. Such new ways of conceptualising sustainable development—
perhaps the most pressing global agenda in the wake of what Earth scientists call the
‘Holocene (or sixth mass) extinction’—are a pressing and urgent endeavour [17].

The focal lens we apply to this scholarship domain is spatial planning. Spatial plan-
ning is a critical component in sustainability strategies, because at the command of the
spatial planner is a set of diverse procedural, regulatory, design, and implementation tools
that are usually premised on and enacted by government policy frameworks [18–20]. The
purpose of spatial planning is to balance human development and economic activities
within ecological boundaries [21]. Spatial plans should have foresight based on credible
evidence that includes population growth modelling [22], urban development pressures,
ecologically vulnerable areas, and other landscape considerations such as regenerative de-
sign approaches to deal with the environmental legacy of exhausted quarry and abandoned
mine sites [23]. These plans should be backed by normatively ‘good’ design principles
contained within design and planning traditions of new urbanism, smart growth, sus-
tainability, and ecological urbanism. Since spatial planning implicates the allocation of
scarce resources, it is inherently a political activity by nature [19,20,24–26], and it also
has the role of setting agendas for harmonious human–environment interactions. Plans
and design guidance inform a range of urban and environmental planning instruments
such as strategic environmental assessments, population growth and distribution, housing,
ecological corridors, land use planning, and transport planning [22].

The significance of developing a more-than-human approach to smart and sustainable
urban development in this article is derived from two domains, that is, more-than-human
scholarship and spatial planning. While some human geography and urban theorists, for
example, [13,27–29], have engaged with the possibilities of more-than-human cities, so far,
there has been no concerted effort to strategically review the literature at this intersection
with the aim of informing smart and sustainable urban development and spatial planning
practices drawing on the domains of knowledge identified in more-than-human scholarship.
By offering this horizon scan literature review, we endeavour to stimulate and extend debate
and discourse about an emerging, yet still nascent, more-than-human spatial planning
framework [30–32]. This article contributes to creating more nuanced understandings of
sustainable and smart cities, which are stated objectives in the Sustainable Development
Goals and the New Urban Agenda of the United Nations.

Our motivation in presenting this horizon scan is to start to articulate some of the
possible implications of enacting and subscribing to a more-than-human sensibility in
the practice of spatial planning. We draw attention to some of the key works emerging
in the field as possibly trendsetting and game changing, and we start to organise their
proposed ideas towards a nascent framework that can be utilised to design for multispecies
justice [13–15,30]. Such a framework cannot be accommodated within the limited scope
of this one review. As such, we can only offer a nascent research agenda, and accordingly,
our aim is not and cannot be to attempt to present a fully formed framework. This would
likely require a monograph-length treatment as well as many contributions from colleagues
across different fields. Nonetheless, in this paper, we acknowledge that this movement
is now underway, and our hope is that the findings of this review will recruit further
supporters and contributors to this urgent task.

A more-than-human framework to smart and sustainable urban development can
shape and inspire the practices of planners, geographers, and designers, who are working
on a variety of spatial scales. These practitioners might be working in government agencies,
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design firms, environmental peak organisations, community organisations, or could be
interested members of the community. While there has been a recent spike in interest in
design competitions, conference proceedings, and special research teams, we believe there
is still a need for this academic scholarship to be made more accessible to practitioners.

Scholars have identified the ontological and epistemological roots of a more-than-
human approach in the environmental humanities, social sciences, and design. Such studies
tend to be grounded in constructivism and are influenced by theoretical orientations in
critical geography and humanities such as decolonial theory, deep ecology, posthumanism,
urban studies, and human geography. The guiding objective of this review is to start
orientating spatial planning practice towards such more-than-human sensibilities. This
strategic horizon scan of the literature identifies the ontological foundation, on which a
more-than-human approach to spatial planning practice can be built. We suggest that this
ontological foundation can offer fertile ground for timely and urgent research questions to
be posed by the urban studies research community at large. These can include questions
such as:

• How can a more-than-human perspective transform neighbourhoods into more eco-
logical habitats?

• What are the essential components of a more-than-human approach to spatial plan-
ning?

• How does such an approach to spatial planning alter urban development?
• What are the outcomes and impact of a more-than-human spatial planning praxis?

While the limited scope of this review does not allow us to offer a book-length treat-
ment of these questions that can offer a satisfactory scope for answering them, we also
suggest that what is important is not so much the scope and scale of any one output
but a strong commitment to engaging, on an ongoing basis, with these questions with a
more-than-human sensibility. As such, we want to be modest in offering this review as
one step on the way, whilst, at the same time, acknowledging the many other steps other
colleagues have taken and their contributions. By jointly working towards informing this
ontological framework, our objective is to contribute to proliferating more-than-human
perspectives on spatial planning across disciplines. The transformational change agenda
implicit in this work is to provide evidence of the potential, the merit, and the urgency for
reforming smart and sustainable urban development processes in spatial planning praxis
to create and design post-anthropocentric urban futures [1,33].

2. A Horizon Scan of More-than-Human Approaches to Smart and Sustainable Urban
Development

This review is not a conventional systematic literature review that uses a replicable
and rigid search algorithm to perform a meticulous appraisal of all primary sources on
a given research question over a longer time period. The specific literature relating to
more-than-human approaches to smart and sustainable urban development that we want
to capture for this review is far too recent, fast paced, and interdisciplinary to be adequately
captured by the rigid and limiting methodology of a systematic literature review. Instead,
in this review, we conduct a specific type of literature review called a horizon scan [7–10]
in order to identify research work and studies of relevance, with the aim of contributing
to emerging debates in the fields of urban planning and development about trends, gaps,
opportunities, and implications. For this review, horizon scanning is a useful method,
because it allows us to capture a diversity of recent research publications at an early stage of
their development, and the resultant list of references offers a rich collection of publications
for the reader to draw upon for follow-up reading and to form interdisciplinary connections,
which, in itself, is a contribution of this study.

Our search method employs a broad horizon scan of relevant and recent papers. We
used databases such as Web of Science, Scopus, ACM Digital Library, and Google Scholar.
In addition to the urban studies literature, we also purposefully included papers from
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other disciplines such as STS, sociology, cultural studies, human geography, environmental
humanities, and policy. This enabled us to establish a transdisciplinary perspective.

We position this horizon scan at the intersection of spatial planning and more-than-
human theory. After providing contextual background to cities in the age of the Capi-
talocene (Section 2.1) and the responding emergence of sustainable smart cities (Section 2.2),
the origins of the more-than-human sensibility is reviewed as considered in the social
sciences and environmental humanities (Section 2.3). The purpose, here, is to provide
definitional clarity and differentiation from other perspectives on human–environment
interactions. In the final part of the review (Section 2.4), the convergence of domains of
studies is presented in a structured form in order to sketch the beginnings of a nascent and
emerging framework for more-than-human spatial planning and design that invites other
readers to expand and contribute.

2.1. Cities in the Age of the Capitalocene

The impact of human activity on the environment is fundamentally changing eco-
logical processes, and at the heart of this so-called ‘Capitalocene’ is the urbanisation of
humanity [34–37]. Cities occupy between 2–3% of the global land coverage, which is set
to triple by 2030 based on the current trajectory of low-density urban sprawl [38]. It is
estimated that 1.8–2.4% of croplands will be converted to urban areas by 2030, resulting in
widespread wildlife habitat loss, reduced biodiversity, and further food insecurity [39,40].
Cities are also the economic drivers of the world economy, accounting for 80% of the global
GDP output with a commensurate environmental cost; cities consume over two-thirds of
the world’s energy and account for more than 70% of the global CO2 emissions [41].

Opportunities for improved living conditions are found in urban environments, and
thereby, become strong ‘pull factors’ driving the ‘second wave of urbanisation’ in Asia and
Africa at a scale unprecedented since the industrial revolution [42]. The so-called secondary
cities of less than 500,000 inhabitants are the fastest growing, and they account for 75%
of urban dwellers. The UN [43] has estimated that, by 2050, approximately two-third of
the global population (i.e., 6.68 of 9.77 billion people) will live in cities. Ninety per cent of
urban land cover is near coastlines, raising concerns about resilience to flooding caused by
rising sea levels and other impacts of climate change [44].

Environmental activism in the wake of the threat of Holocene extinction (or the sixth
mass extinction) has placed the rights of nature on the global agenda [45–49]. Some coun-
tries have already enacted rights of nature, including Ecuador’s 2008 constitutional reforms
and Bolivia’s 2010 ‘Rights of Mother Earth’ act. In India, the Ganga and Yamuna Rivers
have been recognised with legal personhood [50], and in New Zealand, ecosystems such as
the Whanganui River and the Urewera Forest have been granted legal rights [46]. Envi-
ronmental advocacy and community activism groups such as the Australian Earth Laws
Alliance (AELA) are lobbying national governments to follow suit [47]. The rights of nature
agenda implicitly invoke the wisdom and cultural heritage of Indigenous populations past,
present, and future, which provides cues to rethinking of spatial planning as ecological
stewardship [48,51,52] grounded in an ethos of ‘Caring for Country’ [4,5,28,53–55].

Fighting for quality natural environments in cities ought not to be just an agenda
of environmentalists. Studies have proven that healthy ecologies make people happier,
healthier, more inquisitive, and more productive [56–60]. Local communities tend to
experience a greater sense of local custodianship when urban green and blue belts are
protected, healthy, and intact. They are also more likely to participate economically and co-
produce outcomes such as ecotourism opportunities [59,61]. Conservationists and planners
also have a responsibility to retain social access to these environments, since the phenomena
of ‘green gentrification’ and elitist enclaves further entrench existing inequalities and access
restrictions [59,62–66].
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2.2. Sustainable Smart Cities

The imperative to grow cities of the future more sustainably is a global policy agenda,
and the dedicated UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 11 seeks to “make cities and
human settlements more inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable.” The United Nations’
member states enacted the New Urban Agenda (NUA) in 2016, which requires national
governments to work with regional and local governments to formulate urban plans in
accordance with the International Guidelines on Urban and Territorial Planning [67]. These
guidelines seek to standardise city growth processes and establish normatively ‘good’
practices. Urban and environmental planning instruments are, therefore, in the spotlight
for their potential to contribute to greater levels of biodiversity conservation, protection of
waterways, and reduction in climate change risks within and beyond the urban footprint.

The investment case for sustainable cities and its associated infrastructure and human
settlements have also recently been assessed. A new report by the Coalition for Urban
Transitions, titled ‘Climate Emergency, Urban Opportunity’ [68] is one of the most com-
prehensive assessments on the investment case for sustainable cities. The findings of the
report, representing the views of 50 leading organisations (such as the C40 Cities Climate
Leadership Group and the World Resources Institute), show that 90% of carbon emissions
from cities can be cut by using existing technologies. This would require an investment of
2% of the global GDP (or 1.8 trillion USD) per annum. An expected return of 23.9 trillion
USD by 2050 could be achieved and support the creation of 87 million jobs by 2030 in
sectors such as waste, energy, and transport.

The transition towards sustainable cities is being enabled by the rapid evolution of
‘smart city’ technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), ecological infrastructure, and
alternative energy [69–72]. There is a temptation to think that technology is a panacea for
solving wicked problems, and scholars have critiqued the ontological roots of the smart
city movement from critical science and technology studies (STS) and broader humanities,
arts and social sciences (HASS) disciplines [1,73–78].

Green building rating tools (GBRT) are influential in shifting the urban development
industry towards more sustainable outcomes [79,80], and could potentially incorporate
calls for net-positive outcomes [81] and more-than-human design [31].

2.3. Encountering the More-than-Human City

Despite the global recognition of a need for sustainable cities, the perpetuation of
the unsustainable status quo of the built environment necessitates bold and brave new
responses to urban and environmental planning [82]. Drawing on empirical urban ecology
research (e.g., street cats of Singapore and fruit bat colonies in Sydney), Franklin [27] argued
for a more-than-human perspective to urban studies underpinned by theoretical constructs
of ‘becoming/worlding cities’ and ‘urban ecology’ that went beyond previous approaches
to design and planning such as biophilic design [83–85] and carbon-positive design [86].
Metzger [87] shared an optimism for a new focus in urban studies, but critically asked,
“Are there any signals indicating that planning methodology is moving in such a direction?
Not many would be my short answer” (p. 1005).

Studies in more-than-human, post-humanist, and post-anthropocentric perspectives
have emerged from critical human geography and deep ecology, and have provided
compelling examples of how a ‘more-than-human turn’ in social science and design research
has been starting to grapple with the agencies of nonhuman actors [11,30,88–91]. When
nonhuman agencies are better understood, complex problems such as conflict resolution in
the law-space nexus of land management can be better managed, as illustrated, for example,
in the research by Brown et al. [92] on wildlife corridors. Yigitcanlar et al. [1] proposed that
designing post-anthropocentric cities of the future required a deeper engagement with the
possibilities of ecological human settlement. This, in turn, requires increased attention to the
temporalities, the wisdom of alternative knowledge systems (e.g., decolonising design and
learning from Indigenous knowledge), and more sensitive design pedagogy [3,4,40,93–95].
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The need to incorporate urban ecology concerns with the sustainable cities and smart
cities movement is imperative to avoid a planetary ecocide [1] and transcend human excep-
tionalism [93]. Furthermore, cities are the next frontier in biodiversity conservation [96].
In Australia, cities support 30% of the threatened plant and animal species, which is the
highest proportion of land use on a unit-area basis [97]. Scholars are calling for novel
approaches to the scientific premise of a more-than-human city [27]. Biodiversity sensitive
urban design (BDUD) considers intricate ways in which human and nonhuman lives are en-
tangled in urban spaces [82,98]. In landscape theory, provocations for animal-aided design
(AAD) seek ways in which conservation can be incorporated into the master plans of new
urban development [99]. Incorporating more-than-human design and planning through
new practices such as BDUD and ADD could contribute to the rewilding and realisation of
more-than-human cities [100], but obstacles remain such as citizen’s willingness to coexist
with animals and wildlife conflicts [11,101–104].

Urban studies have suffered from human exceptionalism for too long [100,105]. The
challenge for urban theorists is to formulate responses to this perceived ‘turn’ in social
sciences emanating from human geography, ecofeminism, and critical STS, highly influ-
enced by the more-than-human geography of Bruno Latour, Sarah Whatmore, and Donna
Haraway [100,106–109].

2.4. Towards a More-than-Human Approach to Smart and Sustainable Urban Development

Houston et al. [13] argued that the recasting of urban development processes from
the more-than-human perspective could result in innovations such as more responsive
and improved climate-adaptive planning tools and narratives for diverse forms of future
city growth. The authors concluded by arguing that, “planning theory requires a thicker,
relational and more responsive form of post-humanism to imagine and enact just and
sustainable cities in a time of global environmental uncertainty and change” (p. 203). This
was further corroborated by Roös [110] who argued for the merits of employing a design
pattern language approach to embed biophilia in planning practice. This design pattern
language, see also [111–113], provides a foundation to better recognise human–nature
interactions and inform a new theory for the sustainable development and planning of
human settlements and cities, which is also supported by Liaros [40,94,95].

Our horizon scan has identified a need for scholars of urban studies to investigate the
possibilities of a spatial planning regime that considers more-than-human perspectives.
The approaching planetary ecocide urges us to recast spatial planning across the built
environment and environmental professional competencies from a more-than-human
perspective. Spatial planning is a vital task in guiding sustainable development outcomes
with its associated technologies and design instruments [28,32,114]. Urban planning intends
to create a rational and transparent ‘development envelope’ at the local scale to guide the
activities of public and private interests [115,116].

Adams and Tiesdell [117] understood the purpose of local plans and associated devel-
opment processes under four broad categories:

• Market shaping involves interventions to create a vision, sets development parameters,
and integrates disparate investments to avoid the fragmentation of the urban fabric.

• Regulatory instruments are legislative checks and balances to compel, manage, and
prevent urban development outcomes.

• Stimulus packages are utilised to kick-start desired outcomes.
• Finally, building capacity requires a shift from regulation and planning towards

proactive coordination and leadership of development that contributes to improved
placemaking.

Cities require more compelling visions of environmental harmony in which human
activities can be seen as contributing to the restoration of sensitive ecologies, the net
reduction of carbon emissions, and an overall push towards what Birkeland called net-
positive design and development [81]. These city visions are required to be translated
into refined strategies and methods at the neighbourhood and/or district level. The
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neighbourhood unit is deemed to be an appropriate scale where urban sustainability can be
proactively planned for in terms of public services, networked infrastructures, and greater
community participation [80,118,119]. A new generation of Neighbourhood Sustainability
Assessment (NSA) tools have the potential to better measure the sustainability of urban
systems [120], and these assessments of built environment sustainability performance
could benefit greatly from a more-than-human perspective on integrative planning and
development [31]. By combining these recent thrusts in urban studies, a framework can
be developed to articulate a more-than-human spatial planning praxis. Such a framework
requires a taxonomy of concepts and emerging practices, similar to the way that the
Feral Atlas [121], for example, has documented the diversity of shared encounters and
entanglements between humans and nonhumans in the form of a digital encyclopaedia
grounded in 79 ethnographic field reports “on diverse topics as ‘radioactive blueberries’
and the spread of coffee rust, all accompanied by drawings, music, and films.” [122].
Applying and expanding the framework, translating it into practice, evaluating its impact,
and on that basis, refining its methods may start to address the knowledge gap of how to
overcome human exceptionalism in urban studies [123].

3. Conclusions

In this horizon scan, we have demonstrated how subscribing to a more-than-human
sensibility recognises the intricate ways in which human and nonhuman existences are
entangled in urban space. This sensibility is premised on the notions of ‘becoming’/
‘worlding’ [13,103,124], which are established concepts within process philosophy. Further-
more, the process of becoming lends itself to novel approaches to design and planning
practices that can bring about the transformational reform work needed to bring about
genuine urban sustainability [125].

While the scope of this review is sadly not sufficient to present a fully formed frame-
work, Figure 1 shows a nascent sketch of the emerging agenda towards a more-than-human
approach to smart and sustainable urban development based on the review conducted
above. The core component of this framework that now requires further collaborative work
is the spatial planning body of knowledge and practices and the associated toolkit. We
suggest that this joint effort could be unpacked and broken down further into three types of
inquiries, each of which has already received some attention from both researchers and prac-
titioners as follows: (1) more-than-human engagement [75,93], (2) more-than-human spatial
planning practice [28,32], and (3) more-than-human governance and policy [126,127].

This succinct yet cogent horizon scan across the urban studies domain has reviewed
emerging scholarships from diverse disciplines including critical feminism, geography, and
STS, which question human exceptionalism. Scholars are calling for research agendas to
consider novel approaches to the discipline of spatial planning from a more-than-human
perspective [32,128].

How should spatial planners and urban designers respond to provocations that cities
are to become more-than-human? In addition, how are such provocations different, or
similar, to pressing agendas such as calls to rewild cities [100,106,129,130] and invest in
nature-based solutions to counteract anthropogenic climate change?

To address this gap in knowledge identified by this review, further work is urgently
needed to develop taxonomies of theoretical constructs and case studies of emerging
practices to indicate what such a more-than-human spatial planning framework to guide
smart and sustainable urban development and support multispecies justice could entail
and how it could be adopted by industry and government. Enacting a more-than-human
spatial planning framework would expedite and even leapfrog our transition towards
not only more nuanced understandings but actual implementations and deployments of
sustainable and smart cities, which are stated objectives in the Sustainable Development
Goals and the New Urban Agenda of the United Nations.
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Abstract: Preserving location privacy is increasingly an essential concern in Vehicular Adhoc Net-
works (VANETs). Vehicles broadcast beacon messages in an open form that contains information
including vehicle identity, speed, location, and other headings. An adversary may track the various
locations visited by a vehicle using sensitive information transmitted in beacons such as vehicle
identity and location. By matching the vehicle identity used in beacon messages at various locations,
an adversary learns the location history of a vehicle. This compromises the privacy of the vehicle
driver. In existing research work, pseudonyms are used in place of the actual vehicle identity in the
beacons. Pseudonyms should be changed regularly to safeguard the location privacy of vehicles.
However, applying simple change in pseudonyms does not always provide location privacy. Existing
schemes based on mix zones operate efficiently in higher traffic environments but fail to provide
privacy in lower vehicle traffic densities. In this paper, we take the problem of location privacy in
diverse vehicle traffic densities. We propose a new Crowd-based Mix Context (CMC) privacy scheme
that provides location privacy as well as identity protection in various vehicle traffic densities. The
pseudonym changing process utilizes context information of road such as speed, direction and the
number of neighbors in transmission range for the anonymisation of vehicles, adaptively updating
pseudonyms based on the number of a vehicle neighbors in the vicinity. We conduct formal modeling
and specification of the proposed scheme using High-Level Petri Nets (HPLN). Simulation results
validate the effectiveness of CMC in terms of location anonymisation, the probability of vehicle
traceability, computation time (cost) and effect on vehicular applications.

Keywords: anonymity; formal modeling; location privacy; mix context; pseudonyms; traceabil-
ity; VANETs

1. Introduction

With the growth of wireless technology and intelligent transportation systems, vehic-
ular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are attracting significant attention. Current goals are to
make the ad-hoc network more efficient, secure and provide comfort to passenger on the
road [1]. The main concern is to provide information regarding traffic congestion, collision
notification, emergency, location services, weather conditions, and so on. VANETs can
improve road safety and relief of vehicle drivers on the road. Traffic related information is
analyzed and shared by vehicles in the network. VANETs is a subclass of mobile ad-hoc net-
works, which provide communication facilities to nearby vehicles in the road environment,
which makes it different from others due to characteristics such as dynamic road topology,
communication, sensing capabilities and transmission power for vehicles’ function [2].
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The basic architecture of vehicular networks consists of Road Side Units (RSU), On-
Board Units (OBU), Event Data Recorders (EDR), various sensors, and navigation systems
(such as GPS) [3]. RSUs are a road infrastructure that increase the communication connec-
tivity to vehicles. The OBU is fixed in the vehicle with a temper proof device that protects
the cryptographic credentials of vehicles. This is used for wireless communication among
vehicles and with infrastructure [4]. An EDR archives various events of vehicles communi-
cation during a trip on the road. GPS can be used to provide geographical location, vehicle
speed, movement direction, and acceleration for a specific time interval [5]. Obstacles on
the road are detected with the aid of radar and sensors. In-vehicle, an omnidirectional
antenna is fixed for wireless channel access in the network.

The deployment of onboard units permits communication among nearby vehicles and
fixed road infrastructure, which make possible three communication models, i.e., Vehicle
to Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I), and hybrid communication model [3,6].
In the V2V model, there is no support of infrastructure and vehicles are communicated
directly. For data and information gathering, vehicles communicate with road side infras-
tructure through the V2I model. In the hybrid model, vehicles do not communicate with
infrastructure directly but communicate in a single or multihop manner, depending on
the transmission range of vehicles. This enables long-distance communication between
vehicles in the network. Various wireless technologies are suggested for communication
in vehicular networks, such Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC), Cellular
network, WiMax, WiFi, and VeMAC protocol [6,7]. Among the existing technologies, DSRC
has the potential for use in wide range variety of applications, including collision avoidance
which can save thousands of lives and billions of dollars annually [8].

The mobile node (vehicle) in a network can broadcast Basic Safety Messages (BSMs),
Cooperative Aware Messages (CAM) or beacons to disseminate road environment informa-
tion. The beacon message’s contents consist of vehicle identity, velocity, position, and other
information [9]. The vehicle broadcasts beacon messages in plaintext format, and so other
entities in the network are able to learn the actual identity and location of vehicles by ana-
lyzing these beacon messages. Similarly, an adversary can obtain the personal information
of a vehicle driver by collecting beacon messages and tracking the various locations visited,
thus coming to know the behavior and activities of the vehicle driver. This has the potential
to pose several types of threat to the vehicle driver, such as damage to social reputation,
physical harassment, blackmailing, and property loss [10]. To protect the privacy of the
vehicle, pseudonyms can be used in place of the real identity in the message, and this is
a commonly accepted solution. The pseudonym is an alias or randomized identity of a
vehicle inserted in the beacon message. However, the use of fixed pseudo-identity is not
suitable for protecting the privacy of a vehicle, and it must be changed over time to guard
against the linking the pseudonym of a vehicle over time.

For the protection of vehicle location privacy, various pseudonym-changing strategies
have been proposed in the literature. Some techniques use the concept of a mix zone [11–15]
to hide the vehicle identities in a zone created by the vehicle to change pseudonyms coop-
eratively. However, the performance of the mix zone is degraded in conditions of lower
traffic density [16]. Techniques based on group signatures are introduced [17–20] to protect
location privacy of vehicles in which the broadcast beacons are signed with a key assigned
to a group to protect the identity of a vehicle in a group. However, the management of
signatures in the group administratively burdensome [16]; large groups have difficulty
with managing signatures while small group size impacts privacy protection. Schemes
based on a silent period [21–23] can hide the identity of vehicles. However, these schemes
have a detrimental effect for road safety applications. To overcome the onward limita-
tions of existing schemes, we propose a novel scheme, the Crowd-based Mix Context
(CMC) method that efficiently provides location privacy protection under diverse vehicle
traffic conditions.

The existing pseudonym changing scheme, Ref. [24] addresses the problem of loca-
tion privacy in mix zones under lower traffic density. It uses a concept of creating fake
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pseudonyms to anonymize the vehicle in the concerned region. However, generating fake
pseudonyms in large quantities impact VANET applications and create computational
overheads for the vehicle OBU. If a single-vehicle creates fake pseudonyms for anonymity
purposes, the attacker may be able to find similarities in beacon messages, to ascertain that
only one vehicle is on the road. Furthermore, fake pseudonyms create a liability issue in
the network. The work undertaken in [25] is based on both mix zones and silent periods,
where a large number of vehicles gather and anonymize identities in silent mode. However,
while this works well in an urban scenario that consists of a higher number of vehicles, it
is not consistent in the case of lower congested areas such as highways in which vehicles
may rarely change pseudonyms [26].

Therefore, to preserve the location privacy of a vehicle, there is a need for an efficient
approach that works under various traffic density conditions and also provides privacy
outside mix zone areas. In this paper, we propose a distributed scheme CMC that offers
privacy protection to vehicles in VANETs. In this paper, the terms network, road network,
vehicular network, vehicular communication network and VANETs denote interchangeably
and they all refer to vehicular ad-hoc networks. Our contributions in this paper are
given below.

1. We introduce a virtual pseudonym exchange suitable method for a low number of ve-
hicles in transmission range. This will mix vehicle identities to provide anonymisation
to a target vehicle in that region.

2. Efficiently utilize the diverse traffic density according to the road context information
to hide location privacy of a vehicle.

3. We utilize the road network context for the protection of location privacy, which
reduces its impacts on road network applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains details of the existing
literature on location privacy schemes. System models and goals are discussed in Section 3.
The proposed solution is explained in Section 4. Formal modeling and specification of
the proposed model are given in Section 5. Section 6 provides details of the experimental
setup and evaluation criteria for location privacy. In Sections 7 and 8, we discuss the per-
formance analysis and comparison of the proposed scheme, respectively. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section 10.

2. Related Work

As mentioned, a pseudonym can be used in beacon messages, rather than the real
identity of a vehicle, as a means to provide privacy. However, some limited knowledge
of the whereabouts of a vehicle means that the pseudonym of a vehicle can be identified,
and all journeys of that vehicle can be recovered. For this reason, pseudonyms are changed
periodically. However, simple pseudonym-exchange schemes may suffer from pseudonym
linkability. That is, an adversary can discover the relationship between pseudonyms
and hence recover vehicle journeys. Several schemes of pseudonym changing are proposed
and tested in the literature; here, we review some of these. A taxonomy of location privacy
schemes is shown in Figure 1. Table 1 contains details of a comparative analysis of existing
schemes in a vehicular network.

A group navigation, in combination with a random silence period, is proposed in [21].
The vehicle remains silent, not broadcasting beacons in the network for a random period
to avoid linkability. The vehicles are restricted to forming groups on the road, and the
group leader will broadcast messages while other members of the group remain silent.
Similarly, an advanced version is presented in [27] again using the combination of silent
periods with the group formation concept. The vehicles remain silent if a certain low-speed
threshold is met (below 30 km/h) and should change pseudonyms during this period as
given in [28]. This means that a vehicle will not broadcast heartbeat messages at slow
speeds, with the justification that the possibility of an accident during lower speeds is
low. In [29], a safe-distance metric is used to find an obfuscation radius in which the
value of velocity, position, and direction is perturbed to enhance the privacy of vehicles.
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In addition, if a vehicle did not find any other vehicle within a safe distance, it remains silent
to preclude tracking. An autonomous pseudonym update mechanism is presented in [23],
which takes the speed and direction as parameters. If a certain traffic weight threshold is
met, the vehicle will update its pseudonym in a silent mode, otherwise the vehicle waits
for one more silent period. In the context-based scheme, the vehicle adaptively enters
and exits from a silent period, changing the pseudonym based on the number of silent
neighboring vehicles [30]. A similar scheme is introduced in [31] in which vehicle changes
its pseudonym based on the context of silent neighbors. It also assesses the presence of
misbehaving vehicles in the network and checks the success of the pseudonym changing
process. Another scheme is based on a silent period that uses the concept of permutation to
exchange pseudonyms between vehicles to create confusion for an adversary attempting
location identification [32]. Silent period-based schemes have certain limitations, i.e., it
impacts road network applications, the management of silent period duration for a vehicle
trip is difficult to utilize for location protection: the use of a short silent period can provide
one way to measure the effectiveness of a pseudonym linkability attack, while, for a long
silence period, the knowledge of spatial and temporal relationship makes it possible for an
adversary to track the vehicle [33].

Figure 1. Categories of location privacy schemes.

A group communication method with a random encryption period is introduced
in [20,34] for location privacy in VANETs. The scheme increases the confusion of the exter-
nal attacker by creating an encryption zone around a vehicle’s OBU. Another synchronized
pseudonym changing protocol is proposed in [35] to provide unlinkability of the vehicle
location tracks. The main aim is to break the spatial and temporal relationship of the vehicle
pseudonyms. A data forwarding protocol is used in [36] for location privacy based on the
social behavior of a vehicle driver. The social behavior of vehicles is collected from visiting
social spots, i.e., shopping malls, intersections, and museums. If a vehicle visits a social
spot, it can retrieve messages from RSU anonymously. The protocol achieves two things
in parallel, i.e., preserves the location privacy and provides reliable transmission in the
network. In [18], the concept of a cryptographic mix zone is used to hide the location
information of vehicles that are based on one-time identity-based authentication. It has no
dependency on trusted party, and the keys are updated within the zone. Any vehicle in
the group may be a group key distributor in the cryptographic zone. A revocable group
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signature scheme is proposed in [37] for location privacy based on the Chinese remainder
theorem and digital signature algorithm. It protects the anonymity of the vehicle as well
as providing traceability to TA in case of a dispute of signature. However, the group
signature method has certain issues regarding the management of signatures in the group.
The signature of a large group is difficult to manage, while smaller groups affect the pri-
vacy protection level [33]. In [38], a dynamic grouping and virtual pseudonym exchange
scheme is proposed in which diverse traffic conditions are utilized to update pseudonyms
of vehicles for location protection.

Some techniques employ dummy data or inaccurate data to generate confusion for
an adversary to identify the real location of a vehicle. In such a case, a perturbation
algorithm is proposed in [39] that utilizes the reported position of two users at proximity
and slightly modifies their position to create confusion for an adversary. The inaccurate
beacon message is sent in between the periodic actual beacon messages to break the link
between various locations of vehicles [40]. Dummy locations are generated in [41] for
privacy protection of vehicles. In [42], the location of the neighboring vehicle is taken
as a virtual shadow and sends two requests to LBS with two different locations. It will
hide the actual location of a target vehicle from the location attacker. Similarly, virtual
position points are generated in [43] that bridge between user and LBS. The sensitivity-
based pseudonym changing scheme is introduced in [44] that takes regularities in vehicle
movements to achieve personalised vehicle location protection. A new concept of multilevel
obfuscation scheme is introduced in [45] to protect the location privacy of vehicles while
communicating with LBS. The vehicle generates duplicate messages in connection with the
surrounding vehicle to increase vehicle identity anonymisation in the vicinity. The concept
of differential privacy and pseudonym permutation is used in [46] to hide the location
trajectory of the vehicle. The trajectory of the user is divided into coarse-grained and
fine-grained under the personalized user privacy requirements. Similarly, a new technique
is introduced in [47] that protects the user’s semantic location trajectory. It uses the concept
of reinforcement learning based on differential privacy that randomizes the locations of
the vehicle’s trajectory. The optimized obfuscation policy is used in terms of privacy
improvement and the loss of quality of the services. The obfuscation and hiding in the
crowd concept are combined in [48] to increase confusion for an adversary trying to link
vehicles’ pseudonyms. The dummy-based location privacy scheme improves the level
of privacy to some extent. However, there are certain problems related to these schemes,
including management of dummy data being an issue, their impact on the quality of
services, and generating overhead in the network.
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A mix zone scheme is proposed in [52] which considers context information to
change pseudonyms. The context information may be the number of neighbors, direction,
and speed. The vehicles will find suitable opportunities to blend and be an anonymisation
set with vehicles having similar properties. Julien et al. proposed to create mix zones at
suitable areas to protect the location information of vehicles [53]. The privacy of vehi-
cles in the mix zone is improved in [54] with the help of using a cryptographic concept.
Here, the vehicle shares the status information only with neighboring vehicles. In [13],
the pseudonym changing strategy is applied at a social spot which may be a road intersec-
tion or shopping malls, where several vehicles gather. The social spot becomes a mix zone
to hide vehicle identities. The vehicles form a mix zone dynamically in [55] to guard against
the linking of an old pseudonym to the new one. The messages of vehicles are encrypted
in the zone. A similar scheme, introduced in [56], creates a mix zone dynamically and
changes pseudonym based on the vehicle candidate location list. Abdelwahab et al. [57]
introduced the concept of a silent mix zone, in which vehicles remain silent at the roadside
intersection. An improvement is made in [15] to build an urban pseudonym changing
strategy in silent zones; the vehicles exchange their pseudonyms in the silent zone.

Reputation-based schemes are proposed in [58,59] and these encourage the “selfish”
vehicle behavior for pseudonym changing in the mix zone to protect location privacy.
Pseudonym management and changing techniques are introduced in [60], where vehicles
create a privacy zone at roadside infrastructure. The level of privacy protection is sub-
ject to a number of vehicles in the zone. In [61], a secure mix zone is created based on
spatial and temporal factors. It has been shown that a temporal factor shift improves the
privacy of vehicles. The virtual mix zone is created dynamically based on the expiry of
pseudonyms [62]. A reputation model is also presented to encourage selfish vehicles to
join the zone. The dynamic pseudonym changing technique proposed in [16] constructs
multiple mix zones in the network. The privacy of the mobile object is protected with
the help of the cryptographic methods in the communication. In [11], mix zones are
planted at specific regions where vehicles change pseudonyms to hide their identities for
the protection of vehicle privacy. A de-correlation privacy scheme is proposed in [63] that
creates multiple mix zones in parking lots and traffic places. It achieves a high level of
privacy protection of vehicle trajectory. Despite the useful features of the mix zone-based
location privacy techniques, there are certain limitations. Firstly, in the mix zone, the level
of privacy is degraded when operating in lower traffic density environments [17]. Secondly,
privacy is provided to vehicles within the zone, and there is no privacy protection outside
it. Thirdly, if the zones are deployed at fixed regions, only these areas provide the privacy
protection and deployment costs increase the need to build a large number of zones with
infrastructure support in the road network area.

Based on problems and limitations in the existing schemes for location privacy in a ve-
hicular network, we propose a novel scheme using a crowd-based mix context that utilizes
the diverse nature of vehicle traffic densities. The pseudonyms changing process depends
on the number of neighbors in the transmission range and road context information. This
improves the anonymisation of a target vehicle (a vehicle that an adversary wants to locate)
in a crowd of similar-status vehicles in a concerned region.

3. Models and Goals

In this section, we discuss the system model and the adversary model. After that,
the goals of this research work are explained. The first subsection provides a details
of the entities used in the system model. The second subsection discusses assumptions
about the strength of an adversary, and in the last subsection, we discuss the goals of the
research work.

3.1. System Model

The system model is comprised of three things, namely the Trusted Authority (TA),
RSU, and Vehicles. The depiction of the system model is shown in Figure 2. The Trusted
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Authority (or certification authority or Government Authority) is assumed to be honest and
will not take part in compromising vehicle location [62,63]. The vehicle must be registered
with the TA before joining the ad hoc network. The TA provides a pseudonym pool to
vehicles to be used for a number of days. The pseudonym is used for anonymous broadcast
of beacon messages. On the expiry of its pseudonym pool, the vehicle can request another
pseudonym pool from the TA. We assume that the vehicle has been registered with TA
and is assigned a pseudonym pool. An RSU is a roadside infrastructure fixed on the road
to increase the communication range of vehicles. It is a semi-honest entity in the system
model, and it may or may not compromise the privacy of a vehicle. RSUs also play a role
in the dissemination of data to other entities of the system model. We also assume that the
authentication process is performed by each vehicle. The vehicle contains an OBU that is
used for communication with other OBUs and infrastructure in the network. OBU records
communication events of vehicles. The vehicle has a tamper-proof device that stores the
key materials securely, such as anonymous identities and records of all communication
events [64]. The vehicle is also equipped with GPS for precise location updates.

Figure 2. Basic system model.

3.2. Adversary Model

We assume a Global Passive Adversary (GPA) in this work. The detail of the adversary
model is shown in Figure 3. The aim of the GPA is to track various locations to identify the
journeys of a target vehicle in the network. In this model, we make various assumptions
about the GPA. The GPA can deploy a low-cost radio transceiver to intercept broadcast
beacon messages in the region of interest. The contents of the beacon message are pseudo-
identity, speed, location, direction, and other headings. The adversary can capture a large
portion of the network to catch the messages exchanged between vehicles. It can track the
various locations of a vehicle with the help of eavesdropping vehicle communication [22].
It also has the ability to capture the pseudonyms of vehicles and can link the various
pseudonyms of a vehicle used during a trip. The adversary captures beacon messages to
try to correlate the old pseudonym with the newly changed pseudonym. By matching the
different pseudonyms of a vehicle at different locations, the adversary gets knowledge of
the target vehicle’s behavior and could predict a vehicle’s future locations.
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Figure 3. Adversary model.

3.3. Goals

Our primary concern in this research work is to achieve a high level of location privacy
in a vehicular network. For this purpose, various factors and parameters are required.
The factors include vehicle speed, traffic density, moving direction, and other road context
information. The following goals are set to be achieved in this research work:

1. Location anonymisation at diverse vehicle traffic conditions.
2. Virtual pseudonym exchange process to protect location under low traffic conditions.
3. Dynamic mix context zone creation based on different road parameters such as vehicle

speed, direction, and traffic density.
4. The pseudonym change and exchange process are based on the road context information.
5. Preventing an adversary from linking various pseudonyms of a vehicle at different

location spots.
6. Reducing the impact of privacy protection on the efficacy of road network applications.

4. Proposed Solution

We propose a crowd-based mix context scheme which offers location privacy to
vehicles in a vehicular network. The scheme comprises two cases based on the vehicle
speed, direction, and traffic density. The first case in our proposed scheme is the road
intersection or the situation in which vehicles have low speed and traffic congestion on the
road. In the second case, vehicles have low speed and fewer neighbors within transmission
range. We use a mix context method to hide the actual identity of the vehicle in a crowd.
A crowd of vehicles of similar status neighboring vehicles is established where they mix
their context and identities to blur the sensitive information of vehicles. Here, context
means a vehicles’ direction of movement, speed range, and the number of transmission
range neighboring vehicles. The proposed scheme block diagram is shown in Figure 4.
The vehicle senses the environment to find the number of neighboring vehicles in its range.
Based on the road context information, vehicles change pseudonyms to mix it in the crowd
of vehicles. Otherwise, the virtual crowd method is used to mix the identities of vehicles.
In the first case, there is a higher number of neighboring vehicles in the vicinity, and the
simple pseudonym changing process is used, while in the second case, there is a lower
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number of neighboring vehicles in the transmission range, so the target vehicle selects
neighboring vehicles randomly to exchange pseudonyms with. In both of these cases, there
is a need for the protection of location privacy of vehicles. The whole process of the crowd-
based mix context procedure is explained with the help of Algorithm 1. DenThreshold
is the vehicle traffic threshold and NeigThreshold is the number of transmission range
vehicles in the vicinity of a target vehicle. The high-level flowchart of the mix context
scheme is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. The block diagram of vehicles context mixing.

Figure 5. The high-level flow of the mix context method.
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Algorithm 1 Crowd-based Mix Context.
Initialization: Vi: Any vehicle i, Tx: Transmission range, DenThreshold: Density threshold,
NeigThreshold: Neighbor threshold, VD: Vehicle density, SPR: Speed range, LatencyBroad:
Beacon broadcast latency, D: Direction of vehicle
Input: SPR, D, DenThreshold, Tx
Output: Successful pseudonym update process

1: for Vi = 1→ n do
2: NeighborFunction(SPR, D, Tx)
3: if VD ≥ DenThreshold then
4: Wait (TimeLimit)
5: if Speed (lower) then
6: Increase LatencyBroad(BSMs)
7: else
8: Normal broadcast
9: end if

10: end if
11: if Neigbhors(Vi) ≥ NeigThreshold then
12: Change pseudonym cooperatively
13: Set PUpdate(Vi) to 0
14: else
15: Randomize selection of Tx neighboring vehicle
16: Select Vj as virtualizer of Vi
17: Exchange Msgs(Vi, Vj)
18: Report Pseudonyms exchanged to TA
19: end if
20: Set timer for pseudonym change Pseudo(t)
21: Expiry of Pseudo(t)
22: Set PUpdate(Vi) to 1
23: Start beacon transmission and wait for at least k context neighbors
24: end for

The neighbor function is used to search and count the number of neighboring vehicles
in the transmission range. The procedure of neighbor function is given in Algorithm 2.
The speed range, transmission range, and distance are given to the algorithm as input.

Algorithm 2 Neighbor Function.
Initialization: Vi: any vehicle i, Tx: Transmission range, SPR: Speed Range, D: Direction
of a vehicle, CountVID: Counting of number of vehicles
Input: SPR, Tx, D
Output: Number of transmission range vehicles (CountVID)

1: for Vi = 1→ n do
2: MessageReceived(Mi)
3: Check(VID, Distance, SPR)
4: Calculate Distance (Vi, Vj)
5: if (VID 6= VID(i) and Distance ≤ 300 m) then
6: CountVID ++
7: else
8: Check again(Limit)
9: end if

10: end for
11: Return (CountVID)
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4.1. Vehicle High Traffic Density at Low Speed

The vehicles sense the road environment and search for transmission range neighbor-
ing vehicles. In this case, the vehicle neighbor threshold is checked and verified, and based
on the neighbor threshold, the pseudonyms of all vehicles are changed in the crowd. It
mixes the context and pseudonyms of vehicles and confuses an adversary attempting
to identify the vehicle in such a fluxed environment. This concept is shown in Figure 6.
A crowd of vehicles is established when the vehicle’s speed is reduced due to a roadside
intersection or due to some traffic congestion situation occurring on the road. Every ve-
hicle will broadcast a beacon message to ensure its presence in the congested vehicles’
area and inform each neighboring vehicle about the pseudonym change. Each vehicle’s
neighborhood is verified based on the beacon message’s information, i.e., transmission
range, same direction, and same speed range. The vehicle will wait and continuously
search for neighbors until a certain vehicle threshold is reached, when all vehicles start to
change pseudonyms instantaneously. This means that each vehicle changes pseudonyms
in the crowd of vehicles to anonymize itself. The contents of a beacon message include
BM(PID, Tx, V, NeighCount, D, DThresh, PUpdate), where PID is the pseudonym assigned
to the vehicle, Tx is transmission range, V is the speed of the vehicle, NeighCount counts
the number of vehicles in the transmission range, D is the direction of the vehicle, PUpdate
is the updated pseudonym, and DThresh is the vehicle density threshold.

Figure 6. Mixing of context information in the crowd of vehicles.

The main procedure of case 1 is shown in Algorithm 3. The vehicle will monitor
its speed and check neighboring vehicles in its transmission range. If the speed is less
than a certain threshold, the vehicles will set the Pupdate value to 1, which means that
vehicles are ready to change pseudonyms. The vehicles will wait a certain amount of
time if their speed remains low; the broadcast delay of beacon messages is increased.
The delay in the broadcast of beacon messages reduces neighboring vehicles’ burden for
counting the number of vehicles in the vicinity. For pseudonym changing, all vehicles in
the transmission range will change simultaneously and set Pupdate to 0, which means that
the pseudonym has been changed successfully. The pseudonym has a specific expiry time,
and after this time, the flag is set to 1 and waits for another pseudonym change in the best
context situation.
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Algorithm 3 Mix context at higher density.
Initialization: Vi: Any vehicle i, Tx: Transmission range, NeighThreshold: Neighbor thresh-
old, SPR: Speed range, TimeLimit: waiting time limit, D: vehicle direction
Input: SPR, direction, NeighThreshold, Tx
Output: Successful pseudonym change process

1: for Vi = 1→ n do
2: NeighborFunction(SPR, D, Tx)
3: Set PUpdate(Vi) = 1
4: Wait (TimeLimit)
5: if SpeedCheck (lower) then
6: Increase delay in Beacon broadcast
7: else
8: Otherwise normal broadcast
9: end if

10: if Neighbors(Vi) ≥ NeighThreshold then
11: Change pseudonyms simultaneously
12: PUpdate(Vi) set to 0
13: Set timer for pseudonym change Pseudo(t)
14: After expiry of Pseudo(t)
15: PUpdate(Vi) set to 1
16: else
17: Case 2 function
18: end if
19: end for

4.2. Vehicle Low Traffic Density at Low Speed

The second case of the proposed scheme involves low vehicle speed under low-traffic
conditions. In this case, the virtual mix crowd method is used. The virtual crowd method
scans the road environment for neighborhood vehicles in the surroundings, and based on
the context of the vehicle neighbor’s, the virtual pseudonym exchange process is executed.
The target vehicle randomly selects one of the neighboring vehicles to exchange real and
virtual pseudonyms with, as shown in Algorithm 4. Recall the beacon message include
BM(PID, Tx, V, NeighCount, D, DTresh, PUpdate) and is used to sense the vehicle traffic
environment. In the virtual pseudonym exchange scheme, the vehicle randomly selects
one of the transmission range neighbors to exchange pseudonyms and update its PUpdate
attribute. We discuss the virtual pseudonym exchange process with the help of an example.
If vehicle V1 wants to change the pseudonym and has V2, V3, V4, and V5 in its neighbor list.
V1 will randomly select one of the vehicles and start an exchange of pseudonyms with V4.
After completing the exchange process, both vehicles update their status of PUpdate and
publish it to the vehicle’s crowd. Each vehicle that exchanges pseudonyms must report
to the CA the pseudonyms exchanged. This process will reduce the liability issue in the
network. The vehicle generates an image of its real pseudonym and exchanges it with
its neighboring vehicle. The receiving vehicle verifies both of these pseudonyms, accepts
the real one, and rejects the fake pseudonym. The vehicle generates such an image of
a pseudonym that it is difficult for an adversary to identify it. Similarly, other vehicles
such as V2, V3, and V5 also apply the virtual pseudonym exchange process in the vicinity.
As many vehicles take part in the virtual pseudonym exchange process, this produces a
virtual crowd of vehicles in the network, which mixes each vehicle identity and location in
the crowd. The pseudonyms exchange process is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Virtual pseudonym exchange process between two vehicles.

Algorithm 4 Virtual Mix Context.
Initialization: Vi: Any vehicle i, Tx: Transmission range, NeighThreshold: Neighborhood
threshold, SPR: Speed range, D: Direction of vehicle, LatencyBroad: Beacon broadcast
latency, PUpdate: Pseudonym update value
Input: SPR, D, NeighThreshold, Tx
Output: Pseudonym Exchange process

1: for Vi = 1→ n do
2: NeighborFunction(SPR, D, Tx)
3: if Neighbor(Vi) ≥ NeighThreshold then
4: CallAlgo2()
5: else
6: Set PUpdate(Vi) = 1
7: Increase LatencyBroad(BSMs)
8: end if
9: Randomize selection of a Tx neighboring vehicle

10: select Vj as virtualizer of Vi
11: Exchange Msgs(Vi, Vj)
12: Msg1(PID1, POS1, othercontents)
13: Msg2(PID2, POS2, othercontents)
14: Set PUpdate(Vi) = 0
15: Report Pseudonyms exchanged to TA
16: Set timer for pseudonym change Pseudo(t)
17: After expiry of Pseudo(t)
18: Set PUpdate(Vi) to 1
19: end for

5. Formal Modeling and Specification

High-Level Petri Nets (HLPN) is used for two reasons [65]: to simulate the proposed
model and provide mathematical representation for analyzing the proposed model’s
behavior and structure properties. Formal modeling benefits are the interconnection of
system components and processes, information flow among the processes, and information
processing. We used HLPN for formal modeling and specification of the proposed scheme.
HLPN is a set of seven tuples (P, T, F, ϕ, R, L, M0) as defined in [66].

In this section, we formally model and specify the proposed scheme CMC. We present
the CMC scheme in HLPN in terms of mathematical properties (rules). For the represen-
tation of the system in HLPN, we define places and their associated data types; then, we
specify a set of rules used in HLPN. Tables 2 and 3 contain details of the symbols and places
used in the Petri nets. We design HLPN for Algorithms in the proposed model. Figure 8
shows the HLPN for the mix context scheme. The vertical bar shows transitions, and the
circle shows places used in HLPN. The arrowheads in the diagram show the data flow
in HLPN.
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Table 2. Symbol description used in the mix-context method.

Symbol Description

Reg-Request Request for vehicle registration to TA
VRD Vehicle registration data
AssignPool Assign pseudonym pool to vehicles
PL Pseudonym list
SM Speed monitor
DC Distance calculation
NS Neighbor selection
NC Neighbor count
NT Neighbor threshold
SameID Same vehicle (only one vehicle)
RC Vehicle ready to change pseudonym
CPC The cooperative pseudonym change process
ExpiryT Pseudonym expiry time
PEP Pseudonym exchange process
TxN Transmission range neighbors
RSN Random selection of neighbors
PE Pseudonym exchange
BC Broadcast beacon messages
LPN Vehicle license plate number
VID Vehicle identity
PID Pseudo IDs of a vehicle
WT Waiting time

Table 3. Places used in HLPN for mix-context method.

Types Description

ϕ (Reg-Request) P(VID × LPN)
ϕ (VRD) P(VID × PKv × P)
ϕ (Pseudo-Request) P(VID × LPN)
ϕ (PL) P(PID × PKv × P)
ϕ (Road-Condition) P(SPR × D× Tx)
ϕ (SM) P(PID × SP× SPR × D)
ϕ (DC) P(PID × POSVi × POSVj × Dist)
ϕ (NS) P(PID × Tx × Neigh)
ϕ (NC) P(PID × Dist× NeighC)
ϕ (NT) P(PID × NeighC× Dist× Flag)
ϕ (SameID) P(PID × Dist)
ϕ (RC) P(PID × NID × Thresh× Indicator)
ϕ (CPC) P(PID × NID × IndicatorS)
ϕ (PUpdate) P(PID ×WT × Flag)
ϕ (ExpiryT) P(PID × ThreshT ×WT × Flag)
ϕ (PEP) P(PID × NID × Thresh× Indicator)
ϕ (Tx N) P(PID × NID × IndicatorS× RSN)
ϕ (PE) P(PID × NID ×Msgi ×Msgj)
ϕ (BC) P(PID ×MsgPi ×MsgPj)
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Figure 8. HLPN for mix context method.

The vehicle must register with TA before joining the network. For this purpose,
the vehicle requests TA for registration. The TA processes the demand and provides Public
Key (PKv) and pseudonyms (P) in Equation (1). In Equation (2), a vehicle requests a
pseudonym pool if it has expired. To assign the pseudonym pool to a vehicle, the vehicle’s
identity is verified, and the pseudonym pool is assigned to a vehicle as given in Equation (3).
The identity of the vehicle is matched with VID and LPN in the vehicle registration list.
The data in VRD is updated with a pseudonym pool assignment:

R(Registration)R(Registration)R(Registration) = ∀ i2 ∈ x2∧ i3 ∈ x3 | i2[1] 6= i3[1]

∧ x3′ := x3∪ {i2[1], i3[2], i3[3]}. (1)

R(Pseudo− Registeration)R(Pseudo− Registeration)R(Pseudo− Registeration) = ∀ i5 ∈ x5∧ i6 ∈ x6 |
Add− request(x6′ := x6∪ {i5[1], i6[1]}). (2)

R(AssignPool)R(AssignPool)R(AssignPool) = ∃ i7 ∈ x7∧ i8 ∈ x8 | compare

(i7[1], i8[1]) = True→ x8′ := x8∧ i8[1].
(3)

After the vehicle registration process, the concerned strategy of mix context is started as
given in Equation (4), where vehicles sense the road conditions. First, vehicles will monitor
the speed using speed check-in Equation (5). If the vehicle speed is in a particular range,
then the distance (Equation (6)) is calculated with its neighboring vehicles. The distance
calculation process takes position coordinates of transmission range vehicles. The vehicle
will select another neighboring vehicle with a minimum distance for mixing road context
information. The minimum distance is checked in (Equation (7)):

R(ApplyStrategy)R(ApplyStrategy)R(ApplyStrategy) = ∀ i9 ∈ x9∧ i10 ∈ x10

| RoadCondition(i10[1], i10[2], i10[3])∧
x10′ := x10∪ {i9[1], i10[1]}

(4)

R(SpeedCheck)R(SpeedCheck)R(SpeedCheck) = ∀ i11 ∈ x11∧ i12 ∈ x12 |
i11[1] ∈ i12[3] ∧ x12′ := x12∪ {i12[1], i12[2]}. (5)

R(CheckDistance)R(CheckDistance)R(CheckDistance) = ∀ i14 ∈ x14∧ i15 ∈ x15 |
i14[1] ∈ i15[1] ∧ Distance(i15[2], i15[3])→ i15[4].

(6)
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R(MinDist)R(MinDist)R(MinDist) = ∀ i16 ∈ x16∧ i17 ∈ x17 | (i16[4]

≤ i17[2]) = True→ x17 := x17∪ {i17[3]}. (7)

After measuring the minimum distance between neighboring vehicles, the neighbor with
minimum distance is selected as given in Equation (8). Next, the number of neighbors
within the transmission range is counted in Equation (10). Certain conditions are required
and, if the condition fails, as given in Equation (9), then finding of neighbors in transmission
range starts again:

R(Selection)R(Selection)R(Selection) = ∀ i19 ∈ x19∧ i20 ∈ x20 | (i19[1] 6= i20[1]

∧i20[2] ≤ 300) = True→ x20′ := x20∪ {i20[3]}. (8)

R(ConditionF)R(ConditionF)R(ConditionF) = ∀ i21 ∈ x21∧ i22 ∈ x22 |
(i21[1] = i22[1]) ∧ ∃ (i22[1] = x22[1]).

(9)

R(Count)R(Count)R(Count) = ∀ i25 ∈ x26∧ i26 ∈ x26 | i25[1] 6= i26[1]∧
(i25[3] ≤ 300) = True→ x26′ := x26∪ {i26[2] + +}. (10)

When the counting of neighbors is complete, the neighbor threshold is checked to determine
the concerned case of mix context. In Equation (11), the neighbor threshold is met, and the
process of cooperative pseudonym changing is circulated in the neighborhood as given in
Equation (12):

R(ThreshSuccess)R(ThreshSuccess)R(ThreshSuccess) = ∀ i27 ∈ x27∧ i28 ∈ x28 | (i27[2]

≥ i28[3]) = True→ x28′ := x28∪ {i28[2], i28[4]}. (11)

R(Circulation)R(Circulation)R(Circulation) = ∀ i29 ∈ x29∧ i30 ∈ x30 |
(i30[3] = i29[4]) ∧ x30′ := x30∪ {i30[3]}. (12)

Next, Equation (13) shows the start of cooperative pseudonym updating process, and the
vehicles in the transmission range change their pseudonyms; set a flag to 0 means that
all neighboring vehicles change pseudonyms successfully. A time limit (Equation (20)) is
set for the newly changed pseudonym, and after the pseudonym time expiry, vehicles set
a flag to 1 (Equation (15)), which means that vehicles are ready for another pseudonym
changing process:

R(Updating)R(Updating)R(Updating) = ∀ i31 ∈ x31∧ i32 ∈ x32 | i31[1] =

i32[1]→ x32′ := x32∪ {i32[3] == 0∧ i32[2]}. (13)

R(TimeLimit)R(TimeLimit)R(TimeLimit) = ∀ i33 ∈ x33∧ i34 ∈ x34 | (i33[2]

≥ i34[2]) = True→ x34′ := x34∪ {i34[3]}. (14)

R(PseudoExpire)R(PseudoExpire)R(PseudoExpire) = ∀ i35 ∈ x35∧ i36 ∈ x36 |
(i35[1] = i36[1] ∧ i35[3] ≥ i35[2] = True

→ x36′ = x36∪ {i36[4] == 1}.
(15)

If the neighbor threshold is not met (Equation (16)), then the second case of mix context
is chosen, in which a target vehicle in a vicinity randomly selects a neighboring vehicle
(as given in Equation (17)) for a virtual pseudonym exchange process. The messages are
exchanged between selected neighboring vehicles (Equation (18)) for a pseudonym update
process. Next, vehicles exchange pseudonyms as given in Equation (19). In Equation (20),
again a time limit is set for the expiry of the newly changed pseudonym:

R(ThreshF)R(ThreshF)R(ThreshF) = ∀ i37 ∈ x37∧ i38 ∈ x38 | (i37[2] <

i38[3]) = True→ x38′ := x38∪ {i38[2], i38[4]}. (16)
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R(RandSelection)R(RandSelection)R(RandSelection) = ∀ i39 ∈ x39∧ i40 ∈ x40 |
i39[4] = i40[3] ∧ x40′ := x40∪ {i40[4]}. (17)

R(MsgExchange)R(MsgExchange)R(MsgExchange) = ∀ i41 ∈ x41∧ i42 ∈ x42 |
i f (i42[2] ∈ i41[4]) = True→

x42′ := x42∪ {Exchange(i42[3], i42[4]}.
(18)

R(PseudoExchange)R(PseudoExchange)R(PseudoExchange) = ∀ i43 ∈ x43∧ i44 ∈ x44 |
Exchange(i43[3], i43[4]) = True→ x44′ := x44

∪{Exchange(i44[2], i44[3])}.
(19)

R(TimeLimit)R(TimeLimit)R(TimeLimit) = ∀ i45 ∈ x45∧ i34 ∈ x34 | (Exchange

(i44[2], i44[3])) = True→ x34′ := x34∪ {i34[3]}. (20)

6. Experimental Setup

We conducted various simulations of our proposed scheme to analyze its performance
in vehicular networks. This section contains two parts: in the first part, we explain the
simulation environment setup and parameters used in the simulation. In the second part,
we discuss the evaluation metrics used for location privacy.

6.1. Simulation Setup

For the simulation of the proposed CMC scheme, we used Network Simulator 2 (NS2).
The simulation parameters are described in Table 4. We run the simulations for 400 s in an
urban environment. We deploy 200 vehicles on the real world map created with SUMO.
The simulation area is approximately 5249 × 5053 square meters. The speed range is up
to 10 m per second in the road network. We use SUMO for realistic mobility generation
of vehicular networks. The OpenStreet map is used to provide a real world road scenario,
as shown in Figure 9. The map is converted into SUMO to generate vehicle traffic on
a real-world map. The vehicle mobility model file is generated with the help of SUMO.
The simulation is run with diverse vehicle traffic densities.

Table 4. Simulation parameters for CMC.

Parameters Value

Simulator NS2, SUMO
MAP OpenStreetMap
Routing protocol AODV
Bit rate 6 MBPS
Simulation time 400 s
Number of Vehicles 200
Road area 5249 × 5053 m
Speed range 0–10 m/s
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11p
Transmission range 500 m
Beacon interval 300 ms
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Figure 9. Real-world road network scenario using SUMO and OpenStreetMaps.

6.2. Evaluation Criteria

The evaluation criteria used in the majority of the literature are anonymity set size,
entropy, and location traceability. These parameters are used to calculate the privacy
protection level in VANETs. The privacy metrics are given below.

6.2.1. Anonymity Set Size

Anonymity is one of the significant metrics for evaluation of location privacy. It is
the process of the grouping of users of similar status in a vicinity that hides the identity
of a user in the group. Anonymity Set Size (ASS) is defined is the set of users/vehicles,
including target users that are indistinguishable among the group of users. ASS achieves
the anonymisation of the vehicle in a group of vehicles of similar status. In the road
network, ASS is preferred, which hides the actual identities of a target vehicle during
communication. Its value affects the location privacy of vehicles. The higher the ASS,
the higher will be the level of vehicle privacy. We consider the arrival of vehicles at a
particular point at the road is the Poisson process with rate λ and X is a random variable
that denotes the number of vehicles gathered at the congested area for an interval of time
T; then, the probability is calculated as follows [12]:

P(X = x) =
(λT)x

x!
e−(λT), (21)

where λT is the expected number of vehicles that change pseudonyms cooperatively. This
can improve the anonymity of vehicles in the vicinity by updating pseudonyms at the same
time. Hence, the expected number of vehicles during the time T is denoted as:

E(X = x) =
∞

∑
x=1

x
(λT)x

x!
e−(λT) = λT. (22)

After the computation of probability and the expected number of vehicles at a certain time,
the anonymity set size is calculated as follows:

|ASS| =
n

∑
i,j=1

ViPCj =
n

∑
i=1

E(Xi = x) =
n

∑
j=1

λjT. (23)

where ViPCj is the number of vehicle update pseudonyms that anonymize the target vehicle
in the region.

6.2.2. Entropy

The entropy is used to evaluate the level of privacy of vehicles in the network. It
calculates the degree of uncertainty in information from an adversary’s perspective by
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linking various pseudonyms of a vehicle during communication and the pseudonym
changing process. This measures the level of privacy achieved or anonymisation of vehicles.
Let Vx be a set of vehicles that may be taking part in the pseudonym changing procedure,
and Vy is a set of vehicles that successfully changed pseudonyms. Let P(Vx→Vy) be the
probability of mapping the number of vehicles to the number of pseudonyms changed.
The uniform probability of distribution evaluates the higher level of entropy and higher
confusion for an adversary to identify the target vehicle. Consider the number of vehicles
that have changed pseudonyms at time t; the entropy can be calculated as follows [12]:

Ht = ∑
Vx ,Vy∈V

PVx →Vy log2PVx →Vy . (24)

where Ht is the entropy of vehicles anonymisation in the concerned area, and V is the total
number of vehicles taking part in the pseudonym changing process. The average entropy
can be calculated as follows:

Havg =
1
V ∑

x,y∈V
Ht(x, y). (25)

6.2.3. Vehicle Traceability

Traceability is another privacy metric that measures the tracking percentage of vehicles
during a trip. It is inverse to the level of location privacy. It is the probability of an adversary
determining the location spots of the vehicles. Let Tv be the tracing probability of an attacker
itself, a measure of anonymity set. Traceability can be defined as given below [42]:

Tv = [1− Pr(|ASS|)]. (26)

Pr is the probability of vehicle anonymisation during the pseudonym change process.
The value of Tv equal to 1 means that the adversary successfully tracked the target ve-
hicle by linking its various pseudonym during various location spots. With increasing
anonymisation, the traceability strength of an adversary reduces over time.

7. Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the proposed scheme’s performance with the help of
various experimental results. First, we discuss the performance of CMC under various
traffic densities with the pseudonym update process. The proposed scheme CMC consists
of both pseudonym change and exchange processes under diverse traffic conditions. We
analyzed the anonymisation with the pseudonym change and exchange process as shown
in Figure 10. During the pseudonym changing process, vehicles with high traffic density,
i.e., have a higher number of neighbors in transmission range, the anonymisation of
vehicles is improved. The pseudonym exchange process has lower anonymity due to fewer
neighbors in transmission range. Depending on the process of pseudonyms update under
various vehicle traffic conditions, the vehicle identity anonymisation is certainly different.
A higher number of vehicles in a region that can change pseudonyms cooperatively will
improve identity protection. Figure 11 shows the number of pseudonyms updated for
various vehicle densities. We take two traffic densities. The lower traffic density case
contains fewer vehicles in a road region, while higher density means a higher number of
transmission range vehicles, as given in [52]. A higher number of vehicles taking part in
the pseudonym update process increases identity protection. The figure clearly shows
that a higher number of pseudonyms are updated during higher traffic conditions, which
improves the anonymity of a vehicle in the crowd.
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Figure 10. Anonymity of pseudonym change and exchange process.
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Figure 11. The number of pseudonyms updates at various vehicle densities.

8. Performance Comparison of CMC with Existing Schemes

The results of the proposed scheme CMC with existing schemes IndMZ [24] and
TAPCS [25] in terms of ASS, entropy, and location traceability. The reason for choosing
these two techniques is the similarity with our proposed scheme working with vehicle
traffic conditions and used for privacy protection of vehicles in a road network environment.
The values collected during simulations for anonymity set and entropy are given in Table 5.
If a higher number of pseudonyms are changed by vehicles in a region, the target vehicle
anonymisation is increased which ultimately increases entropy and confusion for an
adversary to exploit the actual identity and location of a target vehicle. The location privacy
scheme intends to create uncertainty in location information to generate confusion for an
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adversary. Here, confusion means adding uncertainty in the vehicle location information
for an adversary that makes it difficult to identify a vehicle by linking old pseudonyms with
newly changed pseudonyms. The uncertainty can be produced by the proper pseudonyms
changing process. The proposed scheme CMC improves entropy and increases confusion
for an adversary when compared with existing schemes IndMZ [24] and TAPCS [25] as
shown in the table. The average ASS is evaluated based on vehicle density and simulation
time. Figures 12 and 13 show the proposed scheme’s results in comparison to existing
schemes for vehicle anonymisation. CMC improves vehicle anonymity over IndMZ and
TAPCS. The reason behind this is the efficient management of vehicles that took part in
the pseudonym update process. Initially, the anonymity is low due to a smaller number
of transmission range vehicles. After some time, the anonymity of vehicles increases due
to the successful change of pseudonyms. In Figure 13, the proposed scheme’s behavior is
slightly undulating due to the lack of vehicle interest in cooperation with neighbors in the
region. However, the overall process moves towards improvement in the anonymisation
of vehicles.

Table 5. Values collected during simulations.

Number of Vehicles Number of Pseudonyms Changed Entropy of ASS Adversary Confusion

CMC

100 71 8 40%

200 169 14.7 70%

TAPCS [25]

100 51 6.5 32%

200 135 12.6 56%

IndMZ [24]

100 36 4.8 14%

200 111 11.2 37%
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Figure 12. Average anonymity versus time.
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Figure 13. Anonymisation of vehicle identity at different vehicles’ density.

Figure 14 shows the entropy of average anonymity set size at a certain time. The pro-
posed scheme CMC beats the existing schemes TAPCS and IndMZ in terms of entropy. This
shows the confusion generated concerning the target vehicle in the pseudonym updating
process. CMC produces greater confusion than existing schemes for an adversary to find a
target vehicle’s actual identity in the communicating region. Ultimately, it improves the
privacy protection level of vehicles. Similarly, in Figure 15, entropy is evaluated based
on the number of vehicles took part in the pseudonym changing process. The entropy
shows irregular behavior at different traffic densities; this is due to the lack of cooperation
of vehicles in that region for the anonymisation process. CMC achieves higher confu-
sion than TAPCS and IndMZ in various vehicle traffic. The achievement of the proposed
CMC scheme regarding entropy is because of the efficient utilization of road context and
pseudonym updating process. The IndMZ [24] generates fake pseudonyms in an indi-
vidual manner and so the target vehicle can be easily identified by an adversary, which
reduces the confusion level. The reduced performance of TAPCS compared with CMC
regarding entropy is due to inefficient management of the pseudonym changing process in
the silent period.

The vehicle tracking percentage during simulation time is shown in Figure 16. Initially,
the proposed scheme CMC and TAPCS have similar tracking ratios at a certain amount
of time. Over time, CMC reduces vehicle traceability for an adversary. The proposed
scheme gets better results regarding reducing vehicle tracking probability compared with
existing methods TAPCS [25] and IndMZ [24]. Similarly, tracking probability concerning
the number of vehicles is shown in Figure 17. While there is a low number of vehicles at the
start of the network, the tracking probability is also high. Whenever the number of vehicles
is increasing, tracking probability is reduced to a certain level. CMC has a lower tracking
percentage compared to existing schemes. The proposed scheme efficiently manages
the road environment and makes use of any neighbor’s cooperation in the pseudonym
changing process, increasing the confusion for an adversary to track the pseudo-identities
of vehicles.
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Figure 14. Entropy with different periods.
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Figure 15. Entropy with different vehicle traffic density.
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Figure 16. Vehicle tracing probability.
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Figure 17. Tracking probability of the number of vehicles.

9. Analysis and Discussion

This section discusses the CMC’s general security against GPA, the proposed scheme’s
impact, and its computation overhead. The details are given below.

9.1. Protection against GPA

The GPA can cover a large part of the network to capture beacon messages broadcast by
vehicles. GPA analyzes the beacon messages for pseudo-identities of vehicles and matches
them with old pseudonyms. If the adversary successfully matches these pseudonyms, then
it can identify vehicles at various visited locations. Here, we examine the strength of GPA
to extract the identity of a target vehicle. We investigate the strength of GPA with and
without additional knowledge about a target vehicle. The additional information about the
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target vehicle may be collected at some road intersections or frequently visited locations.
The information may be vehicle frequently visited roads, old pseudonyms, and location of
interest. Based on this information, the adversary tries to match the pseudonyms of a target
vehicle at the earlier locations with pseudonyms changed at the new visited locations.
This knowledge improves an adversary’s strength to identify a target, which may be used
for matching vehicle pseudonyms. Figure 18 shows the average confusion per trace of
GPA with and without additional knowledge. The GPA with additional knowledge has
lower confusion in identifying a vehicle, and without additional knowledge, confusion is
increasing at a higher rate. Our proposed scheme CMC increases an adversary’s confusion
with additional information because it efficiently mixes the vehicle context under diverse
traffic conditions. Similarly, Figure 19 shows the confusion for both GPA with and without
additional knowledge under different vehicle traffic densities. The increasing number
of vehicles improves the average confusion rate for the GPA. Eventually, it increases the
protection level of the location privacy of a target vehicle.
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Figure 18. Adversary confusion for vehicle traces.
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Figure 19. Adversary confusion with a different number of vehicles.
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9.2. Impact on VANETs Applications

We analyze the impact of location privacy scheme on the vehicular network appli-
cations that may be safety-related and comfort applications. Achieving a higher level of
privacy certainly will need to reduce its impact on road network applications. However,
dummy data or wrong information is disseminated in the network for anonymizing a
vehicle, which significantly reduces the application services of the vehicular network.
Supposing inaccurate information is circulated, how would the vehicles efficiently uti-
lize the applications of VANETs? The existing scheme IndMZ [24] takes the help of fake
pseudonyms to anonymize the vehicles. This scheme falls into two problems. The first
one is the computation burden on the vehicles. Secondly, it affects safety applications.
The generation of fake pseudonyms for anonymisation reduces the application service qual-
ity. A large number of fake pseudonyms may also suffer communication among vehicles.
The TAPCS [25] scheme is based on the radio silence period to preserve vehicles’ location
privacy. The use of silence periods during communication networks such as in VANETs is
dangerous for vehicles’ safety. During silent modes, mobile nodes do not broadcast road
network information such as emergency, accident, the danger of lane changing, etc., and
how the other vehicles will know about the road status information at a certain period.
Safety application is critical, and delays in information dissemination compromise driver
safety on the road. Thus, the TAPCS has a higher impact on road safety applications
than the proposed scheme CMC. There is no concept of a silent period and generation of
fake pseudonyms in our scheme CMC that impact road safety and comfort application.
CMC disseminates road status information on a timely basis and utilizes road context
information for vehicle anonymisation. CMC reduces privacy impact on safety applications
compared with IndMZ and TAPCS.

9.3. Computation Overhead

The vehicle computation time for the pseudonyms changing process is analyzed in
this section. Figure 20 shows the average computation time of the proposed scheme CMC
using number of neighbors in the transmission range. A higher number of transmission
range neighbors will take more time to compute the pseudonyms changing process as
compared to lower transmission range neighbors. At the start of the simulation, there is
a lower number of transmission range neighbors and a lower computation burden on the
vehicles for the pseudonym changing process. The proposed scheme’s average computation
cost is compared with TAPCS [25] and IndMZ [24], as in Figure 21. The CMC creates a
lower computation overhead than existing schemes. This is because of the utilization of
road context information and pseudonym changing process for vehicle anonymisation.
IndMZ scheme produces a much higher computation cost due to the generation of fake
pseudonyms in larger quantities. The TAPCS generates a lower cost of computation than
IndMZ by utilizing the vehicle traffic conditions in the road environment, although the
proposed scheme CMC has a lower computation overhead as compared with the existing
scheme. However, this overhead can be reduced further to optimize the computation and
communication time of vehicles by applying a privacy scheme.
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Figure 21. Average computation cost with a various number of vehicles.

9.4. Privacy and Traffic Optimization

The majority of the research conducted for location privacy protection in VANETs
is based on the pseudonyms’ changing process. The design of the privacy scheme may
have an impact on the performance of other fields of the VANETs. One consideration is the
impact on communication protocols, high frequency of changing pseudonym improves
privacy but creates complications for the routing protocols. It degrades the performance
of communication protocols that may impact the packet delivery ratio. The impact of
the pseudonym changing process discussed in [67] on the packet delivery ratio is as
follows: if vehicles (nodes) change their pseudonyms after every five seconds, the packet
delivery ratio is about 60% to the destination. If pseudonyms are changed after every
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10 s, the successful packet delivery ratio is about above 75%, while increasing duration to
30 s successful delivery ratio becomes above 85%. However, the increasing duration for
pseudonym changes will reduce the level of privacy. Thus, there should be a reasonable
balance between privacy protection and traffic optimization.

10. Conclusions

This paper takes on the problem of location privacy in a vehicular network. We have
proposed a new Crowd-based Mix Context (CMC) scheme for location privacy preservation
in the vehicular network. CMC employs vehicle speed, direction, and traffic density for the
pseudonym changing process. Based on these parameters, the vehicles update pseudonyms
simultaneously, which creates confusion for an adversary to break the pseudonyms of
vehicles at different location spots. We formally model and analyze the proposed scheme
using HLPN. The evaluation results show that CMC improves the anonymisation of
vehicles compared with existing schemes IndMZ and TAPCS at various traffic densities.
This prevents the adversary from linking pseudonyms of vehicles and identifies a target
vehicle in the road region. The proposed scheme reduced the computation burden on
vehicles for generating fake pseudonyms in the existing methods. The CMC also minimizes
the impact of anonymisation on safety applications by managing road context information.
In the future, we are eager to do more experiments on the vehicle high speed and low
traffic density and will determine a robust privacy preservation method in such a dynamic
road network condition.
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Abstract: As most older Australians prefer to age-in-place, providing sustainable and age-friendly
communities poses a significant challenge to urban policymakers. The naturally occurring retirement
communities (NORCs) have organically emerged as a collaborative model of care to support older
adults to age-in-place, but neither academic research nor government policies recognise this housing
option for older Australians. This paper aims to analyse the distributions and temporal patterns of
NORCs in the Greater Brisbane Region, Australia, to understand the formation and development
of NORCs. The geovisualisation method was employed to identify the distribution changes of
NORCs between 2006 and 2016. The Global Moran’s I and Local Moran’s I measures were utilised to
analyse the spatial correlation and the clusters of NORCs. The results show that NORCs increased
significantly from 2006 to 2016, and their distribution was mainly clustered or co-located along the
coastline and Brisbane River areas. The evolvement of NORCs reflected the change of aggregation
pattern of older population between 2006 and 2016. Understanding the distribution trend of NORCs
informs government policy and decisions in addressing issues of service delivery and community
cooperation, and eventually leads to sustainable urban development and successful ageing in place
for older Australians.

Keywords: age-in-place; ageing communities; naturally occurring retirement communities; sustain-
able urban development; age-friendly cities; older population; Brisbane; Australia

1. Introduction

Most of the developed countries are ageing societies, and catering for this large
proportion of the older population is becoming an important part of urban policy [1,2]. For
most of the older people, ageing-in-place (remaining in their own home in the community
as long as possible) is the preferred housing option, which has a positive impact on many
aspects of daily life, such as feeling safe and comfortable, maintaining physical and mental
wellbeing and receiving social support [3,4]. However, ageing-in-place can be challenging
for older people due to various issues, such as reduced physical capabilities, the rising
cost of long-term care, increased risk of social isolation, and an unprepared community
environment [5]. As a result, many older Australians do not have a range of options other
than to relocate into retirement villages or aged care facilities [6].

A retirement village is an older people-based community that provides a variety of
accommodation, services and facilities to meet their unique requirements [7]. It is an
institution and needs rules, regulations, programmes and staff to govern its residents’ daily
life [8]. An aged care is the health institution that provides services to meet the needs of
help with day-to-day tasks or health care for older people in Australia. In some cases, the
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best way to receive help and support can be by living in an aged care home (also known
as nursing home) either on a permanent basis or for a short stay. However, although
both of the options above provide protection for older people with respect to health and
housing, more than 90% of older Australians wish to age-in-place and perceive the benefits
of staying at home as a secure, familiar environment with the local community they know
and love [9].

To support older people’s ageing in place, urban planners and local governments need
to provide an age-friendly urban environment, both in the community and city levels, so
that older people’s daily needs can be fully met [10]. The ‘naturally occurring retirement
communities’ (NORCs), a concept originating from the US in the 1980s, has emerged as
a collaborative living and care model to support older adults to age-in-place and avoid
moving to more restrictive settings [11]. The concept of NORC was first proposed by Hunt
and Gunter-Hunt [12], defining NORCs as neighbourhoods or building complexes that
are not originally designed for older adults, in which 50% of the residents are 50 years or
older and have aged in their homes. The criteria of NORCs varied over time. For instance,
Hunt and Ross [13] identified a NORC with at least half of the residents aged 60 or older.
Likewise, it is also defined as a housing community where at least 65% of residents are
over 50 years old [14]. Moreover, the U.S. Congress Senate (2006) defined NORCs as
communities in which at least 40% of the heads of households are older individuals.

Although the original purpose was not to help the older people to age in the com-
munity, NORCs have developed naturally and provide a way for older adults to live
independently as long as possible. [15]. Because of the high density of the older popula-
tion in the same geographical locations, communities can effectively serve older adults
and support formal and informal collaborations between residents, communities, service
providers and public sectors. Hunt and Gunter-Hunt [12] showed that neighbourhood
services (which support older people’s need and capabilities) were a major attraction to
NORCs and increase the residents’ satisfaction with such community-based housing.

In the U.S., most of the NORCs occur throughout the southern third of the country
(Sun Belt) and some of the denser cities, such as New York and Boston, because of their
ample public transportation links and amenities. Canada is considered to have an ageing
environment similar to that in the U.S, and thus NORCs can be identified in some of the
densely populated areas, such as the Ontario province [16]. In some other countries of the
world, the term NORC is not applied, but communities sharing similar features are still
recognised, which facilitate independent living for the older residents. AARP International
reported on piloting various housing solutions for the ageing population in Europe, and
Japan is widely regarded as a hospitable ageing country [17].

In response to the NORC demographic cluster, NORC supportive service programmes
(NORC-SSPs) were developed to serve their senior residents by providing social and health
care services tailored to their specific needs. The first NORC programme was established
in 1986 at Penn South Houses, in New York City. Since then, the NORC programme
model has been broadly replicated in more than 25 states across the U.S. Masotti, Fick [18]
proposed the idea of healthy NORCs—that some NORC environments are healthier or
more attractive than others for seniors, so that older people are intentionally moving
together and the health benefits within healthy NORCs are higher where physical and
social environments facilitate greater activity and promote feelings of well-being. The
NORC is, therefore, considered a positive model for ageing-in-place to promote the health
and mental well-being of older individuals [19,20].

Although NORCs are well recognised in the U.S., they are much less so in Australia.
Currently, only two ‘virtual retirement communities’ (one in Sydney and another in Perth)
claimed to be inspired by the NORC movement in the U.S., where online local networks are
provided to support older people living independently in their own homes and with access
to local services [20]. Meanwhile, though, this pattern of ageing is happening naturally in
Australia, given that an increasing number of communities in Australia have more than 40%
of residents over 65 years old. For example, 40.6% of the residents of Queensland’s Bribie
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Island are 65+ years old [21]. It is thus clear that NORCs are an existing but unnoticed
social phenomenon in Australia. In other words, we have already witnessed an Australian
version of NORCs, but neither academic research nor government policies recognise this
housing option for older Australians. Currently, there is very limited, if any, knowledge
about the formation and development of NORCs.

This paper, hence, aims to understand the formation and development of NORCs in
the Greater Brisbane Region (a geographical area with a much higher ageing rate than
the national average of 15%), mainly in terms of their spatial and temporal changes over
a 10-year period, from 2006 to 2016. The study is innovative in its spatial analysis of
Australian NORCs, enabling various stakeholders, especially policymakers, to identify
the formation trend of NORCs, with the ultimate purpose of developing age-friendly
communities and cities to support older Australians’ ageing-in-place.

2. Materials and Methods

A spatial and temporal data analysis, including a spatial autocorrelation analysis, a
cluster and outlier analysis and a hotspot/coldspot analysis, upon a geographic information
system (GIS), were applied to identify the distribution pattern of older population and
NORCs on the basis of geographical boundary and census characteristics in Australia. The
census statistics of the residential areas of the households with different characteristics can
reflect the geographical patterns that naturally form with the development of time.

2.1. Data

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Census data of 2006, 2011 and 2016, which
include the distribution of usual residents in the households by different ages, were used.
Given that regions with a rapid population growth, such as the Greater Brisbane Region,
are especially sensitive to population ageing, which will necessarily involve substantial
increases in public expenditure on health and aged care, the Greater Brisbane Region was
chosen as the case locality for the data analysis. In particular, this region has become the
popular retirement destination for older Australians [21], with some areas such as the
Bribie Island with the oldest median age (60.6 years) in the capital city region. The Greater
Brisbane Region comprises eight local government areas and covers a total area of around
15,800 square kilometres, or 1% of Queensland’s total area, but was home to 2.27 million
people, almost half of Queensland’s population, which is about 4.7 million [22].

2.2. Unit of Analysis

An appropriate unit of analysis is critical in geography-based analyses. Every five
years, ABS counts every person and home in Australia, in the Census of Population and
Housing. For the 2011 and 2016 Census, Statistical Area Level 1 (SA1) was designed for
a detailed spatial analysis of the Census data. This research used these areas to examine
how Census characteristics vary at a neighbourhood scale within larger areas [23]. For the
2006 Census, the Census Collection District (CD) was designed as the smallest unit for data
collection and processing—including about 200 dwellings. CD was the basis of output for
most data and served as the basic building block in the Australian Standard Geographical
Classification (ASGC) [24].

It should be noted that although CD in 2006 and SA1 in 2011 and 2016 were the basic
census units of the same level for the data analysis in this study, the number of census units
for SA1 were higher than that of CD because of the increase of population and immigrants.
Nevertheless, as the purpose of this study is to understand the formation trend of NORCs
over time, which focused on the population changes and the distribution features of the
older population (65+), the slight differences in the number and scale between SA1 and CD
units do not affect the overall result.
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2.3. Analysis

The definition of NORC varies in different places and different periods. In the place
of origin, the US Federal Government, through Title IV of the Older Americans Act,
recognised NORCs as ‘communities in which at least 40% of the heads of households are
older individuals’ [25]. According to prior studies, ‘resident’, ‘head of household’, ‘old
adult’ and ‘house owners and renters’ are the most frequently used concepts (and their
datasets) in identifying NORCs [13,14,26]. The most widely cited definition of NORCs is
‘communities in which at least 40% of the heads of households are older individuals’. In
Australian statistical data, older people are defined as people aged 65 years or more [27];
however, the concept of ‘head of household’ was not applied in the 2006, 2011 and 2016
ABS Census data. Alternatively, this research employed the concept and dataset of all
household members who usually reside in the private dwellings rather than the head of
household to define NORCs. It also excluded older residents living in nursing homes or
aged care facilities. Therefore, this study adopted the combined circumscription of NORC
as the community with 40% or more members of households aged 65 years and older,
which has excluded holiday visitors and persons who have moved to nursing homes.

Four approaches of spatial analyses were conducted to identify the formation and
development of NORCs. These were: (i) geovisualisation, (ii) spatial autocorrelation
(global Moran’s I), (iii) cluster and outlier analysis (local Moran’s I), and (iv) hotspot and
coldspot analysis (Getis-Ord Gi *). These are among the frequently applied spatial analysis
techniques in the age and healthcare studies [28]. The software of ESRI ArcMap Version
10.8.1 was applied for data analysis.

A geovisualisation was conducted to identify the distribution of NORCs in 2006, 2011
and 2016. When working with spatially referenced data, geovisualisation is helpful to
recognise patterns across large geographical regions [29,30]. Choropleth maps, in this
study, are used to display different classes of proportion of older people in each census
unit and recognise the possible NORCs that meet the criteria.

Global Moran’s I was used to measure the spatial autocorrelation of NORCs based
on both locations and the proportion of older population simultaneously. Given a set
of features such as location, areas and population, it evaluated whether the distribution
pattern of NORCs was clustered, dispersed or random. Global Moran’s I supports geovisu-
alisation by statistically distinguishing the level of the spatial structure, which qualitatively
improves the reliability of the interpreted geovisualised information [31]. In this research,
global Moran’s I statistic for the proportion of household members in the greater Brisbane
region aged 65 years and over in each census unit has value ranges from −1 to 1. A negative
value reveals that farther census units are more related than closer ones, a positive value of
I reveals that the closer census units are more connected than farther ones, and 0 informs
no spatial autocorrelation between them. [32]. A Z-score and p-value were used for the
statistical significance test to verify the result: when z-score < −1.65 or >+1.65 associated
with p-value < 0.10, the confidence level is 90%; when z-score < −1.96 or >+1.96 associated
with p-value < 0.05, the confidence level is 95%; when z-score < −2.58 or >+2.58 associated
with p-value < 0.01, the confidence level is 99%.

Local Moran’s I, ‘a local spatial autocorrelation statistic’ [33], was employed to identify
local clusters or outliers of NORCs to understand their contribution to the ‘global’ cluster
statistic. It assesses each feature of census units within the context of neighbouring features
and compares the local circumstance to the overall situation. Local Moran’s I could be
utilised to detect the clusters of census units with 40% or more of the members of a house-
hold aged 65 years and over among nearby census units in the greater Brisbane region.

Getis-Ord Gi * (Gi *) was used to verify a statistically significant spatial cluster of high
values (hotspots) or low values (coldspots) of proportion of older household members
within a distance [34]. A Gi * analysis was employed to reveal whether a high or low
proportion of older household members is concentrated over the greater Brisbane region at
the different statistically significant levels, which means that to be a statistically significant
hotspot, a census unit will have a high value and be surrounded by other census units with
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high values as well. The visualisation of hotspots and coldspots of older population is the
enhanced tool of cluster statistic in Local Moran’s I, where hotspot identification not only
describes the state of aggregation of older population at the moment but also predicts a
trend of cluster for some neighbourhoods with low proportions of older population located
in the contexts of high values. Meanwhile, coldspot areas are indicated as the aggregation
of suburbs with a low proportion of older population, with the neighbours co-locating
with low values as well. This research focused on finding hotspots of highly proportioned
older household members including NORCs.

3. Results

As shown in Figure 1, the proportion of older Australians increased obviously across
the census units in the greater Brisbane region from 2006 to 2011 to 2016. The total number
of household members aged 65 and over in the greater Brisbane region were 185,490,
215,149 and 267,281 in 2006, 2011 and 2016, respectively. Meanwhile, the proportion of
older household members (aged 65+) increased from 10.68% in 2006 to 11.15% in 2011
to 12.76% in 2016 in the greater Brisbane region. This indicated a significant growth rate
(44.1%) of older household members (65+), much higher than the growth rate of the total
household members (20.6%) in the greater Brisbane region from 2006 to 2016. In addition,
in 2006, 57.9% of the census units had less than 10% of older household members (those
with 65+ years old), while in 2016 it dropped to 48.9%. By contrast, in 2006, only 7.6% of
the census units had an older population of more than 20%, and this number increased to
10.7% in 2016.
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Figure 1. Map of census units with the percentage of older household members (age 65+) in the
Greater Brisbane Region in 2006, 2011 and 2016. The colours are classified by N/A, 0–9.9%, 10–19.9%,
20–29.9%, 30–39.9%, 40% and higher.

Figure 2 shows the locations of NORCs in 2006, 2011 and 2016. In 2006, 25 (0.8%) out
of 3236 census units were identified as NORCs (with the proportion of 65+ years old more
than 40%) in the greater Brisbane region. These numbers increased to 65 (1.3%) out of
5164 census units in 2011 and 92 (1.7%) out of 5373 census units in 2016, which indicated a
rapid growth of NORCs over the 10-year span. In addition, the older household members
(65+) living in NORCs accounted for 3.4% of the total older household members in 2006,
and it increased to 6.1% in 2011 and 7.2% in 2016. According to Figure 2, NORCs were
distributed mostly along the coastline and Brisbane River. Especially on the Bribie Island,
there already existed four NORCs accommodating 886 older household members (65+) in
2006, and this number increased rapidly to 10 NORCs with 1961 older household members
(65+) in 2011 and 15 NORCs with 2963 older household members (65+) in 2011. Currently,
the Bribie Island has the oldest median ages (60.6 years) in Queensland.
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Figure 2. Map of naturally occurring retirement communities (NORCs) with suburb boundaries
in the Greater Brisbane Region in 2006, 2011 and 2016. The distributions along the Brisbane River
and coastal areas are marked out. Bribie Island has the greatest number of NORCs and oldest
median ages.

As indicated by the NORCs’ distribution pattern, Global Moran’s I was 0.352423
(z = 33.740511) in 2006, 0.252765 (z = 30.630196) in 2011 and 0.282963 (z = 35.100097)
in 2016. For the Global Moran’s I statistic, the null hypothesis states that the NORCs are
randomly distributed in the study area. This result indicated that the distributions of
NORCs were spatially autocorrelated or considered as not randomly distributed (rejecting
the null hypothesis), which means that the NORCs or census units with a high proportion
of older household members (65+) tended to get close to similar ones. Similarly, census
units with low proportions of older household members were close to similar ones as well.
Given the z-score of 33.74, 30.63 and 35.10, there was less than 1% likelihood that this
clustered pattern could be the result of random chance.

Local Moran’s I was used to detect the clusters, outliers and hotspots of NORCs.
Figure 3 shows that the high-high clusters of census units (i.e., the census units with high
proportions of older household members were co-located or clustered together, with a
red colour in the red dot-line circle in Figure 3) were located in some specific areas, such
as the Bribie Island, Cleveland and Victoria Point, most of which were distributed along
the coastal line and expanded their cluster areas rapidly from 2006 to 2011 and 2016. By
contrast, the low-low cluster (where census units with a low proportion of older household
members (65+) were co-located together) were mainly located in the mountainous areas.
Especially those blue areas in the black dot-line circle were disappearing from 2006 to 2011
and 2016 primarily due to the increase of the older population. For high-low and low-high
outliers, no obvious patterns exist in this study.

Figure 4 shows the optimised hotspot and coldspot living areas of older household
members in 2006, 2011 and 2016. The optimised hotspot map shows that the statistically
significant hotspot suburbs (with high proportions of older household members) are
distributed along the coastline, and these areas were expanding rapidly from 2006 to 2016.
The total number of older household members (65+) living in those optimised hotspot
areas were 69,326, 60,341 and 69,595 in 2006, 2011 and 2016, respectively, accounting for
37.4%, 28.0% and 26.0% of the total older household members (65+). Meanwhile, some
of the inland regions became hotspots as well, although the number of older household
members (65+) was small. Take the Laidley, for example. Only 493 (18.9% of its total
household members), 516 (16.1% of its total household members) and 619 (18.9% of its
Total household members) older household members (65+) were living there in 2006,
2011 and 2016, respectively. By contrast, the coldspots (with low proportions of older
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household members) in the inner-city areas and urban suburbs were increasing along with
the decrease of the hotspots in these areas during the 10-year period.
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Figure 3. Cluster and outlier analysis of census units with a proportion of older household members
(age 65+) in the Greater Brisbane Region in 2006, 2011 and 2016. Different colours indicate different
meanings, including not significant, high-high cluster, low-low cluster, high-low outlier and low-high
outlier. Significant high-high clusters and low-low clusters are marked out.
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Figure 4. Optimised hotspot analysis of census units with the proportion of older household members
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and 99% confidence of hotspots and coldspots. The red circles mark out the increased hotspot areas
from 2006 to 2011 to 2016, and the black circles indicate the increased coldspot and decreased hotspot
areas from 2006 to 2011 to 2016.

4. Discussion

Our analysis results reveal that NORCs have developed rapidly over the 10-year
period in the greater Brisbane region. The cluster of older population may generate both
positive and negative impacts on active ageing. Firstly, in NORCs, service providers
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and multilevel collaborations may serve the older people more efficiently because of the
spatially proximate locations for NORC residents living within a reachable range. It is a
great opportunity for the government to provide home and community care in NORCs
where the older people can enjoy professional care with comparatively low cost due to the
economies of scale.

According to the Queensland Department of Communities, Housing and Digital
Economy [35], the distribution of retirement villages in the greater Brisbane area is highly
consistent with the distribution of older people, where the areas with high density of
older residents have one or more retirement villages located around them. This implies
that the retirement village developers have realised the advantage of the economic scales
brought by the concentration of the older population. Similarly, one or more nursing homes
can also be found in these popular areas with older people. NORC supportive service
programmes as the solution of ageing-in-place provide the older people with another
choice of ageing, which is different from the retirement village or nursing home, and
the NORC participants can enjoy some of the services that the institutional care system
could not provide, such as exercise and dance classes, trips and cultural events [36]. For
the government, NORC programmes play a positive role in reducing the pressure of
resource scarcity in the healthcare system [37]. However, it must be clarified that NORCs
are different from NORC Service Support Programmes where multilevel collaborations,
services and supports are provided to those NORCs with a high proportion of older people.
Governments should provide NORC service support programmes to existing NORCs, with
the ultimate purpose of providing an age-friendly urban environment to facilitate older
Australians’ ageing-in-place.

Nevertheless, neither academic research nor government policies recognise this hous-
ing option for older Australians. Although the Advisory Taskforce on Residential Transition
for Ageing Queenslanders [38] recommended that the Queensland Government and the
local governments provide incentives for the development of NORCs as one of the diverse
age-friendly housing solutions, no relevant initiatives are available to date, most likely
as NORCs do not fit the definition of a retirement community. However, NORCs present
a huge opportunity for governments because supporting ageing-in-place can ultimately
result in significant public expenditure savings, particularly given the fiscal demands of
institutional aged care and healthcare.

In addition, a high density of older population may lead to diverse social networks
in later life, which are related to more positive outcomes, including better cognitive func-
tioning [39], lower levels of depressive symptomatology [40], better outcomes in serious
physical illnesses [41], reduced likelihood of loneliness and anxiety and increased likeli-
hood of happiness [42]. Studies have found that in maintaining a positive attitude and
preventing depression, the existence of a network of friends is as important as, or even
more important than, the existence of family members [43]. The Robert Woods Johnson
Foundation also emphasises that communities that provide social services and material
support have a positive impact on the health of their residents [44]. Moreover, Cornwell,
Laumann [45] found that an older adult’s larger socialisation network of friends and the
frequency of that socialisation positively impact their longevity. However, it should also be
noted that while ageing-in-place and ageing-in-community may have the advantages of
familiarity and maintaining one’s connections, it may also set older adults up for social iso-
lation, particularly if they have limited mobility or access to other people. Social isolation
and loneliness have been shown to have negative effects on health and well-being [46].

The temporal distribution of NORCs shows that the formation of NORCs closely aligns
with spatial distributions of older population, which could be caused by the in-migration
(move into a certain area for permanent living inside or outside the state), out-migration
(move out of a certain area to a more suitable place for permanent living) and ageing of
existing populations [47]. The increase of high-high clusters and hotspots along the coastal
areas, where most of the NORCs are located, might be very likely due to the in-migration
of older household members (65+), given that many Australians would like to live in an
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environment with seaside scenery, convenient seacoast facilities for activities and extending
social networks. These people are known colloquially as ‘sea-changers’ [48].

Likewise, some of the rural residential suburbs and their neighbouring suburbs, such
as Esk, Laidley, Boonah and Beaudesert, became ageing hotspots after a 10-year change of
demographic mainly because of the out-migration of youth and tree-change in-migration of
older people. The proportion of local young generations leaving their rural homelands was
high—more than half of the cohort population in some cases [49]. Meanwhile, tree-change
as a relatively nascent migration trend of urban residents moving towards inland regional
areas of Australia becomes another option for some older people [50]. Clearly, NORCs in
rural areas have the great potential to accommodate ‘tree-changers’, even though current
facilities and services can be sparsely located/provided in these areas.

Compared with the increase of the above-mentioned hotspots for older people, the
increase of coldspots in the inner city areas are mainly due to young people moving in for
job opportunities, along with older people choosing out-migration for retirement [51]. On
the contrary, the decrease of low-low clusters in inland areas, caused by the increasing pro-
portion of older population, is mainly due to the natural ageing and younger generations
moving out for job opportunities in capital cities or regional centres. Currently, how to
better support older people who prefer to remain at home and independent in inland areas
can be a challenge for the Australian society.

Understanding the distribution of hot and coldspots associated with NORCs may be
useful in guiding governments in resource allocation and optimising investment to promote
financial efficiency. As NORCs are clustered in the same hotspot areas, collaborations
between industry and local governments across different NORCs, such as sharing the
existing infrastructure and services (e.g., transportation and healthcare), will have the
great potential to maximise their value to older people due to the increased economic
scale. Since NORCs are based on the existing resources of the community, they may
become a supplementary part of the local service delivery system. NORCs have become an
opportunity to develop and/or strengthen community partnerships to improve how the
community responds to the changing needs of residents as they age-in-place [11].

The growth of NORCs in the greater Brisbane region aligns with the phenomenon of
population ageing not only in Australia but also in all developed countries. Today, more
than 530 cities and communities from 37 countries are participating in the WHO’s Global
Network of Age-Friendly Cities and Communities; however, government structures are
often isolated and lack flexibility to formulate and implement effective age-friendly pro-
grammes covering multiple disciplines. Working with local NGOs, citizen groups, service
providers and other private sector entities, NORC supportive service programmes will
enable local governments to integrate the vision of the age-friendly programme with the
interests of older people, coordinate stakeholder priorities and leverage existing resources.
With the identification of NORCs and their formation patterns, researchers, communities
and local governments can collaborate to understand the local history, economic activities
and experience of older residents in those NORCs to enrich policy planning. As the most
popular interstate destination for people aged 65+ years (with 31% of interstate arrivals
in 2015) [52], Queensland has launched the programme Queensland: An Age-friendly
Community since 2016, aiming to ensure older people are free from age-related barriers
that prevent community participation. The findings of this study provide a valuable data
support this programme.

5. Conclusions

To support older Australians’ preference for ageing-in-place, it is essential to provide
a smart, sustainable and age-friendly urban environment [53,54].This study aimed to
understand the distribution and formation of NORCs with temporal changes for the first
time in Australia. As emerging age-friendly communisis, NORCs evolved rapidly in
the greater Brisbane region, accommodating 7.2% of the older members of households,
although accounting only for 1.7% (92) of the total census units in 2016. In addition, NORCs
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were not developed randomly, but are mainly clustered or co-located along the Brisbane
River and the coastline areas, which attract an increasing number of older people moving
into these areas for retirement living.

This study provides both knowledge and practical implications for NORCs and urban
development. First, the spatial analytic approach made the geographical reference data
more accessible and comprehensive. It visualised and described the distribution patterns,
temporal trends and geographic locations of NORCs at the city level. Second, a multilevel
cooperation among local governments, industries and agencies can be developed to provide
better services and urban environment for the older population in these areas. Finally,
this research offers an approach to data visualisation to interpret the temporal and spatial
distribution of NORCs.

This study has some limitations. First, although the geographical factors affect the
clusters or outliers of NORCs, the development of NORCs may be driven by multiple
factors, such as built environment, natural scenery, walkability, accessibility and health and
social services, the information of which was not available in the Census data. The second
limitation in the spatial analysis is the mutative unit, which was modified from CD in 2006
to SA1 in 2011 and 2016. Different units of analysis may change the findings, even though
the changing may follow the life pattern of the local population. Thirdly, the distribution
of nursing homes and aged care facilities may likely affect the growth and development of
NORCs, whose pattern of influence needs to be explored in future studies. Fourthly, among
the census units with a high proportion of older household members (65+), some of them
(accounting for less than 0.5% of the total census units, and many located in national parks
or remote usual areas) have a small number of total household members (less than 200).
As a result, the proportion of senior residents in these census units can be easily affected
by the relocations of older people, even in a very small number. Therefore, whether these
census units can be identified as NORCs needs to be further investigated according to the
actual living environment and neighbourhood relationship.

The occurrence mechanisms of NORCs requires further investigation in the future. An
ageing policy and related services regarding NORCs may be promoted to provide better
ageing-in-place for older Australians.
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Abstract: Whilst a plethora of research exists on the smart cities and project performance evalua-
tions, only few studies have focused on the smart city policy evaluation from the perspective of
its acceptance by practitioners. This paper aims to generate insights by evaluating the smart city
policy through a developing country case study—i.e., Malaysia. This study employed a questionnaire
survey method for data collection and analyzed the data by using Fuzzy Delphi analysis. A group of
40 practitioners was gathered in a focus group discussion through purposive sampling. The main
objectives of this survey were to identify the understanding and acceptance levels of the seven smart
city domains and respective strategies that are outlined in the Malaysian Smart City Framework. The
results disclosed that the practitioners possessed divergent levels of understanding and acceptance
in terms of smart city domains. The study participant practitioners accepted all understanding and
acceptance objectives of smart economy, living, people, and governance domains (expert agreement
75–92% and threshold d value 0.123–0.188), but rejected all objectives for both smart environment
and digital infrastructure domains (expert agreement 55–74% and threshold d value 0.150–0.212).
Along with this, acceptance of smart mobility was also rejected (expert agreement 56% and threshold
d value 0.245). The findings reveal that considering all opinions expressing dissensus is essential
when building more inclusive smart city strategies. This study contributes to the smart city discourse
as being one of the first in capturing professional practitioners’ understanding and acceptance on
a national level smart city policy by applying the Delphi method in the smart city context. Most
importantly, the study informs urban policymakers on how to capture the voices and perspectives of
the general public on national and local smart city strategy and initiatives.

Keywords: Europe; Fuzzy Delphi method; Hong Kong; India; Malaysia; smart cities; smart city
policy; smart urbanization; urban policy; policy evaluation

1. Introduction

Since the early 2000s, smart city development has been gaining global momentum.
Thus, many models or concepts have been formed, adopted, and evaluated [1]. For
example, the seminal smart city concept by [2] laid the basis for the formation of six smart
city domains (i.e., smart economy, people, governance, mobility, environment, and living)
and emphasized activities that would cultivate independent citizens. Since then, many
models have been adopted and adapted from the concept of [2], such as the smart cities
wheel by [3], the initiative framework of the smart city by [4], the alternative framework for
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smart city governance by [5], the conceptual framework for defining the smart city by [6],
and the Unified Smart City Model by [7]. On the other hand, top-down smart policies that
have been adopted and adapted from the work of [2] include the Hong Kong Smart City
Blueprint [8] and the Malaysian Smart City Framework (MSCF) [9].

Furthermore, many studies have evaluated smart city performance. For instance,
Ref. [2] developed the European medium-sized (smart) city indicators and ranking; Ref. [10]
used the analytic network process (ANP) to investigate the relations between smart city
domains, actors (i.e., government, industry, university, and civil society), and strategies;
Ref. [11] examined the Malaysian smart city domains through the AHP; Ref. [12] devel-
oped a smart city descriptor scoring table to qualitatively compare smart city domains
performance in Singapore, Korea, and Malaysia; Ref. [13] developed a smart city sharable
framework to evaluate 17 smart cities in China; Ref. [14] developed a fuzzy synthetic eval-
uation of the challenges facing smart city development in developing countries; Ref. [15]
developed a typology of smart city assessment tools and evaluated 122 cities; Ref. [16]
developed the smart city index and ranking; and ref. [17] recently developed a smart city
measurement framework for inclusive growth.

Nevertheless, far less research has been conducted on evaluating the smart city policy,
with the exception of scholars such as [18], who made a general evaluation of the smart
city policy and the challenges facing five UK cities. It is crucial to evaluate each planned
top-down policy, especially from the public perspective. With just internal assessments by
the authorities and departments, actual situations and shortfalls may be overlooked. This
might result in overall failure and wasted investment and resources. Taking the case of the
MSCF, launched in 2019, to date there have been no evaluation reports on the strategies
being planned. Furthermore, the period from 2021 to 2022 has been scheduled as the
time to implement smart initiatives nationwide [9]. Many local authorities lack suitable
references and benchmarking on the details of the smart city domains and strategies to be
adopted [19]. Without reference to evaluation, authorities or officers on the ground tend to
believe that a blueprint is perfect and will follow it to the letter. Thus, in this research, and
given the practical knowledge gaps, the authors intend to answer the following questions:

• What level of understanding do practitioners have of the smart city domains stated
in MSCF?

• What level of acceptance do practitioners have of the smart city domains stated
in MSCF?

Based on these research questions, this study aims to evaluate the understanding and
acceptance of practitioners from various sectors who are involved in smart city develop-
ment in developing countries (using Malaysia as a case study). Knowing the levels of
public understanding and acceptance was intended to be the output of this study, which
would thus provide guidance to governments and policymakers to improve the smart city
strategies and policies so that more smart and inclusive living is available to their citizens.

2. Literature Background

Understanding the basic smart city domains is mainly influenced by the six domains
outlined by [2], namely the smart economy, living, environment, people, governance,
and mobility.

According to [2], the smart economy component is characterized by competitiveness.
Among the sub-components of the smart economy (in the case of medium-sized European
city rankings) are an innovative spirit, entrepreneurship, an economic image and trademark,
productivity, labor market flexibility, and international embeddedness. As the economy
is a broad concept and its strategies are context-based, many scholars and agencies have
suggested measuring specific components, including nineteen economic attributes in the
case of India, as stated by [20]. These include promoting balanced and sustainable economic
growth, making strategic investments on strategic assets, and knowing that all forms of
economics function at the local level. In another case, the smart economy domain of the
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Hong Kong Smart City Blueprint [8] promotes sharing economy, fintech, smart tourism,
and re-industrialization.

In the case of Malaysia, the components stated in MSCF are to intensify the application
of technology and digitalization in core business functions, enhance the usage of e-payment,
attract investment in high value-added industries, create a workforce to match the jobs in
these industries, provide technology labs and collaborative platforms, establish incubators
and accelerators, and leverage existing government assistance and funding. Supporting
literature can be found in Table 1.

Table 1. Smart economy domain.

Smart Economy Strategy Reference

Intensify technology application and digitalization in core business functions [2,20–22]
Enhance the usage of e-payment [23–25]

Attract investment in high value-added industries [26,27]
Create workforce to match jobs in high value-added industries [4,28,29]

Provide technology labs and collaborative platforms [22,30,31]
Establish incubators and accelerators [32,33]

Leverage on existing government assistance and funding [20,30]

High value-added activities refer to the major contribution of a private industry or
government sector to overall gross domestic product (GDP) [34]. Contributions to GDP
include higher wages and compensation for employees, taxes on production, lower import
subsidies, and a gross operating surplus [34]. The Hong Kong labor market is an example of
a concentration of high value-added service industries, with 25.9% of employees working
in public administration or in the social and personal services industry in 2014 [35]. How-
ever, it is challenging to transition from low to high value-added industries in developing
countries. This is the case in Indonesia, where low value-added industries such as textiles
are desperately fighting rising wages and seeking protection from international competi-
tion. High value-added sectors largely utilize technology in various activities, including
designing products, delivering products, processing customer orders, and improving prod-
uct quality [27]. Nevertheless, according to MSCF, technology disruptors in Malaysia,
such as robotics and analytics, are shifting traditional services towards value-adding and
non-traditional service areas. However, the authors observed that MSCF did not refer to
the issues of wages and imbalanced urban-rural development. Correspondingly, the smart
city policy has offered opportunities within the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0)
mostly in developed states and urban areas, while less-developed states and rural areas,
such as Sabah, are mentioned far less.

The second domain of smart living is characterized by the quality of life. Among the
sub-components found in the smart living concept outlined by [2] are cultural facilities,
health conditions, individual safety, housing quality, educational facilities, touristic attrac-
tivity, and social cohesion. In the Indian case, [20] scoped smart living into 14 attributes,
including promoting shared values in society, celebrating local history and culture, and
opening highly accessible public spaces. In the case of Hong Kong, their strategies are in
building a Wi-Fi-connected city, developing faster digital payment systems, providing free
electronic identity (eID) citizenship for government and commercial online transactions,
and launching a $1 billion funding scheme to support the procurement of technological
products by elderly and rehabilitation service units [8].

In Malaysia, the MSCF strategies are to enhance safety and security, promote the
provision of quality housing, optimize emergency responses, enhance the quality of health-
care services through digital technology and encourage urban farming for better living.
Supporting literature can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Smart living domain.

Smart Living Strategy Reference

Enhance safety and security [20,36,37]
Promote quality housing [2,38]

Optimize emergency response [20,39]
Enhance quality of healthcare services through digital technology [40–43]

Encourage urban farming for better living [23,44]

Concerning the element of enhancing safety and security, one key initiative in Malaysia
is the focus on crime reduction [36,45]. For example, under the safe city initiative through
the Ministry of Housing and Local Government, a safer city can be created using several
strategies, such as crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) and crime pre-
vention through social design (CSPD) [46]. With CPTED, information and communication
technology (ICT), and mechanical surveillance design initiatives are popular, including
the installation of closed-circuit television (CCTV) in public spaces, IoT (internet-of-things)
lighting, safety (panic button) alarms, and establishing GIS (geographic information sys-
tem) mapping for crime detection [36]. In the case of the capital city, Kuala Lumpur, crime
is always an important issue for the citizens and the city authorities. Research has shown
that the challenges to making Kuala Lumpur a safe city can be mitigated by enhancing
the role of guardians (i.e., the authorities); promoting CPTED and CSPD activities; and
assisting victims and offenders with psychological, financial, and family assistance [47].

The idea behind the third domain, smart environment, centers on preserving natural
resources. The smart environment sub-components outlined by [2] are the attractivity of
natural conditions, pollution, environmental protection efforts, and sustainable resource
management. Another source of reference from India, Vinod Kumar [20], presented 22
attributes to describe the smart environment, which included protecting nature; managing
water resources, water supply systems, floods, and inundations effectively; encouraging
neighborliness and a spirit of community; upgrading urban resilience to the impacts of
climate change; and creating a low-carbon environment based on energy efficiency, renew-
able energy, and the like. In the Hong Kong case, the strategies are focused on reducing the
carbon intensity; promoting energy efficiency and conservation in the community, with a
particular focus on green and intelligent buildings; reducing waste; and monitoring the air
pollution and cleanliness of public spaces [8].

In Malaysia, MSCF smart environment strategies include the need to preserve green
areas and enhance the management of trees in public parks; strengthen the integrated and
sustainable solid waste management; strengthen the solid waste laws and policies; improve
the air quality and its monitoring system; improve the water quality and its monitoring
system; increase energy efficiency and promote renewable energy sources in the community;
enhance disaster risk management by adopting advanced technology applications; enhance
the non-revenue water management; and encourage the development of a low-carbon city
concept that can be adopted at the local level. Supporting literature can be found in Table 3.

Table 3. Smart environment domain.

Smart Environment Strategy Reference

Preserve green area and enhance the management of trees in public parks [2,48]
Strengthen the integrated and sustainable solid waste management [2,48]

Strengthen the solid waste laws and policies [49,50]
Improve the air quality and its monitoring system [50,51]

Improve the water quality and its monitoring system [2,50]
Increase energy efficiency and promote renewable energy sources in community [2,20,37]

Enhance the disaster risk management by adopting advanced technology application [52,53]
Enhance the non-revenue water management [2,54]

Encourage the development of low carbon city concept to be adopted at local level [48,55]
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In terms of park and green area management, the reduction in size of reserved forest
and the preservation of green space in development plans are continual issues in Malaysia.
Although forest land may have been gazetted, new development plans have always
resulted in excuses to degazette forest reserves in favor of mixed-use development. For
example, the Selangor State Government has recently granted a mixed development project
on 931 hectares of the Kuala Langat North Forest Reserve, which is largely a move to
rescind the protected status of the remnants of a once-sprawling peat forest that has been
home to four indigenous Temuan settlements. The project also threatens wildlife [56].
This is one case that demonstrates the image of the Malaysian government, which can
easily override gazetted land protection with the introduction of new plans under political
influence and with profitable intentions, despite concerns for the public good of civil society,
climate change, and the overall environment.

In terms of community attitudes to environmental protection, much change is re-
quired in Malaysia, especially within the authority-dependence mindset. The study on
the Iskandar territory, Johor, Malaysia, Ref. [57] showed that residents are conscious of the
need for environmental cleanliness; however, their mindsets were hindered by the belief
that the cleanliness of public space is mainly the responsibility of the authorities. Thus,
Ref. [57] reaffirmed that the involvement and accountability of all parties are much needed
in caring for the natural environment.

The fourth domain of smart people is characterized by social and human capital [2].
The indicators for the case of Europe include the level of qualification, affinity with life-
long learning, social and ethnic plurality, flexibility, creativity, cosmopolitanism, open-
mindedness, and participation in public life. In the case of India, ‘smart people’ are
proposed as being the fundamental building block of a smart city system because, without
people’s active participation, a smart city system would not function effectively (Figure 1).
Thus, Ref. [20] proposed eleven attributes of smart people by including the need to be
actively involved in the city’s sustainable development; excel in creativity and finding
unique solutions to challenging issues; opt for lifelong learning and use e-learning models;
and be cosmopolitan and open-minded and hold a multicultural perspective. In the case
of Hong Kong, this focuses on nurturing young talent, innovation, and entrepreneurial
culture [8].
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In the case of Malaysia, the strategies are to improve moral education in schools;
enhance public awareness in practicing good moral and civic duties; increase skilled
and talented human capital at every level; enhance public participation and community
empowerment initiatives; improve gender sensitization and the inclusivity of vulnerable
groups; and increase public willingness to adapt to emerging technologies. Supporting
literature can be found in Table 4.
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Table 4. Smart people domain.

Smart People Strategy Reference

Improve moral education in schools [58,59]
Enhance public awareness in practicing good moral and civic [59,60]

Increase skilled and talented human capital at every level [8,20]
Enhance public participation and community empowerment initiatives [20,61–63]

Improve gender sensitization and inclusivity of vulnerable groups [52,64]
Increase the public willingness to adapt with emerging technologies [8,20,65]

The element of cultivating skilled and talented human capital is particularly crucial,
as Malaysia is determined to adopt the National Fourth Industrial Revolution Policy
(Malaysian Industry 4.0 Policy), which was launched recently on 1 July 2021 [66]. This
Industry 4.0 policy was launched with the purpose of transforming Malaysia into a high-
income state through technology and digitalization. Five fundamental technologies of the
Industry 4.0 policy include artificial intelligence, the internet of things, blockchain, cloud
computing and big data analytics, and advanced materials and technologies [67]. For the
young generation to master these Industry 4.0 skills, it is crucial to plan every level of
education properly. The Industry 4.0 policy is aligned with the Shared Prosperity Vision
2030, launched in 2019. The aim is to drive Malaysia towards developed nation status
by 2030.

The moral and spiritual education element is considered appropriate for the majority
Muslim society in Malaysia. The moral element of cultivating smart people is comparatively
silent in most western European smart societies (refer to [2,68]). Since the early 1980s,
Royal Professor Ungku Abdul Aziz bin Ungku Abdul Hamid, a well-known academician
in Malaysia, has creatively interpreted a religious and moral form of development, which
represents a balance between the spiritual and material world and is geared towards the
needs of the local Muslim community [59]. The emphasis on the moral and spiritual
element adopted in the MSCF will further strengthen the quality of Malaysian citizenship
by developing a more peaceful and caring society.

Citizen participation and community empowerment are often identified as important
elements in realizing a citizen-centric smart city [20,62]. However, this attention should
never be blinded by political actions that assume that tokenism and non-participation (refer
to [61]) satisfy this type of participation. On the contrary, it is vital to involve citizens in
decision making and agenda setting in the smart city initiatives [69].

The core value of the fifth domain of smart governance is political participation. From
the European perspective, Ref. [2] described smart governance using the components of
participation in decision making, public and social services, and transparent governance.
The systematic literature review by [70] summarized six attributes for building a smart
governance system. It should be based on ICT, external collaboration and participation,
internal coordination, decision-making processes, e-administration, and outcomes. Prior
research also suggests that the main outcome of smart city governance is the production of
a wide range of public values through innovative collaborations [70].

From the Indian perspective, Ref. [71] suggested 12 steps to convert existing e-
governance to smart governance, including an increase in city expenditure on ICT; the
ease of access to e-services such as lodge complaints, claims and rights to information; and
the promotion of e-democracy through e-decision making and e-voting. From the Hong
Kong perspective, smart governance is promoted through using open data for smart city
innovations; building smarter city infrastructure, such as the fifth generation (5G) mobile
network; building a new big data analytics platform; data sharing among government
departments; and adopting building information modelling (BIM) for major government
capital work projects [8].

From the MSCF perspective, the components include increasing the scope of e-
government services, increasing the quality of e-government services, elevating the use of
data sharing platforms across government agencies, and promoting information disclosure
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and open data from the Government. Table 5 shows the smart governance strategies in
MSCF and the related citations.

Table 5. Smart governance domain.

Smart Governance Strategy Reference

Increase the scope of e-government services [64,71,72]
Increase the quality of e-government services [2,40,71,73]

Elevate the use of data sharing platform across government agencies [26,70,74,75]
Promote information disclosure and open data from government [8,76–79]

It is crucial to be aware of the component of elevating the use of data sharing plat-
forms across government agencies, as the isolated performance of government agencies
was identified by the former prime minister as hindering the performance and services
of government agencies [80]. In fact, this lack of efficiency, which is due to excessive
bureaucracy, the reluctance of public servants to share data, and other factors, is not a new
issue in the delivery of the Malaysian government system [81,82].

Concerning the sixth domain, smart mobility, the main concerns outlined by [2] were
transport and ICT. The sub-components of [2] include local accessibility; (inter)national
accessibility; the availability of an ICT infrastructure; and sustainable, innovative, and safe
transport systems. In the case of India, Ref. [20] described smart mobility in terms of ten
attributes, such as a focus on the mobility of people but not vehicles; advocating walkability
and cycling; balanced transportation options such as a mass rapid transit system; and
seamless mobility for differently abled people. In the Hong Kong case, the strategies
are to focus on intelligent transport systems and traffic management; public transport
interchanges/ bus stops and parking; environmental friendliness in transport; and smart
airports with facial biometric technology. These features should offer a hassle-free travel
experience [8].

In the Malaysian case, the smart mobility strategies address the need to establish
intelligent transport management; enhance data sharing and digital mobility platforms;
establish demand-based ridesharing services; utilize AI and the sensor-based predictive
maintenance of a public transport fleet and infrastructure; enhance the dynamic smart
parking infrastructure; establish an electric vehicle revolution; enhance collaboration with
academia on research and development (R&D) into, and the commercialization of, EVs
and next-generation automobiles; and promote the usage of public transport applications.
Table 6 shows the smart mobility strategies in MSCF and the related citations.

Table 6. Smart mobility domain.

Smart Mobility Strategy Reference

Establish intelligent transport management [2,8,20]
Enhance data sharing and digital mobility platform [83,84]

Establish demand-based ride sharing services [8,20,85]
Utilize AI and sensor-based predictive maintenance of public transport fleet and infrastructure [2,22,43,85,86]

Enhance dynamic smart parking infrastructure [8,43,83]
Establish electric vehicle revolution [85,87]

Enhance collaboration with academia on R&D and commercialization on EVs and next-generation
automobile [83,85]

Promote the usage of public transport application [8,83–85]

In general, all the components and strategies in various countries discussed above
indicate that smart mobility is universal, regardless of whether it is introduced in the
global north or south. The common item is the promotion of people-centric (rather than
vehicle-centric) [83] and environmentally friendly (rather than utility convenient) trans-
portation means [84]. The measures involved include opting to cycle and walk and to take
public transport in the city rather than using a personal vehicle that produces greenhouse
gas, carbon emissions, and pollution. This is predominantly important in many Asian
cities; for example, Kuala Lumpur is characterized by heavy car dependence, leading to
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traffic congestion and delays [85]. Planning for future mobility must focus less on building
more highways and being car-dependent but rather on alternative ways of thinking about
environmentally friendly mobility means and adoption. Considering the need for environ-
mental protection and the preference for connecting two destination points via electronic
platforms/communication, the actual physical cost of travelling could be reduced.

In addition to the above six basic domains, the authors would like to discuss another
emerging domain, that of smart digital infrastructure. This domain did not appear as an
individual domain in [2,8,20]. Giffinger et al. [2] explicitly merged this element into the
smart mobility domain. Meanwhile, in the case of Hong Kong, this digital infrastructure is
explained/inserted in the smart government domain. As digital infrastructure is a frequent
practice in Western and developed countries in Europe and North America, it is quite
ready and more embedded into other domains. Under the New York Smart and Equitable
City Plan 2015, digital infrastructure was embedded in the domains of smart buildings
and infrastructure; smart transport and mobility; smart energy and environment; smart
public health and safety; and smart government and community [88]. All the sectors and
strategies within the smart cities concept center on ICT infrastructure, a point on which the
authors and the majority of smart city scholars agree (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Digital infrastructure is the heart of smart city development [89].

However, in most private sectors conceptions, due to the propagation and sale of their
latest technologies, this digital infrastructure element is explicitly highlighted. In the case
of Frost and Sullivan, it is even divided into two different domains: smart technology and
smart infrastructure (Figure 3).
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In MSCF, smart digital infrastructure has been designated as a separate seventh do-
main. The smart digital infrastructure strategies include the need to enhance the roles of
service providers in developing digital infrastructure; enhance internet speed and connec-
tivity; enhance the government’s role in facilitating the development of communication
infrastructure; enhance indoor and outdoor network coverage; strengthen policies re-
lated to personal data protection; and strengthen policies related to cybersecurity. Table 7
illustrates the strategies of the smart digital infrastructure domain and its related citations.

Table 7. Smart digital infrastructure domain.

Smart Digital Infrastructure Strategy Reference

Enhance service provider’s role in developing digital infrastructure [8,37,90,91]
Enhance internet speed and connectivity [90,92]

Enhance government’s role in facilitating the development of
communication infrastructure [8,70,93]

Enhance indoor and outdoor network coverage [2,94,95]
Strengthen policies related to personal data protection [96–98]

Strengthen policies related to cybersecurity [8,37,89,99,100]

One form of digital infrastructure to attract attention in smart city development is the
IoT. Using the internet, the IoT is a network that interconnects ordinary physical objects,
such as smartphones, with identifiable addresses to provide intelligent services [101].
In 2021, 35 billion IoT devices were expected to be installed and there were 46 billion
connected devices around the world [102]. These numbers, in total, represent more than
ten times the size of the world population. Therefore, it could be imagined that it is crucial
to tackle the cybersecurity issues that relate to using IoT machines and to address the need
for personal data protection as part of living in smart cities. In Malaysia, cybersecurity
cases rose by 82.5% between 18 March and 7 April 2020 (838 cases), compared to the same
timeframe in 2019 (459 cases) [103]. These cases include some form of cyberbullying; fraud
or intruding into an unauthorized system such as phishing and email scams; data breaches
and distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on local businesses; and hacking into
private video conferencing chats and harassing the participants during the COVID-19
movement control period.

To tackle these cybersecurity problems in combination with promoting IoT adoption,
in 2015, the National IoT Strategic Roadmap was launched by the Ministry of Science,
Technology, and Innovation, with the national applied R&D center MIMOS Bhd. as
the implementation secretariat and with the support of agencies such as Cybersecurity
Malaysia [104]. This roadmap targeted the contribution of RM 9.3 billion (about USD 2.2
billion) to the gross national income and the creation of more than 14,000 highly skilled
employment opportunities by 2020. In addition, other policies have been initiated, such
as the National Industry 4.0 policy, the National Cyber Security Policy, and the Malaysia
Personal Data Protection Act 2010. MSCF mentioned the need to review and enforce
stronger laws, as well as upgrade security systems and procedures in the public and private
sectors. In this context, cybersecurity has been identified as a policy to be strengthened in
the smart city context.

3. Methodology

After outlining the smart city domains and examples of smart city policies worldwide,
this methodology section explains the MSCF case study, the samples of respondents, the
data collection, the questionnaire design, and the data analysis method.

3.1. The Case of Malaysian Smart City Framework

MSCF is the first top-down document to formulate the direction of smart city devel-
opment in Malaysia. The document was launched in September 2019 and drafted by the
Ministry of Housing and Local Government. In MSCF, smart cities are defined as “cities
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that use ICT and technological advancement to address urban issues, including to improve
quality of life, promote economic growth, develop a sustainable and safe environment and
encourage efficient urban management practices” [9]. This definition, in practice, aims to
achieve the vision of “quality and smart living” [9].

In terms of planning, the implementation of smart cities nationwide is divided into
three phases from 2019 to 2025. These are phase 1 (the foundation stage), from 2019 to 2020
(two years); phase 2 (the development stage), from 2021 to 2022 (two years); and phase
3 (the advanced development and monitoring stage), from 2023 to 2025 (three years). To
ensure its effective implementation, understanding, and acceptance among the people
must also be investigated, especially for urban residents. Hence, this study focuses on
the understanding and acceptance among professionals of MSCF. The study has been
developed to identify the appropriateness of the outlined strategies.

As discussed previously, various components/strategies can be found in academic
and grey literature under the grouping of each smart city domain, all of which depends
on managing problems and challenges in local contexts. The case is the same in Malaysia,
where the government had customized the domains, components, and strategies according
to the local challenges. Based on the planned domains, 90 questionnaire items were
designed (see Appendix A) and face validated by two smart city experts.

3.2. Sampling and Data Collection

This study employed a quantitative survey via the Fuzzy Delphi method. In obtaining
expert opinions using the Fuzzy Delphi method, the ideal sample size is between 10 and 50
respondents [105,106]. Therefore, the authors decided to sample 40 smart city practitioners
from the Kuala Lumpur Greater Valley area, including the city of Kuala Lumpur, Putrajaya,
and Cyberjaya (Table 8).

Table 8. Informant sampling.

Characteristic Quantity (N = 40) Percentage (%)

Gender
Male 19 47.5

Female 21 52.5
Age

23–30 years old 1 2.5
31–40 24 60.0
41–50 13 32.5

51 years old and above 2 5.0
Race

Malay 36 90.0
Chinese 2 5.0

Bumiputera Sabah and Sarawak 2 5.0
Academic qualification

Bachelor’s degree 26 65.0
Master’s degree 8 20.0

PhD 6 15.0
Employment sector

Government 32 80.0
Private 4 10.0

Self-employed 4 10.0
Work experience

5 to 8 years 4 10.0
9 to 10 years 8 20.0

11 to 15 years 13 32.5
16 to 20 years 8 20.0

21 years and above 7 17.5
Job Position

Director/CEO 12 25.5
Assistant director/Senior officer 10 21.3

Executive officer 8 17.0
Engineer/Planner/Architect 14 29.8

Technician 3 6.4
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As Table 8 shows, this group of practitioners consisted of those in the government, pri-
vate, and self-employed sectors. They represented the middle class and various professional
job roles, such as director/CEO, assistant director/senior officer, executive officer, engi-
neer/planner/architect, and technician. Since the 1970s, the middle class has emerged as a
significant group contributing to the urbanization process in major cities in Malaysia [107].
Thus, the selection of professionals as respondents was significant given the composition
of this group, the majority of whom lived in urban areas. The professionals were selected
based on various criteria: they had to have a minimum of five-year work experience;
possess at least a bachelor’s degree; and be primarily involved in the planning, design,
delivery, and management of cities and their development.

The success of the Fuzzy Delphi method depends on the insights and information
supplied by experts. Thus, a panel of experts/respondents was identified through a
purposive sampling and nomination process, rather than random selection. Later, a focus
group discussion was organized, and data were collected.

3.3. Questionnaire Design

Through a structured questionnaire, a survey strategy of enquiry was conducted.
Three sections were used in the questionnaire to obtain information from the respondents.
Section one was designed to determine the respondent’s background. Section two focused
on their understanding, while section three focused on their acceptance of the MSCF’s
domains. The questionnaire adopted a closed-ended design. The respondents were asked
to rate the 90 variables based on their level of significance using a five-point Likert scale,
with five being Strongly Agree and one being Strongly Disagree. For the details of the
survey items, see Appendix A. Aghimien et al. [14] adopted a similar approach in their
study that evaluated the challenges facing smart cities.

3.4. Data Analysis

In addition, the Fuzzy Delphi method was chosen as the analysis technique to obtain
the agreement of experts, namely the professionals, based on the study objectives. The
Fuzzy Delphi method is a Delphi method performed to obtain information regarding
consensus on measurement variables or factors from a group of experts [108,109]. The
Delphi Method has been shown to be effective in publishing the best ideas/views through
collective responses from expert informants [110]. With the principle of “more minds are
better than a single mind”, the Fuzzy Delphi method is designed as a forecasting tool to
gather the ideas of structured groups, which are said to be more accurate than unstructured
predictions [111]. This technique allows experts to coordinate their actions systematically
in addressing a particular problem or difficulty and reach a consensus.

In this study, expert consensus was evaluated based on the seven MSCF domains,
namely the smart economy, smart living, smart environment, smart people, smart govern-
ment, smart mobility, and smart digital infrastructure. Each of these domains has its own
strategic initiatives to enable cities in Malaysia to achieve smart city status. Respondents’
understanding and acceptance were analyzed to achieve the objectives of the study.

Questionnaire data obtained from the focus group feedback of professionals were
analyzed using a formulated Microsoft Excel worksheet by [106]. The experts’ score inputs
were evaluated in stages. Mathematical scores—the Likert scale and the triangular fuzzy
scale scores for each item—were obtained (Table 9) and converted into mean values. Later,
the threshold value (d), the percentage of expert agreement and the “defuzzification”
process of the fuzzy score with α-cut value were calculated. Finally, based on the above
three criteria, the ranking positions of the consensus items accepted/rejected by the expert
panel were analyzed.
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Table 9. Triangular fuzzy number scale [106].

Strongly Disagree Disagree Moderately Agree Agree Strongly Agree

Likert scale 1 2 3 4 5

Triangular fuzzy
Delphi scale 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0

In detail, let us say the item “I am ready to use e-payment in my daily affairs” was
scored 5 (strongly agree) by an expert. The score is converted into the minimum, most
plausible, and maximum values of 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 fuzzy scores. It indicated the expert is
agreeable to the item is 60%, 80%, and 100%, respectively. Then, the fuzzy scale of (0.6, 0.8,
1.0) is converted into mean value (m) among the 40 responds.

Next, according to [112], the calculation of the threshold (d) value performed was
as follows:

d(m, n) =

√
1
3
[(m1 − n1)

2 + (m2 − n2)
2 + (m3 − n3)

2] (1)

where,

d = the threshold value,
m1 = the smallest mean value of a fuzzy number,
m2 = the most plausible mean value of a fuzzy number,
m3 = the maximum mean value of a fuzzy number,
n1 = the smallest value of a fuzzy number,
n2 = the most plausible value of a fuzzy number, and
n3 = the maximum value of a fuzzy number.

The value of ‘d’ (the threshold value) for all items of the questionnaire indicates expert
consensus agreement for each item. According to [112], the value of ‘d’ must be greater
than or equal to 0.2 to indicate consensus agreement for each item.

For the expert agreement/consensus percentage, if the expert consensus exceeded
75%, it was considered accepted [113,114]. Then, through the process of defuzzification or
the process of determining the scores, the ranking positions of each item were determined.
The formula used to determine the ranking/score for an item was as follows:

Amax =
1
3
(m1 + m2 + m3) (2)

After an assessment was made, if the fuzzy (Amax) score or α-cut value was equal to
or exceeded 0.5, this indicated expert consensus to accept the item [115].

The Delphi method is a widely accepted, efficient, and effective way of bringing
together experts to discuss, debate, and organize a body of information in order to develop
a validated instrument, reach agreement on an issue, uncover common factors, or forecast
trends [116,117]. This method is deemed particularly highly reliable when more than
ten experts in the given field were employed [105,106]. Additionally, to minimize the
bias, it is important to involve experts in a study that possess extensive experience, high
qualifications, and knowledge in the field or the subject matter [118]. Evidently, this study
meets these requirements as it has involved 40 experts with a minimum of five-year work
experience, possessed at least a bachelor’s degree, and involved intensively in the planning
and management of smart cities in the context of Malaysia (Table 8). Hence, we did not
employ an additional validation mechanism for the generated results of the Delphi study.

4. Results

In general, the understanding and acceptance of the targeted group of experts in this
study were contested. This shows that the community has different perceptions of the smart
city domains stated in the MSCF. This divergent phenomenon can be described in two
ways. Firstly, from the domain perspective, the majority of domains (i.e., smart economy,
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living, people, and governance) were accepted, two domains (i.e., smart environment
and digital infrastructure) were rejected, while the smart mobility domain was partially
accepted. Secondly, from the objective perspective, more than half of the domains were
accepted (Table 10).

Table 10. Results of Fuzzy Delphi analysis by smart city domains.

Domain
Threshold (d) Value Expert Agreement (%) Average of Fuzzy Score

(Amax) Result Ranking by the
Fuzzy Score

(U) (A) (U) (A) (U) (A) (U) (A) (U) (A)

Smart Economy 0.142 0.139 76% 89% 0.725 0.731 Accepted Accepted 2 2
Smart Living 0.132 0.171 75% 91% 0.719 0.700 Accepted Accepted 4 4

Smart Environment 0.189 0.212 57% 55% 0.654 0.639 Rejected Rejected 7 7
Smart People 0.123 0.128 80% 83% 0.745 0.743 Accepted Accepted 1 1

Smart Government 0.188 0.184 92% 91% 0.704 0.698 Accepted Accepted 5 5
Smart Mobility 0.164 0.245 83% 56% 0.724 0.654 Accepted Rejected 3 6
Smart Digital
Infrastructure 0.204 0.150 72% 74% 0.670 0.725 Rejected Rejected 6 3

Note: U stands for Understanding, A stands for Acceptance. Three conditions to accept an item: threshold value (d) ≤ 0.2, percentage of
experts’ consensus ≥ 75%, and average fuzzy score (Amax) ≥ α − cut value = 0.5.

To accept the criteria of the Fuzzy Delphi analysis, the results must meet three condi-
tions: (a) threshold value, d ≤ 0.2, (b) expert agreement percentage ≥75%, and (c) average
fuzzy score (Amax) ≥ α − cut value = 0.5. Overall, all the domains fulfilled the third
criteria, with fuzzy scores equal to or exceeding 0.5. Meanwhile, the threshold value and
expert agreement showed mixed results.

To provide more detail on the item results, as shown in Table 11, the smart economy
and living had a 100% acceptance rate for the objective of Acceptance, hinting that these
two domains can be implemented directly at ground level with little modification. On
the other hand, the smart environment scored the lowest acceptance rates, 22.22% for the
Understanding objective and 33.33% for the Acceptance objective. This result indicates
that the smart environment domain has experienced great public dissensus and more
refinement is needed before its implementation to avoid later failures.

Table 11. Results of Fuzzy Delphi analysis by objectives.

Objective Domain Item Accepted Item % of Acceptance Rejected Item % of Rejection Fuzzy Score Interval

Understanding Economy 7 5 71.43 2 28.57 0.775 − 0.655 = 0.120
Living 5 4 75.00 1 25.00 0.775 − 0.620 = 0.155

Environment 9 2 22.22 7 77.78 0.745 − 0.572 = 0.173
People 6 4 66.67 2 33.33 0.765 − 0.715 = 0.050

Government 4 3 75.00 1 25.00 0.725 − 0.693 = 0.032
Mobility 8 6 75.00 2 25.00 0.755 − 0.685 = 0.070
Digital

Infrastructure 6 3 50.00 3 50.00 0.735 − 0.523 = 0.212

Acceptance Economy 7 7 100.00 0 0.00 0.770 − 0.710 = 0.060
Living 5 5 100.00 0 0.00 0.725 − 0.670 = 0.055

Environment 9 3 33.33 6 66.67 0.720 − 0.557 = 0.163
People 6 4 66.67 2 33.33 0.770 − 0.720 = 0.050

Government 4 3 75.00 1 25.00 0.715 − 0.680 = 0.035
Mobility 8 3 37.50 5 62.50 0.700 − 0.563 = 0.137
Digital

Infrastructure 6 4 66.67 2 33.33 0.760 − 0.655 = 0.105

Total 90 54 61.36 34 38.64

Note: Refer Appendix B for detailed calculations.

In general, the results of the analysis on the smart economy, living, people, and
governance domains met all three conditions of the Fuzzy Delphi method in terms of
Understanding and Acceptance. However, some item details must be addressed (refer to
Appendix B).

First, for the Understanding objective of the smart economy, the two rejected items
were items 3 (high value-added industry investment, with threshold value d = 0.21, and
expert agreement at only 33%) and 7 (assistance to business operations, with 73% expert
agreement). For the Acceptance objective of the smart economy, all the items were ac-
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cepted. For the high value-added industry investment, the respondents did not arrive at a
consensus. Some thought that the authorities should focus on the manufacturing sector,
especially in suburban and rural areas, instead of prioritizing high value-added industry,
which would accelerate the existing urbanization issues in metropolitan Malaysia, such as
in Kuala Lumpur and the Klang Valley area.

Second, under smart living, the only problematic Understanding item was item 1
(crime reduction). Respondents were less able to comprehend why Malaysia was stated
as having a high, instead of moderate, crime rate, since most of them lived in peaceful
environments. Meanwhile, they were inclined to accept that the MSCF would be able to
reduce the crime rate effectively through ICT applications, such as the installation of CCTV
in public areas.

Third, for the understanding and acceptance of smart people, all four rejected items
were due to the 70% to 73% expert agreement. For item 3, the acceptance of the education
policy for human capital development, respondents were not fully confident that the
restructuring of education at the tertiary level would produce innovative graduates. One
respondent commented that the current graduate market indicated that graduates were able
to perform at routine levels while lacking innovative thinking and solution-creation skills.

Fourth, for the understanding and acceptance of smart governance, item 3—inter-
governmental data sharing—was the only item rejected as the threshold value d = 0.224
and 0.202. Respondent feedback suggested that they did not understand how inter-
governmental data could be shared in practice, as some were still experiencing issues
such as the separate performance of departments, the redundancy of providing data to
particular departments, and the inability to receive valid and complete data through
a single department enquiry. For example, the Department of Statistics does not pro-
vide open demographic data by city or district level so one needs to go to the particular
local authorities.

The major focus of this study should be the smart environment and digital infrastruc-
ture domains because both were rejected in terms of the understanding and acceptance
objectives. In general, for the environment, its threshold (d) construct for Acceptance (0.212)
was more than 0.2 while both values of expert agreement (57% for Understanding and 55%
for Acceptance) were less than 75%. For digital infrastructure, its threshold (d) construct
for Understanding (0.204) was also more than 0.2 while both values of expert agreement
(72% for Understanding and 74% for Acceptance) were also less than 75%. These negative
results show that the public remain less likely to understand and accept the components
planned in these two domains, smart environment, and digital infrastructure.

In detail, for the smart environment, the three lowest-ranked Understanding items
related to items 1 (park and green area management), 8 (non-revenue water management
and reporting), and 9 (low-carbon city and carbon emissions). Meanwhile, the three
lowest-ranked Acceptance items related to items 7 (readiness towards disaster-resilient
cities), 4 (air quality monitoring) and 2 (waste segregation and recycling). From the overall
perspective, the environment-related issues worrying the public are broad in scope and a
cause for grave alarm. The smart environment domain facings major public understanding
and acceptance issues and the authorities should prioritize improvements in this domain.

For the smart digital infrastructure, two items of interest in terms of Understanding
are items 6 (cybersecurity) and 5 (personal data protection); for Acceptance, they are items
1 (roles of service providers) and 2 (internet speed). It seems that respondents lacked
confidence in the authority’s online system security and personal data protection, and felt
they were vulnerable to cyber-attacks and personal data leaks. Attention should also be
given to the respondents who did not fully accept that private service providers were solely
responsible and thought that the government was too. Another important issue involved
rural areas with low internet speeds of 4G and below.

For the smart mobility, the result was accepted for Understanding but rejected for
Acceptance. The acceptance of respondents was rejected since the threshold (d) conduct
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was 0.245, which is over the 0.2 required; furthermore, the expert agreement of 56% was
much less than the 75% required.

Clearly, the rejection phenomenon identified for the Acceptance objective needs at-
tention. A low level of expert agreement was observed for items 6 (electric vehicle), 1
(smart traffic management), 8 (public transport application), and 5 (smart parking in-
frastructure). These results showed that the respondents were worried about the traffic
planning presented in the MSCF and were unconvinced by the solutions related to the
issues stated above.

5. Discussion
5.1. Voicing Dissensus Opinions for Building a More Inclusive Smart City Blueprint

The findings indicate divergent expert perceptions. The different job roles and em-
ployment sectors of the respondents could be expected to produce diverse results. Figure 4
summarizes the occurrence of three conditions.
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of. They should accept this reality and include those opinions that do not always favor the
majority. For example, people were dissatisfied with the smart environment domains; for
example, they did not comprehend the ineffectiveness of the authorities’ park and green
area management and preservation, nor did they accept that the authorities had done
enough pertaining to this matter. Evidence from [2,20] showed that the smart environment
covers a wide range of natural resources preservation and the resilience of human actions
to the impact of climate change; thus, it is crucial to contemplate the divergent opinions
from the respondents.

For smart digital infrastructure, respondents did not recognize that their personal
data are protected by the Malaysia Personal Data Protect Act 2010; they felt unsafe from
cyber-attacks and were also unconvinced that the authorities would reduce cyber threats
and have a positive impact by protecting online users.

For smart mobility, although most understood that this domain is important, they
showed disagreement in accepting the implemented initiatives. For example, they did not
express confidence in the promotion of autonomous, and electric or green vehicles, smart
traffic light functioning, and public transport applications. This finding is interesting from
a global perspective as these measures are working elsewhere in other countries, meaning
they were understood by the respondents. However, it is clear that the authorities should
improve these matters to bring about greater local acceptance and avoid wasted investment.
The following subsections provide various ideas for reconsidering the implementation of
smart city domains in MSCF.

In the broader topic of smart city’s understanding and acceptance, the above result
reflected a developing country’s context and dynamic in practice [1,14]. The administrators
should be responsive and improve the smart city domains and strategies from time to
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time. As for the specific scientific field, the smart environment needs more attention
as climate change is real [2,20,87] and applying smart digital infrastructure with higher
security [21,22,37] to counter this global issue is urgently needed to be addressed.

5.2. Rethinking the Viability of Smart City Domains and Strategies

A smart economy tends to possess high value-added industries, so it is proposed that
high value-added industrial investment promotion initiatives be reconsidered geographi-
cally as the distribution of secondary industry is unbalanced and currently heavily favors
the Peninsula and urban areas [119]. Sabah and Sarawak are still heavily dependent on
primary products (i.e., timber, oil, and LNG). Targeting the relocation of manufacturing
sectors to less-developed areas, which would create new urban growth centers or smart
cities, needs far more attention, rather than targeting high-value investment in the already
mature urban and metropolitan areas. Furthermore, wages in less-developed areas need to
be improved since continuing to invest in high-value industries in urban areas will further
exacerbate the urbanization issues. Malaysia could learn from India in promoting balanced
and sustainable economic growth and ensuring all economic activities work well at the lo-
cal level (refer to [20]). Furthermore, Malaysia could also learn from Hong Kong in placing
greater focus on sharing economic activities among regions and in the re-industrialization
of the necessary supporting primary and secondary sectors (refer to [8]).

Another point to consider is the potential of e-commerce. Online transaction expansion
initiatives that are gaining a place in the hearts of consumers can be created in line with
the increasingly busy lifestyle of urban citizens. A study of online purchasing practices in
Malaysia by [120] found that buying online was chosen because it is a convenient and easy
way to shop for necessities while avoiding long queues at the counter. Online shopping
is a trend in modern society since internet usage has increased in the last decade. It has
accelerated under the stay-at-home new normality caused by the COVID-19 pandemic
threat. Thus, considering online shopping initiatives as part of the smart economy initiative
should enable improvements in the economic status of urban residents, either as traders or
customers, which would facilitate the lives of both parties [25].

For smart living, the experts rejected the understanding that the crime rate in Malaysia
remains high compared to other countries. The respondents thought that the crime rate was
under control level. This opinion matches the findings of [121], whose local studies in Kuala
Lumpur showed that city residents are comfortable with the crime situation. Additionally,
Ref. [121] found that the perception that the crime rate was high in Malaysia actually did
exist in the foreign discourse. Thus, the authorities could consider all such perspectives,
turning their focus to the means of adaptation to the fear of crime, the omnipresence of
police in public spaces, and assistance to prevent criminal acts in community areas [47,121].

Furthermore, in terms of smart living, voluntary and more active community in-
volvement initiatives related to the safety, educational, and health aspects of the local
community can be added to reduce the extent of the dependence on government resources.
According to [122], community involvement ensures that the needs and aspirations of the
community are not neglected; the result is that community members will be educated and
subsequently empowered. This shows that the role of the community can resolve local
issues more effectively.

In terms of smart people, referring to skilled and talented human capital, the gov-
ernment must rethink tertiary education and determine how to actively produce digitally
talented innovative graduates to suit the value-added industry in the Industry 4.0 era.
More structured and holistic learning opportunities within the areas of IoT devices devel-
opment, telecommunications, middleware, big data analytics, and artificial intelligence
are needed. This is because engineering students currently focus mainly on hardware
and connectivity aspects while computer science students learn middleware and big data
analytics separately [104]. To adopt Industry 4.0 technologies in Malaysian smart city
society, a radical paradigm shift in educating graduates so they transform into talented
human capital should be the priority, a notion that was reaffirmed by the Prime Minis-
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ter [67]. Thus, the 2013 national education policy is somewhat outdated, so rethinking
how to enhance it through the Industry 4.0 perspective is crucial. Questions such as how
to nurture young people so they master the fundamental Industry 4.0 technologies in
stages, from primary, secondary, and tertiary education up to life-long learning for the
elderly community members, should become the central aim in formulating a new national
education policy.

Next, moral and ethical development, as mentioned in the MSCF, is considered a good
move for developing countries like Malaysia, as many Western developed countries have
resolved this moral element (refer to [2]). As mentioned in the literature, Ungku Aziz’s
1980s ideas are still considered fundamental and remain relevant enough to be adopted in
the current smart city development in Malaysia. Although the values of education related
to moral development were stated in the National Education Blueprint 2013, the latest
education plan could be enhanced based on the five principles of Maqasid Al-Syariah,
namely caring for religion, caring for life, caring for intellect, caring for one’s offspring,
and caring for property. Maqasid Al-Syariah refers to the noble purpose of Islamic law,
which is based on the principle of Maslahat and which mankind could universally obtain
through the text or authority of Islamic law [123]. This universal concept is seen by all
as practicable.

Another aspect to enhance in terms of smart people in Malaysia is the level of civic par-
ticipation in local authority decision-making and programs [73]. Participation in decision-
making differs from community empowerment: the former involves the level of citizen
power and can influence agenda setting, while the latter refers to the tokenism level of ser-
vice delivery stages [61]. Furthermore, in the former, people are active in decision-making
and co-creating with the authorities, whereas, in the latter, people tend to be in a weaker,
beneficiary, or reactive position when they are deemed ‘empowered’ by the authorities.
Contemplating the lower level of participation in decision-making in Malaysia, the au-
thors argue that the implementation of the MSCF could enhance the extent of this form
of participation. Although it may face dissensus of opinion, in the long term, this move
will help in building more democratic spaces and independent citizenship for Malaysian
nation-building [124].

On the governance issue, excessive bureaucracy, delays in approving applications and
licenses, as well as a lack of information on new policies and regulations are among the
main problems plaguing the government’s delivery system [81,82]. Inter-governmental
data sharing is another challenge due to the separate departmental practices in Malaysia.
To address this, Hong Kong’s initiatives can be adopted, such as building a new big data
analytics platform; adopting public cloud services, which would enable real-time data
transmission and sharing among government departments; and enhancing security features
so that government departments can deliver efficient and agile e-services [8]. Future smart
city governance should make effective use of their data assets to secure outcomes that
are appropriate to citizens’ needs. Investment by agencies in system-wide data capture,
integration, and analytics capabilities [75] is a crucial aspect to develop.

Apart from data sharing, smart governance ultimately aims to produce public values
for citizens, such as from the perspective of asset management and financial and economic
sustainability [93]. To realize such public values, e-democracy must be upheld through
active e-voting and e-decision making [71], which is a major topic for Malaysian smart
development advocates to deliberate. According to the Democracy Index 2020, out of
167 countries, Malaysia (ranked 39) and India (ranked 53) fell into the category of flawed
democracies. Meanwhile, Hong Kong ranked 87 due to its hybrid regime of flawed
democracy and authoritarian control [125]. In terms of the purpose of building independent
citizens [2] within the conception that smart cities are democratic ecologies [126], Malaysia
and similar places must actually strive further to achieve higher transparency and open
governance. As suggested by [127], ‘good enough governance’ for smart city societies in
Malaysia should consider the cultural context of the Muslim majority, prioritize governance
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content that allows more scope for political participation and free speech, and cultivate the
imagination and unselfishness of children.

Furthermore, it was found that the understanding and acceptance of initiatives in the
smart environment is the most critical among all the domains. In this regard, announce-
ments on smart environment initiatives must be intensified and expanded to ensure the
sustainability of the existing environment. Most importantly, the authors’ view is that
environmental accountability initiatives must be added to this component to enable each
party to understand the concept and play their respective roles in caring for the environ-
ment. In the case of maintaining a clean environment, Ref. [57] found that all stakeholders
should take responsibility, not solely the authorities. Efforts to maintain and preserve
the environmental space relate to the question of community awareness and attitude,
which, if sufficiently high, would ensure that the environment is always clean, healthy,
and sustainable.

In terms of preserving parks and green spaces in urban areas, Malaysia’s develop-
ment control guidelines set a minimum of 10% green and open space reservation, which
is considered relatively low. In comparison, the city of Wuhan, China, has launched its
Wuhan Low-Carbon Urban Development Plan 2013, which reserves 28% for green ar-
eas in the city [48]. Therefore, a rethink is suggested that would impose a greater green
space allocation in new development plans and, together with agencies such as PLAN-
Malaysia, the MSCF could incorporate this higher green space allocation as one of its smart
environment initiatives.

In terms of smart mobility and, in particular, electrical vehicles (EVs) in Malaysia,
Putrajaya city bought 150 electric buses (each costing RM 1.5 million). They operate
in Putrajaya and the vicinity, the aim being to cut carbon emissions, noise pollution,
and traffic congestion while improving public transport and parking systems [128]. The
operation of the electric buses is calibrated by battery capacity and charging facilities
and has been found to outperform conventional bus operations [129]. However, cases
of the inefficiency of public transport management were identified, whereby the electric
buses were found abandoned at the Depoh Putrajaya. Bus breakdowns are frequent due
to lack of maintenance, unreliable and delayed bus arrival times, and reductions in bus
routes [130]. Thus, although electric cars are efficient in costs and energy saving with
long-term usage [84], the adoption of an EV ecosystem is required, involving features such
as efficient management and the availability of efficient power charging stations.

As for privately-owned electric cars, it has been found that the understanding and
acceptance of the community is still low. The respondents in this study felt the costs
involved in owning and maintaining a private electric vehicle were higher than those of a
typical vehicle. It is true that research has shown that the cost of electric vehicle ownership
in Malaysia is not yet as competitive as typical internal combustion vehicles [131]. This
shows the market and society acceptance of electric cars remains still low. Those involved
in the MSCF should rethink the issues of EVs, along with the latest National Automotive
Policy 2020, in promoting affordable new technologies. For example, incentives and
funding are available under the National Automotive Policy 2020 to develop the technology
and engineering required for NxGV (next-generation vehicles), autonomous vehicles, MaaS
(mobility-as-a-service), and Industry 4.0 [132]. Thus, MSCF initiatives such as promoting
collaboration with the private sector in developing affordable EVs could be implemented.

Last but not least, for the smart digital infrastructure, in terms of the cybersecurity
and personal data protection issues, it seems that the MSCF did not provide clear direction
on how to strengthen the necessary cybersecurity and personal data protection. The
ranking of Malaysia as eighth out of 194 countries in the Global Cybersecurity Index
2021 [133] seems to contradict the results of this study’s finding. Recently reported cyber
intrusion cases [103] were over the targeted 9000 to 10,000 per year [9], and the assessment
of the National IoT Strategic Roadmap was also ambiguous [104]. All the supporting
agencies, such as Cybersecurity Malaysia, the Department of Personal Data Protection, and
the Malaysia Administrative Modernization and Management Planning Unit must work
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more closely together and actively provide improvements or amendments to the policies,
especially more strict enforcement of the Malaysian Personal Data Protection Act 2010.

As for the issues of low internet speed and digital infrastructure coverage in less-
developed states and rural areas, more MSCF initiatives could be planned in conjunction
with the latest National Digital Infrastructure Plan (JENDELA), the Malaysian Industry 4.0
Policy, and the Malaysia Digital Economy Blueprint (MyDigital). For instance, the current
wireless broadband coverage in Malaysia is 96.7% for 2G, 95.3% for 3G, and 91.8% for
4G coverage in populated areas, with 25 Mbps speed [134]. Therefore, MSCF initiatives
could plan to achieve 100% 4G coverage in populated areas and a speed of 100 Mbps by
adopting 5G.

6. Conclusions

First, Malaysia’s experience in smart city development dates back to 1996 Multimedia
Super Corridor Malaysia initiative and the later efforts in developing research universities
and integrating them with the city they are located [135,136]—through knowledge-based
urban development principles to make space and place for smart urban communities [137].
Today, with its new smart city framework, Malaysia aims to transform its cities and
societies into smarter ones. This paper aims to generate insights into how this framework
is perceived with professional practitioners. In order to do so, this study conducted an
empirical investigation concerning the seven smart city domains planned as part of a
top-down national policy of the Malaysian Smart City Framework (MSCF). The findings
disclosed that smart environment and digital infrastructure require the most attention,
followed by smart mobility, governance, living, economy, and people.

Second, this study has contributed to the smart city discourse and literature particu-
larly by examining the levels of understanding and acceptance from the multi-perspectives
of practitioners from various sectors. The study is unique as it is one of the first in capturing
professional practitioners’ voices and perspectives on a national level smart city policy that
impacts a large portion of the population. This finding is an important insight added to
the literature investigating, in detail, smart city domains in practice. The divergent and
dissensus opinions from the ground are valuable references for leaders and policymakers
to consider in building a more inclusive and smarter city blueprint. Furthermore, applying
the Fuzzy Delphi method in smart city studies is rather new. It has great potential to
be explored and expanded into urban studies and planning disciplines as this method is
popular in education, business, and management studies [138].

Last, the limitations of this study are the selection of purposive sampling for the Fuzzy
Delphi analysis and the formulation of questionnaire items from the broader scopes of
the smart city domains. Thus, based on the smart city domains and after designing two
objectives of understanding and acceptance, future studies could explore other qualitative
or quantitative methods to justify the results in this study. Other studies that evaluate the
implementation of the smart city domain objectives could be conducted, such as using
structural equation modelling to assess the implementation of smart city strategies in
Greece [139] and acceptance of smart meters in Malaysia [37]. Moreover, future studies
could be expanded to capture the voices and perspectives of the general public on national
and local smart city strategy and initiatives. This will be the focus of our prospective study.
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Appendix A. Survey Items

Table A1. Domain 1: Smart Economy.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Intensify technology application and
digitalization in core business functions

I am aware that the use of technology in the
services sector needs to be expanded and
intensified in order to be able to compete with
the use of technology in the manufacturing
sector.

I am sure the application of technology and
digitization in core business functions can be
implemented quickly.

Enhance the usage of e-payment I understand that the widespread use of debit
and credit cards catalyzes e-payment.

I am ready to use e-payment in my daily
affairs.

Attract investment in high value-added
industries

I understand that investment promotion
activities have been restructured to target high
value-added industry investors.

I am confident that the attractiveness of high
value-added investments can be increased
from time to time.

Create a workforce to match jobs in high
value-added industries

I am aware that computer science skills and
critical thinking need to be widely
disseminated as the high value-added industry
sector requires creative and innovative
employees.

I am sure the matching of high-income work
with high value-added industries can be more
efficient.

Provide technology labs and collaborative
platforms

I understand that the strengthening and
establishment of technology laboratories can
help entrepreneurs to become more efficient in
penetrating a wider market.

I am confident that the establishment of
technology laboratories and collaborative
platforms can enhance knowledge exchange in
various fields.

Establish incubators and accelerators I understand that incubators and drivers need
to work more closely to meet market needs.

I am sure the creation of incubators and
drivers can help realize new ideas to produce
more competitive businesses that impact the
local community and society.

Leverage existing government assistance and
funding

I understand that the assistance provided by
various government agencies should be used
optimally to improve business operations.

I am confident that the optimal use of facilities
provided by the Government can help
improve business operations.

Table A2. Domain 2: Smart Living.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Enhance safety and security through
perspectives of crime

I understand the crime rate in Malaysia is
still high compared to other countries.

I am sure the installation of analytical
proactive surveillance, such as CCTV, can
reduce the crime rate in Malaysia.

Promote quality housing I understand the promotion of the smart
home can improve the quality of life.

I believe that the adoption of smart home
applications, such as facial recognition
systems and IoT lighting, could provide
better quality housing.

Optimize emergency response
I understand that an emergency call
center can help in cases of emergency,
such as fire.

I believe that the adoption of an
emergency call center with a real-time
mobile rescue application is crucial when
an emergency occurs.

Enhance the quality of healthcare services I believe good healthcare can improve the
quality of life.

I believe that the Smart City Framework
is able to facilitate public health services.

Encourage urban farming for better living
I believe that urban farming activities can
enhance the relationship between
neighbors and their sense of belonging.

I am confident that through urban
farming, a community can work together
more closely and appreciate each other.
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Table A3. Domain 3: Smart Environment.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Preserve green areas and enhance the
management of trees in public parks

I understand that local authorities have
improved the management efficiency of
public parks, such as adapting the use of
smart management systems to preserve
green areas (i.e., the use of RFID
technology to inventory existing trees).

I gain positive effects from the use of
well-managed public parks and green
areas by local authorities, such as
increased social interaction, peace of
mind, and stress reduction.

Strengthen integrated and sustainable
solid waste management

I am aware that waste segregation at
source and the recycling of waste are the
best solid waste management methods to
maintain environmental sustainability.

I always practice waste segregation at
source and the recycling of waste items at
home and work.

Strengthen the solid waste laws and
policies

I am of the view that the government has
provided adequate laws and policies to
improve solid waste management in the
country.

I am confident that the laws and policies
formulated by the government can
improve the sustainability of the
country’s solid waste management.

Improve the air quality and its
monitoring system

I am aware of the importance of using
public transport as an initiative to reduce
carbon emissions that can affect the
environmental air quality.

I strive to increase my use of modes of
public transportation in day-to-day
affairs to help reduce carbon emissions.

Improve the water quality and its
monitoring system

I understand that the government has,
over time, improved the efficiency of the
water monitoring system technology.

I am confident that the improvement of
water monitoring system technology in
urban areas by the government will
provide a high-quality, clean water source
for residents.

Increase energy efficiency and promote
renewable energy sources

I find that efforts are being made by the
government and the private sector to
increase the use of renewable energy in
the community.

I have applied the use of energy-efficient
appliances, such as LED lighting, at home
and at work to reduce the use of
electricity generated from fossil fuels.

Enhance disaster risk management by
adopting advanced technology
applications

I understand that the government has
implemented disaster risk management
through the use of the latest technology,
such as warning delivery systems, to
facilitate the delivery of information to
the public.

I participate in disaster management
awareness programs organized at the
community level so that I can be better
prepared in the event of a disaster.

Enhance Non- Revenue Water
Management

I am of the view that public
understanding of the importance of
non-revenue water management in water
resources management has increased.

I immediately make an online report to
the agency or responsible party when
faced with incidents such as a burst pipe.

Encourage the development of the
low-carbon city concept to be adopted at
the local level

I understand that the implementation of
initiatives to reduce carbon emissions
from buildings and vehicles has been
implemented in tandem with the
urbanization process.

I believe the development of low-carbon
cities by private developers is a positive
step towards reducing the carbon
footprint of urban areas.

Table A4. Domain 4: Smart People.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Improve moral education in schools

I agree that the element of moral
education among the younger generation
is important as it is an initial step in the
formation of an ethical society.

I welcome the government’s intention to
improve moral education and prioritize it
in the early stages of schooling.

Enhance public awareness in practicing
good morals and civics

I understand and realize that the concept
of a moral and ethical society is an
important element in building a smart
city culture.

I agree that the building of a smart city
community culture can be achieved
through civic awareness programs on
public facilities, the environment, and the
importance of community living.
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Table A4. Cont.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Increase the volume of skilled and
talented human capital at every level

I think that the formation of an educated
and highly skilled generation is an
important aspect of building a
knowledgeable society as part of the
construction of smart cities.

I am confident that the restructuring of
the education policy at every level in the
fields of research, science and technology
will produce a generation of
highly-educated, skilled and innovative
people.

Enhance public participation and
community empowerment initiatives

I realize that community participation,
community engagement, and community
empowerment are highly important in
every policy formation of a country and
lead to the well-being of the people.

I agree the community needs to be
directly involved in the making of every
government policy and initiative through
a simple and fast digital platform.

Improve gender sensitization and the
inclusivity of vulnerable groups

I am aware that the interests and needs of
women and people with disabilities
(OKU) must be taken into account in
every aspect of urban development
planning.

I support the idea that facilities are
provided in every urban development,
which through a digital medium, take
into account the needs and safety of all
groups, especially women and people
with disabilities (OKU).

Increase public willingness to adapt to
emerging technologies

I understand that the concept of the
smart city formation will be formed from
a skilled and efficient society and with
the use of IT.

I agree that it is time for digital skills to
be learned earlier in childhood and
subsequently introduced into continuous
learning in the community through
digital billboards placed in public spaces.

Table A5. Domain 5: Smart Government.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Increase the scope of e-government
services

I understand that through the Smart City
Framework, the government can widen
the scope of government services to the
community.

I believe that through the Smart City
Framework, a wider range of
government services will be available to
the community.

Increase the quality of e-government
services

I understand that the use of the Smart
City Framework can improve the quality
of e-government services.

I believe the Smart City Framework can
improve e-government services to the
community.

Elevate the use of data sharing platforms
across government agencies

I am confident that if inter-governmental
data sharing works well, there will be
fewer community complaints and
better-quality government/private
services.

Through inter-governmental data
sharing, I have received valid and
accurate data/information from
government/private organizations.

Promote the use of information
disclosure and open data on behalf of the
government

I understand that the dissemination of
open data and authentic information can
expedite the transparency of
governmental services.

I agree that the accessibility of open data
and information dissemination would
benefit all.

Table A6. Domain 6: Smart Mobility.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Establish intelligent transport
management

I understand the importance of smart
transportation management, such as the
use of smart traffic lights, the use of
sensors for traffic management, and
pollution tracking.

I am satisfied with the way smart
transportation management functions,
such as with the use of smart traffic lights,
the use of sensors for traffic management,
and pollution tracking.
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Table A6. Cont.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Enhance the use of data sharing and
digital mobility platforms

I understand the importance of data
sharing and digital mobility platforms.

I am willing to use data sharing and
digital mobility platforms.

Establish demand-based ridesharing
services

I know about on-demand ridesharing
service applications for vans or shuttle
buses, trains, Grab, or SOCAR.

I use on-demand ridesharing service
applications for vans or shuttle buses,
trains, Grab, or SOCAR services.

Utilize AI and sensor-based predictive
maintenance for the public transport fleet
and infrastructure

I understand the use of AI (Artificial
Intelligence) and sensor-based
maintenance forecasting for the public
transportation infrastructure and traffic.

I agree that AI and sensor-based forecast
maintenance for the public transport
infrastructure is required so that forecast
maintenance can take place before
damage and disruption occurs.

Enhance the dynamic smart parking
infrastructure

I know about dynamic smart parking
infrastructures, like smart parking meters
and apps that provide real-time parking
vacancy information.

I use smart parking infrastructure, such
as smart parking meters and apps that
provide real-time parking vacancy
information.

Establish an electric vehicle revolution
I understand the importance and
necessity of the electric vehicle
revolution.

I have used electric cars/green
vehicles/energy-efficient
vehicles/electric buses.

Enhance collaboration with academia on
R&D into, and the commercialization of,
EVs and next-generation automobile

I understand the importance of
collaborating with academics and the
private sector in R&D into, and the
commercialization of, next-generation
electric vehicles and cars.

I am willing to work with academics and
the private sector on the framework,
testing, and regulation of autonomous
vehicles/long-term transit planning.

Promote the usage of public transport
applications

I know about applications regarding
travel on public transport services such
as buses, trains, or taxis.

I use applications regarding travel on
public transport services such as buses,
trains or taxis.

Table A7. Domain 7: Smart Digital Infrastructure.

Item Understanding Acceptance

Enhance the roles of service providers in
developing digital infrastructure

I am confident that the infrastructure
sharing policy among service providers
will provide better high-speed internet
services.

I understand that the role of completing
the communication infrastructure of a
new development project is the
responsibility of the developer.

Enhance internet speed and connectivity
I know that the government will enforce
minimum internet speed standards in
stages.

I am aware that most major cities in
Malaysia are equipped with 4G
high-speed internet facilities.

Enhance the government’s role in
facilitating the development of
communication infrastructure

I understand that the government always
assists service providers in facilitating the
development of communication
infrastructure.

I believe that the Malaysian Commission
of Communications and Multimedia
(MCMC) should enforce the appropriate
standards for network services.

Enhance indoor and outdoor network
coverage

I agree that development companies need
to equip new development projects with
fiber optic lines to support the Smart City
policy.

I agree that new buildings are equipped
with in-building fiber optic network
access facilities.

Strengthen policies related to personal
data protection

I am confident that the personal
information of internet users is protected
by the Personal Protection Act 2010.

I am sure that the reduction of cyber
threats will have a positive impact on the
government, companies and individuals.

Strengthen policies related to
cybersecurity

I understand that online systems and
information are safe from cyber-attacks.

I feel that policies and laws related to
cybersecurity and personal data need to
be updated periodically to protect
consumers.
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Appendix B. Fuzzy Delphi Analysis Results

Table A8. Domain 1: Smart Economy (Understanding).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.067 88% 0.575 0.775 0.975 0.775 Accepted 1
2 0.107 78% 0.555 0.755 0.955 0.755 Accepted 2
3 0.210 33% 0.455 0.655 0.855 0.655 Rejected 7
4 0.130 78% 0.545 0.745 0.945 0.745 Accepted 3
5 0.193 88% 0.490 0.690 0.890 0.690 Accepted 6
6 0.156 98% 0.515 0.715 0.915 0.715 Accepted 5
7 0.133 73% 0.540 0.740 0.940 0.740 Rejected 4

Table A9. Domain 1: Smart Economy (Acceptance).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.080 88% 0.570 0.770 0.970 0.770 Accepted 1
2 0.130 78% 0.545 0.745 0.945 0.745 Accepted 3
3 0.179 90% 0.510 0.710 0.910 0.710 Accepted 7
4 0.156 98% 0.515 0.715 0.915 0.715 Accepted 4
5 0.158 98% 0.510 0.710 0.910 0.710 Accepted 6
6 0.156 98% 0.515 0.715 0.915 0.715 Accepted 4
7 0.115 75% 0.550 0.750 0.950 0.750 Accepted 2

Table A10. Domain 2: Smart Living (Understanding).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.206 35% 0.420 0.620 0.820 0.620 Rejected 5
2 0.101 83% 0.560 0.760 0.960 0.760 Accepted 2
3 0.171 81% 0.41 0.78 0.87 0.687 Accepted 4
4 0.113 83% 0.555 0.755 0.955 0.755 Accepted 3
5 0.069 90% 0.575 0.775 0.975 0.775 Accepted 1

Table A11. Domain 2: Smart Living (Acceptance).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.179 90% 0.470 0.670 0.870 0.670 Accepted 5
2 0.183 90% 0.500 0.700 0.900 0.700 Accepted 3
3 0.165 85% 0.492 0.824 0.741 0.686 Accepted 4
4 0.155 95% 0.525 0.725 0.925 0.725 Accepted 1
5 0.172 93% 0.510 0.710 0.910 0.710 Accepted 2

Table A12. Domain 3: Smart Environment (Understanding).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.242 35% 0.375 0.570 0.770 0.572 Rejected 9
2 0.128 70% 0.540 0.740 0.940 0.740 Rejected 2
3 0.214 35% 0.425 0.625 0.825 0.625 Rejected 5
4 0.122 73% 0.545 0.745 0.945 0.745 Rejected 1
5 0.155 93% 0.530 0.730 0.930 0.730 Accepted 3
6 0.193 90% 0.490 0.690 0.890 0.690 Accepted 4
7 0.244 23% 0.400 0.600 0.800 0.600 Rejected 6
8 0.201 48% 0.390 0.585 0.785 0.587 Rejected 8
9 0.204 45% 0.400 0.590 0.790 0.593 Rejected 7
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Table A13. Domain 3: Smart Environment (Acceptance).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.174 50% 0.425 0.625 0.825 0.625 Rejected 6
2 0.233 33% 0.395 0.590 0.790 0.592 Rejected 7
3 0.219 35% 0.445 0.640 0.840 0.642 Rejected 4
4 0.260 38% 0.380 0.570 0.770 0.573 Rejected 8
5 0.189 88% 0.505 0.705 0.905 0.705 Accepted 2
6 0.181 90% 0.505 0.705 0.905 0.705 Accepted 2
7 0.256 38% 0.360 0.555 0.755 0.557 Rejected 9
8 0.246 30% 0.435 0.630 0.830 0.632 Rejected 5
9 0.153 98% 0.520 0.720 0.920 0.720 Accepted 1

Table A14. Domain 4: Smart People (Understanding).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.088 83% 0.565 0.765 0.965 0.765 Accepted 1
2 0.107 78% 0.555 0.755 0.955 0.755 Accepted 2
3 0.133 73% 0.540 0.740 0.940 0.740 Rejected 5
4 0.122 73% 0.545 0.745 0.945 0.745 Rejected 4
5 0.122 80% 0.550 0.750 0.950 0.750 Accepted 3
6 0.169 93% 0.515 0.715 0.915 0.715 Accepted 6

Table A15. Domain 4: Smart People (Acceptance).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.110 80% 0.555 0.755 0.955 0.755 Accepted 2
2 0.080 88% 0.570 0.770 0.970 0.770 Accepted 1
3 0.128 70% 0.540 0.740 0.940 0.740 Rejected 3
4 0.133 73% 0.540 0.740 0.940 0.740 Rejected 3
5 0.150 95% 0.530 0.730 0.930 0.730 Accepted 5
6 0.165 93% 0.520 0.720 0.920 0.720 Accepted 6

Table A16. Domain 5: Smart Government (Understanding).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.182 95% 0.505 0.700 0.900 0.702 Accepted 2
2 0.192 90% 0.495 0.695 0.895 0.695 Accepted 3
3 0.224 88% 0.500 0.690 0.890 0.693 Rejected 4
4 0.155 95% 0.525 0.725 0.925 0.725 Accepted 1

Table A17. Domain 5: Smart Government (Acceptance).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.176 95% 0.495 0.695 0.895 0.695 Accepted 3
2 0.169 93% 0.515 0.715 0.915 0.715 Accepted 1
3 0.202 85% 0.480 0.680 0.880 0.680 Rejected 4
4 0.191 90% 0.500 0.700 0.900 0.700 Accepted 2
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Table A18. Domain 6: Smart Mobility (Understanding).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.137 75% 0.540 0.740 0.940 0.740 Accepted 3
2 0.130 78% 0.545 0.745 0.945 0.745 Accepted 2
3 0.113 83% 0.555 0.755 0.955 0.755 Accepted 1
4 0.209 85% 0.495 0.695 0.895 0.695 Rejected 7
5 0.147 80% 0.540 0.740 0.940 0.740 Accepted 3
6 0.220 85% 0.485 0.685 0.885 0.685 Rejected 8
7 0.175 90% 0.515 0.715 0.915 0.715 Accepted 6
8 0.177 90% 0.520 0.720 0.920 0.720 Accepted 5

Table A19. Domain 6: Smart Mobility (Acceptance).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.311 20% 0.390 0.590 0.790 0.590 Rejected 7
2 0.184 90% 0.485 0.685 0.885 0.685 Accepted 4
3 0.227 80% 0.490 0.690 0.890 0.690 Rejected 3
4 0.176 93% 0.500 0.700 0.900 0.700 Accepted 1
5 0.245 25% 0.465 0.660 0.860 0.662 Rejected 5
6 0.346 25% 0.380 0.555 0.755 0.563 Rejected 8
7 0.200 93% 0.495 0.690 0.890 0.692 Accepted 2
8 0.273 20% 0.460 0.650 0.850 0.653 Rejected 6

Table A20. Domain 7: Smart Digital Infrastructure (Understanding).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.165 95% 0.530 0.725 0.925 0.727 Accepted 2
2 0.217 85% 0.495 0.690 0.890 0.692 Accepted 3
3 0.191 93% 0.485 0.680 0.880 0.682 Accepted 4
4 0.144 73% 0.535 0.735 0.935 0.735 Rejected 1
5 0.214 30% 0.460 0.660 0.860 0.660 Rejected 5
6 0.291 58% 0.330 0.520 0.720 0.523 Rejected 6

Table A21. Domain 7: Smart Digital Infrastructure (Acceptance).

No.
Triangular Fuzzy Number Defuzzification Process

Result
Ranking

according to the
Fuzzy Score

Threshold
(d) Value

Expert
Agreement (%) m1 m2 m3

Average of
Fuzzy Score

1 0.221 33% 0.455 0.655 0.855 0.655 Rejected 6
2 0.202 90% 0.490 0.690 0.890 0.690 Rejected 5
3 0.110 80% 0.555 0.755 0.955 0.755 Accepted 2
4 0.101 83% 0.560 0.760 0.960 0.760 Accepted 1
5 0.134 80% 0.545 0.745 0.945 0.745 Accepted 3
6 0.134 80% 0.545 0.745 0.945 0.745 Accepted 3

Note: Three conditions to accept an item: threshold value (d) ≤ 0.2, percentage of experts’ consensus ≥ 75%, and average fuzzy score
(Amax) ≥ α − cut value = 0.5.
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Abstract: This paper explores the role of local labor market dynamics on the survival of new
businesses. The characteristics of the local labor market are likely to influence the survival of new
businesses, the level of entrepreneurship, and the resilience of the regional economy. We apply
portfolio theory to evaluate employment-based and income-based measures of risk-and-return
trade-offs in local labor markets on new business survival in the United States. Our results show
that volatility in local labor markets has a positive impact on new business survival, especially
in Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The results are robust across different timeframes, including
during economic downturns, thus highlighting the contribution of new businesses in developing the
resilience of the local economy, and further promoting sustainable regional economic development.

Keywords: business survival; economic resilience; employment portfolio; risk–return tradeoff

1. Introduction

Factors that impact the survival of a firm can be broadly categorized into firm-specific,
industry-specific, and region-specific. Among region-specific factors, a significant factor is
the local labor market environment. The local labor market’s characteristics are likely to
significantly impact the level of entrepreneurship and the success achieved by enterprises
in that region.

Recent empirical research has identified the employment portfolio of a local market as
a critical determinant influencing entrepreneurship in the region [1–4]. Borrowing from
portfolio theory [5] in financial economics, the employment portfolio of the local labor
market is now being used to evaluate the prospects of a business enterprise in that location.
Portfolio theory helps identify the frontier whereat a combination of financial instruments
will yield the optimal return, given their risk profile. Similarly, empirical investigation of
the employment portfolio in a region has been shown to create a U-shaped frontier in the
local labor market, given the risk–return profile in that market. The return in the labor
market, on the horizontal axis, represents the growth in jobs, and the risk, on the vertical
axis, represents the volatility in the growth in jobs in that local market.

The trade-off between employment-based risk and return measures in the local labor
market is crucial for prospective entrepreneurs to estimate the likelihood of survival of
their establishment in the future. Considering the interrelationship between risk and
return in a local labor market, we hypothesize that this interrelationship, captured by the
employment portfolio, can impact the survival of a new business operating in that region.
We are interested in investigating whether the employment portfolio of a region influences
the likelihood of survival of a new business in the next period. Is there any heterogeneity
in the impact of employment portfolio on new business survival in metro and non-metro
regions? How significant is this impact on new business survival in different regions?
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Answers to these questions are likely to help design customized policies that promote
and support existing and new business establishments in the region. This may also help
local governments efficiently allocate financial resources for local economic growth rather
than spending on blanket programs.

There is a gap in the existing literature highlighting the impact of local labor market
dynamics on new business survival. This paper attempts to fill that gap. Notable inves-
tigations in this domain have focused on the role of human capital in the workforce [6],
the impact of employment density on labor productivity [7], and the education level of
the employer [8]. In turn, we measure the impact of changes in the local labor market
environment on new business survival in three steps. First, we begin by identifying the
existence of an optimal frontier, represented by risk and return trade-off in the local labor
market (at county-level), by using the stochastic frontier estimation technique [1,4]. Second,
we investigate the impacts of changes in the employment portfolios in the counties on the
new business survival rate in 2010. These business establishments were born in 2005–2006.
We find that the local employment-based measures significantly impact the survival of new
businesses operating in metro counties. We then use income-based measures to validate
our results and find that the latter also have a consistent and significant influence on new
businesses, again on those operating in metro counties. Third, we narrow our sample
to new businesses operating in Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) only, using both
employment-based and income-based measures, testing the hypothesized relationship
with new business survival rates in 2010. We also replicate the third step to investigate the
impact on the new business survival rate in 2005. This carries dual benefits: one, it tests
for the robustness of our initial findings, and second, it tests for any effects of exogenous
shocks on the local labor market environment and their consequent impact on new busi-
ness survival. The 2001 recession and the Great Recession are two major economic shocks
that happened during the study period. By replicating the empirical exercise in different
periods, we wish to isolate and study each exogenous event’s impact on local labor market
dynamics and subsequently on new business survival.

We find that volatility in the local labor market consistently impacts the likelihood
of survival of new businesses in MSAs. We also find that this impact is stronger during
recessions. Our results suggest that the continued survival of new businesses despite
volatility in local labor markets contributes to local economic growth, and to the resilience
of the local economy during economic downturns. We acknowledge the clear limitations of
this research given the probability of reverse causality/endogeneity, and suggest trajectories
for future work given these likely inter-relationships.

Our endeavor also addresses sustainability; in this case in the form of sustainable
economic systems, identified through the viability and opportunities created by the local
labor market. We find that over the long-term, the dynamics of local labor markets
likely influence the behavior of employees, which further enhances the resilience of new
businesses. This resilience displayed by new businesses, especially during recessions,
promotes sustainable local economic development.

The following sections exhibit the details of this research endeavor. Section 2 reviews
the new firm survival literature, the literature on the application of modern portfolio theory
in regional economics, and how the application of this approach helps in identifying the
impacts of changes in local labor markets on new business survival. Section 3 highlights
the methodology and data used for the research. It presents the theoretical framework
and the empirical model used in this attempt. The results of this exercise are discussed
in Section 4. The final section concludes this paper, highlighting the impact of local labor
market dynamics on new business survival, and discusses potential applications to policies
aimed at local economic development.

2. Literature Review, Research Niche, and Theoretical Structure

Empirical research into the role of regional factors in firm survival has broadly focused
on the impact of agglomeration, scale economies, and institutional legitimacy [6,9–11].
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Investigations into the impact of local labor on firm survival have concentrated pri-
marily on the availability and quality of human capital. In this regard, most of the research
focuses on the role of entrepreneur-centric human capital in determining firm survival.
The level of human capital possessed by the entrepreneur is typically measured in terms
of entrepreneurs’ personal characteristics. Ref. [6] cites the role of specific characteristics,
namely, the level of education [12], entrepreneur’s experience in similar roles [13–16],
psychological factors such as motivation and ambition [17], preparation, and time spent on
the operations [16]. Interestingly, another strand of related literature found no evidence
between such personal characteristics and business survival [18,19].

Ref. [6] found a positive relationship between regional human capital and new firm
survival in the growth period (1993–1995), and a not so strong relationship during the
recession period (1990–1992) when studying the labor market areas (LMAs) in the U.S.
They found that “high school dropout rates are negatively associated with firm survival
rate for both periods, and college-degree-share is positively related to firm survival in the
growth period.” Ref. [7] investigated the variation in labor productivity across states in the
U.S. They found that doubling employment density in a county results in a 6% increase
in average labor productivity. Ref. [8] found that in Finland, the likelihood of survival of
firms established by highly educated employers is greater in the recessionary period than
in the growth period. They conclude that the general labor market conditions determine
the likelihood of firms surviving in the market.

2.1. Theoretical Structure

Modern portfolio theory, espoused by [5], is used in identifying the unique investment
portfolio(s) that yield the highest return for the level of risk tolerance of the investor.
The portfolio(s) that meet the risk–return trade-off lie on the border, which is commonly
referred as the efficient frontier. Since it was first applied by [20] to find the efficient
trade-off between incentives to offer and the desired industrial mix in the region, regional
economists have increasingly used portfolio theory to capture the risk–return trade-off
with relevant variables of interest. Ref. [3] applied portfolio theory and found that luring
businesses by offering economic incentives led to increased volatility in growth rates in
metropolitan areas. Ref. [1] found an efficient frontier when mapping economic growth
and instability for states in the United States. The paper suggests that economic diversity
and instability appear to be negatively correlated.

Ref. [4] pioneered the application of portfolio theory to investigate the impacts of local
employment portfolios on the entrepreneurship levels. Focusing on commuting zones and
counties, they found that entrepreneurship may be an attractive avenue in areas having
high employment risks and low returns. They suggest that self-employment can be an
attractive alternative income mechanism to wage and salary jobs in such regional units.

The closure of a business establishment results not only in the loss of jobs or po-
tential losses of tax revenue for the local authorities, but also in a unique externality.
Business births and deaths represent business dynamism in the region, which potential
entrepreneurs closely watch. Low survival rates of new businesses may have a snowball
effect in discouraging potential entrepreneurs from investing in the region. The information
spillover from local business birth and death rates is found to have a significant impact on
subsequent entrepreneurship and job creation [21].

The number of jobs available, the growth in new jobs, and the risks associated with job
growth are some of the factors that define the dynamic character of the local labor market.
The interaction of these factors in the light of macroeconomic conditions and the unique
economic–cultural milieu of the regional unit create opportunities (expected returns) and
threats (risks) for the workforce in the region. The impact of exogenous shocks in the
local labor market influences the risk–return trade-off of the worker, which affects their
economic behavior.

We attempt to capture these dynamics in the local labor market through the represen-
tative labor market portfolio. The portfolio approach helps one to analyze the interplay of
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numerous idiosyncratic but significant labor market undercurrents, in the context of the
prevalent macroeconomic environment, when evaluating the likely impact on the survival
of new businesses in the regional unit.

We begin by selecting the county as the regional unit of analysis. The resource base
and socio-economic environment unique to the county affect a business’s growth; hence,
the regional unit or location is vital in new business survival.

2.2. How Does Survival of New Businesses Determine the Resilience of the Region?

Recent empirical investigations have highlighted the contribution made by
entrepreneurs and local businesses to the recovery of the local economy from exogenous
shocks [22–24]. Entrepreneurship provides local policymakers with an appropriate tool
to remove path dependency and the threat of lock-in in the local economy [25]. In the
aftermath of the Great Recession, local authorities in many states in the U.S. initiated policy
measures to promote entrepreneurship and business ventures in sunrise sectors, with
the motivation of stimulating economic growth and reducing dependency on historically
dominant sectors.

New businesses provide diversity to the local economy [26]. Given their small size,
for all the challenges borne by new businesses, they respond faster to external shocks than
their larger counterparts. Not only are they able to adapt to the changes, but they are also
able to innovate to respond to the repercussions of the shock [23].

We find that risk in local labor markets helps in the survival of new businesses in
metro counties and MSAs. Risk manifested through employment-based and income-based
portfolios increases the likelihood of survival of new businesses. This impact has been
observed to be stronger during the recent recessions in these regional units.

Economists are increasingly using the lens of resilience to investigate the contribution
of new businesses and young establishments when evaluating the responses of regional
economies to recent recessions. This ability to absorb, endure and recover from an exoge-
nous shock is commonly referred to as resilience.

Resilience is commonly defined from engineering, ecological, and adaptive perspec-
tives. From an engineering perspective, resilience refers to the displacement of an entity
from its equilibrium, caused by an exogenous shock, and the subsequent return to the orig-
inal equilibrium [27,28]. From an ecological perspective, resilience refers to a subsequent
shift towards a new equilibrium, in response to displacement caused by the exogenous
shock [27,29]. From an adaptive perspective, resilience follows an evolutionary approach,
whereby an entity evolves over time to create new sustainable paths by adapting to changes
occurring in its environment [30,31].

In this paper, we employ the definition of resilience from an ecological perspective.
We find that the economic downturn highlights the undercurrents operating in the local
labor market. The economic agents absorb and endure the economic shock, and eventually
the economy recovers to achieve a new steady state after a period of time. This process of
absorbing, enduring, and recovering over a period of time to reach a new steady state is
significantly determined by the dynamics prevalent in the local labor market besides the
existing stock of economic resources, local amenities, and level of aid received.

The ability to survive in the face of adverse economic downturns also concerns the
human element, as the competencies and skills of both employees and the entrepreneur are
entwined with the business. The success and failure of a business are determined, to a large
extent, by the fortitude, perseverance, patience, and ingenuity displayed by the employees
during challenging times. The resilience displayed by new businesses is hence related
to the resilience displayed by the employees, which further determines the resilience of
the community.

2.3. Why Does Risk in Labor Markets Affect Workers?

We identify risk through both employment-based and income-based measures.
Employment-based risk (wage and salary employment risk, WSE-Risk) represents the
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volatility in the growth of employment opportunities in a local county. Firms often freeze
hiring or lay off workers in response to economic downturns. WSE-Risk is likely to have a
profound impact in a recession. Even after the recession, recovery in local employment
lags behind recovery observed in other economic indicators. Consequently, the negative
impact, economic and social, is more painful and lasts longer for the unemployed.

On the other hand, income-based risk (wage and salary income risk, WSI-Risk) repre-
sents the volatility in growth in income from wages and salaries. Wage income makes up for
a significant proportion of the total income of the bottom 20 percentile of households [32].
Volatility in wage income thus has a substantial impact on the living standards of the
majority of households. Empirical research highlights the divergence between growth in
wages and growth in productivity. From 1973 to 2017, net productivity increased by 77%,
while real wages increased by only 12.4% [33,34]. A closer look at the wage growth across
different segments of labor force shows that the hourly wage of the middle-wage worker
grew only 6% during 1979–2013. Wages were more or less stagnant during the 1980s, 1990s,
and 2000s, except for a short period during late 1990s when wages grew due to a tight
labor market [32]. The rise in unemployment, observed during recessions, also leads to the
suppression of wages.

The overall trend indicates stagnation in wages, which translates into higher income
risk for an average worker. The divergence between wage and productivity growth, and
near stagnant wage growth, have been identified as major contributors to increases in
income inequality in the U.S. With a higher cost of living and divergence in household
income, the impact of WSI-Risk is likely to manifest more strongly in urban areas than in
rural areas.

A common feature of recession is increased turmoil in the local labor market. This
turmoil is apparent through the increased number of mass layoffs, significant and rapid
increases in unemployment, a decline in new jobs, increased furloughs, reduced work
hours, stagnation, or falls in wage and salary income for the employed.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in the March 2013 survey on Jobs Openings and
Labor Turnover highlighted that the number of job openings in the private sector fell
sharply, from 3.8 million in December 2007 to a low of 1.9 million in July 2009. During the
same period, the number of quits (voluntary separation initiated by the employee) also
declined from 2.7 million in December 2007 to 1.5 million in September 2009. Since the end
of the recession, the numbers of both job openings and quits increased by 81% and 34%,
respectively, in March 2013.

The increased volatility in the local labor market, demonstrated through a sharp
decline in job openings and new hiring, is likely to discourage rational employees from
taking the risk of quitting their current employment. Besides the risk of loss of income
from quitting, an experienced employee also faces the risk of loss of skills and becoming
less competitive in the job market. Ref. [35] found that such workers face a higher risk of
skill loss, and thus accept a lower wage in exchange for job security. This decision results in
lower employee turnover and a higher retention rate for existing business establishments.
As evident in Figure 1, corresponding to an increase in layoffs and discharges, voluntary
quits by employees declined significantly during both recessions.
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Figure 1. Quits, and layoffs and discharges, 2000–2014 (Seasonally Adjusted, 2000s). Source: Bureau
of Labor Statistics, Jobs Openings and Labor Turnover Survey dataset.

3. Methodology

This research begins by investigating the impact of the employment portfolio in a
county on the survival rates of new business establishments in that county. Growth in
employment in the county is measured through the average annual growth in wage and
salary employment. Risk in employment in the county represents the standard deviation
in wage and salary employment during the same period.

Before it can be established that risk–return trade-off in a county affects business
survival rates, it is imperative to establish the existence of a risk–return relationship.
Investigation into risk–return trade-off has shown a U-shaped relationship for states, metro
areas, and commuting zones [2–4]. Plotting the risk and growth variables for all counties
for the 1996–2005 timeframe suggests that a U-shaped relationship does exist (Figure 2).

Figure 2. County WSE Risk and Return, 1996–2005.

The relationship between risk and return appears to be nonlinear. As returns increase,
the risk declines. However, beyond a certain level of growth, the risk starts rising again.
This indicates that the growth in returns (or job growth) has a dual effect on the risk,
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hence quadratic variation in the growth variable, growth-squared, is also included as an
additional parameter in the model.

Visual observation suggests that the relationship between risk and returns is nonlinear.
To confirm this inference, this relationship is tested econometrically. A widely used tech-
nique for this purpose is stochastic frontier estimation [1,4]. This technique may help in
identifying the shape of the frontier and the parameters that define this shape. A nonlinear
estimator, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), is used to estimate the model. The
proposed model to be estimated is as follows:

σi = αi + βiGi + β2G2
i + εi (1)

where
σi = the standard deviation of WSE for region i
Gi = the annual rate of growth of WSE for region i
β1 = parameter 1 to be estimated
β2 = parameter 2 to be estimated

The results displayed in Table 1 confirm that the risk–return trade-off is indeed U-
shaped. The risk–return profile can now be used to estimate whether the employment
portfolio in a county influences the survival rate of new businesses in that county.

Table 1. Test for U-shaped risk–return trade-off in counties.

1996–2005 2000–2008

Estimate Std Error Estimate Std Error

Constant 0.028 *** 0.0003 0.025 *** 0.0003
Growth −0.355 *** 0.0226 −0.219 *** 0.0205
Growth Squared 10.5 *** 0.412 11.5 *** 0.397
n 3024 3024
Log-likelihood 8264.07 8283.7

*** p < 0.01.

We test the hypothesized relationship using the model developed by [21]. We use
the following reduced form equation to identify the labor market dynamics, manifested
through the portfolio, in the context of new business survival (Si) in the selected regional
unit. Broadly, new business survival depends on the regional labor market portfolio (Li),
amenity score (Ai), demand shock (Di), local workforce education measures (EEi), bank
deposits (Bi), regional housing market variables (Hi), regional income variables (Ii), market
access (Mi), and regional employment variables (Ei).

Si = f (Li, Ai, Di, EEi, Bi, Hi, Ii, Mi, Ei) (2)

The above reduced -form model evolves into the following empirical model:

Survival Ratei = β0 + β1Local Employment Port f olioi + β2Median Home Value, 2000i
+β3Owner Occupied Houses, 2000i + β4BartikShocki
+β5CountyIncome per capita, 2000i + β6Demand Shocksi + β7Distance to Metroi
+β8Densityi + β9 Amenitiesi + β10County Employment
+β11CountyIncome per capita growth rate, 2000 − 07i
+β12 Share o f pop living in Rural, 2000i
+β13 County Employment growth rate, 2000 − 07i + β14 Sel f Employment ratei
+β15 Population growthi + β16 Share o f Population with HighSchool, 2000i
+β17 Share o f Population with BA+, 2000i + β18 Bank Deposits per capita, 2005i

(3)
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3.1. Data

Data for this research have been collected from the Bureau of Economic Affairs’ (BEA)
Regional Economic Information System (1969–2016). This dataset has comprehensive
information about local labor markets at the county level for key variables such as wage
and salary employment, self-employment (both in farm and non-farm sectors), personal
income, and population. Data for variables representing regional characteristics such as
education level, homeownership, and median house values are collected from the U.S.
Census Bureau, decennial census.

Data for the survival rates of establishments are taken from the National Establishment
Time Series database of U.S. establishments. The survival rate of new businesses in the
counties is the dependent variable. Metropolitan counties are those with core populations
exceeding 50,000 residents, while micropolitan counties have core populations of between
10,000 and 50,000. Town counties are based on core urban areas of less than 10,000 resi-
dents. Non-metropolitan counties are defined as micropolitan counties plus town counties.
Descriptive statistics are detailed in the Appendix A.

3.1.1. Local Employment Portfolio—The Core Variables of Interest

Average wage and salary employment is selected as the measure of risk–return trade-
off in the county because, as a frequently used employment-based measure, it follows trends
in incomes as well as in population and tax revenue in the county [4]. This makes wage
and salary employment an appropriate variable for investigating risk and return trade-off.

Risk is measured, based on the conventional definition, as the standard deviation of
annual wage and salary employment growth (WSE-Risk) during the selected timeframe.
The data for annual wage and salary employment growth are obtained from the Regional
Economic Information System (REIS) at the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), U.S.
Department of Commerce, 1969–2016.

Growth is defined as the average annual wage and salary employment growth (WSE-
Growth) in the county during the selected timeframe(s).

Growth squared is defined as the average annual wage and salary employment growth
squared (WSE-Growth Squared) in the county during the selected timeframe(s).

The composition and character of the local labor market takes several years to change,
and subsequently influence the local businesses in an average county. The timeframes
selected in the study were around ten years on average (longer in a few instances), in or-
der to encapsulate these changes and their subsequent manifestations in the survival of
local businesses.

3.1.2. Regional Control Variables

The location of the establishment is likely to have an impact on its survival rate.
To capture the impact of the local economic environment, commonly used measures of
regional characteristics from the literature are used. Besides regional controls, financial
capital and human capital controls are also used to evaluate their impact on establishment
survival rate.

To partially address the issue of the potential endogeneity of some of these measures
with the dependent variable, in the spirit of the econometric technique commonly followed
in similar studies, lagged values of some of these variables are used in the econometric
analysis. The key regional control variables used in the model and their respective data
sources are provided in Appendix A.

No multicollinearity is found in the model. The variance inflation factor (VIF) for each
regional control variable is less than 5.

4. Empirical Results

The empirical exercise is conducted by testing the impact of the local labor market
portfolio, based on wage and salary employment data, on the new business survival
rate in 2010 in countyi. Following the convention in the employment portfolio literature,
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employment-based measures of risk and return trade-off are used [1,4]. We begin by
looking at the role of employment-based portfolios across the spectrum of the chosen
regional unit: counties in the U.S., categorized as all, metro, nonmetro, towns, and micro.

WSE portfolios from 1996 to 2005 and from 1997 to 2006 are found to have a significant
impact on the survival rate of new businesses in 2010 in metro counties. These are estab-
lishments that were born in 2005–2006. All three measures, WSE-Risk, WSE-Growth, and
WSE-Growth Squared, were found to be significant, though to varying degrees (Table 2).

Table 2. Summary results of the WSE portfolio for new business survival rates in 2010.

Survival Rate 2010

All Metro Nonmetro Towns Micro

WSE-Risk, 1996–2005
0.151 0.365 ** 0.0292 −0.127 0.411

(0.1070) (0.1410) (0.1380) (0.1670) (0.2500)

WSE-Growth, 1996–2005
0.279 * 0.435 * 0.313 0.254 0.324

(0.1560) (0.2370) (0.1910) (0.2290) (0.3440)

WSE-Growth Squared 1996–2005 −2.466 −5.491 * −5.013 −3.966 −9.631
(2.4300) (2.6680) (3.9680) (4.7190) (7.3330)

WSE-Risk, 1997–2006
0.103 0.375 ** −0.056 −0.238 0.439

(0.1030) (0.1200) (0.1380) (0.1680) (0.2420)

WSE-Growth, 1997–2006
0.343 * 0.780 *** 0.306 0.305 0.0807

(0.1660) (0.2200) (0.2090) (0.2470) (0.3910)

WSE-Growth Squared, 1997–2006 −3.132 −12.37 *** −1.621 −0.551 −9.305
(2.6610) (2.8730) (3.9020) (4.7150) (6.8790)

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01; Standard errors are in parenthesis.

We validate these results by using another potential measure of risk and return trade-
off in the local labor market, wage and salary income data. A likely criticism of using this
measure is the possible influence on the results because of differences in the cost of living
in the regional units. Though challenging, the use of this measure is expected to facilitate
the validation of the results found earlier using employment-based measures.

Conducting the empirical exercise with the income-based risk and return measures for
different timeframes yields interesting results. Similar to the employment-based portfolio,
this portfolio comprises wage and salary income growth (WSI-Growth; defined as the aver-
age annual wage and salary income growth in the county during the selected timeframe(s)),
wage and salary income growth squared (WSI-Growth Squared; defined as the average
annual wage and salary income growth squared in the county during the selected time-
frame(s)), and wage and salary income risk (WSI-Risk; the standard deviation of annual
wage and salary income growth during the selected timeframe). The WSI portfolios from
1996–2005, 1995–2005, 1991–2005, 1991–2004, 1992–2005, 1993–2005, and 1997–2006 were
found to be significant for new business survival in 2010. Similar to before, the observed
impact was consistently visible in the metro counties, and all three measures, WSI-Risk,
WSI-Growth, and WSI-Growth Squared, were found significant.

The results indicate that risk and return trade-off in local labor markets, identified
through employment-based and income-based measures, is instrumental in the survival of
new businesses. This impact was found to be strong, especially in metro counties, which
encouraged us to focus the investigation in Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs; identified
using the crosswalk file from NBER). The existence of a non-linear relationship between
risk and growth variables was also verified in MSAs. Similar to counties, the existence of a
U-shaped relationship was found in MSAs also (See Table A1 in Appendix A, with results
of the MLE tests in MSAs).

The validity of these results could potentially be challenged due to the impact of the
Great Recession on the local economy. The influence of this macroeconomic shock cannot
be ignored, though considerable heterogeneity was observed in its impact on regions across
the country.
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A widely used practice in econometric analysis is to replicate the empirical exercise in a
different period. To validate the results, the exercise was replicated to determine the impact
of local labor market dynamics on the new business survival rate in 2005. A similarity that
encouraged the selection of new business survival rate in 2005 was found in the fact that
the new businesses that operated during this period also had to go through the recession
in 2001, just like those that survived in 2010.

To test the robustness of the results, the empirical exercise was replicated in MSAs only,
using both employment-based and income-based risk and return portfolios separately to
gauge their impact on new business survival rates in 2005 (three regional control variables
(Bartik shock, county/MSA income growth 2000–2007, county/MSA employment growth
2000–2007) were dropped when running regressions, as historical data were not available
for them for this timeframe) and 2010.

Similar to the results found for counties, income-based risk and return (WSI) mea-
sures were consistently found to have a significant impact on new business survival
in 2010 in the MSAs as well. WSI-Risk and WSI-Growth from 1991–2001, 1991–2005,
1995–2005, 1996–2005, 1996–2006, 1997–2006, 2001–2010, 2000–2009, 1997–2007, 2000–2008,
2002–2007, and 1998–2007 were found to be significant (Table A3 in the Appendix A). WSI-
Growth Squared was found to be significant for all these timeframes, except in 2000–2009
and 2000–2008.

Next, we replicate this exercise in order to specifically investigate the impacts of
employment-based and income-based measures on new business survival rates in MSAs
in 2005. The regression results reveal that the WSE-Risk related to employment-based
measures in 1991–1999, 1991–2000, 1992–2000, 1993–2000, 1991–2001, 1991–2004, 1991–2005,
1993–2005, 1993–2003, and 1993–2004 had a consistent and significant impact on the new
business survival rates in 2005 (Table A4 in the Appendix A). WSE-Growth and WSE-
Growth Squared were not found to have any impact during these periods. Income-based
risk and return measures were also found to have no impact on the new business survival
in 2005.

5. Discussion of Key Results

The analysis of the roles of wage and salary employment (WSE) and wage and salary
income (WSI) portfolios in new business survival in MSAs revealed some interesting results.
WSE-Risk was found to have a significant impact on new business survival in 2005, and the
aggregate WSI portfolio on new business survival in 2010. Risk, manifested both in WSE
and WSI, was consistently found to affect the likelihood of new business survival when
investigated during different timeframes. Reverse causality or endogeneity may well be a
factor in these results, and future work would need to incorporate robust identification
strategies to untangle these relationships.

5.1. New Business Survival Rate 2010

Wage and salary income risk–return (WSI) portfolios were found to play a significant
role in the survival of new businesses in 2010 in MSAs. These are the businesses that were
born in 2005–2006.

Similar to the wage and salary employment risk and return (WSE) portfolio, the WSI
portfolio also showed a U-shaped relationship between WSI Growth and WSI Risk, when
plotted for all the counties in different timeframes (See Figure A1 in the Appendix).

The wage and salary income risk and return portfolios of 1996–2005, 1996–2006,
1995–2005, 1991–2005, 1991–2001, 1997–2006, 2001–2010, 2000–2009, 1997–2007, 2000–2008,
2002–2007, and 1998–2007 were selected for this analysis. The impact of the WSI risk–return
portfolio on the new business survival rate in 2010 was found to be robust across these
timeframes in the MSAs. We offer the following speculative scenarios to help understand
these results.

A severe macroeconomic event was found while analyzing new business survival in
the years preceding 2010, namely, the Great Recession. This recession was a distinctive
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event, comparable only to the Great Depression. It was deep, and compared to recent
recessions, lasted for a longer period—from December 2007 to June 2009. The severity
of this recession can be gauged from the fact that the national unemployment rate rose
to almost 10% in late 2009. The average expenditures per household declined from USD
52,203 in 2007 to USD 48,109 in 2010 (The Recession of 2007–2009, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2012, https://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2012/recession/, accessed on 3 December 2019) [36].
Spending declined in all major categories except healthcare during this period. Labor
productivity increased marginally, while output and number of hours worked dropped
significantly [36]. The wages and salaries of employees in the private sector grew by only
1.3% in December 2009, compared to an increase of 3.6% in March 2007.

Wage and salary income growth was found to have a positive effect, and is strongly
significant in this analysis. This suggests that with increased growth in WSI, the survival
of businesses increased. The Great Recession was deep, and lasted for a longer period
compared to other recessions in the recent past. New businesses that rewarded existing
employees, who stayed with them during this unprecedented event, with small but signifi-
cant increases in wages and salaries were likely to have encouraged these employees to
prolong their stay with them. Sharing the economic rewards with their employees is likely
to help them not only survive in challenging times, but also to achieve a quick turnaround.

WSI-Risk was found to have a positive effect, and was significant in new businesses’
survival in MSAs during the studied timeframes.

MSAs with a higher percentage of the population residing in rural areas in 2000 had a
higher business survival rate in 2010 during the selected timeframes. Rural areas witnessed
relatively sharper declines in jobs and prolonged unemployment in the local labor market.
More job opportunities and higher wages are key factors in attracting younger workers to
cities and urban areas. Older workers are comparatively less mobile and able to switch
occupations when faced with an economic crisis, which creates challenges when it comes
to making structural changes in the local economy [37,38]. The migration of a semi-skilled
and skilled labor force contributed to the bigger pool of potential employees to choose
from for the employers in MSAs.

“Median Household Value 2000” was found to be negative and significant during
the selected timeframes. The Great Recession originated in the housing sector, and subse-
quently spread to other sectors of the economy. It is no surprise that the bursting of the
housing bubble resulted in a sharp decline in housing values. This decline in housing prices
resulted in negative home-equity for many homeowners. The unprecedented decline in
personal wealth and the unfavorable shift in the labor market likely encouraged employees
to remain in their current employment, which had a positive impact on the survival of
business establishments.

Both “Population with BA+, 2000”, and “Population with High School degree but No
BA+, 2000”, were found to have a positive and consistent impact on new business survival
in 2010 during the selected timeframes. It is not surprising that MSAs with a higher share
of both highly skilled labor force and semi-skilled labor force had higher survival rates.
Higher human capital endowment is often associated with higher levels of experience,
transferable knowledge, and skills, which helps alleviate the negative impacts of recessions
in MSAs [39]. Such employees are highly valued assets, and firms prefer to retain them
even when rationing jobs during recessions. Large cities and urban areas have a higher
share of labor force with a college education. Ref. [40] shows that places with a higher
share of college graduates suffered smaller effects from the crisis.

MSAs with a higher share of skilled labor force attract high-tech jobs. Ref. [41] found
that the job-multiplier in commuting zones ranges from 1.7 to 2.9, depending upon the
existence of high-tech clusters. This means that for every 100 new jobs created in high-tech
sectors, 70 to 190 additional local jobs (including semi-skilled and unskilled) would be
created in the regional unit. The survival of new businesses in the high-tech sectors in
MSAs saved not only jobs in their units, but also several jobs that they helped create.
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5.2. New Business Survival Rate 2005

We found that WSE-Risk had a consistent impact on the survival of new businesses
in 2005. These businesses were born in 2000–2001. The analysis was conducted over
different timeframes.

WSE-Growth and WSE-Growth Squared were not found to have any impact. However,
WSE-Risk was consistently found to be positive and have a significant impact on business
survival in MSAs in 2005. The impact of WSE-Risk was found to be robust across all
selected timeframes. Again, we offer the following speculative scenarios to help understand
these results.

The distinctive event in the lives of new businesses was the 2001 recession. This
recession was unique compared to the recessions preceding it as it lasted for eight months,
which is less than the average age of eleven months of previous recessions [42], and largely
saw a technology, telecommunications, and tourism downturn. Comparatively, it was a
milder and shorter recession. The unemployment rate increased by 2.10 percentage points,
non-farm employment declined by 1.34 percentage points, while real output dropped by
1.6% from first quarter to the second quarter of 2001 [42]. Despite the decline in output
and increase in unemployment, the 2001 recession was also unique because, surprisingly,
the U.S. economy observed increased spending on consumer durables, new residential
housing, and a significant increase of 2.2% in labor productivity. The latter is broadly
attributed to the increased spending on information technology and computer hardware
by corporations to combat the threat of Y2K in the late 1990s. The causes of this recession
are the dot-com bubble burst, the decline in international trade, and the terrorist attacks of
11 September, all of which resulted in a decline in business spending and eventually the
gross output. The 2001 recession severely affected the Technology sector compared to other
sectors of the economy.

“Median Household Value, 2000” was found to have a positive and significant impact
on new business survival in 2005 during the selected timeframes. An increase in median
household value in MSAs is likely to affect business survival through dual channels.
Ref. [42] found that expenditure on new housing and consumer durables grew in the
years before the 2001 recession and continued to grow throughout the recession. The
long-term interest rates peaked ten months before the March 2001 business cycle peak and
continued to decline subsequently. Low-interest rate regimes before and during the 2001
recession fueled the growth in the housing market, which resulted in a boom in this sector
in subsequent years. Many cities across the country witnessed unprecedented growth
in housing prices. Ref. [43] estimated the price elasticities of housing stock at the MSA
level, and found that in areas with high elasticity of housing supplies, the number of new
houses increased, and areas with low elasticity saw sharp increases in housing prices.
With increased home prices, existing homeowners cashed out their dormant home equity.
A significant portion of this extra cash was spent on buying consumer durables and big-
ticket items. This additional spending is likely to have trickled down as increased revenue
for many existing and newly born establishments. The cashed-out home equity also became
an additional and untapped source of funds for the owners of new establishments to invest
in business and support existing operations, as well as to fuel growth.

“Population with High School degree but No BA+” was found to have a negative
and significant impact on business survival in 2005. A distinctive feature of the 2001
recession was the sharp rise of 2.2 percentage points in non-farm labor productivity [42].
The late 1990s witnessed a significant investment in computer equipment and software by
corporations to combat the threat of Y2K, and also the adoption of new technology, which
likely resulted in increased labor productivity. Growth in labor productivity resulted in
real disposable income growth (0.37%). The increased investments in IT and computer
hardware by corporations may not have improved the productivity and the resulting
disposable income of semi-skilled and unskilled labor force. Regions with less skilled labor
force are likely to have missed these benefits, which would have affected the survival of
businesses there. This impact is likely to have been stronger, especially during the recession.
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5.3. Role of Risk in New Business Survival in MSAs

Risk is the key factor consistently influencing new business survival in MSAs, through
both wage and salary employment and wage and salary income portfolios. The positive
impact of volatility in the local labor market on new business survival is found to be
stronger during recessions. As previously, we offer the following speculative scenarios to
help explain these results.

The role of risk in the birth of enterprises is well documented [4]. Our results indicate
that the risk displayed in the local labor market significantly increased the likelihood
of new business survival. The increased turmoil in the labor market manifests through
mass-layoffs, higher unemployment, stagnation in wage and salary income, etc. Empirical
investigations highlight the fall in labor productivity, a secular decline in demand for
semi-skilled workers, increases in low-wage and insecure jobs, and decreases in union
membership as some of the long-term trends observed in the U.S. labor market [44].
Ref. [45] show that the growth rate in productivity picked up in the mid-1990s, slowed
in the mid-2000s, and remained flat going into the Great Recession. The response of a
rational worker aware of both the impact of exogenous macroeconomic shock and the
ongoing dynamic changes in the local labor market would be to continue with their existing
employment. This decision results in a lower employee turnover and a higher retention
rate for newly established businesses.

A low employee turnover rate is beneficial for establishments. Excessive employee
turnover has both monetary and non-monetary costs that can have a significant and far-
reaching effect on the economic and operational efficiency of the establishment. In extreme
cases, high employee turnover may have detrimental impacts on new business survival.
Ref. [46], citing a nationwide survey, found that the average internal cost-per-hire for an
engineer was USD 4901, a computer programmer USD 2500, a secretary USD 1000, and
a retail sales associate USD 350 in the 1990s. The direct monetary costs can be attributed
to the costs of advertising, recruitment, candidate travel, selection, hiring, assignment,
orientation, training, signing bonus, and relocation expenses for the new employee(s).
These costs would be significantly higher in current dollars. The non-monetary costs
include the breakdown of customer relations, the disruption of workflow, declines in
morale of the remaining employees, and additional costs incurred till the newly hired
employee acquires necessary job skills and can work at the desired level of efficiency [46].

Highly talented and competent employees generally leave for better opportunities or
get poached by competitors. The monetary and non-monetary costs from the loss of such
employees are likely to have a substantial impact on the survival of new establishments.
“County/MSA Employment growth, 2000–2007” was found to have a negative impact
on new business survival rate in 2010 during the 2000–2009 and 2000–2008 timeframes.
The sign of this variable indicates an inverse relationship with new business survival rate,
which reinforces the impact of high employee turnover on the survival of new businesses.
Broadly, new businesses operating in MSAs that witnessed high employment growth
are also likely to experience high employee turnover, which would result in significant
monetary and non-monetary costs. The aggregate consequences of these costs for new
businesses, operating on shoe-string budgets, could be attributed to the closure of some
of these businesses. The shift in employee preference to current employment vis-a-vis the
potential gains derived from a risky switch during a recession helps a new establishment
save significant economic resources. Additionally, the prolonged employment of such em-
ployees during a recession facilitates a continued focus on innovation, and on maximizing
efficiency, which are the comparative advantages of a new business and are the bedrock of
their survival.
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An interesting result found in the empirical exercise is that risk only consistently
manifested on survival rate via wage and salary employment in 2005, and via wage and
salary income in 2010. Our analysis of new business survival also highlights the role of
the salient structural changes observed in the labor market over the years, the impact
of which became strongly visible during both recessions. The labor market witnessed a
significant export of jobs to low-wage countries, beginning with manufacturing jobs going
to China and Vietnam, and subsequently low-end service sector jobs going to India and
the Philippines. The former was facilitated through increased global trade, and the latter
accelerated through the technological improvements adopted by corporations in the late
1990s and early 2000s. Ref. [47] found that increased Chinese imports resulted in reductions
in both employment and wage levels in the manufacturing sector. They also found that
increased transfer payments made through multiple federal and state programs masked
the loss in average earnings of the affected households during this period. Ref. [48] showed
that globalization affected wages by pushing workers out of the manufacturing sector into
low-paying jobs elsewhere. These subtle structural changes over the prolonged period
changed the composition and quantity of jobs available in the key sectors, which first
became evident during the 2001 recession. The Great Recession resulted in a sharp increase
in unemployment across all sectors of the economy, thereby strongly demonstrating the
impact of the structural changes that had begun earlier in the 1980s and 1990s. Workers
across all sectors experienced a significant and prolonged decline in or loss of wage and
salary income, which manifested through income-based measures in our investigation.

As noted above, the 2001 recession significantly impacted the technology and tourism
sectors. Regions that specialized in these two sectors were most affected by this recession.
States in the Mideast Census Region were least affected by the 2001 recession [49].

The Great Recession originated in the housing sector in urban centers, then transmitted
to the financial sector, and eventually engulfed the national economy, before spreading to
other countries. The origin of this economic shock and its transmission created an initial
perception that its impact would create severe economic challenges in large cities and
urban centers. However, investigations into the responses of regional economies to the
Great Recession have shown that the impact has been more severe, and the recovery has
been slower in smaller towns and rural areas.

Empirical research has shown that urban areas performed better during the 2001 and
2007–2009 recessions [49–51]. Not only were MSAs more able to endure these recessions,
but they were also able to recover faster than non-MSAs. Surviving businesses contribute
valuable tax dollars, and at the same time help reduce the additional expenditure of state
and local governments in the form of transfer payments, such as unemployment bene-
fits. These contributions significantly enhance the resilience of the community, especially
during economic downturns. New businesses that were able to survive during these
recessions sustained the local economy during them and accelerated economic growth in
the recovery phase.

6. Conclusions

The findings in this paper highlight that risk in the local labor market improves the
survival of new businesses, which provides much needed resilience to the local economy.
This dynamic was evident in MSAs when investigating the responses of new businesses
during the recent recessions of 2001 and 2007–2009.

The impact of macroeconomic shock on the local labor market, captured through
volatility in employment-based and income-based measures, likely influences employees’
decisions when evaluating the risk–return trade-off involved in quitting existing employ-
ment. The turmoil in the local labor market encourages employees to continue with their
present employment and postpone any career-related decisions (until the economic outlook
gets better). This shift in employee behavior, even if temporary, is beneficial for new
businesses, as it shields the business from monetary and non-monetary costs associated
with high employee turnover. Many new businesses struggle with numerous challenges,
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which compound exponentially due to the exogenous shock. The savings on such costs
and the continued contribution of valued employees in business operations are nothing
short of a lifeline for a new business.

This paper contributes to the literature focusing on the role of human capital in regional
economic growth. Research on the role of human capital in firm survival is predominantly
anchored in the entrepreneur’s personal characteristics. Our endeavor contributes to this
literature by uniquely applying portfolio theory in the context of employee-centric risk and
return trade-off in the regional unit, also highlighting the contribution of employees to new
business survival.

The findings from this paper may help policymakers design economic development
policies tailor-made to the needs of the regional unit. The targeted approach may help
in the more efficient use of tax dollars compared to the effect from applying a blanket
policy. The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) implemented by the Federal Government
in response to the economic downturn caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is a good
example of using a targeted approach to support local businesses. Not only does this
help businesses survive the downturn and keep their employees on the payroll, but it
also ensures business establishments are ready to participate in and contribute to a faster
economic recovery. In the absence of this program, many more business establishments
would have closed down, and consequently, the post-pandemic recovery would have been
more painful and elongated.

We find encouraging results to support our hypothesis, and expect potential opportu-
nities for further research on this topic. Our analysis is limited to the 2001 and 2007–2009
recessions, while countries all across the world are experiencing severe economic shock due
to the widespread pandemic. Although the COVID-19 pandemic is a very different type of
economic downturn, similar analyses of the COVID recession should provide promising
opportunities to investigate its impact on the dynamics of the local labor market, and
further, on business survival.

We use counties as a regional unit to capture the dynamics of the local labor market
for our analysis. The selection of counties for the analysis can be questioned on the ground
that they are not perfect reflections of the prevalent dynamics in the local labor market.
For further research, we plan to incorporate granular data from both MSAs and commuting
zones into our analyses. As discussed above, reverse causality or endogeneity is likely to
be present, so future work needs to incorporate an appropriate identification structure for
addressing these confounding relationships.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. County WSI Risk and Return, 2000–2008.

Table A1. Test of risk–return trade-off in MSAs.

Metropolitan Statistical Areas

Estimate Std Error

Constant 0.018 *** 0.0005
Growth −0.122 ** 0.0599
Growth Squared 4.992 *** 1.367
n 374
Log-likelihood 1326.19

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05.

Table A2. Key regional variables and data source (Regional Economic Information Systems (REIS),
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA); United States Department of Agriculture (USDA); United States
Census Bureau (USCB)).

Regional Variable Source

Self Employment Rate REIS/BEA
Amenity Score McGranahan Index, USDA Economic Research
Share of Pop. Living in Rural, 2000 USCB, Decennial Census 2000
Share of pop. with BA+, 2000 USCB, Decennial Census 2000
Share of pop. With High School but No BA+, 2000 USCB, Decennial Census 2001
Bank Deposits per capita 2005 Federal Deposit Insurance Corp (FDIC) & BEA
Median Home Value, 2000 USCB, Decennial Census 2000
Owner Occupied Houses, 2000 USCB, Decennial Census 2000
County Income percapita, 2000 USCB, Decennial Census 2000
County Employment, 2000 USCB, Decennial Census 2000
County Income per capita growth, 2000–2007 USCB
County Employment growth, 2000–2007 USCB
Distance to nearest Metro USDA
Employment-pop ratio, 2000 REIS/BEA
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Table A3. Results from WSI portfolios from different timeframes as regards SR2010 in MSAs only. (Selected timeframes are
displayed due to space constraints).

Survival Rate, 2010

1991–2001 1995–2005 1996–2005 1996–2006 1997–2006 2000–2009

WSI-Risk
0.426 * 0.438 * 0.482 ** 0.494 ** 0.484 ** 0.401 *

(0.2230) (0.2240) (0.2100) (0.2150) (0.2020) (0.2060)

WSI-Growth
2.080 *** 1.912 *** 1.722 *** 2.056 *** 2.017 *** 1.385 **
(0.6290) (0.6740) (0.6490) (0.6740) (0.6800) (0.5030)

WSI-Growth Squared −12.90 ** −12.44 ** −11.26 ** −12.33 ** −12.15 ** 1.89
(4.6010) (5.4620) (5.2460) −5.534 (5.5920) (5.5990)

Bartik Shock, 2005
−0.0000796 −0.000047 −0.00000365 −0.000104 −0.0000941 −0.000975

(0.0010) (0.0010) (0.0010) (0.0010) (0.0010) (0.0009)

Dynamism: Centered −0.00213 −0.00191 −0.00187 −0.00193 −0.00188 −0.00253 *
(0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0015)

County Income per
capita, 2000

−0.000000924 −0.0000012 −0.0000013 −0.0000012 −0.0000012 −0.0000010
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

County Inc per capita
growth rate, 2000–2007

0.000389 0.000174 0.000154 0.000057 0.00004 −0.000683
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0004)

County Employment, 2000 −0.00000001 −0.00000001 −0.00000001 −0.00000001 −0.00000001 −0.00000001
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

County Employment
growth rate, 2000–2007

−0.000198 −0.000284 −0.000259 −0.000444 −0.000431 −0.00111 ***
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Amenity Score 0.00089 0.00025 0.000294 0.0000129 0.0000737 −0.0000789
(0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013)

Deposits per capita, 2005 −0.0000004 −0.0000004 −0.0000004 −0.0000005 −0.0000005 −0.0000004
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Share of Homes
Owner Occupied

0.0456 0.0551 0.0554 0.0594 0.0617 0.0835 *
(0.0510) (0.0510) (0.0510) (0.0507) (0.0508) (0.0500)

Median HH Value, 2000
−0.000000314 ** −0.000000285 ** −0.000000282 ** −0.000000285 ** −0.000000284 ** −0.000000273 **

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
Share of pop living in
Rural, 2000

0.0595 *** 0.0557 ** 0.0545 ** 0.0535 ** 0.0539 ** 0.0585 ***
(0.0172) (0.0175) (0.0176) (0.0175) (0.0175) (0.0165)

County Self-Employment
Rate, 2000

−0.00158 −0.00232 −0.00237 −0.00231 −0.00221 −0.00188
(0.0039) (0.0039) (0.0039) (0.0039) (0.0039) (0.0039)

Population with BA+, 2000 0.375 *** 0.329 *** 0.325 *** 0.322 *** 0.324 *** 0.344 ***
(0.0874) (0.0860) (0.0858) (0.0855) (0.0857) (0.0865)

Population with HS degree
but NO BA+, 2000

0.121 * 0.125 * 0.118 * 0.128 * 0.126 * 0.170 **
(0.0548) (0.0549) (0.0547) (0.0545) (0.0545) (0.0552)

Employment-Pop Ratio, 2000 0.0173 0.0267 0.0276 0.0236 0.0241 0.0403
(0.0379) (0.0373) (0.0372) (0.0370) (0.0370) (0.0361)

Distance to the Nearest MSA
−0.0145 −0.0132 −0.0137 −0.0136 −0.0137 −0.01669 **
(0.0083) (0.0083) (0.0083) (0.0082) (0.0083) (0.0081)

Constant
0.452 *** 0.465 *** 0.476 *** 0.460 *** 0.461 *** 0.435 ***
(0.0619) (0.0622) (0.0620) (0.0618) (0.0619) (0.0592)

R-squared 0.258 0.253 0.254 0.263 0.263 0.293
Observations 374 374 374 374 374 373

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parenthesis.

Table A4. Results from WSE portfolios from different timeframes as regards SR2005 in MSAs only. (Selected timeframes are
displayed due to space constraints).

Survival Rate 2005

1991–1999 1991–2001 1992–2000 1993–2000 1993–2003

WSE-Risk
0.494 ** 0.500 * 0.436 * 0.489 ** 0.534 *
(0.2340) (0.2160) (0.2350) (0.2360) (0.2370)

WSE-Growth
0.188 0.147 0.387 0.299 0.0172

(0.3100) (0.3640) (0.3390) (0.3320) −0.365

WSE-Growth Squared −4.762 −5.011 −6.324 −4.872 −2.658
(4.3560) (5.3860) (4.4020) (4.2690) (5.8880)

Dynamism Centered 0.0019 0.00192 0.00177 0.00175 0.00146
(0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0023) (0.0023) (0.0023)

County Inc per capita, 2000 −0.00000116 −0.00000114 −0.00000111 −0.00000111 −0.0000009
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

County Employment, 2000 0.00000001 0.00000001 0.00000001 0.00000001 0.00000001
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
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Table A4. Cont.

Survival Rate 2005

1991–1999 1991–2001 1992–2000 1993–2000 1993–2003

Amenity Score −0.00311 −0.00298 −0.00305 −0.00286 −0.00301 *
(0.0019) (0.0019) (0.0019) (0.0019) (0.0018)

Deposits per capita, 2000 0.000000469 0.000000453 0.000000426 0.000000447 0.00000048
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Share of Homes Owner Occupied −0.205 ** −0.209 ** −0.206 ** −0.200 ** −0.201 **
(0.0723) (0.0722) (0.0724) (0.0725) (0.0717)

Median HH Value, 2000
0.000000430 ** 0.000000431 ** 0.000000420 ** 0.000000415 ** 0.000000424 **

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Share of pop Residing in Rural, 2000 0.0162 0.018 0.0153 0.0169 0.0205
(0.0233) (0.0232) (0.0233) (0.0232) (0.0228)

County Self-Employment Rate, 2000 −0.0058 −0.00537 −0.00568 −0.00591 −0.00552
(0.0055) (0.0055) (0.0056) (0.0055) (0.0055)

Population with BA+, 2000 −0.152 −0.15 −0.151 −0.145 −0.153
(0.1180) (0.1170) (0.1180) (0.1180) (0.1160)

Population with HS degree
but NO BA+, 2000

−0.269 *** −0.273 *** −0.278 *** −0.269 *** −0.262 ***
(0.0761) (0.0762) (0.0763) (0.0761) (0.0744)

Employment-Pop Ratio, 2000 −0.0414 −0.0399 −0.0398 −0.0399 −0.0347
(0.0524) (0.0523) (0.0526) (0.0526) (0.0513)

Distance to the Nearest MSA
−0.0116 −0.0116 −0.0112 −0.0111 −0.0119
(0.0118) (0.0118) (0.0118) (0.0118) (0.0116)

Constant
0.900 *** 0.903 *** 0.905 *** 0.895 *** 0.879 ***
(0.0820) (0.0817) (0.0822) (0.0824) (0.0782)

R-squared 0.102 0.105 0.101 0.103 0.103
Observations 370 370 370 370 370

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01; Standard errors are in parenthesis.

Table A5. Summary Statistics for All and Metro Counties.

All Metro

n = 3024 n = 808

Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Survival Rate 2010 0.676 0.091 0.000 1.000 0.644 0.060 0.429 0.870
WSE-Risk, 1996–2005 0.029 0.017 0.006 0.373 0.022 0.017 0.006 0.373
WSE-Growth, 1996–2005 0.009 0.017 −0.052 0.147 0.017 0.019 −0.037 0.147
WSE-Growth Squared, 1996–2005 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.022 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.022
Bartik Shock, 2005 2.2 4.4 −21.9 84.5 3.0 3.4 −10.5 23.0
Business Dynamism 1.1 3.1 −30.1 72.0 0.9 2.0 −3.8 26.4
County Income per capita, 2000 27,929 7075 3395 87,711 33,717 7898 17,104 87,711
County Income per capita growth 27.4 17.0 −42.5 341.2 24.0 10.6 −25.7 107.4
County Employment, 2000 53,286 186,743 294 5,404,010 165,187 336,265 2106 5,404,010
County Employment growth 6.46 14.46 −37.51 170.11 13.20 16.28 −37.51 145.26
Amenity Score 0.04 2.28 −6.40 11.17 0.27 2.41 −5.40 11.17
Bank Deposits per capita, 2005 14,509 11,259 390 241,738 15,026 16,387 2220 241,738
Share of Owner Occupied Houses, 2000 0.86 0.09 0.23 0.98 0.92 0.05 0.46 0.98
Median House Value, 2000 83,422 44,159 20,100 750,000 114,614 49,067 47,700 514,600
Share of pop residing in rural, 2000 0.60 0.30 0.00 1.00 0.31 0.24 0.00 1.00
Self-Employment Rate, 2000 0.73 3.10 0.00 81.51 0.27 0.93 0.00 15.55
Share of pop with BA+, 2000 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.44 0.14 0.06 0.03 0.44
Share of pop with HS, 2000 0.40 0.06 0.14 0.57 0.38 0.05 0.20 0.51
Employment-to-pop Ratio, 2000 0.52 0.15 0.13 2.79 0.54 0.16 0.21 1.79
Distance to nearest metro 0.81 0.65 0.00 4.34 0.26 0.23 0.00 1.74
Nonmetro*Amenityscore −0.04 1.91 −6.40 11.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table A6. Summary Statistics for Nonmetro, Towns, and Micro Counties.

Nonmetro Towns Micro

n = 2216 n = 1581 n = 635

Mean Std.
Dev. Min Max Mean Std.

Dev. Min Max Mean Std.
Dev. Min Max

Survival Rate 2010 0.688 0.097 0.000 1.000 0.692 0.102 0.000 1.000 0.679 0.080 0.250 1.000
WSE-Risk, 1996–2005 0.031 0.017 0.006 0.226 0.033 0.017 0.007 0.226 0.027 0.014 0.006 0.123
WSE-Growth, 1996–2005 0.005 0.015 0.0520 0.1228 0.005 0.016 0.0520 0.1228 0.007 0.014 0.0427 0.0921
WSE-Growth Squared, 1996–2005 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.008
Bartik Shock, 2005 1.90 4.65 −21.94 84.53 2.00 4.88 −21.94 84.53 1.66 3.99 −16.96 12.50
Business Dynamism 1.21 3.48 −30.08 72.04 1.33 3.82 −19.30 72.04 0.91 2.40 −30.08 18.60
County Income per capita, 2000 25,818 5376 3395 83,631 24,868 5310 3395 57,187 28,184 4781 12,301 3631
County Income per capita growth 28.65 18.6 −42.54 341.19 29.56 20.26 −42.54 341.19 26.39 13.40 −12.70 134.04
County Employment, 2000 12,485 12,802 294 95,004 8634 9660 294 89,957 22,073 14,525 436 95,004
County Employment growth 4.00 12.89 −35.86 170.11 3.45 13.18 −35.86 170.11 5.36 12.05 −24.68 94.77
Amenity Score −0.05 2.23 −6.40 11.15 −0.10 2.17 −6.40 8.27 0.06 2.38 −6.10 11.15
Bank Deposits per capita,2005 14,320 8662 390 219,273 14,451 6957 390 60,109 13,994 11,890 1694 219,273
Share of Owner Occupied Houses, 2000 0.84 0.10 0.23 0.97 0.82 0.10 0.23 0.97 0.87 0.08 0.38 0.97
Median House Value, 2000 72,063 36,067 20,100 750,000 68,784 37,091 20,100 750,000 80,228 31,976 24,900 369,100
Share of pop residing in rural, 2000 0.71 0.25 0.06 1.00 0.78 0.23 0.06 1.00 0.53 0.22 0.07 1.00
Self-Employment Rate, 2000 0.89 3.56 0.00 81.51 1.05 3.86 0.01 81.51 0.52 2.64 0.00 49.38
Share of pop with BA+, 2000 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.44 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.44 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.32
Share of pop with HS, 2000 0.41 0.06 0.14 0.57 0.41 0.06 0.19 0.57 0.39 0.06 0.14 0.54
Employment-to-pop Ratio, 2000 0.51 0.14 0.13 2.79 0.50 0.14 0.13 2.04 0.54 0.15 0.19 2.79
Distance to nearest metro 1.00 0.64 0.24 4.34 1.03 0.68 0.25 4.34 0.94 0.54 0.24 3.82
Nonmetro*Amenityscore −0.052 2.231 −6.40 11.15 −0.097 2.167 −6.40 8.27 0.060 2.380 −6.10 11.15
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Abstract: The study of urban morphology contributes to the evolution of cities and sustainable
development. Urban morphological feature extraction and similarity analysis represents a practi-
cal framework in many studies to interpret and introduce the current built environment to aid in
proposing novel designs. In conventional methods, morphological features are represented based on
qualitative descriptions, symbolical interpretation, or manually selected indicators. However, these
methods could cause subjective bias and limit the generalizability. This study proposes a hybrid
data-driven approach to support quantitative morphological descriptions and multi-dimensional
similarity analysis for urban design decision-making and to further morphology-related studies using
information abundance via a deep-learning approach. We constructed a dataset of 3817 residential
plots with geometrical and related infrastructure information. A deep convolutional neural network,
GoogLeNet, was implemented with the plots’ figure–ground images, by quantifying the morphologi-
cal features into 2048-dimensional feature vectors. We conducted a similarity analysis of the plots by
calculating the Euclidean distance between the high-dimensional feature vectors. Then, a comparison
study was performed by retrieving cases based on the plot shape and plots with buildings separately.
The proposed method considers the overall characteristics of the urban morphology and social
infrastructure situations for similarity analysis. This method is flexible and effective. The proposed
framework indicates the feasibility and potential of integrating task-oriented information to introduce
custom and adequate references via deep learning methods, which could support decision making
and association studies on morphology with urban consequences. This work could serve as a basis
for further typo-morphology studies and other morphology-related ecological, social, and economic
studies for sustainable built environments.

Keywords: urban morphology; deep learning; similarity analysis; cluster analysis; feature extraction

1. Introduction

Urban morphology refers to the multidisciplinary study of urban forms regarding the
physical environment, the cultural preservation process, and sustainable development [1,2].
The morphological approach provides the idea that morphology has the potential to be an
animating force for urban design [3]. Many studies relate urban typo-morphology to studies
of the citizens’ lives, the social economy, and the energy system efficiency [4–6]. Therefore,
urban morphology provides a valuable basis for urban planners and managers. Urban
morphology is related to complex urban system analysis, such as energy performance [7],
citizen behavior, and economic benefits [8].

On the other hand, in the urban renewal process, communications with the as-built
urban fabric need to be considered in urban design. In a study of urban neighborhoods [9],
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evolutionary patterns related to sustainable urban neighborhoods were extracted based on
the morphological classification and clustering of footprint patterns over time.

In addition to simulation-based urban morphological analysis [10], researchers focusd
on data-driven approaches for urban morphological studies recently by considering the
methods for constructing relations between the as-built and the to-be-built environment,
such as multi-dimensional (e.g., the geometric dimension and social dimension) of urban
forms. Technologies, such as 3D scanning, depth detection, multi-directional scanning, and
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) are becoming increasingly sophisticated.
The abundance of web-based map data, such as AutoNavi, Baidu, and OpenStreet Map
(OSM), allows architects to grasp data efficiently. In the information abundance, machine
learning approaches support design by providing designers with previous cases for new
design solutions based on the case-based reasoning (CBR) [11].

In data-driven urban design, learning from reality (in this case, urban morphology)
helps decision makers in making comprehensive design decisions and researchers in the
study of spatial form-related functionality and performance. On one hand, the suggestions
for urban morphology design in the decision-making process take social, environmental,
and economic factors into consideration. The suggestions serve as a reference as well as
guidance for decision-makers.

Urban morphology is the physical carrier of quality of life. In the urban design process,
the lack of a concrete understanding of urban morphology by non-professional decision-
makers limits the space for discussion by designers [12]. Both developers and designers
could develop discussions and ideas from the cases in similar situations, introducing the
information and knowledge. On the other hand, the associations of urban morphology
with functionality and further consequences supports researchers in morphology-related
studies. The suggestions for urban cases could be based not only on the spatial form but
also on the morphology-related traffic networks, energy performance, economic conditions,
and so on, thus, supporting further scientific utility.

Effective morphological quantification methods for cases is crucial in terms of the data
representation for a case retrieval system. However, cities are developed in complicated
historical, economic, and behavioral contexts. Every city is unique in urban form [13]. There
is not a clear-cut answer of the critical factors or the factor weights for city development or
collapse simulation [14]; therefore, deduction and verification methods are challenging to
apply in a comprehensive urban morphology study for urban design. For example, in the
MApUCE tools chain study, a processing chain was proposed to calculate 64 standardized
urban morphological indicators to represent the buildings, blocks, and spatial units [15].

More indicators could be extracted for more precise representation. However, each
indicator’s weight influences the calculation since it should be appropriate for reaching
the global fitting of the instances, and there were still missing factors by selecting and
calculating indicators. Moreover, the critical indicators varied from the cases from different
cultural and historical contexts, which need to be studied and verified. Quantifying the
morphology of a large number of cases with indicators would lead to a generalizability
limitation. Therefore, a descriptive framework for urban support analysis is essential, and
its effectiveness could be shown in the subsequent data analysis and visualization of urban
case retrieval.

In developing an efficient approach for urban morphological quantification meth-
ods for similarity analysis, three facets of obstacles are observed: (1) the construction of
multi-dimensional urban dataset that includes geometrical and social information, (2) the
quantification of urban morphological features with concise but informative descriptions,
and (3) similarity calculations of the extracted morphological features. According to the
above discussion, an automatic data mining method would support the detailed infor-
mation collection of the related infrastructures from various aspects. A fully automated
feature extraction method may help to overcome the drawbacks of manually selecting
indicators and balancing weights. A feature extraction method considering the statistical
and overall characteristics of the instances could be introduced.
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Machine learning approaches help to efficiently represent and retrieve cases from
a considerable amount of data [16]. Deep learning is one of the branches of machine
learning. Deep learning algorithms promote evolutionary methodologies for morphological
analysis. This approach is robust with pictorial datasets because of the development in
convolutional neural networks [17]. The convolutional methods support a fully automated
feature extraction process among a large amount of data. This represents the samples’
characteristics with concise and comprehensive information in feature vectors. Methods,
such as image-data-based (RGB), numerical labeling, and semantic segmentation, are
dedicated to feeding samples into neural networks with continuous and informative
features. Cluster analysis supports comparison and similarity studies by data-deduction
and distance calculating techniques, taking the feature extraction data as a basis.

We clarified our study scope on case retrieval to support design decision-making and
serve as a basis for further scientific utility via deep learning, as, regarding the information
abundance and complexity of cities, we need a solution space implying urban knowledge
rather than certain answers. For example, the efficient similarity analysis of urban asso-
ciations (e.g., the morphology, traffic, energy, and economy) represents the task-oriented
retrieved cases for decision makers in certain applications and researchers for further
scientific analysis, based on texts, images, models, and other representation media carrying
concrete urban information.

Therefore, the construction of the spectrum of cases based on situation similarity is a
promising way to efficiently introduce references from the information abundance for a
wider discussion space for design decision making and precise association of morphology
with urban consequences for scientific studies. The reference’s effectiveness depends on
the case quantification methods and the related social information (e.g., infrastructure,
industrial distribution, and traffic conditions) of the cases. The method would also have
potential for a general search engine in terms of urban morphology. Therefore, an effective
morphological quantification approach and multi-dimension datasets, including related
geometric and social information, would be needed for comprehensive urban design
decision-making.

In this study, we propose a multi-dimensional similarity analysis approach for in-
troducing cases in similar situations from the information abundance. The similarity
analysis includes morphological similarity and social situation similarity. The proposed
method combines data mining and cluster analysis via deep learning, taking the residential
cases in Nanjing, China, for instance. In this study, a multi-dimension dataset, includ-
ing geometrical information and infrastructure information, is constructed. The samples’
morphological features are extracted into high-dimensional feature vectors (HDFV) via a
deep convolutional neural network. This study further completes the case retrieval based
on the HDFV. The architects can retrieve cases according to the plot-shape-similarity or
building-distribution-similarity, along with the infrastructure information. The significance
of the study is as follows:

• This study is an interdisciplinary study that integrates urban design with computer
science and applies the latest deep learning techniques to the study of urban morpho-
logical case retrieval.

• The proposed approach provides a feasible method for quantifying the overall morpho-
logical characteristics automatically and informatively by pictorial-feature-mapping
high-dimensional data, excluding the manual indicator selection process.

• Multiple cases ranking in similarity with the input and social information were
achieved simultaneously, reducing the difficulty in deciding the weights of indicators.

• The proposed method is independent of the cases’ morphological types by learning
from the samples directly. Therefore, it has the flexibility to do clustering and re-
trieval for various urban morphologies, as long as the cases are feeding into the deep
learning model.
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• The framework could be flexible for integrating more environment-related datasets
for image-based similarity analysis, introducing custom references to support the
designer’ decision-making towards sustainable development.

• This work could serve as a basis for further typo-morphology studies and integrate
morphology-related ecological, social, and economic studies for the built environment.

2. Literature Review

In addition to a qualitative and conceptual description of urban morphology, recent
studies have been performed for the quantitative representation of urban morphology,
such as data discretization methods [18]. Researchers utilized various quantification
methods for morphology-to-data transmission by selecting and adjusting indicators. Deep
learning models were used to automatically learn features and classifiers at once by error
backpropagation, adjusting the layers’ importance depending on the problem. Then,
similarity analysis techniques were used to construct an efficient case retrieval system
based on the feeding samples [19].

2.1. Urban Morphological Quantification

Multiple quantitative approaches have been implemented for transmitting morphol-
ogy to data. Researchers have used pre-proposed indicators (e.g., semantic indicators
and geometrical indicators) to index buildings and urban relationships for the following
studies [20]. For example, in the early stage application of case-based reasoning for design,
ARCHIE is an intelligent case browsing system. The cases are represented as attribute-value
pairs with 150 features, including the concept, text, actual number, and function [21]. In the
study of urban typologies [22], block and street types were studied as a context-sensitive
sample of types by describing the cases with semantic and geometric values, such as land
use, length, area, and ground space index (GSI). Nahyun developed a model adopting
case-based reasoning and a genetic algorithm to predict the maintenance costs for aging
residential buildings [8].

On the other hand, hierarchical structures along with symbolic representations have
been constructed to describe urban forms containing plots, buildings, and streets [23,24].
Based on the established hierarchical structure, measurements (e.g., distance and connectiv-
ity) were calculated for further analysis. For example, in the study of spatial design network
analysis (sDNA), Crispin developed a tool for network analysis, which was implemented
for the representation and calculation of the network nodes and link density [25].

Song proposed an access structure to symbolically describe and measure the relations
between the fundamental elements: plots, buildings, and streets. They took eight cases for
similarity analysis to validate the access structure [26]. Although discrete indicators and
structural measurements help in morphology quantification, there are still features that are
hard to describe numerically—especially the geometric information, such as the volume
distribution, directions, shapes, and connections. This leads to a generalizability limitation.

2.2. Similarity Analysis of Urban Morphology

A further step based on the extracted features is to use regression models to cluster
the samples and analyze their similarities. Researchers have used multiple methods, such
as classification, clustering, or ranking the solution-instances to manage the database [27].
In recent decades, researchers emphasized typo-morphology-related, context-sensitive,
and systematic urban form studies, such as socio-ecological spatial morphology [28].
Mathematical methods can also be used for similarity analysis. In the study of case-based
design with 3D mesh architectural models [29], a TRAMMA (Topology Recognition and
Aggregation of Mesh Models of Architecture) method was proposed for the clustering,
retrieving, and reconstructing architectural elements for a new architectural model.

For the urban renewal process, the Roma urban renewal [30] study built a similarity
searching system based on the block shapes to search for cases similar to the new block
shape and adapt the urban fabric to the new site to preserve the historical context. The
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Roman study investigated the case retrieval method for finding a case with similar block
shapes to the block to be designed. They adjusted the pre-defined indicators related to the
cases’ geometric characteristics for input, until they obtained satisfactory retrieved results.
The referred retrieval indicators in the Roman study included the block area, building
density, the block-to-bounding-box ratio, the length-to-width ratio, and the function type.
Then, they generated the flyover above the railway station for their design proposal [31].
The case similarity was detected based on the evaluation of these indicators. Then, one
case that met the input conditions was retrieved from the dataset.

Since the regeneration study based on the retrieved cases required efforts from other
aspects related to specific design tasks, it is important to make the interface for connecting
the case retrieval and regeneration periods. For example, Hua regenerated new 3D mesh
models by combing the parts of the cases based on the extracted floor elements and the
corresponding walls. The extracted elements are the interface connecting the retrieved
cases and the regenerated models [29].

In the Roman study, the retrieved case was arbitrarily applied to a new block auto-
matically by simple geometrical operations (e.g., scaling and rotation), and architects can
adjust the applied results manually based on a visual model software [31]. Therefore, the
regeneration period could be realized by multiple techniques as long as the case retrieval
process is highly automated. Therefore, in this study, we focused on the morphological
quantification method’s efficiency, the ability to bring more cases, and the flexibility for
implementing new datasets for case retrieval.

2.3. Deep Learning for Morphological Analysis

Compared with conventional methods, the advantages of the deep learning method is
that it is an end-to-end (e.g., image to segmentation label) process, with the potential of
connecting task-oriented things [32]. Today, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are one
of the most prominent deep learning approaches for image processing and computer vision.
In a convolution neural network (CNN), the feature mapping of the images extracts the
input’s underlying features by convolution kernels, promoting deep learning algorithms
in recent decades [33]. Features of the input are continuously convolving into multi-
dimensional vectors layer by layer. Neural networks have been implemented for solving
problems in the field of architecture, such as the prediction of energy performance [34], pat-
tern recognition of 2D images [35], as well as typological form-finding on 3D models [36].

New data analysis techniques have been proposed for the design process to address
the abundance of variables. Neural network techniques, such as classification, prediction,
and cluster analysis, provide technical support for regression models for data analysis.
Cluster analysis is a powerful technique for urban morphological analysis, which extends
the technical support of high efficiency and accuracy for classification and clustering
analysis from a large amount of data.

In a study of typo-morphology in Lisbon [37], the block and street types were classified
based on the prepared plans using the k-means clustering algorithm. The ETH team’s “City
of indexes” project interpreted urban morphological patterns based on the massive data of
city images combined with personal preferences [38].

Concise but informative feature vectors extracted via deep learning were used to
quantitatively characterize morphological features [39]. With the introduction of deep
learning, architects need to focus on formulating inputs related to architectural problems,
understanding the meaning of each layer’s output, and finding the application sceneries.
Since cluster analysis is an unsupervised technique, it excludes labeling data, which is time-
consuming. It automatically features the images with high-dimensional data to support
further analysis.
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3. Materials and Methods

Figure 1 shows the general workflow of our study. First, we collected web map data,
including geometrical information and Point of Interests (POI) in Nanjing, which were
downloaded with the open source AutoNavi API. We filtered the collected data into a
geometrical dataset and additional social information (distribution of related infrastructure)
based on functionality with the ArcGIS software. We exported images for the case slices in
terms of plots.

Second, the morphological features were automatically extracted through a deep
convolutional neural network with inception-v3 modules into high dimensional feature
vectors (HDFV). Third, the cluster analysis was visualized based on the t-SNE algorithm in
a two-dimensional plane. The Euclidean distance was applied to calculate the similarity
between the cases. Finally, the performance of the HDFV on the similarity analysis was
verified by a comparison case retrieval study.

Figure 1. The general workflow of quantitative urban morphological analysis for case-based design via deep learning.

3.1. Dataset Construction

We chose Nanjing for our case study. The study scope focused on applying deep
learning methods to the quantitative study of the urban fabric. The plot morphology is
highly related to the land use of the plot. In Chinese cities, the land use of the plots is
determined according to “GB 50137-2011 Code for Classification of Urban Land Use and
Planning Standards of Development Land” [40], which is an important standard in city and
town planning in China. According to the land sale data in Nanjing, the sold R2 residential
plots were 58.9% in 2017, 42.5% in 2018, and 54.5% in 2019 of all sold land.

This indicates that residential plots occupy a large proportion of the urban plots,
which helps to ensure a sufficient sample size. In addition, the residential plots showed no
significant difference, which can ensure the similarity distribution of the datasets; therefore,
the performance of the quantification method can be tested by making distinctions from
similar morphologies. Therefore, by taking residential plots as the case study, a high-
quality dataset can be obtained. We chose urban plots rather than blocks as research objects
because the plot connects the buildings and the city. The buildings in one plot are usually
planned as a whole. The plots with the same functions have similar design indicators,
which implies the significance of morphological identification.

The AutoNavi open platform provides a web mapping service API in China, where
we downloaded geometric information, navigation, and infrastructure information of a
particular area. As the downloaded data includes all the information visualized on the
web map, we need to filter out the specific data for our study direction according to the
locations or the labels. For example, the Area of Interest (AOI) data includes various
function types of areas, including residence areas, water areas, tourism areas, commercial
areas, and education areas.
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The building boundaries and road networks we downloaded from the platform
involve all buildings and roads in Nanjing city. In addition to map-related geometry
data, infrastructure information can be revealed by Point of Interests (POIs). The POI
contains information, such as the ID, name, category, address, etc., and a series of related
information (e.g., streetscape and user comments) can be obtained by keyword search.
Based on the POIs from Nanjing city, we filtered out the residential-related POIs.

After downloading the data as shapefiles, we filtered out the plot boundaries according
to the “residence” label of AOIs. Then, we filtered out the buildings and roads according to
the locations compared to the filtered areas. These operations were based on ArcGIS. This
study selected the infrastructure categories closely related to residential areas: restaurants,
shopping, physical facilities, public services, medical facilities, education services, and
public traffic. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the different types of POIs, taking one
of the districts of Nanjing: Qinhuai District as an instance. The POIs information was
visualized based on the tableau software.

Figure 2. The distribution of the related infrastructure information around the residential cases
(in Qinhuai District).

Finally, 4172 residential plots were filtered out from Nanjing. Some residential areas
were still under construction or had no building information. Therefore, the dataset
contained 3817 residential areas with valid data. For each residential case, there was
infrastructure information, exported plot images, and geometric models, as well as semantic
information attached as attribute values, including the name, address, map-ID, location,
and site area.

Figure 3 shows the information included in the dataset after we processed the shape-
files and POIs downloaded from the AutoNavi platform. All the plots were exported
to images as training data for the deep convolutional network model. The amount of
infrastructure covered per residential area was calculated based on the service radius of the
POI points and visualized by radar charts. We wrote the codes for drawing radar charts
with JAVA language.

Figure 3. Part of the collected Nanjing residential cases with the attribute information shown on the
ArcGIS platform.
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3.2. Feature Extraction

The convolutional layers extract the overall features by sweeping the image pixels in
a certain step sequence through the convolutional kernel, which is the feature mapping
process (Figure 4). Each kernel is an n*n matrix containing weight values. The high di-
mensional feature vector output after multi-layer convolutional operations could represent
the overall features of the input image because spatially adjacent pixels in an image have
considerable correlations [41].

Figure 4. Schematic of a convolutional kernel sweeping over an image for feature mapping.

To quantify the urban morphological features, we used the deep convolutional neural
network GoogLeNet, which includes the Inception-v3 module. This architecture of the
Inception-v3 module contributes to the high performance of the deep convolutional neural
networks on image classification because it is susceptible to the context of input images [42].
A pre-trained GoogLeNet could be implemented for various feature extraction tasks. The
weights of the kernels were optimized by training the model with the ImageNet dataset [43].
In this way, the deep convolutional neural networks map the image features into high
dimensional feature vectors by feature mapping. Figure 5 briefly illustrates the structure of
the GoogLeNet.

Figure 5. The structure of the GoogLeNet and the 2048-dimensional feature vector output of the bottleneck layer is taken
out as high dimensional feature vectors (HDFV).
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The process of passing an image through a trained convolutional neural network up
to the bottleneck layer can be viewed as a feature extraction process for the image [44].
Typically, the final layer’s output in a convolutional neural network is a number between 0
and 1 to represent the prediction of the categories. Before the linear layer is the so-called
bottleneck layer, the output size of which is 1 × 1 × 2048. The bottleneck layer’s output can
be considered a more concise and representative feature vector of the image. This layer can
represent the features learned by the neural network. Therefore, we take the penultimate
layer’s output, where the dimension of the input image increases to 1 × 1 × 2048. The
output data were collected as HDFV for further comparison. We carried out a comparative
study regarding the case retrieval performance on the plot shape and building distribution,
focusing on the plot shape and plots with distributed buildings as independent inputs.

3.3. Cluster Analysis and Visualization

Using image data of the residence plots as the input for clustering is often impractical
due to the gigantic size of the data matrix converted from the images. Therefore, a process
of dimension reduction is often required. Currently, there are three mainstream techniques
for data reduction: Principal Component Analysis, the t-SNE algorithm, and an Auto-
Encoder. In this experiment, we used the t-SNE algorithm to map high-dimensional feature
points to a two-dimensional plane without losing the information of the feature vectors.
The samples with similar features were placed as neighbors in the cluster cloud (Figure 6).
Figure 6 shows the spectrum of all the cases based on morphological similarity. The left
picture represents the clustering results in terms of the cases’ plot shapes, while the right
picture shows the cases’ plots with buildings. The more similar the cases are, the closer
they are on the clustering map.

Figure 6. Atlas of the clustering analysis of 3817 residential plots in Nanjing, China.

To show the clustering map more clearly, we zoomed in to some parts and present
them in Figure 7. The samples are shown on the same scale. Clusters of squaring, narrow,
or irregular shapes can be intuitively seen in Figure 7a. The result is different in Figure 7b,
where the distribution of buildings influences the clustering result. Different residential
types could be observed, such as plots with few rows of buildings, closely spaced residential
buildings, and loosely arranged villas, etc. We can intuitively see that the plots belonging to
the same cluster have morphological features in common. The cluster analysis performed
better in near-square plot shapes rather than irregular plot shapes, as more cases had
square plots.
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Figure 7. The visualization of the clustering based on plot shape and plots with buildings.

3.4. Similarity Analysis and Case Retrieval

The data of HDFV have the same contribution weights for the similarity analysis,
as they reflect the overall morphological characteristics of each sample rather than the
independent indicators. Therefore, the Euclidean distance was used to calculate the
difference between the input images. The closer the distance was, the more similar the two
cases were. The case retrieval system can rank one or more cases for the target based on the
distance. We constructed a case retrieval system that realized case pairs according to the
plot shape or plots with buildings. When integrated with other sample attributes, architects
can choose the proper ones among the recommended cases according to the specific task.

4. Results and Discussion

After the feature extraction by the deep CNN, each image was assigned with HDFV
and its corresponding attributes (semantic information and infrastructure information).
Four cases were selected to explain the HDFV performance in representing the morpho-
logical similarity of the images. The urban fabric images and the distances between each
HDFV are listed in Figure 8. We conclude that plots b and c, and a and d are pairs of similar
morphological types according to the HDFV distances. Plots a and d are distributed with
intensively lined-up buildings. These are aged residential areas built in the 20th century.
Plots b and c were built in recent decades, also with lined-up buildings but with more
sparse textures.
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Figure 8. The Euclidean distance between the samples.

4.1. Clustering based on Euclidean Distance

To compare the HDFV performance featuring the figure–ground images, we selected
five clusters with different characteristics and picked six samples from each. Figure 9
shows the nearest five cases to the targets according to the plot shape clustering and plot
with building clustering. The five clusters show different characters. For example, cluster 1
has a square plot with lined buildings, while the buildings in cluster 3 are distributed
intensively. The samples in cluster 2 are a relatively small plot with one or two buildings.
The samples in cluster 4 and cluster 5 have linear plots and irregular plots. This result
indicates that samples of different morphology types could be clustered automatically
according to HDFV without the need to pre-define the morphology types.

Figure 9. The plot shape most similar five cases and plot with buildings most similar five cases retrieved based Euclidean
distance between HDFVs.
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The samples in a cluster reflect the similarity in plot shape when clustering based on
plot shape and in building distribution texture when clustering based on the plot with
buildings. For example, in cluster 3, the target is an aged residential area in Nanjing.
According to an architect’s intuitive observation, cases retrieved based on the plot with
buildings were similar to the target, with intensive building texture as the target, while
some plot shapes included corners. On the contrary, for example, in cluster 2, cases
retrieved based on the site shape varied in the building distribution but were similar in
shape. We found potential indicating that the HDFV is sensitive to the urban fabric.

In the deep learning model, the HDFV was calculated by flattening the grayscale
value matrix of the image, reflecting the distribution of n × n pixel matrix values over
a 1 × n × n matrix. The HDFV reflects the morphology characteristic based on the distri-
bution of pixels in an image. Moreover, the HDFV compressed the pixel distribution by
increasing the impacts of effective pixels and decreasing the influence of ineffective pixels.

The clusters represent the similarity in the plot shape or the building texture. Different
morphological characteristics, such as narrow plots with intensively distributed buildings
and irregular plot shapes with multiple buildings, can be observed in terms of the clusters,
consistent with an architect’s intuitive observation. Therefore, the HDFV is sensitive to
the urban morphology indicated by the pixel distribution by carrying the overall and
informative features of the samples.

4.2. Examples of Case Retrieval

We took the case retrieval test as an example (Figure 10). The target plot was close
to a rectangle, with intensively lined up buildings as well as vertical buildings. The
distributions of the relevant infrastructures are shown with the radar chart. The case
retrieval process was completed in seconds.

Figure 10. Comparison study of the case retrieval process by recommending cases based on plot shape and plots
with buildings.
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The building distribution influenced the results when the cases were retrieved based
on plots with buildings. They were more similar in building texture than in plot shape
with the target. For example, case 6 in target one was retrieved based on the plot with
buildings. It had lined-up buildings and vertical ones, and the buildings were distributed
intensively. The building distribution texture was similar to the target, which is like the
aged Nanjing residential plots. Case 1 was retrieved based on the plot shape; therefore,
it showed more similarity in the plot shape, while the building distribution texture was
different from the target.

The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the case retrieval with similar morpholo-
gies based on the morphological quantification method. With the multi-dimensional
dataset, the related information of the case (e.g., name and address) and the distribu-
tion of the related infrastructure could help decision makers and researchers obtain new
information through similar cases to support decision making and further studies.

4.3. Discussions on the Method

The advantages of the proposed method regarding similarity analysis can be discussed
by comparing the study using conventional methods, including the Roma urban renewal
project mentioned in Section 2.2.

First, the HDFV had higher efficiency on the urban fabric quantification and similarity
analysis. In the study of Roman, the authors extracted several geometric indicators to
evaluate the block shape similarity. This took time for the extraction and verification process
of selecting the indicators and balancing each weight. The HDFV carries comprehensive
morphology characteristics by matrix operation of the sample pixels based on the deep
learning model. It saves effort in addressing a large number of images since the whole
process from feature extraction to case retrieval is performed automatically.

Secondly, the HDFV has more generalizability in applying the method to various
urban morphologies. The Roman study had a limitation when evaluating the building
distribution texture similarity. It required another extraction and verification process of
selecting indicators to describe the building distribution characteristics, which is a more
complicated and diverse process compared with describing the block shape. With the
HDFV, we could perform the similarity investigation of plot shape or building distribution
under the same framework. The proposed method goes beyond the morphology types
from different historical contexts because it learns from the samples directly and clusters
them based on the feature vector distance.

Thirdly, the proposed method has more flexibility regarding similarity-based case
retrieval. In the study of Roman, the system recommended another case that was similar
to the input. However, we could find a series of cases that are similar to the input from
sufficient samples. The result space would be broader if there were more samples in the
dataset. In this way, more references and information could be brought to designers.

What is more, the proposed method could broaden the similarity analysis because
it takes related social information (e.g., the infrastructure) into consideration by integrating
a multi-dimensional dataset. In addition to the morphology and the POI information
studied in this experiment, the framework could be implemented for quantification and
similarity analysis with more information related to the urban sustainability. For instance,
the cultural background, the energy performance, the traffic conditions, etc. could be
added to the dataset, depending on the design task. The image-based similarity analysis
can be done via the deep learning model. This would provide precise references in similar
situations to better support the designers’ decision-making towards sustainable cities.

The limitations of this study involve that the highly automated process increases the
difficulty of emphasizing the specialties from a particular aspect. There are three main
limitations. First, the insufficient number of samples with similar plot sizes leads to some
noise in the case retrieval results. The results would be more robust if there were around
1000 cases with similar plot sizes. This limitation could be overcome by simply adding
more cases collected from cities around Nanjing based on AutoNavi.
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Second, all 3D information (e.g., building height and building shape) is lost since the
samples are represented as 2D images for learning. This drawback could be overcome by
adding one more color channel to represent the building height or by using voxels instead
of pixels to describe the plot in three dimensions. Third, the target needs to be trained
together with the cases in the dataset. In other words, once a new target is introduced, the
entire neural network has to be retrained.

5. Conclusions

This morphological similarity analysis represents a helpful analysis framework for
many fields, such as typo-morphological, historical evolution, pre-design contextualization,
and building energy performance. Finding cases in similar situations to the target could
support designers in obtaining new information and knowledge resulting in better decision
making and furthering scientific studies. Quantitative descriptions of urban morphology
provide a baseline for in-depth urban fabric interpretation. This study aimed to develop
a data-driven approach to quantitatively describe urban morphology and to develop a
multi-dimensional case retrieval method for urban design decision-making in the early
stage for association studies on morphology with specific social or economic aspects.

In this study, 3817 residential cases with geometrical and social service information
from Nanjing, China, were filtered to construct the dataset. The data source was exported
as figure–ground images for training the deep CNN GoogLeNet with the inception-v3
module, encoding the images into 2048-dimensional feature vectors based on grayscale
values. The similarity analysis of the cases was verified by calculating the Euclidean
distance between HDFV. A comparison study was conducted in the case retrieval process
to integrate the morphological and infrastructural similarity.

This study demonstrated the feasibility and power of the deep learning network in
urban morphological similarity analysis and multi-dimensional decision making. The
deep learning algorithms provided a method to automatically extract/learn the intrinsic
features from a large amount of data. The morphological features were represented by
HDFV, which contained comprehensive information for the morphological characteristics.

The multi-dimensional case retrieval method can support comprehensive decision-
making and morphology-related scientific studies by providing customers with many
references in similar situations with the target based on the comprehensive and precise
similarity analysis. This method is integrated with easy access to related infrastructure
and social and economic information. Other information that is related to the specific task
(e.g., culture, traffic, energy performance, and economic consequences) could be easily
implemented under the same framework to support decision-making and further scientific
studies regarding associations of morphology and other urban aspects.

Future work will focus on technological improvements and more application sce-
narios. Adding more dimensions to the data source, such as additional color values to
indicate building heights, would be an effective improvement of the model performance.
Approaches to using geometric spatial data as direct inputs to the neural network rather
than figure–ground images will be explored for better computational efficiency and more
precise case retrieval. More typo-morphology-related attributes could be added to the data
sources according to specific scenes.

For example, energy performance, user testimonials, traffic conditions, industrial
distributions, the natural environment, and so on could be introduced for more comprehen-
sive similarity analysis to better support design decision making. In addition, the HDFV
could serve as the interface for connecting retrieved cases and regeneration. For example,
new design proposals could be generated derived from retrieved cases by implementing
energy evaluation and optimization or rule-based generative design.
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Abstract: Since the 1990s, many countries have witnessed the emergence of organizations publishing
environmental, social, and quality-of-life indicators at a city level in order to promote public aware-
ness, democratic participation, and sustainability policies. Many such initiatives are short-lived,
however, and reasons for their success and failure under-researched. Using interviews, surveys,
and documental data, we explored the survival rates, obstacles, and achievements of 49 initiatives
in 10 Latin American countries. Contrary to those in other world regions, most initiatives have
civil society stakeholders (notably universities, media, and businesses), excluding governments.
Implementing citizen perception surveys proved effective to gain public attention. Several initiatives
obtained name recognition and policy influence, which are significant achievements in megacities
such as Bogotá, São Paulo, and Lima, where numerous NGOs vie for attention. Frequent obstacles
include a lack of finances. After a seven-year period (2014–2021), 55% of the sampled initiatives
remained active, ranging from 90% in Colombia to none in other countries. Organizational continuity
appeared to be associated with network membership and discontinuity with diverging obstacles,
including political pressures in some countries (e.g., Mexico), data scarcity in poorer ones (e.g.,
Bolivia), and a lack of sustained interest in relatively richer ones (e.g., Chile). Recent increases in
socio-economic inequalities are strengthening the potential of community indicators.

Keywords: sustainability monitoring; sustainability indicators; community indicators; quality-of-life;
transparency; accountability; participatory governance

1. Introduction

We made recommendations on adjustments to the city development plans, some of which
were accepted. However, relations with the municipal administration have been a bit
tense due to the poor results they obtained in our citizen perception surveys. This made
them very upset.

(Quote by the representative of an indicator initiative in Colombia; informant CO#3).

To improve a city’s liveability and democratic governance, a strategy with much
appeal in this digital, data-driven age involves tracking numbers on issues that many
citizens and elected officials care about [1]: How is our city or neighbourhood doing (and
comparing to others) with regard to, say, air quality standards, quality-of-life, municipal
expenditure, and crime rates? Organizations dedicated to compiling and publicly reporting
on local wellbeing or sustainability indicators at regular intervals have been called “urban
observatories” or “community indicators”; in line with other studies [2], we label them
“community indicator initiatives” in this article. Pioneers such as Sustainable Seattle were
founded in the 1990s [3] and hundreds of other local projects were active at the turn of the
millennium [4].
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In Bogotá in 1998, the Colombian capital’s chamber of commerce, a reputed foundation,
media firm, and university jointly created Bogotá Cómo Vamos (“Bogota, how are we doing”
in Spanish). This organization’s core mandate is to publicly report on the city’s quality-of-
life and sustainability on the basis of relevant indicator data obtained from official sources
and supplemented with their citizen perception surveys. Inspired by this Colombian model,
dozens of similar initiatives subsequently appeared across Latin America [5,6]. Many chose
equivalent names (Lima Cómo Vamos, Rio Como Vamos, etc.) or variants often combining
city names and plural first-person pronouns—in Brazil, Nossa São Paulo (“Our São Paulo”
in Portuguese) was created in 2007 and emulated by namesake initiatives in Argentina
such as Nuestra Buenos Aires. To exchange experiences and coordinate joint activities, they
collectively created the Latin American Network of Just and Sustainable Cities in 2011 that
comprised, in its heyday, some 60 like-minded initiatives from 10 countries [7].

Across Latin America, “community indicators” evidently proliferated in the previous
decade, fuelled by substantial investments in time and money by civil society volunteers,
private foundations, universities, journalists, and entrepreneurs. In several cities, inter-
national donors, such as the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), co-financed the
creation of a “civil society monitoring system” [8]. A quick internet search for key actors
reveals that Bogotá Cómo Vamos (cf. www.bogotacomovamos.org (accessed on 1 April
2021)) and Colombian sister organizations continue to be active, just as Nossa São Paulo
(www.nossasaopaulo.org.br (accessed on 1 April 2021)) and fellow initiatives in Brazil.
However, Rio Como Vamos and Nuestra Buenos Aires no longer exist, the Latin American
network became inactive in 2016, and in some countries, none of the original community
indicator initiatives survived.

The rise (and fall) of community indicators in different countries triggers two fun-
damental questions: What do they achieve? Which contextual factors influence their
achievements and survival? Various academic studies address the first question and point
to several positive impacts, including gains in public awareness and sustainability-oriented
decision-making [4]. In the literature on sustainability indicators at large (thus including
their application at a national level, in industries, etc.), scholars have also identified the
possibility of misuse (e.g., disinformation campaigns) but non-use appears to be the more
prevalent risk [9]. Indeed, failure to achieve long-term usage seems to be a common ailment.
According to a recent review by Wray, Stevens, and Holden [10] (p. 10), “not unlike the
story in other realms of voluntary and community work, efforts in community indicators
have been plagued by the short lifespan of many initiatives. All too often, the cycle is
one of a burst of investment of, enthusiasm, dedication, skill, and resources, a hard slog
to establish an initial reputation and reporting system, some small triumphs of media,
community, and perhaps even political attention, followed by a series of disappointments
in efforts to repeat, accelerate, or institutionalize the work, and ultimately by the decline or
disappearance of the initiative”.

In that view, fizzling out over time seems to be the normal fate of indicator projects;
moreover, unrealistic expectations on the side of practitioners appear to be more impor-
tant than either the local or national context or the specific choices each initiative makes
about its activities and organizational set-up. With regards to internal governance, some
researchers offer specific recommendations. Extrapolating from a case study in Australia,
Davern et al. [11] (p. 571) posit that “all indicator systems should include these best practice
principles in their development and operation”, which include the prescription to “include
a balanced mix of government, business and community representation”. The last point is
remarkable since, in Latin America, virtually all initiatives operate at an arm’s length from
governments and have governance arrangements that explicitly exclude elected officials.

Therefore, it is fair to state that there are both theoretical and empirical reasons to
map and evaluate community indicator initiatives in Latin America. Theoretically, various
assumptions about the effectiveness and “best practice” of community indicators can be put
to test, in particular, with regards to prescriptions about organizational governance. As this
article shows, community indicator initiatives differ widely in the number of stakeholders
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involved, their degree of cooperation with media firms, reliance on volunteers, indicator
choices, dissemination methods, and other characteristics. Empirically, the Global South
is under-researched, and a more representative selection of case studies is repeatedly
called for by scholars of sustainability indicators [12]. Latin American initiatives operate in
diverse environments, ranging from smaller towns to the world’s largest cities, in countries
showing differences in terms of public service levels, political violence, and access to
information laws. This provides unique opportunities to open the “black box of contextual
drivers” [13]. Responding to calls in the literature for comparative, longitudinal approaches,
this study, therefore, sought to answer the following research question:

Which Design and Context Factors Are Associated with the Influence and Long-Term Viability of
Community Indicator Initiatives in Latin American Cities?

Three research sub-questions help structure this article: How do city-level community
indicator initiatives function in different Latin American countries? What do they perceive
as their objectives, barriers, and achievements? Which contextual factors, in combination
with organizational strategies, are associated with their success and failure?

Through our theoretical and empirical contributions, we aim to strengthen the global
body of knowledge on indicator initiatives and to provide insights to practitioners; the
latter include civil society activists, donors, and decision-makers involved in the design
of national transparency and accountability policies. We further expect that the research
frameworks elaborated for this study, including the typology of context and design factors
as well as effects, will inform future studies. Our approach and objectives are summarised
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Outline of research issues, approach, and objectives.

This article is organized as follows. The next section contains an overview of essential
literature on community indicators, with a view to guiding the elaboration of the conceptual
model applied in this study. This is followed by a section describing the research population
and methods and one presenting key results. The final section contains a discussion and
conclusion. Further details and raw data are available as Supplementary Materials.

2. Community Indicators in the Context of Transparency and Accountability Initiatives

Community indicators function at the intersection of three issues of high standing on
the global policy agenda and SDG framework [14]—namely, urban sustainability, trans-
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parency, and civic participation. As such, they relate to vast and overlapping academic
disciplines, including policy studies, governance, communication, and management sci-
ences [9]. To contextualize our comparative, longitudinal evaluation of Latin American
initiatives, we reviewed the literature for key findings in three areas: activities of sustain-
ability indicator projects, their organizational structure, and their achievements, including
longevity; a transversal concern in each area is the influence of contextual factors.

Context differences are under-researched regarding community indicator initiatives
yet are likely to play a major role in their success or failure. Informed by sectoral reviews,
such as the one by Wray et al. [10], and the transparency and accountability literature,
such as Grandvoinnet et al. [13], contextual factors with major relevance for community
indicator initiatives include the political–legal regime, data availability and the presence
of alternative, competing transparency and accountability actions at the country and
city levels.

With regards to organizational set-up, a joint venture of governmental and non-
governmental organizations is often taken for granted [15] or even put forward as the “best
practice [11]. A comparative review of the longevity of 82 indicator initiatives assessed the
participation of governments and academic institutions and also concluded that “a broad
and cross-cutting alliance of stakeholders is the most promising, because it can best ensure
ongoing demand for the product, collective accountability, [...] a robustness of funding” [2]
(p. 25). The same study implicitly describes barriers impairing the long-term functioning
of indicator initiatives, namely funding and sustained demand for indicator information.
An organization’s legitimacy is also mentioned yet rarely studied comparatively; this is no
surprise, as it is highly contextual and hard to operationalize [16].

Research on indicator projects has been dominated for years by studies exploring
how they select which indicators. One main distinction concerns bottom-up, participatory,
and context-specific versus top-down, expert-led, standardized approaches, with each
having advantages and advocates [17,18]. While a set of indicators can also be merged
into one index, most initiatives forgo this option, as aggregation obscures meaning and
transparency [19]. Sustainability monitoring typically involves outcome indicators, often
clustered in the environmental, social, and economic domains [20]. According to a recent
global analysis of 67 measurement initiatives, a city’s unemployment rate and green urban
space are the most widely used indicators [21]. For these two examples, indicator initiatives
in rich countries can obtain relevant information from official statistics or they may just
need to convert raw data into more meaningful indicators, such as “green space per
capita”. For subjective wellbeing, however, another indicator that is widely used among
community initiatives internationally [2,22], and pioneers in Latin America [23,24], all
data needs to be collected through surveys, representing an expensive undertaking. In
many indicator systems, political processes only receive marginal attention [21], though
exceptions have been documented, such as a multi-year, voluntary benchmark among
Dutch municipalities exclusively tracking sustainability policies [25]. Further, in addition to
reporting outcome indicators, many initiatives deal with political processes, either through
monitoring policy-related indicators—for example, government expenditures—or active
community engagement, for example, by organizing round tables, public events, and
so forth.

Figure 2 visualizes this array through sample activities found in this study and the
literature [4]. The set is non-exhaustive, but it illustrates the spectrum of activities involving
indicator reporting (concerning outcomes in the city and processes or inputs by the local
government) and actions for community engagement. The latter may also be conceptual-
ized as targeting generic processes (e.g., via community events) as well as the outcomes of
deliberations, such as formalized spatial development plans. This spectrum mirrors that of
sustainability reporting by local governments; a study by Niemann and Hoppe concerning
the practices of European pioneers found significant divergence in terms of content along
outcome and process dimensions and various degrees of citizen engagement strategies [26].
A number of North American community indicator initiatives also attempt to monitor
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government performance at large [27]. On the other hand, process-focused activities may
also be carried out by other organizations not working on sustainability. From this perspec-
tive, community indicator projects with their diverging scope of community engagement
can be conceptualized as belonging to the broad field of transparency and accountability
initiatives [13].
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Assessments of effectiveness conceptually require taking objectives into account so
one can measure progress against actual goals. Naturally, goals differ between indicator
projects in different contexts and lifecycles [28]. Beyond the implicit notion of improving
local governance and sustainability, however, initiatives often lack explicitly stated objec-
tives [29]. To help assess outcomes in general terms, other studies about sustainability
indicators [30] distinguished three clusters of use and influence: instrumental (i.e., bearing
on decision and policymaking), conceptual (e.g., learning and capacity development among
public servants), and political–symbolic (e.g., public discourse). These clusters overlap
but help identify intended effects—such as instrumental influence on local government
policies—as well as unintended uses and misuses.

A common challenge for research on the effects of “infomediaries” [13] and multi-
stakeholder actions is identifying causality. As all community indicator projects operate in
networks (of different data providers, users, target audiences, etc.), their societal impact
cannot be studied in isolation but requires a systems perspective. The method of process
tracing allows for the gathering of high-quality evidence; a study applying it to three
American community indicator initiatives found positive impacts regarding agenda-setting
and other dimensions [29]. Process tracing and similar methods, however, require complex
methodological rigour, which cannot easily be applied at a large scale. This explains why
large-N comparative studies typically resort to more superficial measures of success, such
as organizational survival or “staying power” [2]. Figure 3 summarizes the main factors
thus identified in this literature review—various contextual factors (at country and city
levels) as well as design choices (in particular, about organizational set-up and actions)
that have a bearing on what community indicator projects achieve in terms of uses and
influence. A further variable of interest is organizational evolution, which also serves as a
reminder that none of the other constructs are static but actually co-evolve over time.
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3. Population and Methods

The world’s “battle for sustainability will be won or lost in cities”, the United Nations
proclaimed [31]. According to this metaphor, Latin America is an important battleground
inasmuch as it is the world’s most urbanized region, where about 80% of the population
lives in cities. In 2011, the Latin American Network for Fair, Democratic, and Sustainable
Cities (In Spanish: Red Latinoamericana por Ciudades y Territorios Justos, Democráticas y Sus-
tentables) was created by community indicator organizations from across the region. Some,
for example, Bogotá Como Vamos, had already been working for years with salaried staff. In
other countries (e.g., Ecuador), all initiatives were run by volunteers, without funding or
legal status, and with just a Facebook page to begin with. In conferences and discussions, a
shared purpose was agreed—namely, promoting equitable development and democracy
by reporting on sustainability indicators and the local government’s management—as well
as the stipulation that members are civil society organizations. In terms of joint activi-
ties, priority was given to communication (websites, newsletters, etc.) and developing
an indicator database for benchmarking. In the absence of their own financial resources,
grants from philanthropic foundations (notably, AVINA) allowed the funding of a part-time
communication officer in Lima, a secretary in Mexico, and consultants in Brazil devel-
oping a collective indicator database (For joint communication, the network used to run
the website www.redciudades.net (accessed on 1 April 2021) that following the end of
project funding, has been offline since 2016). Network representatives also decided to
support this longitudinal research by sharing the (contact) details of member initiatives and
volunteering to be interviewed. Importantly, key informants concurred that the network
included virtually all relevant, city-based Latin American initiatives and that no alternative
institutional model (such as sustainability reporting by local governments) were prevalent
in any country. Therefore, membership, as assessed in 2014, can be considered representa-
tive of the population of Latin American community indicator initiatives at the time. The
network counted 65 initiatives on its own website, but verification of individual internet
sites showed 8 as actually inactive in 2014. As documented in the Supplementary File, these
initiatives were discarded from this longitudinal study, just as 8 fledgling initiatives only
started in 2013 (As also documented in the Supplementary File, at least 9 initiatives have
been founded since 2014, including one in Guatemala, as an additional country). Therefore,
the main sample consisted of 49 city-based community indicator initiatives started by 2012
and active in 2014.

For research on the practices, experiences, and long-term viability of these Latin Amer-
ican community indicator initiatives, the conceptual model derived from previous studies
(cf. Figure 3) served as a starting point. For each of its main dimensions (context, set-up,
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actions, use and influence, evolution), we identified the key parameters and data collection
methods, as presented in Table 1. To assess an initiative’s context, we relied on “hard
data”, such as city population numbers and the UN’s Human Development Index at the
country level. To explore the political–legal landscape, we further mapped country ratings
from four international indices (by the World Bank, Transparency International, Reporters
Without Borders, RTI). Such governance indicators are methodologically contested [32,33],
unsuited to reliably capture all discontinuities, such as those arising from radically differ-
ent presidencies in Brazil and Mexico, and not necessarily valid sub-nationally. However,
country differences plausibly have repercussions at the city level and comparative indices
may be meaningful to show overall trends and country clusters. For further validation
and information at the city level, we interviewed and surveyed representatives of indicator
initiatives in Spanish (and in Portuguese for Brazil).

Table 1. Operationalization and data sources.

Construct Factor Parameters Data Source

Context

Country characteristics

• Indices on human development, government
effectiveness, corruption, press freedom, right
of access to information.

• United Nations, World
Bank, Transparency
International, etc.

• Interviews

City characteristics
• Population size.
• Availability/quality of sustainability data.
• Prevalence of political pressure

• Gov. statistics
• Survey; interviews

Organizational
set-up

Formal structure • Type of formal registration. • Internet query; survey

Stakeholders • Categories of formal stakeholders; in particular,
(local) governments. • Internet query; survey

Human resources • Number of staff/volunteers. • Survey

Actions

Focus of
monitoring/indicators

• Broad set of (sustainability and quality-of-life)
indicators and/or government policies. • Internet query; survey

Dissemination methods • Internet channels (website, blog, social media). • Internet query; survey

Engagement activities • Type of activities mentioned. • Survey

Use and
influence

Conceptual
(→ capacity

development)

• Knowledge, ideas, “data literacy” in public
institutions and civil society.

• Name recognition: among civil
servants/technical staff.

• Survey; interviews

Instrumental
(→ Policy influence)

• Reference to reports and indicators in
government plans.

• Name recognition among decision-makers.
• Evidence of policy changes.

• Survey; interviews

Political and symbolic
(→ public awareness)

• References in debates, publications.
• Name recognition among media and the

general public.
• Survey; interviews

Evolution Organizational
continuity • Evidence of activity in the last 6 months (2021). • Internet query
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The main survey contained open and closed questions about each initiative’s set-up,
objectives, activities, and experiences (including political interference and quality of public
data). It was sent electronically in 2014 and responded to by 44 initiatives, a 90% response
rate. Most answers were given by a person with high knowledge of internal processes, such
as the initiative’s director, and included frank statements about sensitive topics, such as
relations with local governments. In response to requests for confidentiality, the survey and
interview data were anonymized and summarized at the country level without identifying
individual cities. Additional interviews were held with 11 representatives of indicator
initiatives in 2014, 2019, and 2020.

To assess current activities, the websites of all initiatives were screened in 2021. This
allowed for reliably mapping whether an initiative publishes indicators (on sustainability,
quality-of-life, or government performance) but not their inherently diffuse and less visible
community engagement activities; the majority of initiatives lack annual reports. Uses
and influences were assessed qualitatively, with estimations (in 2014) of name recognition
among various target groups serving as one quantifiable proxy indicator.

An initiative’s level of continuity in 2021 was assessed through the visibility of activ-
ities on the internet. If an initiative’s main website no longer existed, alternatives were
explored via search engines and social media sites. If the initiative showed substantial
activity in any channel (beyond a simple “like” or retweet) in the last 6 months, it was
classified as “active”. If no sign of life was found in more than 12 months, the initiative was
classified as “discontinued”, and cases in between as “unclear” (see Supplementary File
for details). Average continuity or “survival rates” were subsequently compared to other
factors, such as city size and country context. Comparisons based on country averages,
however, are only explorative in nature due to the small number of cases involved.

4. Results

To structure this section, we present our findings as responses to three research sub-
questions. These are descriptive (about the functioning of community indicator initiatives),
analytic (about their experiences), and tentatively predictive (exploring the relationship
between continuity and context).

4.1. Sub-Question (1): How Do City-Level Community Indicator Initiatives Function in Different
Latin American Countries?

The Latin American community indicator initiatives studied hail from a geographically
vast area, as they work in 49 cities located in 10 countries between Mexico and Argentina.
See the Supplementary Files for details on names, city population, year of establishment,
main activities, and website. Table 2, below, summarizes, at the country level, the number
of initiatives that existed in 2014, with certain characteristics in terms of organizational
set-up and actions, and that continue to exist in 2021. As evident from this table and the
Supplementary File, Brazil (15) and Colombia (10) have had the largest number of initiatives.
Some were started in small municipalities of just 20,000 inhabitants but the majority in
large cities. The average population size is close to 2 million, and from among the 10 largest
Latin American cities, all except for Caracas were at some moment represented in the Latin
American Network for Fair, Democratic and Sustainable Cities. In terms of organizational set-up,
a large majority of initiatives are distinct civil society organizations. Exceptions include
those where the community indicator work is run as another NGO’s project, or entirely
by volunteers, or as a public–private partnership led by a local government. In fact, local
governments are only included as stakeholders in 6% of all initiatives. Significantly more
prevalent are media firms (stakeholders in 50% of all initiatives), academic institutions such
as universities (63%) and business institutions (e.g., chamber of commerce), and private
foundations (69%). Whereas initiatives called Cómo Vamos are usually governed by three
or four-member institutions, others opted for more fluid internal governance; Nossa Sao
Paolo auto-identifies as a network with hundreds of stakeholders. In 2014, the number of
salaried staff varied from 0 (in fledgeling initiatives or those organized purposefully as a
“citizen collective”) to 13; the median was 3.
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Table 2. Number of initiatives per country in terms of characteristics and staying rate.

Organizational Set-Up Actions Evolution
Stakeholders (Beyond Civil Society): Monitoring/Reporting on: Continuity

Country

Total # of
Initia-
tives

(2014)

Academia Media
Firms

Business/Private
Founda-

tions

Local
Govern-

ment

Various
Sustain-
Ability
Indica-

tors

Quality-
of-

Life/Perception
Surveys

Local
Govern-

ment
Policy

Evidence
of

Activity
in the
Past 6

Months
(2021)

Argentina 6 2 2 4 1 6 2 4 2

Bolivia 3 2 2 3 / 3 2 / 1

Brazil 15 9 7 9 1 11 5 5 8

Chile 2 1 ? ? / 2 2 / 0

Colombia 10 10 10 10 / 10 10 1 9

Ecuador 2 / / / / 1 2 / 1

Mexico 5 3 1 4 1 5 5 3 4

Paraguay 1 ? ? ? / ? 1 / 1

Peru 3 3 2 3 / 3 3 1 1

Uruguay 2 1 / 1 / 1 1 1 0

SUM: 49 31
(63%)

24
(50%)

34
(69%)

3
(6%)

42
(86%)

33
(67%)

15
(31%)

27
(55%)

In terms of activities assessed in the study period, about a third of initiatives ded-
icated explicit attention on their websites to their local government’s policies, such as
ordinances and compliance with election pledges. Most combined reporting about a set of
sustainability-related indicators (obtained from official sources) with those of quality-of-life
surveys implemented by the initiatives themselves. In Colombian cities, such subjective
perception surveys are a trademark activity and implemented annually via professional
pollsters contracted at a high cost. Other initiatives only have periodic surveys. One
Ecuadorian, volunteer-run initiative used sociology students assigned by their university
for polling. All initiatives also carry out a wide array of outreach activities not amenable
to simple quantification. A case in point is capacity building; “the personnel of eight mu-
nicipalities have been trained to fill out the files to collect the indicators. It’s a permanent
job”, explained informant PE#3. Other examples include organizing public debates with
mayoral candidates in the run-up to elections [34] and numerous thematic round tables
with officials and experts about issues such as sustainable transport or child malnutrition.
In terms of organizational continuity, the verification of internet sites showed that 55% of
the 49 initiatives tracked since 2014 were assessed as being active in 2021.

4.2. Sub-Question (2): What Do Such Initiatives Perceive as Their Objectives, Barriers,
and Achievements?

According to the charter of the Latin American Network for Fair, Democratic and Sus-
tainable Cities (agreed upon in 2011), member initiatives have five common objectives:
(i) to monitor a city’s situation in terms of quality-of-life, social justice, democracy, and
sustainability; (ii) to promote civic participation; (iii) to monitor and influence public
policies; (iv) to promote space for dialogue between civil society, the private sector, and
the state; (v) to disseminate information and knowledge for informed civic participation
and decision-making processes. In terms of target groups and strategies, the sampled
initiatives developed a range of priorities. Whereas virtually all (95% of survey respon-
dents) considered elected officials a main target group, about 60% also targeted researchers
and staff in public institutions. As a Peruvian respondent (PE#03) explained, “The work
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is in stages. We are giving priority to young people through actions and training. The
media is getting information and workshops, just as the technical personnel of the in-
stitutions, the latter primarily on indicator issues. Social leaders are convened; we sign
institutional agreements”.

Since (indicator) data represent the lifeblood of initiatives, their availability and
reliability are a main concern in some countries. In Bolivia, a respondent (BO#1) explained
that “there’s very little access to information. Normally we gather it from sources such as
interviews and focal groups”. In neighbouring Chile, “the official statistics generally have
high fidelity” (CH#2). At an aggregate level, 7% of survey respondents in 2014 considered
data obtained from national sources as having no or little reliability, and even 28% thought
so of data from local sources. The former, however, are often not usable at the local level;
as an Argentine respondent (AR#5) explained, “we were unable to access disaggregated
data in our locality”.

To explore barriers and bottlenecks, the survey contained questions about the preva-
lence of difficulties in several areas—out of these, finding suitable staff and media attention
was not considered problematic by most respondents. Over 50% of them, however, reported
significant difficulties in accessing indicator data and finding funding (for running costs
and specific projects). Further, on a survey question about political pressure or interference
(in relation to areas of work, research, positive and negative news, and involved personnel),
38% of initiatives indicated suffering from them “frequently” or “very frequently”; only a
third did not experience pressures. Sometimes this was experienced as a matter of evolving
trust—in the words of one Peruvian informant (PE#3), “At the beginning of our activities,
there was mistrust of our institution and it was accused of having a political overtone—
this on the part of the municipal authorities and also in some cases of civil society”. In
other instances, however, maturing initiatives felt increasing heat. A Brazilian informant
(BR#5) stated, “We are going through a period of great political pressure from the current
municipal public administration”.

Achievements are largely intangible and hard to measure. To quantitatively assess to
what extent initiatives were effective in achieving name recognition, the 2014 survey asked
respondents to estimate which percentages of three target groups knew the initiative’s
work; the reported averages were 26% for the city’s general population, 49% for relevant
technical staff of public institutions, and 72% for decision-makers such as the mayor and
councillors. Regarding the latter, individual responses ranged from 1% to 100% between
fledging and mature organizations. It is worth mentioning that some indicator initiatives
assess their name recognition via surveys, and also have reliable ways to monitor their
interaction with office-bearers if they are invited to present quality-of-life survey results
in, say, a municipal council meeting. As a Colombian informant (CO#3) explained, “The
percentage of the population was measured in our citizen perception survey [...]. Among
decision-makers, everyone knows us because we constantly interact with them, either
requesting information or at different round tables”.

Regarding other outcomes, key informants reported evidence of effects (in some cases
backed up by detailed explanations in annual reports) in various dimensions. In terms of
conceptual use and influence, 77% of survey respondents indicated having contributed
to the development of capacities among public institutions. As a Peruvian respondent
(PE#03) stated, “We have achieved that information-generating institutions, as well as
public institutions, disseminate their information and try to update it [as] municipal public
servants are finally understanding the importance of data”. Regarding instrumental use and
influence, 72% of initiatives (according to the survey) reported having had some—and 30%,
even “very large”—achievements in influencing the design of public policies. According
to a Colombian respondent (CO#8), “We made recommendations on the elaboration of
the municipal development plans [and] 20% of our recommendations were accepted”. A
major achievement for many initiatives—especially in Brazil and Argentina—was also the
successful lobby for new bylaws introducing a legal obligation for mayoral candidates
to create action plans with targets for various sustainability indicators, about which the
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elected mayor then has to report back in public accountability meetings; such bylaws
are known as “plan(o) de metas” in Spanish and Portuguese [35]. By nature, the cluster
of political–symbolic uses and influences is the most intangible; one economic way to
assess them is through subjective perceptions of key informants and proxy indicators
such as media coverage. Over 90% of survey respondents reported that their initiative
had contributed to the city’s agenda, public discourse, and knowledge. As an Argentine
informant (AR#3) observed, “if by impact we understand that the issues are debated or
published, we have had important achievements since in general, the information that we
produce is published by the main media outlets”.

4.3. Sub-Question (3): Which Contextual Factors in Combination with Organizational Strategies
Are Associated with the Success and Failure of These Initiatives?

The analysis of activity levels showed that 27 of 49 (i.e., 55%) of city initiatives sampled
in 2014 were confirmed as active in 2021, but 13 were classified as “discontinued” and
10 as “unclear”; the latter category applies to initiatives with a functioning website but no
evidence of recent activities (cf. Supplementary File). This leads to a conservative estimate
of continuity since some of the initiatives classified as “unclear” continue to work as a
less formalized citizen movement with rudimentary social media activity. Interestingly,
the cities hosting each of these three groups (active, unclear, and discontinued) showed
similar average population numbers. Therefore, city size does not appear to be a predictor
of long-term viability. It deserves mentioning, though, that small, rural communities were
overrepresented among the initiatives that had stopped by 2014 (cf. Section 3).

Chile, Ecuador, Paraguay, and Uruguay each had only one or two initiatives in
the initial sample, which implies a limited base for generalizations. In these cases, the
average “survival rates” thus need to be interpreted with much caution. Nonetheless, the
number of initial initiatives per country appears to matter. As shown in Table 2, Brazil
(53%), Colombia (90%), and Mexico (80%) showed the highest continuity rates. The first
two also have active networks at the national level (www.redcomovamos.org (accessed
on 1 April 2021) and www.cidadessustentaveis.org.br (accessed on 1 April 2021). (The
Colombian network also registered Cómo Vamos as a national trademark; elsewhere, the
brand is not protected and has been adopted by other actors such as a newspaper in Mexico
City). With its 90% survival rate, the Colombian model, including its established brand
and tight internal governance (centred around a small set of stakeholders including a
media firm, university, and chamber of commerce), is ostensibly successful. According
to the network’s website, it now boasts 16 initiatives covering 60% of Colombia’s urban
population. A similar institutional Cómo Vamos model was successfully emulated in Lima
but abandoned in Rio de Janeiro. In several countries, network-oriented models prevailed.
As a radical example of a community indicator initiative of the non-institutionalized type, a
“citizen collective” in the Ecuadorian city of Cuenca has now run successfully for 10 years
with neither legal personality nor salaried staff. Both tight and loose, network-oriented
models of internal governance have thus been shown to thrive. This is also evident from
diverging advice given by key informants about institutional strategies: “Make sure to
establish an organizational structure very early in order to receive resources and have
professionals working full time” (BR#9) versus “be an inclusive movement and look for
less institutionalized operating models” (BR#2).

To explore the relevance of contextual factors, Table 3 shows the number and per-
centage of surviving initiatives per country juxtaposed to the selected sample of socio-
economical and governance indices. Due to methodological limitations, including the
small number of cases and untested validity of country governance assessments, statistical
analyses are not meaningful. However, the data suggest the presence of country clusters.
Chile and Uruguay are, according to international comparisons (with Table 3 showing most
recent data available), the region’s top performers in terms of government effectiveness,
press freedom, and low levels of perceived corruption. Bolivia, Paraguay, and Peru repre-
sent the other end of the spectrum, while Argentina holds a middle ground. In five of these
six countries, the observed continuity rate is below 50%, whereas it is higher in the four
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countries occupying average positions in regional comparisons of human development
(as measured by the HDI) and governance. (Paraguay had seen the emergence of five
initiatives since 2013 that did not attain organizational continuity. The one established
in its capital in 2010 and included in this study remains active.) At the city level, these
observations match the prevalence of obstacles reported by key informants. In Chile and
Uruguay, the quality of public data sources and political interference was no major con-
cern. In Bolivia, Peru, and Paraguay, however, access to data was a frequently mentioned
problem. Another dimension on which key informants reported diverging experiences is
political interference and intimidation at the city level—these were high in Mexico and
Brazil but virtually absent in other countries (According to the RTI, Paraguay, Bolivia, and
Ecuador have poorly developed access to information laws, whereas Mexico belongs to the
world’s top performers. At the city level, key informants reported that progressive laws
can be helpful yet miss immediate relevance for their work if public institutions do not
collect sustainability data).

Table 3. Survival rate of community indicators in relation to country context.

Study Country Statistics

Active
Initiatives

(2021)

Human
Development

Index
(0–1)

Government
Effectiveness

(1–100%)

Corruption
Perception

Index
(0–100)

Press Freedom
Index

(1–100)

Legal Right to
Information

(1–150)

Percent
Compared to

2014

United
Nations, 2018

World
Bank (WGI),

2019

Transparency
International,

2020

Reporters
Without

Borders, 2020

RTI-Rating.org,
2020

Argentina 2 (33%) 0.83 49 45 29 92

Bolivia 1 (33%) 0.70 25 31 35 70

Brazil 8 (53%) 0.76 44 37 34 108

Chile 0 (0%) 0.85 82 67 27 94

Colombia 9 (90%) 0.76 56 37 43 102

Ecuador 1 (50%) 0.76 37 38 33 74

Mexico 4 (80%) 0.77 46 29 46 136

Paraguay 1 (100%) 0.72 33 28 33 62

Peru 1 (33%) 0.76 50 37 31 93

Uruguay 0 (0%) 0.81 75 71 16 92

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In response to the research question “Which design and context factors are associated
with the influence and long-term viability of community indicator initiatives in Latin
American cities?”, this study showed that 49 initiatives located in 10 countries had an
average continuity or survival rate of 55% after seven years. This is a conservative estimate
since some of the remaining 45% may be active in a different or less institutionalized form.

Our finding that many initiatives fizzled out over time complements evidence from
other continents (e.g., [4]). Underneath the regional averages, we found significant differ-
ences at the country level. Some countries studied for this article—notably, Colombia—
evidenced high continuity rates of 90%, with further institutional growth in recent years.
Importantly, community indicator initiatives struggle in different contexts for different rea-
sons. Our data suggest that in higher income and more democratic countries, maintaining
institutional funding and sustained (media) attention are common difficulties, while the
absence of immediate policy impacts constitutes a main reason for disillusionment among
practitioners. In poorer or more violent contexts, however, scarce availability of reliable
public data and political intimidation often represent additional existential threats for com-
munity indicator projects. This finding aligns with the growing body of literature about
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the fate of transparency and accountability initiatives [36] and makes a new contribution to
community indicator research, which has hitherto been biased in favour of high-income
countries, while ignoring developments in the Global South.

Regarding their organizational set-up, virtually all Latin American community in-
dicator initiatives are civil society alliances excluding governmental stakeholders. This
differs from other world regions and challenges “best practice” recommendations about
the inclusion of governments [11]. Moreover, successful Latin American initiatives show
diversity in their organizational set-up; whereas some are governed by a small set of
founding members (notably, philanthropic foundations, media firms, and universities),
others function as looser networks.

The implementation of citizen perception surveys proved an expensive yet effective
way of gaining wide (media) attention. This mirrors similar trends found by scholars
elsewhere [2,37]. Many Latin American initiatives also offer training in data literacy and
indicator use to diverse target groups, such as public servants, journalists, and community
leaders. According to key informants, and corroborated by evidence including represen-
tative household surveys, several initiatives also gained significant name recognition in
their cities among the general public, technical staff of local governments, and political
decision-makers, such as the mayor and councillors. Using their standing, some initiatives
successfully influenced public policies such as municipal development plans; another
achievement in several cities concerned the approval of new legal requirements for local
governments to incorporate sustainability considerations and citizen-led accountability
fora into their planning and reporting systems. For relatively small organizations with
usually less than 10 staff members, these are significant achievements in megacities such as
Bogotá, São Paulo, Lima, and La Paz, where numerous pressure groups vie for attention.

This study is exploratory in nature, which implies methodological limitations. Track-
ing dozens of initiatives over time required selecting a limited set of research constructs,
and thereby disregarding the complex nature, evolution, and interaction between a coun-
try’s and city’s context and a networked community indicator initiative. However, to avoid
blind spots, we supplemented the deductive analysis of constructs derived from previous
research with qualitative, inductive feedback from key informants.

More research is needed. Our findings and the conceptual models developed (cf.
Figure 3, Table 1) contain leads for further investigations. To facilitate follow-up research,
a number of hypotheses (and the countries serving as relevant cases) were identified for
each of the main dimensions of the conceptual model, as listed in Table 4. In terms of
context, for example, we surmise that the demise of civil society-run community indicator
initiatives in Chile and Uruguay may partially be attributable to the relatively better quality
of government-run indicator systems in these countries (cf. [38]). In terms of organiza-
tional set-up, partnerships with media firms perceived as unbiased (where available) are
hypothesized to foster organizational continuity. Further research on internal leadership
and the choice of working as broad networks or via a small group of stakeholders will help
elucidate the relative advantages of each strategy and how these play out over time. Such
studies may be informed by findings in the literature that any (performance) indicator
system requires continual reconsideration [39], and that citizen participation tools should
be aligned to a local population’s evolving “sustainability literacy" [40]. Regarding activi-
ties, we hypothesize (based on findings in various countries) that the implementation of
surveys that tap citizens’ satisfaction with mayors may bring attention but also accusations
of partisan meddling. Beyond these hypotheses, further research is needed for several
other issues, such as the precise nature of community engagement strategies, including
cooperation with other urban movements [41], and various ways of using indicators and
indices, as well as relating local monitoring efforts to international frameworks such as the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals [42].
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Table 4. Hypotheses for further research.

Main Dimension Hypotheses for Future Studies Relevant Case/Country in This
Study

Context

The higher a country’s development level and public provision of
sustainability indicators, the smaller the niche and perceived
added value of community indicator initiatives.

Chile, Uruguay

In countries with too limited availability of reliable public data,
community indicator projects are hard to be maintained. Bolivia, Paraguay, Peru

Progressive laws on access to information foster the functioning
of community indicator projects. Mexico, Brazil

The local presence of philanthropic foundations (and supportive
government policies), as well as universities, fosters the
successful foundation of community indicator projects.

Various

Organizational
set-up

Partnership with media organizations perceived as unbiased help
community indicator projects thrive. Colombia, Argentina

When relations between governments, NGOs, and media firms
are highly politicised, creating joint associations is not viable and
work in looser networks more effective.

Ecuador

Establishing community indicator initiatives in multiple cities
(using a joint brand) fosters media attention (also via
benchmarking of city data) and institutional stability.

Colombia

Actions

Implementing household surveys on quality-of-life perceptions is
expensive yet effective for gaining political and media attention. Colombia, Brazil, Mexico

Monitoring citizen satisfaction with mayors via surveys ensures
salience but increases the risk of being perceived as partisan. Colombia, Peru

Monitoring government performance and compliance with
election pledges increases the effectiveness of government work. Brazil

We conclude by positing that 20 years of sustainability indicator projects in Latin
America offers a wealth of lessons for this and other world regions. Arguably, the “socio-
ecological niche” and potential positive contribution of community indicator projects is
globally increasing due to three major trends: (i) continued urbanization, (ii) increased
data availability due to public investments, technological developments, and open data
laws and (iii) many increases in socio-economic inequalities, recently exacerbated by the
viral pandemic. Sadly, the more unequal a city, the more informative and newsworthy a
localized comparison of relevant indicators. In this endeavour, collaboration involving re-
searchers, practitioners, and policymakers is key, as is stamina. As an Argentine informant
(AR#3) recommended to others wanting to start a community indicator project, “It is very
important to have and guarantee the continuity of the work long-term. Keep in mind that
we work with people and that the generation of trust is a central point for the success of
the initiative. It is very important to achieve the most heterogeneous participation possible
so that different sectors feel identified and represented”.
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Abstract: Developing the economic, environmental, and social sustainability of urban environments
is challenging due to the complex and interconnected nature of the context and objectives. In order
to be successful in this challenging environment, professionals working in the urban development
arena should have a holistic understanding of the different pillars of sustainable development, as
well as various competencies and skills. This paper looks at sustainable urban development (SUD)
from the perspective of the skills and competencies required and identifies effective pedagogic
practices that could help educate future professionals. In particular, we explore interdisciplinary
and transdisciplinary learning, reflective thinking, and experiential learning, which are needed for
understanding various aspects of a complex phenomenon, collaborating with professionals from
different fields and coming up with novel and constructive ways of solving complex problems. We
first examine these through reviewing and analyzing relevant literature on education for sustainable
development, with a focus on SUD. Then, we explore the application of these approaches in practice
by describing and analyzing a newly introduced degree program at Tampere University, Finland.

Keywords: education for sustainable development; pedagogy; urban; multidisciplinary learning

1. Introduction

There is an urgent requirement to improve global environmental sustainability, includ-
ing addressing critical challenges such as reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water
consumption, biodiversity loss, and accelerating land and resource use [1]. In parallel, a
number of interrelated or unique social sustainability challenges need to be addressed,
including inequity, social cohesion, inclusion, and justice [2]. These challenges must be
faced within the economic and administrative constraints, resulting in social learning and
new forms of social-ecological reflectivity and sustainability governance [3,4].

Urban areas are a natural focus for efforts to improve sustainability. They account
for an increasing majority (54%) of the global population [5] and Gross Domestic Prod-
uct (GDP) (85%); have a disproportionate share of global energy (60–80%) and resource
consumption (75%); produce around 50% of global waste; and emit around 70% of global
GHG emissions [6]. Urban development—defined here as the improvement or expansion
of urban physical, social, administrative, and economic infrastructure—needs to be done in
a sustainable manner in order to help avoid lock-in of unsustainable urban systems. There
are also significant opportunities for sustainable urban development policies to provide
co-benefits for population health and wellbeing [7–9]. However, to-date, very few cities
have had success in meeting either local or global sustainability challenges (e.g., [10]).
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Urban areas are highly complex systems, with feedbacks, interdependencies, and
non-linear linkages between environmental, social, economic, and governance elements
of the urban system. This complexity can lead to so-called wicked problems in planning
and policy that are extremely difficult if not impossible to solve. Addressing complex
societal challenges, such as those targeted for improvement in the Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs), cannot be achieved within narrow disciplinary silos, but require a
shift in development practice, and technological, social, and administrative solutions and
innovations. Hence, there is a growing need for integrated skills and knowledge to address
the key challenges of the Anthropocene [11]. Transdisciplinarity as a practice processes
complex, real-life problems by means of methodological cooperation between disciplines,
and between researchers and practical actors, and thus enables integrated learning between
the scientific community and society [12,13].

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) has a critical role in providing transdis-
ciplinary skills, with universities having an important role as drivers of sustainable change.
However, in education, transdisciplinary teaching of Sustainable Urban Development
(SUD) has not seen significant adoption into the established curricula so far [14] and there
is limited experience on how to develop and facilitate transdisciplinary teaching of SUD in
practice. Therefore, the aims of this paper are to:

(1) Identify the knowledge and skills required for future SUD professionals;
(2) Evaluate current pedagogical practices and limitations of sustainability teaching at

the Higher Education Institution (HEI)—level; and
(3) Illustrate and critically reflect on the practical implementation of SUD education at

the bachelor’s degree level.

To achieve the first two aims, we review and summarize current literature in ESD and
analyze how SUD education has been implemented in HEIs worldwide. To achieve the
third, we describe as a case study the development of a new bachelor’s degree program
in SUD at Tampere University, Finland, which aims to equip future sustainable urban
development technology, social, and administrative professionals with the skills and
holistic understanding to enact sustainable change in a global context. Finally, we reflect
on the degree program, illustrating how learning outcomes and pedagogical practices
identified in the literature review are integrated into the curriculum, as well as exploring
the perspectives of students and practical experiences of lecturers following the programs
first implementation.

2. Methodological Approach

Our paper includes both a literature review and case study. Existing research into ESD
and SUD education has explored the challenges and best practices for educating students
about sustainability whilst providing them with the core competencies to be agents of
sustainable change. However, the extant literature on the topic can be characterized as
fragmented and it is not easy to form a coherent and comprehensive view of key issues
related to ESD, particularly in the context of SUD education. Therefore, in order to frame
current thinking in ESD, a literature search was conducted in Google Scholar and Scopus.
Relevant studies were reviewed to answer the following questions:

• What are the key competencies students of SUD should acquire to make them capable
of addressing key challenges?

• How best to teach SUD in a manner that crosses both disciplinary boundaries, as well
as the boundaries between the HEI and the wider society? What are the key challenges
in doing so? Further, what are the methods of teaching that can provide students with
these key competencies?

• How has SUD has been taught in other HEIs, and what lessons can be learned from
the various approaches?

We then conduct a case study on the development and implementation of a new
bachelor’s degree program, which has been developed using the theoretical basis described
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in the review. The purpose of the case study is not only to illustrate how theory is applied
in practice, but also to highlight the context-specific nature of teaching and learning
SUD, offering a situated account of a dynamic process through which theoretical ideas
are translated into practice. Simultaneously, we add to existing academic discussion on
SUD education by focusing on a less-studied geographical context and education level
(bachelor’s program). Our methods take inspiration from previous educational research
with an ethnographic case study approach (e.g., [15,16]). This approach entails being
immersed in natural environment of the research area and using an insider position
to generate and analyze data. Our knowledge emerges both from previous literature
and our own position as the developers and teachers of the bachelor’s degree program.
Data sources and methods include classroom observations, “field notes” by the lecturers,
reflective discussions and exercises with SUD students assisted by the online mind map tool
Flinga, and analysis of student learning diaries. When analyzing the data, we performed
cross-checks to identify consistent themes and to resolve ambiguities that arose during
some of the discussions. The combination of review and case study provides a useful
way to obtain a comprehensive view of the complex phenomenon we are examining and
provides answers to our research questions.

3. Review of Current Practices in SUD Education
3.1. Contextual Challenges for SUD Education in HEIs

There is a critical need for the knowledge, innovation, and skills to address significant
challenges in sustainable development. HEIs have an important role to play in driving
sustainable change—through the provision of education, skills, and research—and as such,
universities globally have positioned themselves as critical actors in achieving sustainable
development and the SDGs. In Finland this year, universities agreed on a number of theses
intended to move sustainable development and responsibility “from words to actions”.

However, teaching of sustainability poses a multitude of challenges to HEIs, as sus-
tainability problems are inherently multidisciplinary, complex, and require a broad un-
derstanding of issues. Wiek et al. [17] claim that instead of focusing on isolated events,
it is important to gain deep understanding of “sustainability problem constellations” in
order to deal with the root causes of these events. This way of thinking directs attention
to complex and dynamic processes that underlie individual, easily perceptible problems.
These processes take place and interact across multiple scales and are dependent upon
people’s beliefs, habits, motives, and practices.

In addition, HEIs also face the challenge of needing to evolve to meet societal needs [18].
There is a need to change the ways that HEIs function and interact with wider society [19],
including government and industry, in order to help develop the solutions to key environ-
mental, social, and economic sustainability problems. Furthermore, HEI administrative
structures are typically organized around rigid disciplinary frameworks, and integrating a
broader, interdisciplinary subject such as sustainability into such a framework is challenging.

3.2. Key Competencies in SUD

Traditional teaching in HEIs has focused on knowledge specialization, reductionist
thinking, and education within disciplinary silos [20]. However, there is a need to educate
a new generation of professionals capable of analyzing and dealing with complex problems
in sustainable development, and a narrow focus on knowledge acquisition limits the
ability of graduates to gain a holistic, integrated understanding of the issues. In response,
researchers have defined key competencies needed to develop a broad understanding of
sustainability and solve real-life sustainability problems. Rather than focusing on cognitive
learning, competencies focus on developing skills for solving diverse sets of problems,
including effective communication, teamwork, and methododological competencies. The
most widely used set of competencies for sustainable development is perhaps that of
UNESCO [21] (Table 1), which is based Wiek et al.’s [22] synthesizing of key competencies
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in sustainability, and Rieckmann’s [23] research on the key competencies that should be
fostered through university teaching and learning:

Table 1. Key competencies for sustainability according to UNESCO [21].

Competency UNESCO Definition

Systems thinking competency

The abilities to recognize and understand relationships;
to analyze complex systems; to think of how systems are
embedded within different domains and different scales;
and to deal with uncertainty.

Anticipatory competency

The abilities to understand and evaluate multiple
futures—possible, probable, and desirable; to create
one’s own visions for the future; to apply the
precautionary principle; to assess the consequences of
actions; and to deal with risks and changes.

Normative competency

The abilities to understand and reflect on the norms and
values that underlie one’s actions; and to negotiate
sustainability values, principles, goals, and targets, in a
context of conflicts of interests and trade-offs, uncertain
knowledge, and contradictions.

Strategic competency
The abilities to collectively develop and implement
innovative actions that further sustainability at the local
level and further afield.

Collaboration competency

The abilities to learn from others; to understand and
respect the needs, perspectives, and actions of others
(empathy); to understand, relate to and be sensitive to
others (empathic leadership); to deal with conflicts in a
group; and to facilitate collaborative and participatory
problem solving.

Critical thinking competency
The ability to question norms, practices, and opinions; to
reflect on own one’s values, perceptions, and actions;
and to take a position in the sustainability discourse.

Self-awareness competency

The ability to reflect on one’s own role in the local
community and (global) society; to continually evaluate
and further motivate one’s actions; and to deal with
one’s feelings and desires.

Integrated problem-solving
competency

The overarching ability to apply different
problem-solving frameworks to complex sustainability
problems and develop viable, inclusive, and equitable
solution options that promote sustainable development,
integrating the abovementioned competences.

“Key competencies represent cross-cutting competencies that are necessary for
all learners of all ages worldwide (developed at different age-appropriate levels).
Key competencies can be understood as transversal, multifunctional and context-
independent.” [21]

All eight UNESCO competencies are highly necessary to tackle problems—wicked
or otherwise—in sustainable development. In addition, all students need to be taught
methodological competences like traditional project management techniques, planning and
decision-making methods [24], skills to work across national, geographical, and cultural
boundaries [25], and generic working life skills required for their future careers [26], as
well as specialist skills and competencies related to their field of study. For example,
technology graduates should have strong analytical and computer literacy skills. In social
sciences, basic methodological, reading, writing and presentation skills are essential to
understanding social scientific concepts and theories, as well as their relevance in making
sense of everyday life [24]. These skills support the development of effective citizenship,
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enabling graduates to navigate in a politically polarized social climate and transform
existing soci(et)al structures and patterns of behavior, including, inter alia, sexism, racism,
and colonialism [25].

3.3. Key Themes in SUD Education

SUD is a problem- and solution-oriented field that operates in a complex environment
of various communities of knowledge, non-academic stakeholders, and citizens. SUD
education is not only about learning and producing knowledge, but also about goals,
norms and visions of transition and transformation [27]. Therefore, we describe three
interlinked themes that are vital in SUD education: transdisciplinary, reflective thinking
and transformative learning. All these approaches demand the capability to think of
problems, solutions, and their framing from multiple perspectives in various contexts.

3.3.1. Interdisciplinarity and Transdisciplinarity

Successful development of sustainable solutions in urban areas requires integrating
knowledge and skills from multiple perspectives, and so a common theme for all compe-
tencies is the ability to think across disciplinary and institutional boundaries. The concepts
of interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity are often referred to in ESD literature. Interdis-
ciplinary education aims to teach students subjects from multiple perspectives, developing
students’ abilities to synthesize knowledge from different disciplines, change perspectives,
and cope with complexity [28]. Transdisciplinary education extends this further, entailing
solution-oriented collaboration between academics and non-academic actors [20,27,29] and
bringing the world outside of the HEI into student education [20]. Lang et al. [27] define
transdisciplinarity in broad terms as follows:

“Transdisciplinarity is a reflexive, integrative, method-driven scientific principle
aiming at the solution or transition of societal problems and concurrently of
related scientific problems by differentiating and integrating knowledge from
various scientific and societal bodies of knowledge.”

As there is no single discipline that would cover the various aspects of SUD, interdis-
ciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches—rather than monodisciplinary—are important
(see, e.g., [30–32]). As a result, inter-/transdisciplinary education and research have started
to become more commonplace although the monodisciplinary tradition still dominates
HEI teaching practices. Indeed, a number of studies have discussed the importance of HEI
teaching of sustainability aiming for transdisciplinary problem-based learning instead of
the accumulation of discipline-based knowledge [33], and evidence suggests that it can
improve course outcomes [34].

3.3.2. Reflective Thinking

Reflective or critical thinking refers to evaluating one’s own thinking patterns whilst
trying to solve problems in order to learn how to be able to think better in such situa-
tions [35,36]. It is an ability to think critically about practices, opinions, and norms, but
also a capacity to reflect on your own values, perceptions, and actions [37] and understand
external views. Pragmatist philosopher John Dewey defined reflective thinking:

“Active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of
knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it, and the further conclusions
to which it tends, constitutes reflective thinking.” [38]

Reflective thinking is hard to reduce to the definable learning outcomes traditionally
used by HEIs. As Rodgers [39] has pointed out reflective thinking is not end itself, but
rather a tool to transform an experience into meaning filled theory that is grounded in
practice, informed by existing theory, and serves a bigger purpose of making society
better. It is an iterative, progressive process from experience to theory and from theory to
experience, with a similar form to scientific inquiry. While reflective thinking is central to
HEI education, few educators actively teach students how to think critically.
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3.3.3. Transformative Learning

The key challenges of the Anthropocene demand transformative changes to society. In
the field of sustainable development one faces uncertainty, poorly defined circumstances,
and conflicting interests and realities. Still, these unknowns of the future need to be coped
with a creative transformative commitment, rather than inaction [40].

Transformative or “experiential learning”, as UNESCO [41] terms it, aims to challenge
the core assumptions and values that teachers, students and as society hold. The teaching
of SUD in HEIs should be transformative [35,42], focusing on the topics that are needed
the most for societal transformation [43]. It shifts attention from the teacher to the student
and emphasizes immediate experiences and close interaction with local communities [44].
Experiential learning can be further divided to several distinct—and partly overlapping—
approaches. Some of these emphasize students’ contribution to meeting the needs of local
communities (e.g., service learning), while others focus on bridging scientific knowledge
and practice by developing evidence-based solutions to real-life problems (e.g., problem-
based learning and solution-oriented learning), and still others focus on empowering
students to acknowledge their capacity to make a difference (e.g., participatory action learn-
ing) [33,45–47]. Practical forms of learning and teaching associated with these approaches
include project-based courses, studios, and workshops. The common denominator in these
approaches is that they put significant emphasis on “how” to teach instead of focusing on
“what” questions or the accumulation of knowledge related to SUD [19].

These forms of learning and teaching can be supported by teaching strategies that fos-
ter open-mindedness and open-ended trajectories, enabling and encouraging both teachers
and students to confront hegemonic or conventional ideas, think about alternatives, and
acknowledge different or opposing positions as well as underlying value. For example,
interdisciplinary team-teaching brings together teachers from multiple faculties, schools,
or disciplines to collaborate in planning and delivering courses [48]. This practice may
be beneficial, not only because it encourages teachers to seek integration of different ap-
proaches and viewpoints, but also because it breaks existing boundaries. As Brewer [49]
has noted, “the world has problems, but universities have departments”. Thus, chal-
lenging or changing the institutional context in which knowledge is being (re)produced
may ultimately enable universities to flexibly and effectively respond to the real-world
sustainability problems.

3.4. Teaching of SUD in Practice

The above perspectives on competencies, teaching, and learning aim to equip students
with the knowledge and skills to go beyond traditional empirical understanding (“what”
and “why” questions) to knowledge synthesis, normative questions, and ethical analysis
(“how and “should” questions).

Urban areas are at the center of many of the key sustainability challenges and are
where the complexity of these challenges becomes manifest. As such, cities are prime
examples of the multifaceted nature of sustainability challenges, which do not neatly
follow the disciplinary boundaries of traditional HEI departments (see [49]). Instead, they
call for various forms of collaboration that extend beyond existing institutional structures.
Therefore, urban issues are often the focus in ESD curricula [45–47]. Urban areas offer
abundant real-world learning settings where students can obtain first-hand observations
and experiences of sustainability challenges, combine scientific knowledge with local
knowledge, and engage in collaboration and co-creation of solutions with stakeholders and
experts from various fields. These settings encourage active, student-centered learning,
critical, inter- and transdisciplinary thinking and flexible application of different problem-
solving frameworks, which are integral to acquiring key sustainability competencies and
contributing to sustainability-oriented societal transformations [35,46].

As global interest in sustainable development has increased, so have the number
of higher education institutions offering degree programs on SUD [28,50–53]. However,
often, the teaching of sustainability is integrated into existing curricula without a suitable
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pedagogical framework based on ESD [19,54], and many existing programs—for example
in urban studies and urban planning—are facing the challenge of embedding sustainability
in their teaching [55]. While there is general agreement of the value of inter- and transdis-
ciplinarity in addressing sustainability problems, integrating sustainability into new or
existing courses and programs can be challenging and there can be multiple barriers [56].
For example, challenges remain as to how collaboration between disciplines can and should
be fostered in practice. Coordinating teaching between different schools and disciplines
while fostering interaction with the wider society entails balancing commitments to re-
search, service, and teaching in various study programs, overcoming administrative and
institutional challenges, and negotiating working definitions of “sustainability” and ways
of assessing of student work [48,57].

Developing transdisciplinary curricula in practice is not without its significant chal-
lenges [58]. Teachers in HEIs have typically not been educated in an inter- or transdisci-
plinary manner themselves and lack the training to use such approaches in their teach-
ing [59,60]. It requires close collaboration between academics from different disciplines,
designing course learning objectives, curricula, lectures, and workshops. It also requires
that academics have the time to learn about sustainability issues within their own fields, as
well as an appreciation for the perspectives and knowledge of their academic collaborators.
However, without embedded inter- or transdisciplinary approaches, sustainability is taught
within disciplinary silos without broader perspectives.

In response to this, many institutions are opting to develop new interdisciplinary
programs in SUD (e.g., [28,51–53]), while there are fewer but increasing numbers of trans-
disciplinary courses (e.g., [61]). This trend is also apparent in the field of urban studies,
which has witnessed the emergence of new master’s and bachelor’s degree programs. So
far, research on inter- and transdisciplinary learning and teaching in the urban context has
mostly focused on individual university courses (e.g., [45,46,48,62]) or their institutional
settings [19] instead of entirely new study programs in SUD. The majority of existing inter-
and transdisciplinary SUD degree programs are at postgraduate level, and there are a
limited number of undergraduate degree programs on sustainable urban development
that can provide students with different perspectives on sustainable development prior to
establishing their disciplinary expertise.

4. Case Study—SUD at Tampere University

The above review highlights the critical need for transdisciplinary in sustainability
teaching at HEIs, and that—to be successful—transdisciplinarity needs to be embedded in
the core of the teaching curricula. In addition, there are core skills that future sustainability
professionals must have, and different pedagogical approaches to help students develop
these skills. There are therefore opportunities to offer undergraduate degree programs on
SUD that include transdisciplinarity and effective pedagogical practices at the very core of
the program.

In response, Tampere University has developed a new SUD Bachelor’s Degree Pro-
gram, jointly delivered by the faculties of Social Sciences, Administrative Sciences, and the
Built Environment. This program aims to provide students with an inter- and transdisci-
plinary education on sustainable urban development, with the opportunity to study three
streams: administrative sciences, social sciences, and technology. While each stream has
courses specific to the disciplines, all students participate in common courses on sustain-
able development. It is an international program, taught in English to local and overseas
students, and with both a local and global perspective.

4.1. Program Development

The development of the SUD program began in 2018 when two universities in the
city of Tampere—University of Tampere and Tampere University of Technology—were
preparing a merger. There were many drivers for the merger but an important one was
the belief that the new structure would provide better opportunities for interdisciplinary
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research and education. The merger was completed in 2019, and the merged university
was named Tampere University. In order to support the merger process and facilitate
interdisciplinary collaboration, pilot projects were identified and given financial resources.
SUD education was selected as a pilot project because of the societal relevance, and because
there was an existing research collaboration between the scholars of the merged universities.

The planning of the SUD program took two and a half years. During the first year,
several seminar events were held, during which the theme and the idea of the program was
discussed and developed by urban development practitioners and scholars. Based on these
seminars, it was decided that the new program would be at bachelors’ level, delivered by
three collaborating faculties. The faculties and disciplines were chosen based on relevance
to the theme, the existing research connections, and participants’ engagement in planning.

The first year of program development was challenging because the new interdisci-
plinary and multi-faculty program did not fit existing institutional structures, and it was
not clear how it would be connected to existing programs or their resources. It took time to
develop a model that was acceptable to key stakeholders. A key decision was to develop
an international English language bachelor’s program—novel in contrast to the existing
bachelor’s programs at the participating faculties that were all in Finnish.

The second year of planning involved detailed discussions of the learning objectives
and content, mainly by a team representing the three participating faculties, but with
several events for faculty members and stakeholders, e.g., representatives of the City of
Tampere, to provide feedback and ideas. Substantial iterations were required to develop a
curriculum that would cover both the common SUD learning objectives, discipline-specific
postgraduate eligibility, and various administrative and other requirements from the three
faculties. At the end of the second year, three lecturers were recruited to take over the final
planning and launch. The first intake of students was admitted during Spring 2020, and
teaching began in August 2020. Detailed planning is still being undertaken as the new
courses are being developed and delivered.

4.2. Theoretical Basis of the Tampere SUD Program

The development of the program has been framed by current research, outlined in
the review above. It is designed to overcome some of the limitations of current ESD
teaching by:

• Developing students core competencies, as framed by UNESCO, as well as addi-
tional competencies in intercultural communication and languages, and discipline-
specific knowledge.

• Teaching sustainability at the undergraduate level, prior to the development of stu-
dents’ discipline identity and enabling them to learn transdisciplinary thinking at an
early stage. This is in contrast to many of the current existing degree programs that
are at master’s level only.

• It is designed for interdisciplinary teaching of sustainability from the outset, rather
than as an add-on to existing degree programs, and the structure allows students the
opportunity to learn from different perspectives and interact with other students from
different streams during workshops and projects throughout their studies.

• It provides opportunities for engagement with stakeholders outside of the university
during transdisciplinary project-based courses.

The degree structure and curriculum can be seen in Figure 1. The degree program
has learning outcomes for all students, as well as outcomes for specific streams. All
students will graduate with a holistic understanding of the key concepts, interlinkages,
actors, questions, conflicts, and solutions in the field of sustainable urban development
globally, as well as the core discipline-specific skills that are required by employers or to
continue on to masters level. Those in the technology stream will also gain a foundational
knowledge of mathematics, physical sciences, and computer science as they relate to the
urban environment. Students in administrative sciences will be able to understand the
administrative, political, and economic phenomena in cities, as well as the key concepts
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in administrative sciences. Finally, students in the social science stream will understand
the key theories, concepts and methods in social sciences, and the societal significance
of social research. The curriculum has been designed with core courses on sustainability
throughout the degree, bringing together the students in the separate streams for these
common interdisciplinary and/or transdisciplinary courses in each year of study.

• Introduction to
Sustainable Urban
Development

• Information
Technology

• Language and
Communication
Studies

• Urban Economics

• Economic
Renewal of Cities
and Regions

• Organisational
Change Dynamics
and Management

• Engineering
Geology

• Water Services
• Introduction to

Transport
Systems

• Urban Physics
• Urban Labs
• Bachelor’s thesis

• Elective Studies
• Civil Engineering

• Elective Studies

• Elective Studies

• Research
Methods

• Mathematics
• Physics
• Chemistry

• Research
Methods

• Social Order
• Urban Studies
• Politics of

Sustainable
Development

• Optional Studies

• Research
Methods

• Urban Studies
• Politics of

Sustainable
Development

• Optional Studies

General Studies
35 Credits

Basic Studies
50 Credits

Intermediate
Studies 70 Credits

Additional
Studies 25 Credits

Technology

Social Science

Administrative Science

Figure 1. Degree structure and curriculum.

The degree program has resulted in the development of several new courses, common
to all SUD students. These courses are intended to integrate across the degree curriculum,
unifying concepts and providing interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary perspectives on
common subject matters. This enables students to make connections and give broader
perspectives on the issues they have been taught in more traditional subject-specific courses.
Common courses have been developed and are delivered by three lecturers, one from
each faculty, using team-based teaching to deliver integrated learning; these lecturers are
provided the resources and support from the university to do so.

While the common integrating courses are intended to provide an interdisciplinary
foundation, a unique element of the SUD degree program is the transdisciplinary teaching
in the two Urban Lab courses. These courses will enable students to engage in real-life
urban development projects in collaboration with public organizations such as the City
of Tampere, or with commercial organizations. Currently, urban lab projects done in
collaboration with Tampere city will make use of a future city district—Hiedanranta—as a
real-life laboratory. Hiedanranta is being developed as a testbed for innovative projects
related to smart and sustainable housing, energy, transportation, and business, providing
ample opportunities for students to engage with actors outside of the university on real-
world projects. These project-based courses also allow for students to collaborate between
streams to get continued experience working with different perspectives.

4.3. Reflections on Tampere SUD Program

Here we present an analysis of the SUD program, mapping elements of the degree
to the reviewed perspectives. The SUD degree aims to enable students to develop key
UNESCO competencies so that they are capable of solving problems with professionals
from different backgrounds. In particular, the degree focuses on systems thinking, strate-
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gic, collaboration, and integrated problem-solving competencies, as well as intercultural
communication. These competencies are strengthened in the common SUD courses, where
students from different streams are asked to work together in group projects, workshops,
or in reading groups. The project work and teaching methods are designed to strengthen
the core competencies, and include problem-based learning, game-based learning, and
team-based learning. The methods of implementing core competencies and inter and
transdisciplinarity into the degree program is summarized in Table 2.

By including common courses for all SUD students throughout the degree program,
it is ensured that students are regularly engaged in interdisciplinary studies, and mixed
groupwork ensures that multiple perspectives are included in each group. This helps
strengthen and facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration. In addition, the Urban Lab courses
provide the opportunity to work on projects outside of the university, promoting transdis-
ciplinary education. By taking a team-based teaching approach, we are able to approach
important topics in sustainability from multiple angles within the same lecture. A key
means of assessing the common SUD courses are student learning diaries, which prioritize
their understanding of concepts across multiple perspectives, and their personal reflections.
From this, lecturers are able to gauge students reflective learning and critical thinking. The
reflections also entail important feedback, which helps both students and teachers to adjust
their behavior and practices to meet the objectives of the program as effectively as possible.

4.3.1. Analysis of the Program from the Student Perspective

The first cohort of 18 SUD students began their studies in Autumn 2020. The students
come from diverse backgrounds, including six different nationalities, and with both recent
high school graduates and more mature students. Initial feedback collected form the
students indicate a mixture of different long-term ambitions, with students hoping for
careers in, for example, research and development or governmental organizations, while
more than half have no clear career ambitions just yet. A key attraction of the program for
the students was the interdisciplinary teaching, providing the students the opportunity to
develop their interests in a subject area that they are passionate about.

To tease out students’ understanding about transdisciplinarity, a reading group session
was organized where the focus was on an article, “Imagining the post-fossil city: why is it
so difficult to think of new possible worlds? [43].” One question that was reflected on in
breakout rooms (with mixed participants from different streams) and together was “Keys
to a post-fossil city: What perspectives or competencies need to be combined to create a
walkable city?” in order to understand how students envision transdisciplinary approaches
in a practical context. The answers varied from a need for a comprehensive understanding
or a vision of sustainable urban development; understanding intended and unintended
policy outcomes; behavioral patterns of humans; the art of nudging; understanding urban
transportation systems; or the dimensions of urban green as social, ecological, and technical.
The benefit of the discussion was that it demonstrated the multiple disciplinary angles
needed when considering SUD.

Reflective thinking was encouraged in several ways during our first two courses.
Students analyzed issues in learning diaries, where they reflected the contents of each
lecture in relation to their own experiences. One of the issues of reflection was a debate
exercise facilitated using game-based learning. One student wrote that, “I think that fully
listening what another person is has to say can allow questions to arise, like why this
person in thinking this way. Are there factors like age, culture or the media, that could be
shaping their views? This exercise also showed me that other people’s viewpoints are not
wrong and perhaps I could examine my own.” This quote illustrates the possibilities of
transdisciplinarity, as the co-existence of three the disciplines in SUD demand a continuous
reflection of disciplinary frames.
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Table 2. Analysis of the SUD program.

Integration into Degree Program

Core Competencies

Systems Thinking
Systems thinking workshops in the common courses are used to draw
connections between different elements of urban systems for hypothetical
development scenarios and identify unintended consequences.

Strategic During the Urban Lab courses, students will be expected to collaborate and
develop plans to address sustainability issues of their choosing.

Collaboration

Students from different discipline streams are tasked with collaborating within
groups in workshops and projects in all SUD common courses.
In the Introduction to Social Scientific Research and Academic Writing course,
the Teams-Based Learning tools are used to teach teams of students about how
to read and understand academic articles.

Critical thinking

Game-based learning is used to encourage students discuss and debate topics
from points of view that they personally may not share.
In various courses, students are assigned to reading groups, mixed by degree
stream, and asked to read and reflect on a selection of assigned newspapers
and journal articles and books.
In all social science teaching, students are enabled and encouraged to identify
and question existing soci(et)al structures, norms, worldviews etc.Students use
methodological skills to analyze and interpret urban and societal phenomena.

Integrated Problem
Solving

During the Urban Lab courses, students are divided into groups, with each
group containing students from different streams. In collaboration with the
university lecturers and stakeholders from city government and local business,
they design their own research projects. This provides students with
opportunities for contextual learning and problem-based learning.

Intercultural
Communication

All students are required to study a foreign language. In addition, first year
students attend an intercultural communication course, during which local
and international students work together in groups to learn about
cross-cultural communication patterns.

Disciplinarity

Specific Students attend discipline-specific courses related to their study stream to
obtain relevant knowledge and skills.

Interdisciplinary

A number of interdisciplinary courses are taught throughout the degree
program, which all students attend. These courses are taught by each SUD
lecturer using team-based teaching and are intended to draw together
discipline-specific perspectives on sustainable development.

Transdisciplinary

Two Urban Lab courses require interdisciplinary collaboration between
students from different streams. A key part of the courses is the engagement
with organizations outside of the university on real-world problems using the
city as a “living lab”.

Thinking

Transformative

The Urban Lab courses and some other courses as well are connected to
real-life SUD problems, which the students aim at addressing in collaboration
with groups external to the university. The purpose of these learning events is
to develop understanding on how to make positive changes happen.

Reflective

We aim to promote reflective thinking in several ways. First, three streams
provide different perspectives automatically, second by engaging students into
discussion of possible scientific approaches and ways to construct an argument
through scientific books, journal articles and systematic writing practice and
third, adopting transformative learning.

To understand the views of students on how the degree could support their learning,
we asked students, “How can you become an active agent in sustainable urban develop-
ment?” and “How can university studies support you in this task?” and made an interactive
Flinga mind map to record their responses. Some responses focused on skills such as “learn-
ing to make an argument in layman’s terms” and “integration of technological solutions
and understanding discourses and imageries”. Other students focused on actions such
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as “participating in municipal politics”, “sharing spaces [such as saunas or maker-spaces)
and items and repairing them”, “supporting public transportation”, “getting to know
real life actors in urban development and their relationships”, and “participate in events
available to youth”. The answers to the second question were in line to our thinking about
project-based courses, as students mentioned “Urban Labs” as a possibility to meet real
life SUD actors and networking and gain “knowledge about resources, where to get infor-
mation, what to read and follow”, which we believe is best tackled through co-operation
between the university and real-world development projects. Finally, there was also an
understandable wish to get “knowledge about future career options”. The answers reflect
first, the broad field of SUD a demand for integrative understanding, and second, the fact
that many students are coming straight from high school to the SUD program and their
professional futures are still somewhat uncertain.

4.3.2. Initial Reflections from SUD Lecturers

While the program is relatively new, there have been a number of valuable lessons
learned during its development. Course development and team-based teaching has
required that the three lecturers from different faculties—with their own disciplinary
backgrounds—have had to spend considerable time learning about sustainability issues
of the other two disciplinary fields. This requires a significant time commitment, as well
as a need to be open minded to different teaching traditions, perspectives on topics and
understand the importance of these perspectives for sustainable development. For this
reason, it has been advantageous to recruit new lecturers who are enthusiastic about inter-
disciplinary collaboration, and are aware of the working requirements prior to beginning,
rather than expecting existing staff to take on the extra commitment. It has also required
the commitment from the university administration to provide the lecturers with the time
and support to engage in this “invisible” work.

The team-based teaching approach and emphasis on student interaction has required
flexibility in teaching schedules, as students may show particular interest in an idea
or perspective which means teaching takes longer and there is less time to cover other
perspectives. The coronavirus situation in Finland in 2020 has meant that teaching began
using hybrid in-person and online methods, enabling students who were not able to
attend to learn remotely. This has, however, provided interesting opportunities to use the
coronavirus as a topic to learn about key sustainability issues globally, such as global urban
connectivity, density, behavior changes, emissions, biodiversity, and human encroachment
into nature.

According to Keeley and Benton-Short [48], one of the challenges of interdisciplinary
team-based teaching is that teachers from different fields do not necessarily agree on what
should be included in a course or even what the definitions of key concepts are. While the
lecturers have spent time in identifying the core content, team-teaching has nevertheless
been an act of balancing between having a shared understanding of the content and goals
of teaching and using heterogeneous views to engage students in exploring the complexity
of inherently interdisciplinary issues. Heterogeneity of voices may be valuable in its own
right, because, as Sennett [63] argues, it encourages ethical practice of communication
based on outward-looking orientation, willingness to listen to others, and cooperation
rather than confrontation. This kind of communication is needed when “coping with
complex realities [of cities] in which finesse and skill replace naked pushiness”.

The hybrid teaching—with students both present in class and online—presented a
number of challenges. Lecturers used Flinga to do groupwork and create discussion with
the whole group with those who were present and who were online. In addition, Mentime-
ter was used to rank and discuss the ideas and themes within topics with the students, and
Kumu was used for mapping systems thinking discussions. Zoom breakout rooms were
utilized for having smaller group discussions and game-based learning activities. These
online tools worked well, especially in finding out how students were reflecting on SUD
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issues. However, the interaction with the students was harder to create than in face to face
situation, and there was mixed success fostering engagement.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The review of existing teaching of SUD describes the changing relationship between
universities and wider society, and how ESD graduates need to have a set of core compe-
tencies that will enable them to drive sustainable change. It also discusses the importance
of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary teaching of SUD, and the critical need to students
to experience critical reflection and transformative learning. However, as noted in the
review, such teaching is difficult to integrate into existing degree programs, and many
programs are focused on integrating sustainability into existing degree programs rather
than in pedagogical frameworks developed for ESD. The Tampere SUD program has been
developed in response to this need, incorporating interdisciplinary teaching and learning
from the ground-up, with a pedagogical framework based on available information on best
practice in ESD.

This paper promotes a new line of thinking in educating future professionals on
sustainable development issues. It provides a description of the theoretical framework for
ESD curricula to address SUD and subsequent development of the Tampere SUD program.
It addresses one of the key challenges of sustainable development for HEI teaching at
the moment: How to educate professionals able of addressing economic, environmental,
and social aspects of sustainability in the living environments and global scales, and
capable of developing viable, inclusive, and equitable solutions that promote sustainable
development respectively?

Our paper contributes to ESD curricula by synthesizing extant literature on education
and learning of SUD. It reviews competencies required to tackle wicked problems in SUD
and different pedagogic practices to achieve these competences in an inter- and transdis-
ciplinary teaching program. The synthesis provides a structured overview of relevant
perspectives to be considered and approaches to be used in developing SUD education.
It applies the synthesis of competences and pedagogical practices in SUD education to
describe and analyze a new Tampere SUD Bachelor degree program, contributing a practi-
cal understanding of how to apply ESD curricula to educate future experts on sustainable
urban development issues. The program aims to provide students with the holistic knowl-
edge necessary to consider development problems from multiple perspectives in addition
to providing them with discipline-specific fundamental skills.

Both the literature-based synthesis and the case study provide useful insights for
scholars developing more nuanced understanding of SUD education and for HEI actors
developing SUD education initiatives in practice. While the literature review revealed that
most of the existing SUD education initiatives include individual SUD courses, add-on
elements to existing programs and master’s level programs, the Tampere SUD is an example
of a bachelor level program constructed especially to equip future SUD professionals with
the skills and transdisciplinary understanding to enact sustainable change in a global
context. The planning of Tampere SUD program and first implementation provide an
understanding of how SUD educational approaches can be applied in practice at university
degree programs.

The Tampere SUD program is relatively new, and further research and evaluation
is necessary to determine how students are achieving the program objectives for core
competencies, interdisciplinary thinking, and transformative and critical thought. There
will be opportunities to refine the degree program in coming years using student feedback
and assessments of the achievements of competence objectives. All this will provide
practical knowledge on how to restructure ESD curricula to support learning of sustainable
urban development also in other HEIs and how research should be developed to support
this process.
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Abstract: Despite the rhetoric of “citizen-first,” which has been tokenized in recent years by the
smart city administrations, what it means has long been unclear to many, including the public at
large. Put simply, this rhetoric concerns the mindset of the members of a local community and places
them at the heart of the smart city initiatives. In order to bring further clarity to this issue under the
current neoliberal urbanism, this study aimed to identify the key indicators of citizen-centric smart
cities from the perspective of participative governance practices and citizens’ responsibilities. To
achieve this aim, this study involved a systematic literature review of the social inclusion indicators
for building citizen-centric smart cities. The social inclusion indicators that were formed were
verified by practitioners to suit the local contexts of an emerging and developing country, in this case,
Malaysia. The findings of the review revealed that: (a) the acceptance of social inclusion indicators
was mainly limited to the realm of democratic developed countries, leaders’ understanding of
citizenship, the delegation of decision-making power in governance practices, the participative
culture of societies, and individual citizens’ self-discipline; (b) the social inclusion indicators may
not be welcomed in emerging and developing countries; (c) in the long term, these indicators would
shed light on the rise of self-organizing cities that will gain popularity in potential city developments,
be it in developed or developing countries.

Keywords: citizen centrism; citizen-centric smart cities; neoliberal urbanism; public participation;
participative governance; participatory planning; right to the city; smart city; smart citizenship; social
inclusion indicator; sustainable urban development

1. Introduction

To date, considering citizens’ perceptions about and perspectives of smart city develop-
ment is seen as a sound strategy for many political and administrative leaders. Particularly,
this has taken the form of promoting eGov (citizen centricity in e-government) that has
been upheld in Europe since the mid-2000s [1] and is rooted in the perspective of “citizens
as customers” under the new public management [2]. Based on this influence, apart from
technological needs or smart cities, in recent years, city administrators have shifted their
focus to co-creating smart cities with their citizens [3–6].

The rhetorical smart city visions in emerging and developing countries [7,8], such as
the slogans of the federal government of Malaysia and the state government of Selangor’s
“Peduli Rakyat” (literally care for citizens) [9], have rightly inspired and motivated the gen-
eral public, who are entirely depending on government resources or actions. Nevertheless,
the targeted passive users, beneficiaries, or the public are unaware of their responsibilities,
even though “citizen-centric smart city initiatives are rooted in stewardship, civic pater-
nalism, and a neoliberal conception of citizenship” [10]. These neoliberal conceptions
“prioritized choice of consumption and individual autonomy within a framework of state
and corporate-defined constraints that focused on market-led solutions to urban issues,
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rather than being grounded in civil, social, and political rights, and the common good” [10].
In other words, the market-led solutions put a high dependency on corporate technological
sectors in most of the current forms of smart urban governance and tokenize the proactive
response from users/citizens [11]. More so, [12] rightly pointed out that the citizen-centered
idea is less compatible with neoliberalism because local governance needs to prioritize
offering incentives to investors if it is to compete within the world system of cities.

Furthermore, in studies that investigated citizen centricity in smarter cities [13], the main
interest was concentrated on measuring a citizen-centric approach by monitoring cities’
abilities to safeguard citizenship rights. However, in a more holistic view of the citizenship
regime [14], citizenship should include rights, governance practices, and citizens’ responsi-
bilities. Additionally, some recent studies [15,16] revealed that the current British Smart City
Standards and the Malaysia Smart City Framework have an explicit citizenship rationale for
guiding the standards and development of a smart city, although these guidelines displayed
some substantial shortcomings and contradictions.

These shortcomings include superficial and unclear explanations of the citizenship
regime in forming a citizen-centric smart city and contradictions in citizens’ priorities
against the profit gained from technological markets and the legitimacy of paternity gov-
ernance. Hence, the social inclusion indicators that can provide clarity to the public and
administrators in measuring the shortcomings and contradictions of building a citizen-
centric smart city need to be identified. As such, the research question that formed the
study rationale was as follows: “What are the key social inclusion indicators supporting
the emergence of a citizen-centric smart city?” With this question in mind and realizing
the influence of neoliberal urbanism, this study aimed to identify the key indicators for
citizen-centric smart cities from the perspective of participative governance practices and
citizens’ responsibilities.

Regarding the methodological approach, this study adopted a systematic literature
review technique. Sound constructs detailing the items for building a citizen-centric
smart city were scarce in the literature in the Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus databases,
other than from the citizen’s rights perspective, with some exceptions [13,17]. For scholars
and practitioners sensitive to humanistic values in smart city construction, this article
resembles a valuable starting point to quantify the popular yet vague and contested
concept of citizen centricity in smart and future city development and governance. Thus,
from the perspective of humanistic values, this review provided invaluable information
to humanistic-conscious scholars and practitioners for realizing the importance of the
participatory aspect of smart city development and governance [18–23].

This paper is structured as follows. The following sections include the introduction,
the literary background on citizenship and citizen centricity practices in smart cities,
governance practices and citizens’ responsibilities, the introduction of theoretical and
conceptual frameworks, the methodology of the systematic literature review and indicators’
verification through interviews, the study findings, discussions, and conclusions.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Citizenship and Citizen Centricity Practices in Smart Cities

Citizenship is a term that generally refers to the legal right to belong to a country as
a citizen and accepting citizenship responsibilities [24]. In the current dynamic world of
smart cities, the meaning of citizenship has expanded. This article follows the framework
of citizenship by [14,25], whereby the changes in citizenship regimes consist of three
intersecting dimensions, namely the citizens’ rights, responsibilities, and participatory
governance practices. To date, topics on citizens’ rights (mainly linked to the seminal work
of Henri Lefebvre’s right to the city) has been widely researched, but little is known on the
citizens’ responsibilities and participatory governance practices.

With regard to the citizens’ rights in smart cities, this aspect has been thoroughly
studied by [13,17] through fundamental texts, namely the European and Global Charter—
Agenda for the Safe-guarding of the Human Rights in the city, in comparison to other
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European and international smart cities in terms of standardizations, such as the National
Standardization Association in Spain or the International Standardization Organization
(ISO). Based on relevant literature reviews, the inclusive social standard safeguarding
citizens’ rights was summarized and deemed comprehensive in measuring the citizens’
rights in smart cities.

Furthermore, in a study of the smart citizenship regime in the British Smart City Stan-
dard, [15] confirmed: “an explicit citizenship rationale guiding the smart city (standard),
although this displays some substantive shortcomings.” These shortcomings, also identi-
fied by [13], include the lack of research on the roles (responsibilities) of citizens and the
need for citizens’ direct participation to be incorporated into designing the standards for
citizen-centric individuals, as is the case with smart city standardizations.

Against these research gaps, authors have additionally reviewed contemporary lit-
erature, mainly on the importance of having citizen centricity guidelines in smart city
development (Appendix ??). The majority of scholars assumed the definition of citi-
zen centricity to be “fulfilling the citizens’ needs and viewed citizens as passive end
users/beneficiaries” and emphasized the designs or services of the digital technology
platform to users. These scholars exemplified the “technology-driven method” thinkers
who dominated the current smart cities literature that is pro-technology, with little con-
sideration on human capabilities [26]. This disposition could be due to the irrefutable
strength of digital technology inventions or products in tracking engagement patterns or
human behaviors and encourages consumerism, with little interest in turning citizens into
potential beneficiaries’ or decision-makers.

In the long term, according to [26], citizens would be the “potential losers” under
such a method. The term “citizens as losers” was hypothetically possible. Following the
neoliberal logic of citizen-focused smart cities, the proponents of neoliberalism believed
that the market should provide well-being for all, set a high public responsibility in city
governance, and avoid public affairs [14,27], with a focus on personal lives and personal
values. Nonetheless, the fact that capitalists would take the opportunity, tokenize the
public, and indirectly switch the costs of city development were forgotten and would
burden the majority of taxpayers and citizens [11].

To date, smart cities are enacting a blueprint of neoliberal urbanism and encouraging
a form of neoliberal citizenship [27]. Although the initial concept of “citizen-centric” has
been put forward, there remains a lack of discussions from the more inclusive angle of
citizenship [15,27–29]. These works of literature mostly overemphasized technological
and big data elements in urban governance to meet the needs of human experiences or
enabling human behavior [30,31]. On the other hand, “human-driven method” thinkers,
such as [10,32–39], perceived technology as a catalyst to human capital improvement,
with the primary concern of encouraging the genuine involvement of the people in smart
cities, particularly in decision-making, co-creating ideas, or co-producing projects.

2.2. Governance Practices and Citizen Responsibilities

The “citizen-centric, people-centered, or citizen-oriented” approach, which was viewed
as an “inclusive” approach to sustainable development [40], has a long history in the
national urban sustainable development policy of developed and developing countries,
such as France, the Netherlands, Singapore, China, India, Pakistan, and Malaysia, along with
cities, such as New York, London, Barcelona, and Bilbao [41–44]. Nonetheless, the policy
was frequently regarded as the “ends” of governance strategy and was used as a rhetoric
term referring to the ideal state of citizens’ needs fulfillment, but the policy was not utilized
in the dialectical thinking of citizens’ responsibilities or roles in contributing to the nation
or the city.

In considering how citizens could contribute to smart governance, a participatory type
of governance is necessary [45–49]. In other words, the decisions in government projects
would have to be made with the full involvement of the beneficiaries, keeping in mind that
any delays occurring as a result of the consultation process should be minimized [50,51].
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Nevertheless, even the citizens’ involvement in the consultation process is considered
an act of tokenism [52], where the power of decision-making would not be truly delegated
to the people [53].

Notwithstanding the aforementioned, the challenges in building participatory gov-
ernance are mounting. First, only the emphasis on technological corporate factors in
smart governance has been criticized for failing to solve the issues concerning smart
cities [10,26]. Beyond this, the human factor involved in the smart city program needs
serious consideration [38,54] and is seen as a “critical intervention” in a dominant type
of corporate smart city [55]. Second, the fundamental role that can be played by people
remains vague, as citizens are often regarded as passive users whose opinions are not taken
seriously [49,56,57].

Third, global development agendas, such as the New Urban Agenda (NUA) pioneered
by the United Nations (UN), has lauded the importance of citizen involvement and inclu-
sion to all parties [58,59]. Nonetheless, the current situation has been criticized by many
parties regarding the fact that corporate smart cities are against the current global agenda
and have often manipulated the issue of people’s involvement and popularized social
polarization [60–63]; furthermore, parties have also criticized the NUA framework and
emphasized that smart cities would fail if the community refused to get involved [64].
Communities’ refusal to participate is most likely due to a lack of understanding in terms
of the involvement, type, or process contained in authentic engagement matters [65].
As such, [64] also suggested “dissensus” as a living indicator. This proposal is against the
current practice of “building consensus,” where the different opinions of the people should
be considered, even if the consultation process is “painstaking.”

In Malaysia, the planned development of smart cities, such as Cyberjaya, which is
located within the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC), is often criticized by scholars due to
a lack of participatory governance [66–68]. On the other hand, existing planned develop-
ment, such as Petaling Jaya City, is now integrated into the Smart Selangor Blueprint and
faces challenges in terms of coordinating the people’s role in the new smart city and Local
Agenda 21 projects that were launched two decades ago [9]. The main challenge faced by
both types of smart city governances in Malaysia is the lack of local context indicators for
implementing the element of involvement and the people’s role if there is an intention to
develop toward citizen-centric city development.

2.3. Theoretical Framework

Two schools of thought influenced the development of smart city scholarship, namely,
the technology-driven method and the human-driven method [26]. For the smart city
concept, two elements were highlighted by the seminal work of [35], which are related to
this study’s problems, namely, smart people and smart governance. Furthermore, the three
main parties supporting the success of smart cities are the authorities, technological corpo-
rations, and citizens, as outlined by [48].

On another note, two citizen-centric ideologies were formulated by [1,36] as follows:
(a) “to the people,” such as authorities using technology to meet the needs of the people,
and (b) “with the people,” in terms of the collective thinking of the authorities, technological
corporations, and the people when resolving urban issues. By combining both concepts
of smart and citizen-centric cities, a basic understanding of the citizen-centric concept in
smart cities could be developed.

Furthermore, to develop the concept of “citizen centricity,” it was found that the
understanding, types, and processes of involvement were essential aspects worthy of being
studied. In addition to involvement, the literature on citizenship, other than salvaging
citizens’ rights as studied by [13,17], were not included in this study, as the people’s
responsibilities are important in building a smart city [14,56]. This issue of responsibility
can be divided into the roles and characters of the people. Based on these literature findings,
a theoretical framework (Figure 1) was formed. In the context of this study, a “citizen-
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centric smart city” is a concept based on humanism with a focus on the participation and
responsibilities of the people.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 32 
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2.4. Conceptual Framework

Based on the conceptualization of items through literature reviews and the verifica-
tion of items by practitioners, the study’s conceptual framework was formed (Figure 2).
This conceptual framework consisted of a construct of a dependent variable—(DV 1)
a citizen-centric smart city—and five independent variable constructs—(IV 1) understand-
ing of participation, (IV 2) type of participation, (IV 3) process of participation, (IV 4) role
of citizens, and (IV 5) attitude of citizens. This conceptual framework and the question-
naire items were recommended for testing with a five-point Likert scale (refer to [73]),
with further quantitative analysis, such as a regression analysis to be conducted.
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The authors argued that in constructing a citizen-centric smart city framework, the in-
volvement of urban stakeholders is especially important from the people’s perspective,
as the citizens require an understanding of the meanings, types, and processes of par-
ticipation, and the people’s role and attitude in accordance to the type of citizen-centric
development.

3. Methodology

In expanding the theoretical framework to measurable indicators and answering the
research question, this study utilized a systematic literature review method, which practi-
tioners verified at the second stage.

3.1. Systematic Literature Review

A complete literature search should not be limited to a single knowledge channel,
methodology, journal, or geographical region, but the search should cover all the aspects
related to the research topic [74]. Therefore, a systematic literature review method was
selected due to the numerous unique procedures in this study. The unique procedures
emphasized transparency, a pre-defined research question and protocol, pre-defined search
strings, and standard inclusion and exclusion criteria, and justified the data analysis [75].
This study aimed to answer the research question: “What are the key social inclusion
indicators supporting the emergence of a citizen-centric smart city?”, as elaborated through
the research protocols on the subsections below.

3.1.1. Search Strategy

This study used Google Scholar as a database, as it is more open and inclusive
compared to other platforms, such as WoS and Scopus. This database was also found to be
used by other smart city scholars, such as [76–78]. Through the platform of Google Scholar,
the authors were able to refer to articles and other research sources, such as conference
proceedings, theses, books, book chapters, reports, and qualified working papers.

The comprehensive search strings developed by the authors were the keywords and
their analogous concepts included “smart city(ies),” “citizen-centric,” “citizen centricity,”
“people-centered (centred),” “citizen participation,” and “citizenship responsibility(ies).”
Unlike [75], the search strings were applied individually without using “OR” as a one-off
search. The authors found that too many results were generated under an individual search.
Therefore, repeated individual searches were more organized regarding converting the
results to a master spreadsheet for data synthesis and analysis.

3.1.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria in the Stage of Identification

According to [79], the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews include the
stages of identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion. In the first stage, namely, iden-
tification, five inclusion and exclusion criteria were established to guide the authors when
gathering the relevant studies for this review. First, both the boxes of “include patents” and
“include citations” were unchecked on the Google Scholar page. Patents were irrelevant to
this academic study, while citations were found to be repetitive and challenging regarding
finding online sources for further investigation.

Second, the “Advanced Search” setting of “Find Articles” was utilized. Articles with
the exact phrase were identified and the selected keyword strings were keyed in, as men-
tioned earlier. The selection of “with all of the words,” “with at least one of the words,”
and “without the words” were ignored, as the search results would be too general to review.
Third, only the word occurring in the article title but not anywhere was identified. This se-
lection also narrowed down the search results. Fourth, both the boxes of “return articles
authored by” and “return articles published in” were ignored, with no limitation to authors
and publishers.

Finally, the first box for the search period was left blank, with “2017” written down
in the second box. Though the search period included up to December 2017, the authors
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did not set a specific limit for the beginning of the search period. Unlike [76–78], the initial
search periods were set in 1992, 1993, and 1997, in line with the argument that these years
appeared in the literature that is relevant to smart city concepts. Nonetheless, this study
revealed that the topic of citizen centricity in smart cities was relatively discursive and
multidisciplinary, with insufficient and reliable sources for an estimated period of two
decades. Furthermore, the authors intended to acquire as many articles as possible to define
the indicators. The detailed numbers of exclusion records in the first stage of identification
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Records of patents and citations that were excluded in the identification stage
(source: authors).

Keywords Search Exclusion of Patents
and Citations

Records after Patents and
Citations Were Removed

Smart city 6690 2420 4270
Smart cities 6390 2320 4070

Citizen-centric 378 127 251
Citizen centricity 8 4 4
People-centered 652 339 313
People-centred 632 333 299

Citizenship
responsibility 36 16 20

Citizenship
responsibilities 30 9 21

Citizen participation 6210 3170 3040
Total 21,026 8738 12,288

3.1.3. Data Extraction in the Screening Stage

All the studies found through the initial search process using the selected keyword
strings were incorporated in a master Excel worksheet. In the second stage of screening,
first, duplicates were deleted. As the Google Scholar database was algorithmically au-
togenerated, the duplications needed to be manually deleted by filtering the worksheet.
Furthermore, paper exclusions concerning absent or irrelevant title sources (i.e., PowerPoint
presentations, white papers, book introductions, calls for papers, competition announce-
ments, and all non-English works) were performed.

3.1.4. Data extraction in the Eligibility Stage

In stage 3 (eligibility), justified full-text article exclusions were performed, where we
read the article titles and keywords. For example, the most-cited source document of [35] in
smart city literature outlined the divergent roots of smart city development, including the
elements of a smart economy, people, governance, mobility, environment, and living,
thus indicating the diversity of the various smart city papers in the Google Scholar database.

In answering the research question concerning the identification of the indicators of
citizen centricity in smart cities, the scope was further narrowed down to papers involving
smart people and governance. Nonetheless, both topics were scarce, with there being
more literature on ICT-related urban innovations [80]. The consequent exclusion of papers
concerning smart economy, mobility, living, and environment drastically reduced the
number of eligible papers to 2350 studies.

Furthermore, the papers involving citizen centricity in smart cities were carefully
assessed by reading the abstracts and contents, such as introductions and conclusions.
In this regard, the irrelevant abstracts and contents were identified, with the number of
papers included in the qualitative synthesis narrowed down to 71 studies.

3.1.5. Data Extraction in the Inclusion Stage

In stage 4 (inclusion), the authors performed an additional backward–forward search [74,81]
on each identified article besides the identified studies from the Google Scholar database search.
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The backward–forward search (involving articles dated before or after the identified article)
observed the detailed themes or indicators relevant to this study, as the potential article titles
were indirectly related to citizen centricity and smart cities.

The authors considered the backward–forward search to be an important step in
finding the themes or indicators that were directly related to answering the research
question. Hence, five records were found in the backward search, whereas three studies
were found in the forward search. Finally, a total of 79 articles were finalized for performing
a thematic analysis. The search protocol process is presented in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3. The execution stages of the systematic literature review (source: adapted from [79,82]).

3.1.6. Data Analysis and Risk of Bias

Based on the selected articles, the authors conceptualized the formation of items.
A common name was used to describe similar concepts from various authors during the
line-by-line coding of the thematic analysis process [74]. For example, “participation” was
used as a common name to describe similar concepts of “engagement, collaboration and
involvement” [83]. Figure 4 depicts the distribution of the reviewed papers per year,
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with the earliest article appearing in 1969, which was authored by [52], and the highest
number of articles in a year was 14 articles in 2016.
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Furthermore, it was discovered that the four most selected publishers were Wiley-
Blackwell (nine articles), Springer (eight articles), Taylor & Francis (six articles), and Elsevier
(six articles). Organizations such as the OECD, the World Bank, and universities also
contributed to this group of articles (Appendix ??).

According to [79], no guarantees were provided on the assessment or interpretation
of the appropriate content by systemic reviewers. Thus, the authors aimed to report the
possible risk of bias across selected studies, depending on the qualitative judgment from
the authors when interpreting the contents and extracting suitable themes or items to
answer the research question.

3.2. Verification by Practitioners

With the structuring of indicators through the rigorous process of the systematic
literature review, all the indicators were verified again by practitioners in the fields of
smart city and participation. The verification process also assisted in reducing the risk
of bias from qualitative judgment by the authors. The selected practitioners consisted of
two groups, which were the “power holders” with 19 people (11 local authority officers,
5 federal or state officers, and 3 politicians), and the “have-not citizens” as the remaining
half (8 representatives of community organizations or residents, 2 non-governmental
organizations, 3 academicians, and 6 private sector representatives). Overall, the selected
informants provided ideas and suggestions to validate the studied items.

Nonetheless, some practitioners were uneasy about how ordinary citizens could
understand the technical terms in the verification process. With such limitations, more ex-
amples relevant to common terms were applied in the items, such as grants, as opposed
to contracts in the form of finance in running city programs (refer to Appendix ?? for the
terms adjusted by practitioners).
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4. Findings
4.1. Systematic Literature Review
4.1.1. The Items for the Construct of a Citizen-Centric Smart City (DV 1)

In searching for and suggesting the items for building the study constructs, the authors
found sources with few statistical tests. On the other hand, most of the sources were related
to conceptual discussions. According to works of literature, the decisions made by local
authorities (LAs) should be more focused on citizens’ needs and not merely on technology
to reach a consensus with citizens regarding realizing the state of citizen centricity in a
smart city. LAs also learned to delegate power to citizens, specifically at the initial level
of smart city programs. From the citizens’ perspective, individuals should be free to
participate, play voluntary roles, and continuously contribute information. Both the LAs
and citizens should play a role in building a good relationship and understanding and
trusting each other.

Table 2 was developed to show the comparisons between themes, collected sources,
and items [84]. General terms were applied to explain similar concepts from the articles.
The majority of the items were derived from [1,35,36]. The suggested items for measuring
the construct of citizen centricity in smart cities were converted into understandable
sentences.

Table 2. Items of “citizen centricity in a smart city” that was derived from the literature (source: authors).

No. Themes Sources Citizen-Centric Smart City Item

1 Focus on citizens’ needs, not
just technology [1,35,48,54–56,85–97]

The decision by the local authorities (LAs) is
more focused on our needs (i.e., both mine and

the community’s) and not merely
on technology.

2 Decision through consensus
with citizens [1,91,93,95,98–104] The decisions by LAs need to reach a

consensus with us.
3 Learn from users/citizens [1,56,87,94,103–106] LAs learn from users like us.

4 Power needs to be delegated [1,35,36,103–105,107–110] LAs delegate power to us, especially at the
initial level of smart city programs.

5 Freedom to participate [1,35–37,92,100,103,104,107,110–
112]

We are free to involve ourselves in any smart
city programs.

6 Volunteers needed [35,36,113] We play the role of volunteers and contribute
information continuously.

7 Build good relationships [1,100,101,109,114,115] We understand each other and build a good
relationship with LAs.

8 Mutual trust [1,93,108,110,111,114–118] We and LAs trust each other.

The design of the items was geared toward the citizens as the respondents. Thus,
from the perspective of citizens, the term “we” was chosen and used with caution in
representing “I and the community.” Respondents were guided to answer the survey
according to the “ideal” situation, but not in the “existing” situation that occurs in reality.
Highlighting this point is essential to steer the respondents to answer the survey as objec-
tively as possible and think collectively in terms of personal opinions and the community’s
perceptions of the respondents.

4.1.2. The Items for the Construct of Understanding of Participation (IV 1)

An understanding of citizen participation is considered important and influences the
effectiveness of citizens’ engagement in city programs [37,119]. This construct attempted
to measure the level of citizens’ understanding of the participation concept from the
perspective of the citizens.

As such, citizens should have a clear understanding of the objective or aim and be
aware of the benefits and obstacles of participating in smart city programs. Furthermore,
citizens should be confident in playing relevant roles, evaluating the available options,
and choosing to reject any programs that are deemed to be inappropriate. Furthermore,
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citizens should have the desire to influence priorities, attend the programs without going
through a representative, and assist in forming the goals and objectives of smart city pro-
grams beyond mere participation. Citizens should also understand that the responsibility
to make a communal decision and sign an agreement with the LAs, which is beneficial to
the community, depends on the citizens.

The themes, primary references, and items in the sentences for the construct of “un-
derstanding of participation” are displayed in Table 3.

Table 3. Items for the construct of “understanding of participation” (source: authors).

No. Themes Sources Understanding of the Participation Item

1 Clear understanding of the
objective of participation [98,119–126] We have a clear understanding of the aim of

participating in smart city programs.

2 Be aware of the benefits and
obstacles [52,69,127] We are aware of the benefits and obstacles to

participating in smart city programs.

3 Convinced of your role [69,102,126,128] We are confident about the role we can play in
smart city programs.

4 Unaware of the minimum rights,
responsibilities, and choices [52,128–130]

We evaluate the options available and choose to
reject any programs that are deemed to be

inappropriate.

5 Desire to influence the priorities [52,116,120] We influence the priorities of the programs to be
implemented.

6 Focus on non-superficial
involvement [36,52,100,130] We are involved in the programs without going

through a representative.

7 Help set goals [70,120] We assist in the formation of the goals and
objectives of the smart city programs.

8 Joint decision-making procedure [52,105,131] We evaluate the decision-making procedure
together.

9 Power-sharing agreement [52] We sign an agreement with the LAs, which is
beneficial to the community.

4.1.3. The Items for the Construct of Types of Participation (IV 2)

Type of participation refers to the level or stage of participation. This classification
distinguished the approach of participation and the distribution of power, where there
may be a co-occurrence without a precise point at the beginning or end. This construct
attempted to measure the differences at the level or stage of participation, primarily known
as the [52] participation ladder.

The highest level of “citizen-power” participation entailed that citizens should ideally
have complete control over smart city programs or delegated power to make decisions
benefitting the community. Through consultations, citizens should reach the final word
(decision) and allow for the joint management of smart city programs. For the middle level
of encouraging “token” participation, LAs offered grants (financial incentives), rewards,
and conducted questionnaires related to citizens’ perception of smart city programs. For the
lowest level of “non-participation,” LAs held communal meetings and broadcasted accurate
information to citizens.

Relevant themes were published in the literature, as shown in Table 4. It was revealed
that various types of “actions” could be classified as involvement and was also a source of
confusion for the LAs, citizens, and the writing of articles by the scholars or organizations
concerned. Most importantly, the last item in the construct was deliberately designed as
a negative item to test respondents who answered the questionnaire unethically.
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Table 4. Items for the construct of “types of participation” (source: authors).

No. Themes Sources Types of Participation Item

1 The power of the citizens is strong [52,69,71,121,132,133] We (I and the community) have full control
over smart city programs.

2 Delegation of authority for
mutual benefit [52,109,112,116,121,129,130,132] LAs delegate the power to us to make

decisions that benefit the community.

3
Consultation enables citizens to

achieve dominant
decision-making power

[49,52,69,93,109,112,121,122,124,
125,127,130]

Through consultation, we managed to reach
the final word (decision) in smart

city programs.

4 Citizens are allowed to co-produce [49,52,69,70,92,105,121,130] We are allowed by LAs to jointly run smart
city programs.

5 Offering grants
(financial incentives) [52,69,112,116,128,129] LAs offer grants (financial incentives) to run

smart city programs.

6 Offering rewards
(material incentives) [52,69,116,128] LAs offer rewards, but LAs are still in

full power.

7 Conducting questionnaires [52,69] LAs conduct questionnaires related to our
perception of smart city programs.

8 Hold community meetings [52,116,122,132] LAs hold meetings with the community.

9 Inform (educate) through
information releases

[49,52,69,92,103,104,116,121,123–
125,130] LAs broadcast the correct information to us.

10 Explain misunderstandings
(therapy) [52,69,100,108,114,116,132] LAs explain misunderstandings of the smart

city program to us.

11

Manipulating (emphasizing the
purpose of administrative

legitimacy, rather than the actual
function of the people)

[52,100,114,115,128,129] LAs manipulate or use us for a reason.

4.1.4. The Items for the Construct of Processes of Participation (IV 3)

The processes of participation refer to public engagement in the value chain of a pro-
gram or activity from the initial process of drafting the agenda to the final evaluation
process. Although the idea of the people involved in the value chain process of a city
program was quoted from [70], there were no further explanations of the appropriate items.
Thus, most of the relevant items were derived from [69].

In explaining the initial “processes” of participation in a program’s value chain,
citizens should be involved in formulating the agenda, decision-making, planning, and de-
signing the program’s content. Consequently, citizens should be involved in manag-
ing and implementing the programs, together with LAs, in the middle process. Finally,
citizens should oversee and evaluate the program after the implementation. Table 5 sum-
marizes the themes, sources, and questionnaire items in layperson’s terms.

Table 5. Items for the “processes of participation” (source: authors).

No. Themes Sources Processes of Participation Item

1 Formulate agendas, where the
power of the people is limited [56,69,117,118,133–137] We are involved in formulating the program agenda.

2 Make the right decision [56,69,111,116,125,133,134,
136–139] We are involved in decision-making.

3 Plan program content [52,69,70,98,116,121,125,140] We are involved in planning the program’s activities.
4 Design program details [37,70,120,141] We are involved in designing the program’s content.
5 Manage program processes [37,69,70,94,140] We are involved in managing the program’s processes.
6 Implement the program [52,69,70,124,125,136,139,141] We implement the program.

7 Monitor (supervise) the
program’s continuity [70,135,141] We oversee the course of the program.

8 Evaluate the program after its
implementation [69,70,100,125,139] We evaluate the program after its implementation.
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4.1.5. The Items for the Construct of Roles of Citizens (IV 4)

The role of the people was discussed as one of the important factors in building
citizens’ responsibilities in a citizen-centric smart city. Eight roles were identified in the
construct items using language that is easily understood by the average respondents,
as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Items for the “roles of citizens” (source: authors).

No. Theme Source Roles of Citizens Item

1 Leaders—lead local authorities
to make decisions [52,100] As leaders, we lead LAs to make decisions.

2 Local champion—takes
the initiative [112,113,116,136] As local champions, we take the initiative to start the

program and connect to the relevant parties.
3 Co-producers—work together [39,70,112,134,138,142] As co-producers, we work together with LAs.

4 Entrepreneurs—bring
economic innovation [113,143] As entrepreneurs, we bring economic and financial

innovation to the community.

5 Solution proposers—advise
and propose

[71,103,105,109,138,141,144,
145]

As solution proposers, we suggest alternatives and
advise LAs.

6 Human sensors—supply data,
reports, or complaints [38,56,57,71,72,100,141] As human sensors, we contribute data.

7 Volunteers—contribute time
and energy

[72,102,106,112,113,124,125,
136,142,145]

As volunteers, we contribute time and help
regardless of returns.

8 Experts—share competencies
or experience

[52,72,100–
102,106,108,116,132,136,146]

As experts, we contribute our expertise to help
smart city programs.

The first role that ideal or radical citizens played in smart city programs was in leading
authorities to make decisions [147]. The second role was as local champions, where citizens
took the initiative to initiate the program and connect to relevant parties. The third role
was as co-producers in collaboration with LAs. Furthermore, citizens could play the role
of entrepreneurs in producing economic and financial innovations for the community.
Citizens could also be solution proposers by suggesting alternatives and advising LAs.
For the sixth role, citizens contributed data, consciously or subtly, as human sensors.
Citizens could also volunteer to contribute time and help intrinsically. Finally, citizens
contributed knowledge and expertise as experts. All the proposed citizen roles would
eventually assist LAs with the shortage of human and financial resources involving smart
city management.

4.1.6. The Items for the Construct on Characters of Citizens (IV 5)

Along with the people’s responsibility for developing a citizen-centric city, people’s
attitudes were equally crucial to the study. Here, the researchers summarized the relevant
themes and resources and synthesized the items that fit this study in Table 7.

Table 7. Items for the “characters of citizens” (source: authors).

No. Theme Source Characters of Citizens Item

1 Active involvement is known to
be important

[102,103,123,128,136,137,141,
148] We are active and care about each other.

2 Aware and sensitive to what
is happening [35,100,103,116,132,136,146,149] We are aware and sensitive to the programs that

take place in the city and the surroundings.

3 Independence in problem-solving [35,38,117,118,129,131,136,137,
149]

We choose not to rely on
governmental resources.

4 Higher education allows for
meaningful involvement [100,103,108,109,136,149,150] Being educated is important for us to get

involved in city programs.

5 Interest in public life and
public values [5,35,37,38,48,101,151–153]

We are interested in public life, public values,
and act quickly against things that disrupt

community life.
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The first attitude that citizens should possess is the active care of each other, such as
neighbors and communities. Furthermore, citizens should pay attention and be sensitive
to the programs occurring in the city and the surrounding environment. Citizens should be
independent when problem-solving instead of merely relying on governmental resources.
Being educated in colleges or universities would also allow for meaningful involvement.
Finally, ideal citizens in smart cities should have an attitude that reflects an interest in
public life, public values, and acting quickly against the disruptions in community life.

4.2. Verification by Practitioners

Once the six constructs and 49 items were derived from the literature, further verifica-
tion of the feasibility was conducted by practitioners. The authors confirmed that the six
constructs were deemed appropriate to explain a citizen-centric smart city model. However,
the exact items needed some modifications, such as including the appropriate usage of
words, sentences, and examples to guide respondents in answering the questionnaire with
more accuracy [94]. In total, two of the original items were removed, and a total of 47 items
were applied in the conceptual framework for future use in the instrument (Appendix ??).
The details of the items adjusted through the practitioners’ verifications are presented in
Appendix ??.

5. Discussion and Reflection

The notion of citizen centricity in (smart) city development is not a novel one and is
perceived as a continuous trend in the development of e-government, which started in the
mid-2000s. It is in line with the concept derived from new public management, where cit-
izens should be viewed as customers to improve public service delivery. As customers,
the demands of services have implications that are likely to turn citizens into passive users
or beneficiaries who receive and demand from public administrators. It was argued that
in constructing a citizen-centric smart city (CCSC), there should be no generalizations in
viewing citizens as customers. In fact, there is a need to seriously research and construct
a CCSC from the perspectives of both citizenships (to explain the notion of citizen centricity)
and literature on the conception of the smart city conception.

The theoretical framework of a CCSC formed in this study is the first structured
framework of its kind in the literature on smart cities. This CCSC theoretical framework
thoroughly explains the original combination of the source of references for the notion of
citizen centricity and the smart city concept. From these combinations, it was revealed that
the construction of such detailed indicators and citizenship conception should include three
major components, namely, citizens’ rights (not included in this study, as it was already
detailed by [13,17]), citizens’ responsibilities, and the practices of citizen participation in
governance. This framework is unique, as the framework is viewed from a fundamental
perspective of what citizens can contribute to the formation of a CCSC. The focus of the
indicators originated from the perspective of the citizens rather than the government’s
point of view. Such a perspective would make the role of citizens proactive and similar to
the conception of self-organizing cities [49,154–156], which developed beyond the current
neoliberal smart cities.

From such a theoretical framework, this study has attempted to construct a conceptual
framework consisting of six constructs and 47 items. All the constructs were verified
carefully by 38 practitioners in the fields of smart city development and community par-
ticipation. The first stage of the formation of indicators was derived from the majority
of literature reviews from scholars in developed Western countries, hence outlining the
holistic scope of citizenship notions. Moreover, practitioners from emerging and develop-
ing countries with comparatively lower democracy and citizenship conceptions, such as
Malaysia, tended to agree with all the indicators from the Western literature and included
additional examples from the local context to gain a better understanding of the residents.
Thus, the design of such indicators could be said to suit both developed and developing
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countries. Concerning future implementations, the examples of particular items should be
altered with caution to suit other local contexts.

The authors predict that further studies on empirical survey results could yield a less
significant result on some indicators, as the mindset and acceptance of democracy and the
rights in emerging and developing countries, such as Malaysia, could be lower compared
to developed countries. Hence, the full acceptance of the indicators is not possible, as the
democratic innovations of developing countries are faced with challenges and restric-
tions [157]. The proposed democratic innovation includes expanding the role of citizens
as co-producers [158], which is rarely practiced in developing countries. Furthermore,
with regard to the usage of political slogans in building a CCSC, leaders may appear
insincere if people are tokenized as customers with needs to fulfill but not cultivated and
given the opportunities to participate in governance practices. Thus, the authors are fully
aware of the challenges and costs of participatory and deliberative governance [136,159].
However, to intervene in such neoliberal smart urbanism [160] and realize the possibility
of “self-organizing” smart cities, these CCSC indicators are worthy of reference and can be
modified in different contexts.

The potential self-organizing cities led by local stakeholders could emerge as re-
sponses to unsatisfactory government-driven processes, market failures [161], the intention
to legitimize a government’s retreat from sectors that have traditionally played a vital
role [162], or the intervention of e-participation through digital technologies [163,164].
This self-organizing and more democratic realm of a CCSC has led to three levels of
discussion. The first level is the democratic culture of a country, the leaders’ understand-
ing, and the delegation of decision-making power in governance. The second level is
society’s perception of citizenship, the participative culture of societies, and the lack of
links to decision-making [165]. The third level is the individual citizens’ discipline and
contributions to the country or city.

For an emerging and developing country like Malaysia, the dual forms of Islamic and
secular administrations and constitutions are often criticized by scholars in the context
of democracy [166–168]. Such a context hints that the highest constitution is not as open
to democracy as practiced by Western countries. Canada, for example, has the Citizen-
ship Act, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and the Multiculturalism Act [169–171],
as opposed to Malaysia. Another example is the Nordic welfare society in the context of
a democratic culture, welfarism, and redistributive policies that provide support to the
development of participatory and innovative platforms by strengthening social inclusion,
regulating the growth mechanisms, and easing the tensions between pro-growth and
anti-growth coalitions [143].

In Malaysia, “participatory governance practice” is a tokenized term under the cur-
rent top-down policy governance practices. The majority of government administrators
“listen” and act according to political masters, but less focus is given to grassroots sugges-
tions [172,173]. The lack of participatory governance practices was also similar to other
developing countries, such as India, China, and Egypt [23,117,174,175]. In developing
India’s 100 smart cities, [174] questioned the liberal electoral democracy in India on the
extent to which a smart city can deliver de facto inclusion and participation. [176] added
that, instead of testing Indian smart cities as the grounds for democratic participation,
smart citizens were nudged as subaltern citizens in urban governance. In China’s smart-
eco city projects, [117,177] reported that citizen input in the decision-making phase was
quite limited, hence suggesting legislative reforms and the professionalization of Chinese
officials in dealing with bottom-up input. In Egypt, [175] recommended that the Egyptian
government focus specifically on smart people, such as giving citizens equal opportunity
to participate in public decision-making.

Suppose the future survey results of the proposed indicators in this study receive
high acceptance. In that case, participatory governance may become a new norm in
local governance and mark a transition from party politics, expert dominance, and siloed
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bureaucracy to citizen participation, consequently supporting citizens’ efforts to co-produce
public services and build potential self-organizing smart cities.

At the level of society, the culture of participation in government programs is consid-
ered to be low [9,178]. From studies based on the Petaling Jaya and Cyberjaya smart city
cases [9], the low level of participation was not interpreted based on the moderate quantity
of participative programs involving citizens in the implementation stages, but the interpre-
tation was based on the particularly low (even none) quantity of programs that empowered
citizens at the initial stage of decision-making. The situation in Malaysia resembles making
“decision by decision,” where the community has no liberty to decide, is constrained by de-
cisions from authorities, and is at the mercy of the authorities [9]. Furthermore, as described
by [162], in the context of Amsterdam and Amersfoort, The Netherlands, “self-organization
seems to take place in the shadow of a government hierarchy: either a fear-based one
or a benevolent one,” particularly in the context of meta-governance. In the context of
Helsinki, Finland, self-organization also lacked links to decision-making, thus constraining
new solutions and creative actions [165].

Such contexts indicated that society’s mindset is still conservative, with a vague
understanding of the citizenship’s regime, leading to a possibly high dependency of people
on the government. The evidence in Malaysia, such as the withdrawal of participation
from the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court [179] and the human rights
issues evoked by racially and religiously motivated political parties, had correctly signaled
the relatively low appreciation of equality in human rights when race- and religion-based
interests are challenged.

At the level of individual Malaysian citizens, people’s self-discipline would increase
with the realization of a CCSC. For example, the role of volunteers, local champions, and co-
producers with characteristics of proactiveness and awareness of CCSC development are all
important responsibilities that a citizen has to contribute to building a CCSC. In a potential
majority of highly responsible citizens, this contributes to the building of sustainable and
inclusive societies, cities, and a wider scope of progressiveness in Malaysia.

6. Conclusions

The construction of a CCSC is much like developing a democratic society, which re-
quires a higher appreciation of a society with a wider citizenship regime and a self-
disciplined and responsible culture for individual citizens. As technology has been identi-
fied as a mere catalyst in solving societal issues [180], the new main focus is now on the
people (along with good policy) in rightly building a CCSC based on public values and
upholding the realms of democracy and citizenship.

Nonetheless, [12] pointed out that hegemonic neoliberal urban growth is mostly
incompatible with citizen-centered ideas. Thus, this study’s limitation concerned the non-
appreciation of neoliberal thinking parties (specifically ruthless capitalists and far-right
and antidemocratic national and local authorities), who have become too used to and
trapped under the mainstream of neoliberal smart urbanism. These parties may criticize
and strongly oppose the viability of the proposed indicators and provide negative empirical
results. Still, the authors encourage further investigations to apply the proposed indicators
in the contexts of both developed and developing countries.

More information and refinements on the indicators will eventually yield the accep-
tance of the CCSC model. As such, the conception of a CCSC is the ideal state of building
cities resembling “self-organizing” types, but with possibilities to be rejected by neoliberal-
thinking leaders and administrators in practice. However, the authors strongly believe
that in an estimated period of 30 to 50 years, the CCSC will receive wider acceptance with
the emergence of drawbacks in neoliberal smart cities (see [57,181,182]). In the meantime,
the smart cities’ trend of branding, be it the alternative new brandings of cities or the
conception of the citizen centricity perspective, will remain valid and strive for realization
in a sustainable, just, and humane form of city development [183].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Literature discussing the direction of citizen centricity in smart cities’ development (Source: Authors).

No. Perspective Methodology Scholars and Descriptions

1

Technology-driven method:
Stresses the importance of

digital technology and big data
in helping to attain citizen

(centricity) participation in the
smart city (services).

1(a) Conceptual discussions

[184]—To achieve the Dubai Happiness Agenda
through digital technology, which is tokenized
on the essence of participation.
[185]—Using (customer relationship
management) data analysis to measure the
dimensions of smart city services that match the
needs of the citizens (i.e., the needs for hedonic,
contact, value co-creation, or a real-time
response).

1(b) Empirical proofs of the
design of web/mobile urban
service applications toward

achieving a
citizen-centeredness state.

[32]—Through the design of the IES (Internet
Enabled Services) Cities platform to enable
citizens to act as prosumers (double consumer
and producer).
[186]—Viewed citizens as primary beneficiaries
and empowering citizens (deep participation *
and data-literate citizenry) as challenges, thus
proposed a solution of an Open City Toolkit
(OCT) ** through GIScience and open data.
* Deep participation is about raising awareness
and enabling communities to have their say in
matters related to city life.
** Examples of OCT can be accessed through
http://geo-c.eu/opencitytoolkit (European
Union’s funding project).
Related papers: [187,188].
[189]—Proposed an open model (open
government, open innovation, open data, and
open services paradigms) oriented toward the
design, production, and deployment of public
services and mobile apps ***, where citizens
were viewed as co-creators of ideas.
*** Examples of the WeLive platform can be
accessed through https://www.welive.eu/
(European Union’s funding project).
Related papers: [190,191].
[192]—Proposed a citizen-centric typology for
smart city services from marketing and service
science, where citizens were viewed as users and
customers. Others: [31,193–198].
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Table A1. Cont.

No. Perspective Methodology Scholars and Descriptions

2

Human-driven method:
Stresses the importance of

citizenship/social participation
perspective in attaining the

direction of citizen centricity in
smart city development.

2(a) Conceptual discussions

Component of governance practice:
[33]—Achieving Smart Nation Singapore
through citizen-oriented smart city (governance)
policies.
Component of a general mention of citizenship:
[34]—Stressed genuine citizen centricity will
either happen when citizens were engaged in a
partnership or delegated power and involved in
the decision-making process in smart city
programs. Others: [36–39].

2 (b) Propose empirical
measurements of citizen

participation and citizens’
rights in the smart city

(standard).

[10]—Proposed a “Scaffold of Smart Citizen
Participation” to assess the citizen-centric nature
of smart city initiatives in Dublin. They
concluded that these “citizen-centric” smart city
initiatives were rooted in stewardship, civic
paternalism, and a neoliberal conception of
citizenship, rather than being grounded in civil,
social, and political rights, and the common
good.
[13,17]—Proposed indicators for safeguarding
citizens’ rights.
[35]—Proposed indicators for smart people and
smart governance.

Note: * Deep participation is about raising awareness and enabling communities to have their say in matters related to city life; ** Examples of
OCT can be accessed through http://geo-c.eu/opencitytoolkit (European Union’s funding project); *** Examples of the WeLive platform can be
accessed through https://www.welive.eu/ (European Union’s funding project).

Appendix B

Table A2. List of selected reviewed articles (source: authors).

No. Source’s Title Publisher Publication Author

1
Citizen-centric approaches to

e-government and the back-office
transformation

Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) (Proceedings) [85]

2
Conceptualizing smart city with

dimensions of technology, people &
institutions

ACM (Proceedings) [48]

3 Citizen-centered e-government services:
benefits, costs, and research needs ACM (Proceedings) [86]

4 Assessment methodology in smart cities
based on public value ACM (Proceedings) [153]

5 Models of e-democracy Association for Information
Systems (AIS)

Communications of the
Association for

Information Systems
[140]

6 Citizen-centric demand model for
transformational government systems AIS (Proceedings) [95]

7 A ladder of citizen participation American Institute of Planners Journal of the American
Institute of Planners [52]

8 The smart city from a public value
perspective Atlantis Press (Proceedings) [152]

9 Public value from co-production by
clients

Australia and New Zealand
School of Government (Working paper) [151]

10
Using the transformational government

framework to deliver public sector
services

Brunel University (Working paper) [91]

11
A review on public participation in

Environmental Impact Assessment in
Malaysia

Academy of Economic Studies,
Bucharest, Romania

TERUM-Theoretical and
Empirical Research in
Urban Management

[146]
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Table A2. Cont.

No. Source’s Title Publisher Publication Author

12
“Citizens as analysts” redux: revisiting

Aaron Wildavsky on public
participation

University of Westminster
Press

Journal of Public
Deliberation [145]

13

An institutional analysis of
Environmental Impact Assessment

(EIA) in Malaysia: social conflict and
credibility

Delft University of Technology (Thesis) [114]

14 The guide to effective participation Delta Press, Brighton (Book) [69]

15 Participatory learning for sustainable
agriculture Elsevier World Development [128]

16
From e-government to we-government:

defining a typology for citizen
coproduction in the age of social media

Elsevier Government Information
Quarterly [141]

17
Transformational change and business
process reengineering (BPR): lessons

from the British and Dutch public sector
Elsevier Government Information

Quarterly [127]

18
Public participation in waste

management decision making: analysis
and management of conflicts

Elsevier Journal of Hazardous
Materials [137]

19

Citizen participation in China’s eco-city
development. Will ‘new-type

urbanization’ generate a breakthrough
in realizing it?

Elsevier Journal of Cleaner
Production [117]

20
Participation’s place in rural

development: seeking clarity through
specificity

Elsevier World Development [139]

21
Citizens’ attitudes towards

e-government and e-governance: a UK
study

Emerald
International Journal of

Public Sector
Management

[87]

22
The smart city and its citizens:

governance and citizen participation in
Amsterdam Smart City

Erasmus University (Thesis) [49]

23 E-participation—a key factor in
developing smart cities

European Citizen and Public
Administration (Proceedings) [101]

24 A handbook for citizen-centric
eGovernment European Commission (Book) [1]

25
A citizen-centric public sector: why

citizen centricity matters and how to
obtain it

International Academy,
Research and Industry
Association (IARIA)

(Proceedings) [36]

26

Citizen-centric eGovernment services:
use of indicators to measure degree of

user involvement in eGovernment
service development

IARIA (Proceedings) [105]

27 Citizen participation in smart cities:
evaluation framework proposal

Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) (Proceedings) [120]

28 A web 2.0 citizen-centric model for
t-government services IEEE IEEE Intelligent Systems [97]

29 Understanding smart cities: an
integrative framework IEEE (Proceedings) [109]

30 Involving citizens in smart city projects:
systems engineering meets participation IEEE (Proceedings) [106]

31 E-governance and development: service
delivery to empower the poor Idea Group (IGI) Publishing

International Journal of
Electronic Government

Research
[92]

32
Citizens as sensors/ information

providers in the co-production of smart
city services.

Luiss University Press (Proceedings) [38]

33 Where’s wally? In search of citizen
perspectives on the smart city

Multidisciplinary Digital
Publishing Institute (MDPI) Sustainability [126]
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No. Source’s Title Publisher Publication Author

34
City-as-a-platform: the rise of

participatory innovation platforms in
Finnish cities

MDPI Sustainability [143]

35
Making local democracy work:

municipal officials’ views of public
participation

National League of Cities (Book) [142]

36 New politics: towards a mature
Malaysian democracy

National Translation Institute
of Malaysia (Book) [99]

37
Being a ‘citizen’ in the smart city: up

and down the scaffold of smart citizen
participation.

National University of Ireland
Maynooth (Working paper) [71] *

38
Citizens as partners: OECD handbook

on information, consultation and public
participation in policy-making

Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and

Development (OECD)
(Report) [123]

39
Engaging citizens in policy-makings:
information, consultation and public

participation
OECD (Report) [122]

40 Models of democracy: from
representation to participation? Oxford University Press

(Book chapter from)
The Changing
Constitution

[131]

41 Critical interventions into the corporate
smart city

Oxford University Press
(Cambridge Political Economy

Society)

Cambridge Journal of
Regions, Economy and

Society
[55]

42 Assessing public participation in U.S.
cities Sage Public Performance &

Management Review [135]

43
Conflicting perceptions on participation
between citizens and members of local

government
Springer Quality & Quantity [116] *

44
The role of citizen participation in

municipal smart city projects: lessons
learned from Norway

Springer
(Book chapter from)
Smarter as the New

Urban Agenda
[56]

45
Technology helps, people make: a smart
city governance framework grounded in

deliberative democracy
Springer

(Book chapter from)
Smarter as the New

Urban Agenda
[54]

46 ‘Mind the gap’: e-government and
e-democracy Springer

(Book chapter from)
International Conference

on Electronic
Government

[103]

47 ‘Mind the gap II’: e-government and
e-governance Springer

(Book chapter from)
International Conference

on Electronic
Government

[104]

48
Co-production makes cities smarter:
citizens’ participation in smart city

initiatives
Springer

(Book chapter from)
Co-production in the

Public Sector
[37]

49 Smart city projects and citizen
participation: the case of London Springer

(Book chapter from)
Public Sector

Management in a
Globalized World

[144]

50 The citizens in e-participation Springer

(Book chapter from)
International Conference

on Electronic
Government

[132]

51 Depoliticising development: the uses
and abuses of participation Taylor & Francis Development in Practice [129]

52
Assessing public participation
initiatives in local government
decision-making in Malaysia

Taylor & Francis International Journal of
Public Administration [118]
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No. Source’s Title Publisher Publication Author

53 Citizen participation: models and
methods Taylor & Francis International Journal of

Public Administration [134]

54 Will the real smart city please stand up? Taylor & Francis City [62]

55 Contemporary public involvement:
toward a strategic approach Taylor & Francis Local Environment [98]

56

Caught in the middle: Community
Development Corporations (CDCs) and

the conflict between grassroots and
instrumental forms of citizen

participation

Taylor & Francis Journal of the Community
Development Society [130]

57 Smart cities in Europe Technical University of Košice (Proceedings) [107] *

58

A comparatives study on public
participation in Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA) in Malaysia and
European Union

Tilburg University,
Netherlands (Thesis) [115]

59 E-government survey 2012:
e-government for the people United Nations (Report) [96]

60
A critical review of citizen participation
in smart cities: the citizens at the core of

Smart Namur
Universite De Namur (Thesis) [102]

61
Influence of citizen-centric perspective

on the effectiveness of e-governance
systems in Malaysia

Universiti Putra Malaysia (Thesis) [94]

62
Factors influencing participation of

rural women in Padzey Project in Taiz
Governorate, Yemen

Universiti Putra Malaysia (Thesis) [149]

63 Citizen-centric demand model for
transformational government Universiti Teknologi Mara (Thesis) [93]

64 Strong democracy: participatory politics
for a new age University of California Press (Book) [111]

65 The role of citizens in “smart cities” University of Presov, Slovakia (Proceedings) [72]

66 Engaging democracy: an institutional
theory of participatory budgeting University of Washington (Thesis) [112]

67 Smart cities: ranking of European
medium-sized cities

Vienna University of
Technology (Report) [35]

68
Engaging citizens in democratic

governance and the decision-making
process with congressional committees

Walden University (Thesis) [100]

69 Models of democracy Wiley-Blackwell (Book) [110]

70 Why are smart cities growing? Who
moves and who stays Wiley-Blackwell Journal of Regional

Science [150]

71 Citizen participation: can we measure
its effectiveness?

Wiley-Blackwell (American
Society for Public
Administration)

Public Administration
Review [119]

72
Beyond engagement and participation:
user and community coproduction of

public services
Wiley-Blackwell Public Administration

Review [70]

73 Varieties of participation in complex
governance Wiley-Blackwell Public Administration

Review [121]

74 Citizen participation in decision making:
is it worth the effort? Wiley-Blackwell Public Administration

Review [136]

75
Citizen, customer, partner: rethinking

the place of the public in public
management

Wiley-Blackwell Public Administration
Review [138]

76
Putting the "public" back in public

values research: designing participation
to identify and respond to values

Wiley-Blackwell Public Administration
Review [133]
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77
Further dissecting the black box of

citizen participation: when does citizen
involvement lead to good outcomes?

Wiley-Blackwell Public Administration
Review [108]

78 The World Bank participation
sourcebook World Bank (Report) [124]

79
Strategic framework for mainstreaming

citizen engagement in World Bank
Group operations

World Bank (Report) [125]

Note: * Ref. [71]—this working paper was published in GeoJournal, 2019; Ref. [116]—this journal article was online first in 2017; Ref. [107]—this
proceeding paper was published in Journal of Urban Technology, 2011.

Appendix C

Table A3. Selected and adjusted items after the verification by practitioners (source: authors).

No. Item from Literature Adjusted Item with Verification by Practitioners

The Construct of “Citizen-Centric Smart City”

2 The decision by LAs needs to reach a
consensus with us.

Decisions made by LAs are through an agreement, such as dialogues
with us.

4 LAs delegate power to us, especially at the
initial level of smart city programs.

LAs delegate authority to us at the initial stages of urban programs,
such as meeting with us for decision-making.

6 We play the role of volunteers and contribute
information continuously. We are responsible and together build a smart city.

The Construct of “Understanding of Participation”

6 We are involved in the programs without
going through a representative.

We attend (without a representative) and join along in the program
organization.

8 We value the decision-making process together. We value the decision-making process together, and not just comply
with LAs.

The Construct of “Types of Participation”

5 LAs offer grants (financial incentives) to run
smart city programs. LAs offer grants/contracts in the form of finance to run city programs.

6 LAs offer rewards, but LAs still have full
power. LAs offer rewards/gifts, such as shirts, bins, and others.

8 LAs hold meetings with the community. LAs hold meetings with us.
9 LAs broadcast the correct information to us. LAs publish accurate information.

The Construct of “Processes of Participation”
(A combination of items 1 and 2) We are involved in setting the program agenda.
(A combination of items 3 and 4) We are involved in planning program activities.

(Original item was 6) We present and join along in the program.
The Construct of “Roles of Citizens”

3 As co-producers, we work together with the
LAs.

As co-producers, we work together with LAs and contribute relevant
resources.

6 As human sensors, we contribute data. As human sensors, we report issues to the LAs.
The Construct of “Characters of Citizens”

3 We choose not to rely on government
resources. We choose a less dependent approach to government resources.

4 Being educated is important for us to get
involved in city programs.

Efforts to obtain higher education (BSc and above) are important to prepare
us to be involved in the program.

5
We are interested in public life, public values,

and acting quickly on things that disrupt
community life.

We are interested in public affairs and act quickly on things that
disrupt community life.
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Appendix D

Table A4. Instrument construct and items (source: authors).

Construct
Num. of Original
Items (Based on

Literature Review)

Num. of New Items
(Improved after the

Interview)

Detail Num. of New
Items after

Adjustment

Detail Num. of New
Items Remaining

(1) Citizen-centric
smart city 8 8 3 5

(2) Understanding of
participation 9 9 2 7

(3) Types of participation 11 11 4 7
(4) Processes of

participation 8 6 5 3

(5) Roles of citizens 8 8 3 5
(6) Characters of citizens 5 5 3 2

Total 49 47
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Abstract: With the rapid advancement of urbanisation, the adaptive reuse of heritage plays a key role
in achieving sustainable development, which is widely recognised by UNESCO and International
Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS). In the process of urban renewal, unclear property
rights have seriously hindered the relocation of old houses, compensation and the adaptive reuse
of historical buildings, even causing a series of social contradictions, such as violence. Moreover,
forced evictions and controversy in dealing with the rights of residents, particularly the so-called ‘nail
households’ have attracted public attention. However, few studies have analysed the problems and
countermeasures from the perspective of unclear property rights. This study focuses on analysing
the unclear property rights of historical buildings to propose an Alternative Governance Model
for Historical Building Conservation in China. Founded on the Coase Theorem of externalities
and property rights to examine the existing complex property ownership and rights patterns of 63
historical buildings in the famous Pingjiang Historic Block in Suzhou, China, the model provides
reasonable and feasible reconstruction schemes for each situation. The operation model can also
provide a symbiosis of new and old building solutions for urban renewal in developing countries,
which may encounter a similar challenge of urbanisation.

Keywords: sustainable urban development; governance; urban renewal; historical buildings protec-
tion; property rights

1. Introduction

To meet the sustainability agenda of urbanisation in the process of smart and sus-
tainable urban development, there has been a certain consensus that, compared with new
buildings, the protection and transformation of old buildings have been generally accepted,
due to either social effects or environmental benefits [1]. In terms of the environment, reno-
vating building materials of old buildings can reduce the pressure on energy consumption.
By recycling existing materials, which can reduce carbon emissions, the impact on climate
change can be reduced [1,2]. On the other hand, from a social perspective, old building
protection projects can maintain social continuity and protect buildings that have been in
disrepair for a long time [3].

However, given the insufficient awareness about the protection of historical buildings
and facing a shortage of urban land, in numerous densely populated countries and regions,
particularly in the fast-growing East Asia regions, historical buildings are demolished to
meet various development needs. This practice is pervasive in many cities that are in the
initial stage of economic development. For example, after the Second World War, Japan’s
large-scale urbanisation development resulted in the arbitrary destruction and demolition
of many ancient buildings [4]. In the 1950s, the ancient walls of Beijing were demolished on
a large scale [5]. Moreover, at the beginning of this century, Lee Tung Street in Hong Kong
was demolished and rebuilt by the government as a pedestrian shopping street without any
distinctive local style [6]. The continuous growth of modern cities is gradually compressing
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the space of historical buildings. As such buildings are demolished, a city’s features and
its people’s sense of identity in terms of culture are disappearing. Historical buildings are
under many threats in many historic cities, including rapid urbanisation, an increasing
housing demand, and socio-cultural and climate changes [7,8]. From the perspective of
sustainable development, the adaptive reuse of historical buildings can play a decisive
role not only in terms of heritage conservation, but also as an urban strategy capable of
contributing to environmental protection and generating new economic, cultural, and
social values [9,10].

In recent years, an increasing number of successful adaptive reuse projects have given
the government confidence, and policy makers are also trying to apply this method more
to protect historical buildings and blocks [11]. However, there are numerous cases of
obstacles caused by unknown ownership and property rights, which seriously hinder the
construction of smart and sustainable urban development. Specifically, unclear property
rights can neither deter the destruction of important historical buildings nor effectively
protect existing ones [12]. On the one hand, the government experiences difficulties paying
high amounts of money for repairs. On the other hand, the excessive use of such historically
valuable buildings with existing conditions may devastate numerous households. The
government has encouraged the public to participate in adaptive reuse projects, which
is an important measure for achieving sustainable urban development [13], but chaotic
property rights, particularly as a legacy of transition from state-ownership property in
China, seriously hinder the transformation of these buildings by developers. Incidents such
as demolitions and violence against demolitions have occurred owing to mistrust among
the government, residents, and developers [14,15]. Meanwhile, residents who do not
cooperate in demolitions waste time and increase the cost of reconstruction projects [16,17].
Property rights issues hinder the renovation of old buildings, making sustainable urban
development difficult to pursue. Such problems are particularly serious in developing
countries such as China, which has transformed from a centrally planned to a market
economy. Ancient buildings with rich historical and artistic value have become a sweet
burden in the urbanisation of a city.

This study selected the most representative case, namely, the Pingjiang Historic Block
in China, as the research test bed. An on-site field investigation was conducted in this dis-
trict. A total of 63 historical buildings have been, are being, or are about to be transformed
in this area. By examining these historical buildings, this study analyses the influence of
the complex property rights structure on the protection and redevelopment of historical
buildings. The problems in this test bed case are typical of numerous other historic cities
in China and worldwide. Based on the Coase Theorem, the authors combined the reality
and difficulties of historical building protection to establish an operational governance
model founded on property rights. Therefore, the findings can provide a feasible opera-
tional model that can solve the primary problem in sustainable urban development and
be applied to similar historical buildings in China and other countries during the smart
and sustainable urban development process. The result may provide policy makers with
measures to solve urbanisation challenges, such as the inadequacy of urban conservation
management and sustainable development policies, dilemma in balancing public and
private rights, the lack of resources amongst decision makers, and persistent conflict and
competition between heritage conservation needs and developers’ interests [7].

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Property Rights

Property rights refer to the behavioural relationships of people resulting from the
existence of objects and their use. Property rights are rights unified by government en-
forcement and market forces. The property rights system refers to the systemised property
rights relationships and system support for dividing, determining, defining, protecting,
and exercising one’s property rights [18]. The property rights system can be further di-
vided into formal rules, including laws, regulations, social contracts, the construction and
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determination of organisations, and informal rules, including cultural traditions, habits,
conventions, moral rules, and so on [19,20].

Property rights include ownership, power of possession, right of control, and right of
use. Coase holds a view in The Problem of Social Cost, which won the Nobel Prize, that the
initial delimitation of legal rights affects the efficiency of an economic system [21]. If prop-
erty rights are not explicitly defined, then individuals cannot have reasonable expectations
whilst making transactions with others, and society will lose benefits generated by labour
division and cooperation. Additionally, opportunistic behaviours, such as encroachment
on the rights and interests of others, will emerge, and social disruption will be inevitable.
Similarly, when individual property rights cannot be protected by society, individuals
cannot make long-term economic plans and arrangements and thus lose incentive to accu-
mulate and protect resources. Furthermore, negative drawbacks include the act of wasting
and destroying resources [10]. If we want to optimally allocate limited resources, we need
to consider and avoid the damaging impact caused by two parties whilst determining their
actions [21].

The Coase Theorem shows the decisive effect of property rights on transaction
costs [21]. The key points are summarised by Chappelow [22] as:

• Under the right conditions parties to a dispute over property rights will be able to negotiate an
economically optimal solution, regardless of the initial distribution of the property rights.

• The Coase Theorem offers a potentially useful way to think about how to best resolve conflicts
between competing businesses or other economic uses of limited resources.

• In order for the Coase Theorem to apply fully, the conditions of efficient, competitive markets
and, most importantly, zero transactions costs must occur.

The clear delineation of private property rights is an essential prelude to market
transactions. The clearer the property rights, the lower the transaction costs and the
higher the efficiency. This theorem can be reflected in the protection of historical buildings;
that is, when the property rights of historical buildings are clear, the operation of the
market mechanism and adaptive reuse of historical buildings are efficient and can be used
appropriately. However, when property rights are unclear, the protection of historical
buildings is hindered and their destruction is exacerbated.

Coase holds the view that ‘The delimitation of rights is an essential prelude to market
transactions’ [19]. In the process of urban renewal and adaptive reuse of historical buildings,
clarifying property rights is a prime concern [17]. Coase further states that a government is
a super firm because it can influence the use of production factors through administrative
decisions. For example, a given government can establish a set of legal systems about
rights that can be adjusted through market transactions. It can also compulsorily stipulate
laws and require people to obey them. The adjustment of one kind of right produces more
output values than other arrangements [21].

2.2. Hypothesis

On the premise of conforming to the law of Chinese Cultural Relics, according to
the Coase Theorem, an operational model can be established to properly maintain the
historical buildings as far as possible. In this governance model (Figure 1), the government
is responsible for the management and maintenance of the historical buildings with public
property rights, while the private property owners are responsible for the maintenance of
their buildings. In this research, Pingjiang Historic Block is selected to test the feasibility of
this model.
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3. Methodology

This research selected Pingjiang Historic Block as the test-bed object because the his-
torical buildings in this district cover nearly all modes of property rights existing in China,
which are highly concentrated in the current reconstruction of old cities, as well as in the
protection and renewal of historical blocks in China [23]. The government has taken numer-
ous effective measures to protect the historic block, such as the Protection and Restoration
of Historical Buildings Project. It was highly praised for the revitalisation project. In
2005, UNESCO awarded the Asia-Pacific Heritage Award to the Pingjiang Historic Block.
According to the organising committee, ‘The revitalisation project is a commendable example
of integrated urban rehabilitation, which has restored the physical, social and commercial fabric of
one of China’s most well-known waterway historic towns’ [24]. However, certain renovation
projects still have been delayed owing to property rights issues. Pingjiang Historic Block is
highly representative and is of prohibitive research value. The present study focuses on
the discussion of historical buildings with complex property rights structures.

There are a total of 63 historic sites arranged along both sides of the street (Figure
2), including one material cultural World Heritage Site, one nonmaterial cultural World
Heritage exhibit place, three national-level cultural relic protection units, and 15 provincial
and municipal cultural relic protection units and controlled and protected buildings (as of
2015). The property rights analysis conducted in this study was based on real and accurate
data. These sites provided a considerable number of research subjects [25,26]. Official
data obtained from functional government departments would have been the best choice.
However, the government claimed that it lacks accurate property rights data. Based on the
literature, the property rights structure of several historical buildings in Suzhou are only
recorded in the ‘Protection and Utilisation of Controlled and Protected Buildings in the
Ancient City of Suzhou’. However, obtaining property data that genuinely and thoroughly
reflect the current state was difficult. Therefore, to fill this gap, the authors selected the
Pingjiang Historic Block, which is a representative historic quarter, as a pilot for a field
investigation for two years and discovered and sorted out information that contradicted
certain literature descriptions.

The survey was based on the latest version of the Suzhou Pingjiang Historical and
Cultural Street Protection Plan (2014) issued by the Suzhou Municipal Planning Bureau. In
conjunction with the ‘List of Suzhou Controlled and Protected Buildings’ of the same year
provided by the Suzhou Bureau of Cultural Relics, a field investigation was conducted
in the 63 existing national, provincial, and municipal cultural relic protection units and
controlled and protected buildings, which were set up by the Suzhou municipal govern-
ment. Registered property right structures, households, resident compositions, the current
protection situation, existing functions, and other aspects were also investigated.

Face-to-face interviews were conducted with experts, administrators, and residents
(Table 1). The authors also visited competent government departments in Suzhou, in-
cluding the Department of Housing Management; Department of Planning, Land and
Resources Bureau; and Urban Construction Archives Bureau. A massive amount of first-
hand material was obtained, documents with approximately 80,000 characters transcribed
from audio recordings were compiled, and nearly 3000 photos and videos were sorted. The
investigation lasted for two years of 2017–2019, and the data were updated in August 2019.
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Table 1. Interviewees in face-to-face interviews.

Category Name of Interviewees or Institutions

Experts AA (expert in ancient city protection)
BB (director of China’s Famous Historic and Cultural City Protection Research Academy)

CC (expert in ancient city protection in Suzhou)
DD (general manager of Suzhou Ancient City Investment and Construction Co., Ltd.)

EE (director of Suzhou Pingjiang Historic District Protection and Maintenance Co., Ltd.)
FF (director of Department of Planning of Suzhou University of Science and Technology)

GG (founder of Cat’s Castle in the Sky Concept Book Store)

Departments Department of Housing Management
Urban Construction Archives Bureau

Department of Planning,
Land and Resources Bureau

Planning Bureau

Enterprises Suzhou Pingjiang Historic District Protection and Renovation Co., Ltd.
Suzhou Culture and Tourism Development Group (SCTDG)

NGOs Suzhou Institute for the Conservation of National Historic Cities

Residents Residents and users in the 63 historical relics in Pingjiang Historic Block

4. Results
4.1. Survey Results

The research results presented certain views that verified and corrected published
literature. In the actual situation, records of the 63 historical relics in Pingjiang showed that
35 buildings were publicly owned, accounting for 55.6% of the total number of buildings.
A total of 22 publicly and privately owned buildings had property rights, accounting for
approximately 35%. However, six buildings were privately owned, accounting for 9.5% of
the total (Table 2). Among the controlled and protected buildings, 40 public houses were
under the direct administration of the Housing Management Department, accounting for
63.5% of all historical relics. This portion was mainly used as low-rent houses provided for
low-income families in Suzhou.
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Table 2. Property rights of historical relics in Pingjiang Historic Block (summarised by the authors).

Type of Property
Rights Ownership Management/Responsibility/Repair No. Case

Publicly-owned

Enterprises and Public
Institutions Enterprises and Public Institutions 16

Ding Residence6,
Huiyin Garden,

Quanjin Guildhall, etc.

Department of housing
management Department of housing management 18

Hanchong Residence,
Zheng Residence, Zhu

Residence, etc.

Enterprises and Public
Institutions+ Department
of housing management

Enterprises and Public Institutions+
Department of housing management 1 Panzuyin Residence

Privately-owned Individual Individual 6 Yang Residence, Zha
Residence, etc.

Publicly and Privately
Owned

Enterprise and Public
Institutions+ Individual Enterprise and Public Institutions 1 Xushichunhui

Yizhuang

Department of housing
management+ Individual Department of housing management 18 Aibuchan Residence,

Qian Residence. Etc.

Enterprises and Public
Institutions+ Department
of housing management+

Individual

Enterprises and Public Institutions+
Department of housing management 3

Weidaoguanqian Pan
Residence, Hongjun

Residence and
Zhuangci

These survey results indicated that the property rights of the privately owned build-
ings, which accounted for 9.5%, were clear and that these buildings were in a satisfactory
condition and beautiful after proper maintenance. Moreover, these buildings were the most
fortunate of the 63 buildings in terms of protection. As for public houses and buildings
under controlled protection with property rights shared by public and private entities,
which accounted for 63.5% of the total number of buildings, excessive use by numerous
residents was apparent. Meanwhile, given the unclear property rights of owners and users,
the severe shortage of protection funds, and serious inappropriate construction issues, the
completeness, appearance, and structural stability of buildings under controlled protection
were considerably affected.

According to the actual situation surveyed, the hypothesis model should be expanded.
There are three forms of property rights in this model: publicly owned, privately owned
and publicly and privately owned. Among them, the public property rights were owned
by the Housing Administration Bureau, Public Institutions, and jointly owned by the
Housing Administration Bureau and Public Institutions. Private property rights remained
unchanged, that is, those of private property owners. The public and private ownership
rights were owned by the Housing Administration Bureau and the private property owners,
jointly owned by Public Institutions and the private property owners, and jointly owned by
the Housing Administration Bureau, Public Institutions and the private property owners
(see Table 2).

4.2. Reasons for Unclear Property Rights

In order to establish an effective governance model for historical building conservation,
the form of property rights was clarified in the investigation stage, and then the relationship
between different transformation modes and property rights needed to be found. Before
that, the following problem needed to be solved: the formation of the confused status of
property rights. Knowing the reason behind it, we could then solve the problem of urban
renewal thoroughly.
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4.2.1. Historical Factor

Several stages of the evolution of property rights in China are described below (Figure 3).
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1. Before 1949: Before the founding of the People’s Republic of China, the property
rights of houses were extremely chaotic, mainly owing to the imperfect property
rights registration system of the Kuomintang authorities. Years of war led to the
flight of property rights holders, and large numbers of properties were vacant and
unmanaged for long periods of time, illegally seized, and so on.

2. From 1949 to 1956: Clean-up of real estate property rights during the early period
of the regime of the new People’s Republic of China Following victory in the Anti-
Japanese War, the new government implemented a series of measures to register
housing property rights and issued housing ownership certificates to clarify housing
property rights and quickly establish regular social order. Before the socialist transfor-
mation, domestic real estate was divided into public and private property. Between
them, public property (including escrow properties without owners converted into
public property after the expiration of the escrow), which was mainly taken by the
government, was divided into three parts, namely, directly managed public hous-
ing (houses directly managed by the municipal housing management authority in
the name of the municipal people’s government), institutional self-managed public
housing (houses managed by institutions with rights of possession, use, profit, and
disposal of buildings, as well as an obligation to protect state property from loss and
infringement), and allotted public housing (housing property approved for use by
the government or housing authority, with institutions only given the right to use the
building without ownership).

3. From 1956 to 1966: Large numbers of private houses converted into ‘rental houses’
On January 18, 1956, official documents suggested that the socialist transformation
of urban private houses be carried out and privately rented houses in cities that met
the starting point of the transformation by the nation, or so-called ‘rental houses’, be
implemented [27]. The documents proposed that ‘The overall requirement for the socialist
transformation of private houses was to strengthen the state control, first of all, to let private
houses rent completely subject to the state policy, and then gradually change its ownership’.
Local governments introduced corresponding policies to specify the starting point of
the quantitative reconstruction. Private homeowners were required to divide their
living area by population, with surplus areas classified as ‘rental houses’, which were
rented to residents with housing difficulties [27]. On 30 December 1963, the State
Administration of Real Estate stated in its Report on Issue of the Socialist Transformation
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of Private Rental Housing that ‘private homeowners could not recover the houses which
already rented by the state’. At the time, the property rights structure appeared in
three forms, namely, public property, private property, and rental houses. Rental
houses were products of the socialist transformation. Former private homeowners
could no longer retrieve their property, but the state had not clearly defined the
ownership of property. During the Cultural Revolution in 1966, the Red Guards
forcibly seized the property rights of private homeowners through violent means. All
houses had one property rights attribute, that is, state ownership [27].

4. From 1983 to 2004: Implementation of private housing policy and resolution of
the problem of ‘standard houses’ After the Cultural Revolution, the government
implemented the private housing policy and returned the property rights of private
houses to private homeowners. However, the government claimed that the property
rights of ‘rental houses’ belonged to the state and implementing the private housing
policy was not feasible [27,28]. From the 1980s, historical houses became private
properties and rental houses. However, the most dramatic difference during the 1950s
was that the property rights of ‘rental houses’ changed from being private to public
property, thereby becoming part of the directly managed public housing, which was
the most complex existing property rights structure in China.

In summary, the structure of real estate property rights was extremely complex in
1949 and the new government then issued a series of measures to clarify it. However, the
original problem of property rights during the Cultural Revolution was not clarified and
was worsened by the political struggle.

After the reform and opening up in 1980s, the government attempted to readdress the
problem, but failed to achieve the desired effect owing to insufficient implementation. Since
the 1980s, China has entered the stage of large-scale civil construction. In the process of the
demolition and reconstruction of old cities, removal and relocation have become significant
problems for the government, and the drawbacks of the unclear property rights structure
have become apparent. However, no one has been willing to tackle such sensitive topics,
and the government and academia have prevaricated with ‘problems left over by history’,
claiming that ‘property rights are too complex’ to be resolved. Although the awareness
of the protection of traditional culture has increased since 2000 and the government has
invested large amounts of capital to preserve and renovate historical blocks, property
rights problems remain between the ideal and reality, thereby severely delaying the pace of
urban renewal. The property rights issue affects the entire process of urban development
and cannot be avoided. Therefore, the issue, that is, the existing complex property rights
structure in China, should be addressed and resolved with sound theoretical basis.

4.2.2. Legal Factor

To protect outstanding traditional architecture, the government implemented the Law
of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics in 1982. Historical
buildings were classified as national, provincial, and municipal cultural relic protection
units according to their historical, cultural, and artistic value. In addition, local gov-
ernments established protection lists for outstanding historical buildings excluded from
cultural relic protection units, such as the Excellent Historical buildings in Shanghai, the
Excellent Modern Buildings in Beijing, the Historic Feature Buildings in Xiamen, and
the Controlled and Protected Buildings in Suzhou [3,29]. However, the original com-
plex property rights problem worsened when the cultural relic labels were added to the
buildings [28].

Article 5 of the 1982 Law stipulates that for all memorial buildings, historical buildings,
and cultural relics publicly or privately owned, ownership is under the protection of
national laws, and the owners of these cultural relics must abide by the regulations of
the country on cultural relic protection and management. In addition, the law stipulates
that buildings owned by the state and protected as cultural relics cannot be sold on the
market [30,31]. The property rights of these buildings are redefined by national laws; that
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is, residents and users only have usage rights. The buildings are publicly owned and the
local government represents the state in terms of supervision and control. Given the feature
described above, an intersection between these two types of property rights emerges when
historical buildings are listed as cultural relics, thereby making it difficult to determine and
obtain rights to yields derived from ownership [32]. The value form cannot be separated
from the value entity. Therefore, defining the boundary of property rights is difficult, as it
is obscure in an actual operation.

In addition to unclear property rights, inappropriate modes of property rights can
damage historical buildings. Certain historical buildings are public houses with property
rights under the direct administration of the government. Most of such buildings are
overused, endure exposure to wind and rain, and incur degrees of damage that are ex-
tremely high. Therefore, maintenance expenses are considerably large, and residents have
no incentive to contribute to the maintenance of such buildings. Article 6, Chapter 1 of the
1982 Law stipulates that expenses for cultural relic protection and management shall be in-
cluded in the financial budget of the central and local government; that is, the government
should arrange the protection and management of historical resident houses and fund their
repair and protection. Although residents are not required to make contributions, they
can enjoy the benefits. In such cases, historical houses repaired with government funds
can be regarded as public articles and thus enjoyed by residents free of charge. Therefore,
people ignore the protection of historical buildings, as they can enjoy the benefits without
assuming responsibility. To maximise such benefits, residents may overuse or damage
buildings under controlled protection. Conflicts between the use and maintenance of
historical buildings will result in a conflict between the government’s invalid investment
in such buildings and residents’ overconsumption.

Therefore, currently, historical buildings that suffer from the most severe damages are
historical buildings whose property rights belong to the state. This problem is common in
historical cities in China. As the maintenance and upgrading of historical buildings require
large amounts of financial and technical resources, the government’s budget cannot satisfy
this demand. Therefore, for such buildings, the government has maintained an attitude of
‘not aspiring for the ownership but the existence’, in order to transfer usage or property
rights, activate and reuse historical buildings by cooperating with social forces, and extend
the longevity of such buildings. In the case of complicated property rights, the clarification
of property rights and adaptive reuse were problems that needed to be resolved.

4.3. Causes of Changes in Property Rights in Pingjiang Historic Block
4.3.1. External Causes

Most external reasons were influenced by policies from different eras. The timeline
shows a series of changes. Figure 3 illustrates the timeline of the evolution of property
ownership from 1949. In the early 1950s, every parcel of land in the country was regis-
tered, government authorities issued the Property Ownership Certificate, and the 1954
Constitution protected lands and houses.

Figure 4 shows the timeline for changes in property rights in Pingjiang Historic Block.
In 1956, the government initiated the socialist transformation of industry and commerce. In
the same year, the central government approved the ‘Basic Conditions of Private Property in
the Cities’ and ‘Opinions on Initiating Socialist Transformation’. Moreover, private houses
in these cities were subject to ‘transformation’. In 1958, the compulsory transformation
of private property campaign emerged. The primary form was ‘lease by the country’,
which meant that ‘the country will be responsible for the overall leasing, distribution and
maintenance’, targeting certain privately leased houses and drawing a starting line for the
transformation; that is, if a property leased by its owner ventured beyond the starting line,
then it would be subject to transformation. The intended purpose of this policy was to
‘use the methods like purchase, which pays fixed rent during a certain period, to gradually
change their ownership’. However, in practice, the government only collected compulsory
rent from owners without purchase or similar activities, and ownership remained in the
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hands of owners with a Property Ownership Certificate. When the Cultural Revolution
began in 1966, the Red Guards seized private properties through violence and claimed
ownership. According to Article X of the 1982 Constitution, urban lands shall be the
property of the state. Between 1982 and 1988, the government cleared private properties
on a massive scale, owners were granted Property Ownership Certificates, and the concept
of land ownership ceased to exist. However, according to residents, they lost ownership
not only of their land, but also of their houses.
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4.3.2. Internal Causes

Internal causes included the residential function of houses entering the market as a
commodity since the 1980s, thereby resulting in the circulation and transaction of property
or usage rights, which could lead to a change of property rights, as shown in Figure 5. It
presents a summary of the circulation pattern of properties in history according to market
conditions. After the Cultural Revolution, numerous private houses transformed into
directly controlled public houses under the ownership of the housing authority. In recent
years, the number of low-income individuals gradually decreased. Therefore, residents of
affordable housing have disregarded the value of houses and overused them. To protect
historical buildings, the government intends to recall the right to use such houses. In
terms of ownership changes, properties are transferred to the government or private
enterprises after purchase and primarily consist of public-interest and commercial houses.
The circulation of property rights mainly depends on the government’s redemption and is
relocated through the transfer of property rights or currency.
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5. Discussions

Coase’s view involves a key word that is a problem to be solved, i.e., resource re-
distribution. In the field of urban renewal, historical buildings have multiple attributes.
As cultural relics, historical buildings have very high historical and artistic values, so
knowledgeable people are needed to maintain these buildings through professional means.
Houses have residential functions, but houses are dilapidated and entail high maintenance
costs, which are hard for residents to bear. Whether to protect them as cultural relics or
to continue to allow them to serve as houses is the redistribution of production factors in
urban renewal. When the ownership is fragmented it will bring many constraints. Taking
back the usage right and unified planning by the state is more conducive to the preservation
of historical buildings [33,34].
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Indeed, historical and artistic values cannot be copied and reconstructed, as opposed
to the dispensable residential function. The government is a super enterprise, which can
control production factors via administrative means [35]. The government also plays such a
role in promoting urban renewal [36]. For the protection of cultural relics, the government
should promulgate compulsory regulations to restrict the behaviour of users, whether
property rights are publicly or privately owned, under the protection of the law, whilst
the use function should be considered. When property rights are public, the government
has the right to take back the house and optimally allocate resources. While retaining the
artistic and historical value and the use function of traditional architecture, the government
can protect the historical buildings according to the public and market demand. Through
policy adjustment, the government can expand the market of historical buildings [35].
Experiential reconstruction will become the trend in future historical building protection.
This type of reconstruction resembles ‘haematopoiesis’, which can also solve the problem
of a shortage of funds for the protection of historical buildings. For houses with use
functions belonging to residents, when the property right is clear and the transaction
cost is relatively low, the government hopes to maintain the decision-making power of
the housing function. Residents who live here are willing to move out after they receive
satisfactory compensation, given that they do not have the property rights of historical
buildings and cannot afford high maintenance costs. Generally, the compensation they get
is much higher than the value of the house because the high-value properties tend to be
overcompensated [37]. Therefore, those who have no property rights but only the right to
use them are willing to cooperate with the government. Even the nail households just want
to haggle over the compensation rather than move out. Once an agreement is reached, the
government can take back the property rights.

However, when property rights are private, property owners know that permanent
private property rights are scarce resources. The property owners have the exclusive right
to alienate or to not alienate the buildings [38]. In addition, they have lived in their own
houses for generations and are not willing to hand them over to the state easily. In their
minds, the transaction price is very expensive. The government only plays a supervisory
role and does not pay high relocation fees, thereby forcing property owners to protect their
houses.

With due reference to key points of the Coase Theorem highlighted in the above
Section 2: Theoretical Framework, when these rights belong to the same subject, the owner
has initiative and motivation to protect and maintain a historical building effectively. The
research results substantiate the authors’ view as proposed in the beginning. For example,
during the survey, privately owned buildings, such as the Fang residence on Xuan Qiao
Alley, were in a satisfactory condition. Private owners had lived here for generations.
However, when the right to use is transferred, ensuring that the user will seriously protect
the historical building is difficult. As shown in Figure 3, the property rights system has
continuously changed since 1958. Therefore, defining the rights and responsibilities of
parties is challenging. Residents only possess the right to use a historical building and thus
lack a cultural identity and sense of belongingness. They have no enthusiasm to maintain
the ‘public house’, but hope to obtain tangible benefits from its demolition. The rent of such
houses is too low to afford maintenance costs. These housings are dilapidated, suffering
from the daylighting and dampness for years. There are various safety hazards in the house
with a danger of collapse at any time. Meanwhile, the Housing Management Department,
which has right of ownership, also lacks sufficient funds to protect historical buildings.
‘Rental houses’ and ‘public houses’ suffer from damages or are destroyed, similar to the Xu
residence.

Moreover, when the government attempts to recall right to use, large numbers of
residents become unwilling to move out. The term ‘nail households’ refers to people
who refuse to move out of buildings for demolition, often owing to disagreements about
compensation, which severely delays the progress of the redevelopment process. The
DeLin Hall Wu residence is an example of such a case, which was delayed for five years. In
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the above case, the non-zero-sum game between residents was a typical prisoner’s dilemma
model. Some people are willing to move out early and get rewards and resettlement houses.
However, some nail households are willing to get more compensation. The personal best
choice is not the group’s best choice. In the face of interests, the relationship between
people becomes subtle. While competing for interests, they also have selfish desires to get
more. In a group, individuals making rational choices often lead to collective irrationality.

Through interviews with developers and contractors of many projects, it was under-
stood that property rights and funds are common problems in all current historical building
reconstruction projects. The biggest uncertainty in funds is the demolition compensation,
and the contractor must overcome the difficulties that cannot be overcome by traditional
crafts.

For the 10 pilot projects of the first batch of ancient building protection and repair
projects in Suzhou, some ancient buildings abandoned the reconstruction, and some
projects were promoted. The whole project progressed very smoothly when all tenants
accept the reconstruction, such as with the former Fang residence, the current Xiao Hui
Wang Art Centre. Regarding the projects that all the residents refused to relocate, such as
private property owners or projects with proper building maintenance and living environ-
ment, the government gave up the relocation and allocated funds for the optimisation of
living conditions, from the reconstruction project to the people’s livelihood project. For
most projects, some residents coordinated with the relocation and some residents refused.
Demolition was repeated in each process along with the betrayal and cooperation between
households, and the Nash equilibrium gradually became Pareto Optimality. That is, in this
situation, no property right owners or residents could be better off without making at least
one individual worse off [21]. It was considered to be a minimal notion of efficiency that
did not necessarily result in a socially desirable distribution of resources [39,40]. Although
this was not the optimal solution, it was the only way to solve the property rights problem
of historical building adaptive reuse.

Such cases can be seen everywhere in China where cities are developed constantly,
such as in this red-headed document, Announcement of the Suzhou Municipal People’s Govern-
ment on the Determination of Houses on State-Owned Lands (Su Fu Gong [2013] No. 3), which
is the housing compensation plan of Pan Zuyin’s former residence (a historical building in
Pingjiang Historic Block) project:

The expropriated person may choose monetary compensation or exchange property
rights. The expropriated households who choose the monetary compensation can purchase
the fixed-quotas commercial houses provided by the government. If the property rights
exchange is chosen, the value of the property exchange houses and the expropriated
houses will be calculated after the price is calculated at the same evaluation point, and
the difference is settled.

Among them, (1) monetary compensation means that in the house expropriation
compensation, the owner of the expropriated house is compensated in monetary form
based on the market evaluation price. (2) Property rights exchange means the exchange
of houses provided by the house expropriation department for the exchange of property
rights and the houses to be expropriated. After the price is calculated, the difference is
settled. For the residents who cooperate with the relocation, different relocation incentive
fees can be obtained depending on the degree of cooperation.

Through the above analysis, the model can be improved as shown in Figure 6. It is
consistent with the hypothesis model that privately owned historical buildings are still
protected and repaired by private property owners. In order to protect the interests of
the private property owners, the private parts of the public–private ownership buildings
will still belong to the private property owner, and the buildings will be maintained by
the private property owner. Similarly, the Public Institutions shall be responsible for the
management of the parts in public–private historical buildings and the public–private
historical buildings that belong to them.
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In this governance model, the most complicated part belongs to the Housing Adminis-
tration Bureau, which is called direct management of public housing. Due to the historical
reasons mentioned before, this type of housing is rented to citizens with poor economic
conditions. To avoid excessive use, local governments should take back the usage rights
of these buildings gradually through two ways, that is, property rights replacement and
monetary compensation. For a successful adaptive reuse project, two principles should be
followed, that is, to obey the government’s unified organisation and management, and to
follow the government’s planning scheme and functional orientation.

The analysis shows that whenever a whole building is publicly owned, the transaction
cost to the government is close to zero, and the government has the autonomy to renovate
the building. Among the 35 public historical buildings in Pingjiang District, 20 of them
have been renovated and are managed by the government, and seven are under renovation,
accounting for 77% of effectively protected public historical buildings. Residents in the
remaining eight buildings have expressed their desire to move away from the dilapidated
buildings. They are willing to move to new homes if the government will give a satisfactory
compensation. Meanwhile, six buildings are owned by private individuals, accounting
for 100% of private buildings. These private residents refuse to make deals with the
government. Yet, the government is not willing to pay high fees to obtain the property
rights of such houses. These types of property rights are distinctive, and thus, renovation or
maintenance work should be carried out smoothly. However, the public–private ownership
of property rights is considerably complicated. A total of 22 historical buildings in Pingjiang
Historic Block are public–private owned, and 14 of them (accounting for 64%) cannot be
promoted for renovation. Five buildings have been transformed, and two are under
renovation. However, from the perspective of renovation projects, several owners of
private properties, including such buildings, are willing to trade with the government,
whereas the rest of them refuse. For private property owners who refuse to trade, the
government will transform the public areas of their buildings. The private property owners
can still reside their own houses, but they have to take up the responsibility of routine
maintenance of the historical buildings in the areas that they own. The government will
help them with the exterior transformation. Without affecting the daily life of private
property owners, the appearance of buildings with private property rights should be made
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consistent with that of the public parts, resulting in consensus between landscape and
art value. Such complex cases can explored be in detail in future studies. The ‘bargain’
mentioned by Coase also exists in the protection of historical buildings. In the process of
repeated communication, the government and private owners can achieve the optimal
allocation of resources. When both sides cannot agree on the price, they should arrive at a
symbiosis to work together.

6. Conclusions

Taking Pingjiang road as a test bed for analysis of property rights in historical build-
ings, this study highlights two key findings through the application of the Coase Theorem
in the conservation of historical buildings. First, the impact of property rights, that is,
whether the property rights are clear or not, will affect the progress of protection work.
Second, the governance model for heritage conservation, that is, different property rights
of historical buildings lead to different transformation methods.

Firstly, in the case of Pingjiang Historic Block, the result of the survey showed that
unclear property rights seriously hinder urban renewal. Unclear property rights will
lead to unclear responsibilities and rights, and lack of responsible persons to maintain
historical buildings. Unclear property rights can hinder transactions and incur higher costs.
Given the unclear property rights, historical renovation projects experience difficulties
in proceeding according to their plans. Gradually eliminating the unclear parts of the
chaotic property rights and implementing transformation in batches are necessary. The
reconstruction project can be implemented gradually according to the unique layout of
historical buildings.

Secondly, urban renewal is a process of resource optimisation and reuse. The historical
and artistic values of historical buildings are valuable resources to society as a whole. In
the process of sustainable urban development, it is necessary to retain the artistic and
historical value and the use function of traditional architecture. When property rights are
clear, public buildings are protected by the government. Similarly, when property rights
are private, private property owners should be responsible for the maintenance. With a
regulatory role to play, the government has the obligation to protect historical buildings
through designing good policy. Therefore, historical buildings with public property rights
should be gradually taken over and transformed by the government. Historical buildings
with private property rights should still be maintained and managed by private property
owners, which is the low transaction costs option, and the government should assume the
supervisory and regulatory role.

This study has its limitations. Firstly, urban renewal is a dynamic process, and the
role and capacity of government or individuals are constantly evolving or even changing
functions. The data listed by the author can only cover a certain period of time, and
subsequent changes are excluded. Secondly, the authors attempted to obtain official data
from the government, but the property rights issue is sensitive, and the government is
reluctant to provide such data. In addition, we find that the data obtained from some
literature differ from the actual data. Thus, the authors spent several years collecting the
data on-site themselves. However, it is admitted that some deviations were observed in
cases that involved oral history, but they are verified as far as possible. This condition can
be regarded as both a limitation and a unique contribution of this paper. Firsthand data
are closer to the truth, and they can be used to verify the governance model in this paper.
Lastly, the proposed model only provides a method, but each historical building has a
unique story and value in practice. As such, the protection work must be analysed on a
case-by-case basis, which can be elaborated in subsequent studies.

This model, based on sound theories, successfully solved the primary problem of
adaptive reuse projects and provided solutions for other old building renovation projects
with disordered property rights, so that the property rights problem was no longer an
obstacle to sustainable urban development but could be explored to provide the drive
force. An increasing number of vacant and dilapidated old buildings have been given new
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life, which is conducive to sustainable urban development from social and environmental
perspectives. While reducing the impact of buildings on climate change, at the same time,
the social and artistic value of buildings has also been extended.
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Abstract: Water scarcity, which is exacerbated by climate change, is a major challenge to ensure
human well-being. Therefore, it is equally important to protect conventional water resources from
degradation and at the same time to identify cost-effective alternatives with a low carbon footprint.
In this regard, stormwater plays a key role as it is a largely under-utilised resource for both, potable
and non-potable use. However, stormwater carries substantial loads of pollutants to receiving waters
such as rivers. Unfortunately, the lack of comprehensive stormwater quality modelling strategies,
which account for the effects of climate change, constrains the formulation of effective measures to
improve the quality of stormwater. Currently, there is a significant knowledge gap in the merging of
stormwater quality modelling and climate modelling. This paper critically reviews current stormwater
quality modelling approaches (quantity and quality) and the role of climate modelling outputs in
stormwater quality modelling. This is followed by the presentation of a robust framework to integrate
the impacts of climate change with stormwater quality models.

Keywords: climate change; stormwater modelling; stormwater quality; stormwater reuse;
water scarcity

1. Introduction

Urban stormwater is considered a nuisance because it causes flooding and has an impact on aquatic
ecosystem health [1–4]. This mindset overlooks the potential to transform stormwater into a safe-to-use
resource. While population increase and the impact of climate change exacerbate water scarcity,
authorities commonly continue to fail to see urban stormwater as the last available uncommitted
water resource for our cities. For example, in 2015, the Australian Senate recommended formulating
strategies to optimise stormwater management [5]. Nevertheless, the National Water Account for
2018 (Australia) disregarded treated stormwater as a source of recycled water [6]. The significance of
stormwater reuse is related not only to its contribution to meeting the water demand in urban areas,
but also to safeguarding conventional water resources [7,8]. Given the inevitability of climate change
effects on the amount of water resources available to urban settlements, Goonetilleke et al. [9] have
urged taking advantage of the opportunities offered by stormwater.

Turning this potentially valuable source of water into a safe-to-use resource requires the removal
of pollutants entrained in stormwater. To remove pollutants, understanding the processes that
determine their loads/concentrations, including build-up on urban surfaces during dry weather periods
and wash-off during wet weather, is a fundamental need. Even though these processes have been
investigated under the influence of urbanisation [10–12], pollutant behaviour is subject to variations
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due to the impacts of climate change [13]. Global warming (or more critically, regional warming)
results in changes to typical patterns of dry and wet weather periods [14–17], increasing the complexity
of changes in stormwater pollutant loads and their characteristics [17,18].

Most studies on the impact of climate change on stormwater only address the changes in runoff

quantity in response to changes to rainfall patterns [19–21]. Further, the studies that assess or develop
stormwater management measures such as Low-Impact Development (LID) mainly address the
control of runoff volume in response to climate change [22–27]. Only a limited number of studies have
highlighted the adverse impacts of climate change on stormwater quality [28,29]. However, these studies
fail to draw attention to the changes in the patterns of pollutant build-up and wash-off during dry and
wet weather periods. The paucity of information and guidance makes it difficult to accurately predict
future changes to stormwater quality essential for planning and management decision making in the
context of safeguarding stormwater quality and thereby enhancing its reuse.

Predicting stormwater quality is undertaken using mathematical models. The two primary
modelling approaches currently used are: (1) physically-based modelling, which replicates temporal and
spatial variations in stormwater quality using established physical theory; and (2) statistical modelling
for simulating approximations of scenarios subject to a set of observed (field) data. For accurate
stormwater quality predictions, the models are required to: (a) encompass robust physical relationships
between the changes in stormwater quality and influential factors; and (b) be able to quantify uncertainty
in model predictions [30].

Currently, neither (a) nor (b) as articulated above can be measured accurately. Regarding requirement
(a) above, the current mathematical formulations of stormwater pollution processes consider dry and wet
weather as a static system and do not allow for their dynamic nature resulting from changes driven by
global warming [31,32]. Consequently, the accuracy of such mathematical formulations is questionable as
weather altered by global warming can change the behaviour of pollutants. For example, large amounts
of particulate solids, which carry toxic pollutants, can accumulate on impervious surfaces over longer
dry periods, while heavy rainfall can wash-off increasingly large shock-loads of pollutants into receiving
waters, exceeding their assimilation capacity. Regarding requirement (b) above, it is inevitable, given the
limitations in requirement (a) noted above, that current stormwater quality models do not account for
uncertainties that can arise due to the effects of global warming.

In short, stormwater treatment measures lack resilience given that global warming continues to
alter dry and wet weather patterns [17]. Hence, the receiving waters remain vulnerable to degradation,
and the availability of safe-to-use stormwater will be limited to fulfil the water demands of cities.

This paper critically evaluates the current practices in stormwater quality modelling to identify
the changes needed to enhance stormwater quality prediction accuracy. Accordingly, current climate
modelling approaches are critically reviewed to identify key aspects of dry and wet weather conditions
that need to be accounted for in stormwater quality modelling. This review establishes the platform
for climate impact assessment within the context of urban stormwater quality modelling.

2. Current Practice in Stormwater Quality Modelling and Its Deficiencies

At a generic level, current stormwater models consist of two modules that operate simultaneously
(see Figure 1). The rainfall-runoff module generates information about runoff during a rainfall event.
The runoff quality module generates information about pollutant accumulation (build-up) on catchment
surfaces during the dry weather period and subsequent wash-off via stormwater runoff [33].

The current stormwater models have been built based on either physically-based (mechanistic)
or statistical (or hybrid) modelling approaches. Both approaches have strengths and deficiencies
and the resulting models are likely to generate information on stormwater quantity and quality
that may not be sufficiently reliable. Hence, there is no stand-alone model that can accurately
replicate the entire process of stormwater pollution. For example, commonly used Stormwater
Management Model (SWMM) [34,35] and Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation
(MUSIC) [36,37] are appropriate for planning and management decision making, but lack mathematical
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formulations of complex interactions between pollutants that are accounted for in Hydrologic Simulation
Program-Fortran (HSPF) [38] model. Further, only a few models such as Mike URBAN [39,40] and
HSPF are capable of accounting for the processes of both, dissolved and particulate pollutants.
The capabilities and limitations of different modeling tools are detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Capabilities and limitations of commonly used stormwater quality modelling tools (adapted
from Wijesiri [41]).

Type Modelling Tool Capabilities Limitations

Ph
ys

ic
al

ly
-B

as
ed

Stormwater Management Model
(SWMM) developed by the US

Environmental Protection
Agency [34,35]

- Ten different pollutants.
- Four build-up models: linear, power, exponential

and saturation.
- Three wash-off models: First order decay, rating

curve and event mean concentration (EMC).
- Used as a planning and design tool.

- Does not account for
pollutant interactions.

- Lack of accuracy in
process replication.

- Does not facilitate
uncertainty analysis.

Mike URBAN developed by the
Danish Hydraulics

Institute [39,40]

- Number of different pollutants in both, dissolved
and particulate phases.

- Linear and exponential build-up models.
- Wash-off model is based on pollutant detachment

due to the impact of raindrops.
- Integrated with the capabilities of SWMM.
- Used as a planning and design tool.

- Greater complexity in
the model structure.

- Lack of accuracy in
process replication.

- Does not facilitate
uncertainty analysis.

Storage, Treatment, Overflow and
Runoff Model (STORM) developed
by the US Corps of Engineers [42]

- Six different pollutants.
- Two approaches for build-up modelling:

proportionality between pollutants and
accumulated solids, and linear build-up model as a
function of time.

- Wash-off modelling: first order exponential decay
(proportionality between washed-off and
remaining pollutants).

- Used as a planning tool.

- Does not account for
pollutant interactions.

- Lack of accuracy in
process replications.

- Does not facilitate
uncertainty analysis.

Hydrologic Simulation
Program-Fortran (HSPF)

developed by the US
Environmental Protection

Agency [38]

- Ten different pollutants in dissolved and
particulate phases.

- Accounts for pollutant interactions.
- Linear build-up models.
- Wash-off models consider direct proportionality

between wash-off rate of different pollutants
and runoff.

- Used as a planning and design tool.

- Lack of accuracy in
process replications.

- Inefficient calibration.
- Does not facilitate

uncertainty analysis.

Distributed Routing Rainfall
Runoff Model-Quality

(DR3M-QUAL) developed by the
US Geological Survey [43,44]

- Four different pollutants.
- Exponential build-up and wash-off models.
- Pollutant association with solids.
- Used as a planning and design tool.

- Does not account for
pollutant interactions.

- Lack of accuracy in
process replication.

- Does not facilitate
uncertainty analysis.

Model for Urban Stormwater
Improvement Conceptualisation

(MUSIC) developed by
Cooperative Research Centre for
Catchment Hydrology (CRCCH),

Australia [36,37]

- Three different pollutants.
- Primarily a planning and management decision

support system.
- Appropriate for conceptual modelling of

stormwater pollution mitigation strategies, and to
evaluate their performance.

- Not a detailed
modelling tool.

- Does not account for
pollutant interactions.

St
at

is
ti

ca
l

Derived probability distribution
approach [45,46]

- Generates probability distributions of runoff and pollutant loads using the
probability distributions of rainfall characteristics and build-up and
wash-off models.

- Facilitates to improve the conceptualization of pollutant processes.
- Facilitates to develop stormwater quality control measures.

Bayesian approach with
Metropolis algorithm [47]

- Enhances model calibration.
- Generates model parameters that optimise the model functions and probability

distributions of those parameters.
- Facilitates to improve the conceptualization of pollutant processes.
- Lack of sufficient data for model calibration may limit application.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the generic structure of current stormwater models (major deficiencies identified
are in red text).

In particular, stormwater quality predictions involve various types of uncertainty (due to model
structure, data, and parameters) because considerably fewer improvements have been made to the
stormwater quality module, compared to the improvements made to the rainfall-runoff (quantity)
module. This lack of advancement in stormwater quality modelling is because greater attention has
been paid to the mitigation of stormwater quantity-related adverse impacts (e.g., flooding) rather than
to improving stormwater quality for reuse [48].

The mathematical formulations included in the runoff quality module are adversely affected by
the effects of climate change because the patterns of pollutant build-up and wash-off could change in
response to changes in dry and wet weather periods. Therefore, the current mathematical formulations
of pollutant build-up and wash-off need enhancements in order to take into consideration the effects of
climate change.

Improvements to current mathematical formulations should first consider temporal and spatial
patterns of pollutant build-up and wash-off under dry and wet weather conditions influenced by
the regional effects of climate change. For example, several regions around the world are projected
to experience longer dry periods and more frequent short duration intense rainfall, which have
already become evident over the past decade [17]. Under these weather conditions, typical patterns of
pollutant build-up (e.g., asymptotic increase towards an equilibrium at around 7–9 antecedent dry
days) and wash-off (exponential decay) [49,50] could change as depicted in Figure 2. The pollutant
load accumulated is expected to remain at the equilibrium level over a longer period of time (blue line
in Figure 2) than typical dry weather events (red line in Figure 2). Consequently, the expected changes
to wet weather could result in wash-off of a large amount of accumulated pollutants over a shorter
period of time (blue line in Figure 2) than relatively slower wash-off that could occur during typical
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rainfall events (red line in Figure 2). As such, while typical rainfall events would wash-off only a
fraction of accumulated pollutants, the rainfall events influenced by climate change could wash-off

almost all the accumulated pollutants from catchment surfaces. Further, lesser known effects such
as first-flush phenomenon (wash-off of shock loads of pollutants at the initial portion of a rainfall
event, see Figure 3) would play a greater role in influencing the quality of stormwater runoff at the
catchment outlet.

Figure 2. Pollutant behaviour during build-up and wash-off in response to impacts of climate change
(X-axis not to scale).

Figure 3. Hypothetical depiction of first-flush. Note: The Mass-Volume (M-V) curves show the
relationship between dimensionless M and V at a given point in time (t). As such, first flush occurs
when the M-V curve lies above the line of unity. M-V curve 1 shows first-flush during a typical
rainfall event, while M-V curve 2 shows first flush during a rainfall event affected by climate change
(adapted from Perera et al. [51]).
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3. Role of Climate Modelling Outputs in Stormwater Quality Modelling

Climate modelling entails the mathematical formulation and integration of energy and matter
transfer on the land, atmosphere and ocean. The outcomes of climate models (general circulation
models (GCMs)) indicate the probability of a given area having relatively warmer/cooler or wetter/drier
climate, which is different from typical weather reports of daily wet/dry conditions.

With the objective of broadening the understanding of climate change in the historical, current,
and future contexts, the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) brings together multiple
climate modelling groups from across the world. The CMIP makes standardised output of climate
models available to other researchers who are involved in climate change impact assessments.
Detailed information about CMIP phases can be accessed via World Climate Research Program (WCRP)
and the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) of the US Department of
Energy. Meanwhile, the most recent phase, CMIP6, provides information that may be useful for the
mathematical formulation of stormwater pollution processes under the effects of climate change.

CMIP6 addresses three issues broadly related to the Earth’s climate system under 12 scientific
themes (clouds/circulation, regional phenomena, ocean/land/ice, impacts, scenarios, decadal prediction,
geo-engineering, land use, carbon cycle, chemistry/aerosols, characterising forcing, and paleo) [52]:

Issue 1: Response of Earth’s climate system to radiative forcing: The radiative forcing (difference
between energy absorbed by and radiated back from the Earth) changes due to natural/anthropogenic
emissions. Consequently, land, ocean and atmospheric temperatures could change, and in turn,
variables such as precipitation could also change.

Stormwater quality perspective: Changes to dry and wet weather patterns are the two key
responses that need to be incorporated into the mathematical formulations of stormwater pollution
processes such as build-up and wash-off. Fundamental changes to the structure of current mathematical
functions are necessary due to changes to pollution processes (such as lengthy equilibrium periods
during build-up and intense first flush events that lasts for shorter periods during wash-off,
see Figures 2 and 3).

Issue 2: Systematic model biases: Climate models are expected to replicate complex climate
processes, which can exhibit substantial inherent variability, particularly at the regional scale. As such,
model biases are likely to arise, leading to over/under estimations of future climate.

Stormwater quality perspective: Current stormwater models already have deficiencies relating to
model structure, input and calibration data, and model parameters specific to underlying processes such
as coefficients of pollutant build-up and wash-off [53,54]. Understanding systematic biases in climate
models and minimising their effects are necessary when using climate projections for stormwater
quality modelling.

Issue 3: Assessment of future changes in climate under climate variability, predictability and
uncertainty in future scenarios: The future climate scenarios are developed based on the expected
changes to socio-economic systems that contribute to emissions. These scenarios are associated with
uncertainty, which are accounted for when undertaking climate impact assessments.

Stormwater quality perspective: Stormwater pollution processes can be influenced by the
variability in climate processes (precipitation and dry period), which leads to creating uncertainty in
stormwater quality projections. Therefore, it is also necessary to address the effects of such uncertainty
when projecting stormwater quality into the future.

Accordingly, five themes can be proposed (out of the 12 listed above) that have potential implications
for stormwater quality modelling. These include cloud/circulation, regional phenomena, land use,
scenarios and impacts. The outputs of the model intercomparison projects (MIPs) under clouds/circulation
theme [55,56] are a guide to identifying the appropriate climate models that produce precipitation/dry
period projections, which can contribute to stormwater quality modelling (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Framework for incorporating various climate modelling outputs of Model Intercomparison
Projects (MIPs) under the proposed five themes into specific elements of stormwater quality modelling.
Note: CFMIP—Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project [55]; DynVarMIP—Dynamics and
Variability Model Intercomparison Project [56]; GMMIP—Global Monsoons Model Inter-comparison
Project [57]; HighResMIP—High Resolution Model Intercomparison Project [58]; LUMIP—Land Use
Model Intercomparison Project [59]; ScenarioMIP—Scenario Model Intercomparison Project [60];
VIACS—Vulnerability, Impacts, Adaptation and Climate Services [61]; CORDEX—Coordinated
Regional Downscaling Experiment [62].

The outputs of the MIPs under Regional Phenomena theme [57,58] provide key information
on the variability in monsoon system, which could substantially alter the length of dry periods
(mega droughts) and result in heavy storms and large flood events. These significantly exacerbate the
quality of stormwater, while flooding contributes to disperse pollutants across multiple areas.

In a recent study conducted in the North Australia region [13], the likely impacts of the climate
change-driven variations in dry and wet weather events have been demonstrated. Due to an increase in
atmospheric temperature by 1.5 ◦C (around year 2030–2052) above pre-industrial levels, North Australia
region is projected to experience (compared to year 2007) dry periods that are extended by 4.72 days
(range of variation at RCP 8.5 warming scenario: 3.67–11.93 days) and increase in rainfall by 0.31 mm
(range of variation at RCP 8.5 warming scenario: 0–4.50 mm). These projections are set to worsen due
to an additional 0.5 ◦C increase in temperature (i.e., 2 ◦C above pre-industrial levels), such that dry
periods in North Australia can be 7.34 days longer (range of variation at RCP 8.5 warming scenario:
5.11–17.96 days) and the region can expect to receive 1.40 mm more rainfall (range of variation at
RCP 8.5 warming scenario: 0–5.58 mm). As a result of these projected changes in dry and wet
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weather, Wijesiri et al. [13] estimated (compared to year 2007) a more than 90% increase in the build-up
of particle-bound toxicants such as heavy metals and nearly a 50% increase in those pollutants in
stormwater runoff.

Given that extreme weather events mostly occur at smaller spatial scales, reliable climate projections
under this Regional Phenomena theme could be crucial for stormwater quality modelling (see Figure 4),
as stormwater quality exhibits substantial variability at catchment scale as well as between geographic
regions [12].

Furthermore, land use is a key determinant of the quantity and type of pollutants released into
stormwater runoff, although the effects of land use change have not been adequately accounted for in
current stormwater models [63]. On the other hand, anthropogenic activities specific to different types
of land use contribute to the emission of aerosols and greenhouse gases. This has implications to the
climate such as extreme droughts and heavy precipitation [64]. The outputs of the MIPs under Land
Use theme [59] play a key role in influencing the relationships between spatial and temporal changes
in land use/land cover that contribute to both, climate change (and its effects on dry and wet weather)
and pollutant accumulation on catchment surfaces (see Figure 4).

Various scenarios of how physical and human systems are expected to change in the future and
their impacts on the climate system are important for projecting future climate change. The MIPs
outputs under scenarios theme [60] provides climate projections of future scenarios of emissions and
land use change. These scenarios are developed based on future pathways of inherently uncertain
socio-economic developments, which also contribute to stormwater pollution, including pollutant
generation, deposition and subsequent re-distribution during dry weather periods and wash-off

during rainfall events. Therefore, the future climate scenarios could be the basis for projecting
stormwater quality into the future (see Figure 4) and in turn for designing robust measures to enhance
stormwater reuse.

Regarding climate impact assessment, usually a two-way dialogue is established between the
climate modelling community and those who expect to utilise model outcomes for assessing the
impacts on various human-environmental systems [61]. Further, one of the crucial elements of impact
assessment is downscaling of regional climate projections. This plays a key role in stormwater
quality modelling due to the regional variability in the factors that influence pollutant generation
and subsequent distribution during dry and wet weather events. Accordingly, the outputs of MIPs
under the impacts theme [62] provide a common framework to produce downscaled regional climate
projections and to assess associated uncertainties, which can be considered for stormwater quality
modelling to ensure the robustness in the projection of regional scale stormwater quality (see Figure 4).

4. Future Research Directions

Despite the call for actions towards the mitigation of the impacts of climate change [65], urban areas
are still far from ensuring human well-being and the safety of ecosystems. In relation to stormwater,
there are two major areas of research being undertaken, namely, flood mitigation and stormwater
treatment. Efforts to predict flood events and identifying flood-prone areas have at least started to
address the effects of changing weather patterns [66–68]. However, research on stormwater treatment
is still largely focused on resizing existing treatment measures such as Water Sensitive Urban Design
(WSUD) systems. For example, Zhang et al. [69] report that the treatment performance of WSUD
systems would not significantly change in future climate change scenarios, and recommend slightly
larger systems for reliable performance. However, they have only accounted for the impact of simulated
future weather patterns on the volume of stormwater runoff. There is a knowledge gap in the
accounting of how these simulated rainfall and dry periods influence pollutant behaviour on urban
impervious surfaces, and in particular, phenomena such as first flush. As such, the current state of
research on stormwater treatment does not affirm the resilience of these systems, without which they
would be ineffective in the long-term in response to climate change. Therefore, a significant step change
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is necessary in terms of merging stormwater and climate research outcomes, rather the application of
resources for simply improving available technologies.

5. Conclusions

This review has identified deficiencies in existing stormwater quality models in relation to
addressing the effects of climate change. As such, it is recommended that: (1) the rainfall-runoff

(quantity) module should be incorporated with mathematical formulations of the changes to the
characteristics of rainfall and dry periods (frequency, intensity and duration) caused by global/regional
warming; and (2) the runoff quality module should be incorporated with mathematical formulations of
the potential changes to the patterns of pollutant accumulation (build-up) and wash-off. Additionally,
the runoff quality module needs significant improvements due to the complex behaviour of pollutants in
response to climate-change-influenced changes to dry and wet weather events. Therefore, five themes
within the latest phase of CMIP (CMIP6) are proposed as a basis to account for the effects of
climate change on stormwater quality. Collectively, the five themes (cloud/circulation, regional
phenomena, land use, scenarios and impact assessment) are expected to provide guidance for
accounting for the changes to dry and wet weather patterns by radiative forcing under various future
socio-economic developments (future climate scenarios), effects of systematic climate model biases on
climate projections, natural variability in climate processes, and uncertainties in climate projections,
in the formulation of technically robust stormwater quality models.
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Abstract: Sustainable stormwater management approaches in accordance with the EU Water
Framework Directive (WFD) allow a source control to handle the quality and quantity of the
runoff at local level or near the source. The most popular technologies applied in Europe are green
roofs, porous pavements, retention basins and bioswales/raingardens. In this article, two of these
solutions (retention tank with reuse, and rain garden, respectively), applied to single dwelling case
studies in a suburban area in the Silesia Region (Poland), are illustrated and analyzed. The selected
cases consider technical and economic aspects as the most important factors for decision on the
selection of onsite stormwater management approach. Both systems have been operational for
approximately two years. The retention tank proved a good solution, reducing stormwater overflows
and allowing local water reuse for lawn irrigation; however, investment and maintenance costs
in this case are relatively higher. The raingarden proved to work efficiently in this small scale
implementation and implied much lower initial investment and costs. The economic sustainability of
these interventions at single dwelling scale was analyzed, showing interesting returns, with outcome
depending on the degree of possible water reuse (lower water bills) and availability of fiscal or fee
incentives. Introduction of financial incentive schemes will encourage homeowners and developers
to implement stormwater control solutions, allowing rapid amortization of investment costs with
additional benefits to the community, such as reduced environmental impact of stormwater overflows
and possible economies in the construction and management of stormwater systems.

Keywords: stormwater management; retention basin; rain garden; low impact development (LID);
green infrastructure; cost analysis

1. Introduction

Sustainable stormwater management has been and still is a long-time issue in urban drainage
systems. In addition to potentially causing adverse impacts on wastewater treatment operations in
traditional combined systems [1], flooding during storm events has always been a common problem in
urban areas: in fact, almost every city, regardless of the type of sewer network, is potentially vulnerable
to this phenomenon, whose frequency has exacerbated due to the increased intensity and recurrence of
extreme hydro-meteorological events linked to long term climate variability. Increases in impervious
urban surfaces, poor resiliency of urban drainage system design and increased frequency of downpours
in urban areas can increase peak storm runoff with corresponding impact on human life and health,
property and water security. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported that
the number of heavy precipitation events has significantly increased in inland areas worldwide [2].
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Climate indicators for the last decades show generalized statistical increase of event-specific maximum
precipitation in many cities [3,4]. In addition, extreme hydro-meteorological events impact on the
physical, chemical and biological parameters of water in urban water bodies, both through direct
runoff, and separate or combined sewer overflows (CSOs) [5]. Pollutants conveyed by storm flows
in addition to organic matter include pathogens (Fecal Indicator Bacteria, FIB), nutrients, metals and
emerging contaminants [6,7], the latter often at low level concentrations, which are difficult to monitor
by traditional means [8].

Safe urban stormwater management is becoming a major concern: the conventional approach
based on piped drainage is currently criticized as poorly efficient as, only partly effective during
meteorological extremes, it does not eliminate environmental problems [9]. In the 1980s, structurally
intensive approaches were proposed such as the “deep tunnel” concept: large, underground collectors
designed to relieve urban sewer systems from excess stormwater flow and curtail overflow frequency.
These systems were built in large cities in the U.S. (e.g., Milwaukee, Chicago, Boston, Atlanta) and
around the world (e.g., Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Singapore) [10,11]. In addition to the high cost
involved (the deep tunnel project in Milwaukee, one of the first of this kind, required 14 years, at a
cost in excess of US$2.3 billion, to complete [12]), the features of these systems may raise unexpected
management challenges [13]. Furthermore, their operation requires high energy inputs for pumping
and subsequent treatment of dilute sewage, increasing the already high greenhouse gases (GHG)
emission footprint of water systems [14].

While these may have proven use in large urban areas, this approach may not be fully resolutive for
the targeted impacts. Low-tech, more sustainable methods in accordance with the EU Water Framework
Directive (WFD) [15] may be effective in many cases, especially in smaller urbanizations [16]. Sustainable
storm water management should promote source control methods at, or nearby, the source. The most
effective approach, which could successfully complement technologically-intensive approaches,
consists of trapping stormwater and storing it into temporary impoundments for evaporation or
ground infiltration. Rain and roof gardens, grassy swales or ditches (bioswales and bioretention basins)
and permeable pavements could be highly beneficial [17]. Many mitigation measures are also being
proposed to increase urban systems’ resilience against floods [5,18]. These include discharge separation
at source [19], local water reuse [20] and implementation of decentralized water management [21].
Modern stormwater management requires separation of rainwater from sewage, providing a higher
level of service and benefits such as: elimination of CSOs, pollution prevention and possible use of
stormwater as an alternative resource.

Sustainable storm water management is connected with so-called blue-green infrastructure (BGI).
BGI foresees the implementation of either natural or man-provided solutions to enhance management
of water resources and water infrastructure and services risk resilience. Innovative fiscal and non-fiscal
tools, which may include payment for ecosystem services schemes [22], may be introduced to encourage
their implementation on public and private property [23]. These practices are described in the literature
under various labels, such as Low Impact Development (LID) [24], nature-based solutions (NBS) [25]
or Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) [26]. All reduce the impact of constructed impervious
surface areas (ISA) and of their hydrological and ecological disturbances. A generally accepted scale to
assess ISA impact on urban watersheds indicates stress conditions, with ISA between 1% and 10%,
impacted if between 10–25% and degraded if greater than 25% [27]. The global ISA average is estimated
at 93 m2 per person. As a comparison, ISA in Poland is about 110 m2/person, similar to other European
countries (Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Austria, Switzerland,
Bulgaria, Slovakia, and Denmark) with ISAs around 100-150 m2/person. In France, Portugal, Belgium,
Ireland, Sweden and Spain, ISA is between 150–220 m2/person, in the USA, close to 300 m2/person,
and in China around 68 m2/person [28].

This article presents two case studies of sustainable stormwater management practices in small
urban developments in Polish catchments, respectively concerning: (1) on-site retention and reuse,
and (2) rainwater infiltration gardens. The aim of the analysis of the two approaches is to highlight
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their application’s sustainability, considering also related legal and economic aspects. With this
objective, a simple cost-benefit analysis and a general discussion on urban stormwater management
are also presented.

2. An Overview of Sustainable Stormwater Management Practices

Sustainable urban stormwater management solutions face increasing complexity from conflicting
demands resulting from increasing urbanization, influence of expected climate variability and financial
and budgetary constraints of cities. To address these, the current approach has evolved to accommodate
increasing use of LID techniques: these aim to restore urban watersheds functions to pre-development
stage hydrology, increasing resilience to external stresses, without compromising the requirements of
modern urbanization. Figure 1 summarizes the effects of urban development on flow volumes and
frequency. LID can be optimally applied in new urbanization planning, but also as retrofit of existing
infrastructure. In addition to purely hydrologic issues, recent stormwater quality regulations are a major
factor in LID adoption. While traditional urban stormwater management relies on fast conveyance of
excess water away from affected areas, LID relies mainly on infiltration, evapotranspiration and the
incorporation of natural hydrologic features extending water retention and reducing runoff, peak flows
and pollutant loads. A review of implementation and performance of low impact development
approaches was recently published [29].
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Figure 1. Effect of urban development on stormwater flow (A) and return frequency (B). With increasing
urbanization, the recurrence interval of a 100-year flood can be reduced by one or more orders of
magnitude, increasing the probability of risk to life and property.

LID stormwater management occurs mainly by means of two approaches: infiltration-based and
retention-based. Both reduce an urban basin’s effective impervious surface [30]; however, neither of
the two individual approaches is generally sufficient to successfully restore a natural flow regime.
Management of rainwater may also include installations for collection and reuse of precipitation [21],
which can help decrease consumption of water, treated to drinking quality. Several combined
solutions to limit runoff and promote use of collected rainwater were recommended by the European
Commission [31]. Possible uses that do not require potable water are car washing, garden and lawn
watering, laundry making, or toilet flushing. These have been already implemented around the world.
Depending on climatic conditions, type of building and use, the reduction of demand for mains water
may be as high as 60% [32].

Infiltration-based approaches assist in baseflow restoration by recharging subsurface and
groundwater flow [31]. They include swales, infiltration trenches and basins, unlined bioretention
systems (e.g., rain-gardens), and porous pavements. Their effectiveness is highly affected by site
conditions, hence the wide reported range of performances.

Swale systems (open channels filled with vegetation) can be used to replace traditional curbs
and for erosion control in peri-urban areas. They are designed to induce infiltration, sedimentation,
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and filtration during flow conveyance, resulting in some degree of water quality improvement.
Infiltration trenches usually consist of gravel-filled channels covered with soil and vegetation.
Bioretention ponds (also called rain gardens) are landscaped low areas where onsite reduction and
treatment of runoff occurs. They are generally vegetated with shrubs, perennials, or trees, and covered
with bark mulch. Finally, permeable pavements (including paving blocks, plastic grids, porous asphalts
and concretes) allow slow runoff infiltration, promoting pollutant removal by entrapment, adsorption
or biological degradation.

Retention-based approaches are designed to hold collected stormflow and reduce outflow from
a catchment. They have substantial influences on local flow regime, reducing peak flow, but may
result in increased outflow persistence. They include wetlands, ponds, green roofs, and decentralized
rainwater harvesting; some have been used extensively for years. Although they can be quite effective
for pollutant removal, they have limited effect in reducing overall runoff volumes, since this occurs
mainly by evapotranspiration.

Green roofs have proven beneficial for stormwater control in many studies. It has been claimed
that green roofs, in addition to runoff control, may induce other additional environmental benefits,
such as air quality improvement, urban heat-island effect mitigation and urban aesthetics amelioration.
According to existing experiences, there are few disadvantages to this solution, the cost of installation
being the main one. In addition to the cost of the vegetated component, which may vary according
to execution and aesthetic requirements, the added expense to install a green roof, compared to
a traditional flat roof, consists mainly in higher structural costs, as the underlying structure may
have to be strengthened to cope with the extra structural load. Green roofs show effectiveness in
stormwater retention, with ability to attenuate runoff peaks from events with 2–100 years recurrence
intervals, reducing the need for detention basins, with beneficial environmental impact. Green roofs
can effectively retain 100% of rainfall in events with precipitation less than 12 mm, and significantly
delay hydrologic responses, slowing onset of runoff by an average of 5.7 h, and peak runoff response
by an average of 2 h. Annual runoff reduction between 38% to 54% and peak flow reductions up to
90%, were reported [33]. Green roofs have an effect on buildings’ energy requirements, raising winter
roof temperatures by up to 6 ◦C, and lowering it by up to 19 ◦C in the summer, with much narrower
ranges of diurnal fluctuations [34]. Several municipalities in Europe provide economic incentives for
this practice. Over the last 25 years, many such projects have been completed in the USA and Northern
European countries, including Germany and Switzerland.

Decentralized stormwater harvesting may significantly improve water retention within a
catchment, reducing annual runoff volumes. Stormwater harvesting is more efficient in terms
of runoff reduction if designed to supply water on a daily (short-term), rather than seasonal, basis.
Harvested water may be readily used onsite, e.g., for irrigation, or can be further treated for high-quality
uses, becoming a significant component of urban hydrology. It is increasingly seen as a valuable
resource, especially in water-scarce areas. The potential range of rainwater use as public water
substitute is limited by quality and cost of any necessary treatment [20], but it can also imply significant
energy requirements and emissions reductions for supply systems [14]. In some areas, due to
particularly favorable environmental quality, rainwater could be directly used as a drinking water
supply source [35].

In Poland, although the University of Warsaw Library is considered one of the most beautiful
and the largest roof garden in Europe, with surface of 1 hectare [36], issues concerning sustainable,
low impact stormwater management have largely remained outside the mainstream of research and
application interest, with few significant examples.

Legal and Economic Aspects of Stormwater Management

The adoption of alternative approaches to storm-water management bears an implicit economic
impact on land development scenarios and water resource protection. Studies have been carried out,
showing that the impact of LID and similar practices on property value is quite complex and variable.
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While this impact may be compensated by appropriate taxation policies, it reduces externalities due to
avoided pollution [37].

Through the implementation of the Water Framework Directive into Polish law (Polish ‘Water
Law’), an obligation to manage stormwater runoff according to sustainable development rules came
into existence [38]. Rainwater should be retained as much as possible at or near the location where
precipitation occurred, through the use of surface or underground retention, and in-ground infiltration.
Pursuant to the Polish Act, the “discharge of rainwater or meltwater into waters or into water
facilities, contained in open or closed rainwater drainage systems for the discharge of atmospheric
precipitation or into collective sewage systems within the administrative boundaries of cities” is part
of “water services”. Regardless of legal obligations related to discharge, financial obligations also exist.
As provided for in Art. 389 IP, for this discharge it is necessary to obtain a suitable permit and abide by
payment of fees to the service operator.

In the USA, a similar situation exists: The Water Quality Act of 1987 mandated the implementation
of a comprehensive program to address stormwater runoff. Since no specific funding provision was
established, municipalities introduced various fees in order to fund stormwater projects, effectively
implementing a separate local taxation system. Other countries, like Canada, the United Kingdom,
Germany, and Australia, have similarly introduced stormwater charges [39,40]. Communities currently
use a combination of instruments: some introduced user fees to provide dedicated funding to
“stormwater utilities” (separated from wastewater utilities), notwithstanding the complexity of
identifying who pays and benefits for what, since drainage systems are often interconnected. Alternate
funding methods include local bonds for infrastructural improvements, developer extension fees (capital
costs shared among new developers), impact fees (based on mitigation costs of new developments’
impact), special assessment fees, property taxes, and stormwater user (i.e., service) fees. User fee
schemes could provide an equitable, dedicated source of funding, with charges commensurate with
the cost of service, but they are not always applicable. Stormwater utility fees are considered more
efficient and environmentally sustainable, allowing long-term planning and solutions, at the political
cost of high visibility. Unlike other water cycle related fees, these could be reduced by stormwater
credits for introducing best management practices (BMPs), such as those described.

In European countries, stormwater fees have been introduced for many years: in most German
Lands, fees are calculated based on the impervious surface area. In Hamburg, for example, it is
calculated according to the total costs attributed to the impervious area connected to the public sewer,
and currently amounts to 0.73 €/m2 impervious area [41]. In Italy there are no specific stormwater
management fees so far. The cost of water services is covered under the formula of an “Integrated
water tariff” paid to the local sewer operator, which takes care of all the aspects of water services from
supply to collection and treatment, based on metered water consumption.

In Poland, the issue of stormwater fees foresees a water service fee, due for discharge of rainwater
or snowmelt. The purpose is to encourage users to rationally manage water and limit pollution, as
well as cover costs associated with drainage and facilities for its treatment. Fees consist of a fixed
and a variable component: the former, sometimes referred to as “subscription” fee, depends on
the maximum allowable rainwater discharge specified in the water permit. The base fee is PLN
0.75/m3 (about 0.17 Euro) yearly, but if water retention devices with capacity >30% of annual runoff

from the area are installed, it is reduced tenfold. In areas covered by combined sewer systems, the
fee represents the cost of sewage collection. In areas with separate sewers, the fee is based on the
volume of collected runoff or on the impervious area. The latter could range from 0.31–7.06 PLN/m2

(about 0.07–1.63 Euro/m2) [42].
In addition, Polish Water Law sets conditions for runoff drainage from industrial areas. In the

case of areas greater than 3500 m2, a variable fee is applied if more than 70% of the surface is excluded
from biologically-active areas (Article 268.1) as shown in Table 1. The fee is also assessed on all real
estate located in areas not served by sewers. This applies to all real estate meeting the cited criteria,
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including large-surface commercial sites (e.g., supermarkets, warehouses), residential estate, office
buildings, and housing communes.

Table 1. Variable stormwater discharge fees for industrial areas in Poland.

Site Characteristics Fee Amount [PLN (€)/m2/yr)] *

Site without retention devices permanently connected 1.00 (0.23 €)
Site with retention devices with capacity of up to 10% of the

annual runoff, permanently connected 0.60 (0.14 €)

Site with retention devices with capacity of 10–30% of the
annual runoff, permanently connected 0.30 (0.07 €)

Site with retention devices with capacity of more than 30% of
the annual runoff, permanently connected 0.10 (0.02 €)

* 1 PLN � 0.2278 € (average between October 2019 and October 2020). This exchange rate will be used in all
subsequent cost figures exposed in the paper.

In 2003, the city of Pila pioneered the introduction of a stormwater fee, quickly followed by other
towns (Ostrow Wielkopolski, Nysa, Bielsko-Biala, Poznan, Biala Podlaska and Boleslawiec). Today,
almost 95% of Polish town have implemented stormwater fee structures.

3. Case Studies of Stormwater Management Upgrade in Two Urban Developments in Silesia

Notwithstanding a clear global trend towards the increasing development and implementation of
sustainable urban drainage systems, this issue is not addressed on a widespread scale at the moment
in Poland, where a conventional stormwater management approach still remains the most common in
urban management. In Poland, which has an unfavorable water balance, rainwater still constitutes
an unappreciated contribution to the urban water cycle and is still mostly treated as a nuisance to be
disposed of, and discharged as quickly as possible to a receiving water body. Only recently, following
the momentum of predicted effects of climate change, and the problem of a lowered groundwater
table across the country [43], is stormwater starting to be considered as a possible alternative resource.
An analysis of national domestic water consumption trends showed that approximately 50% of public
drinking-quality water consumption could be substituted by reused rainwater, with peak of about 65%
in public buildings [44].

Two case studies of sustainable stormwater solutions implemented in small buildings in the
Kobierzyce commune in the Silesia Region of south Poland are presented and analyzed herein.
These concern on-site retention and subsequent water reuse, and a rainwater infiltration garden
installation, respectively.

3.1. Case Study 1: Onsite Rainwater Retention and Subsequent Reuse

The first case examined concerns a community center building with playground and parking, built
on the site of a demolished establishment, where a local rainwater retention system was implemented.
The total plot area of 3300 m2 consists of directly connected impervious areas (roof and parking) of
about 700 m2 (21% of the lot surface). Built area (including terrace) is 380 m2, total paved surfaces
1500 m2, playground 150 m2, and biologically active area (lawns and trees) 1250 m2 (37.88% of total)
(Figure 2). The organic soil layer consists of low-permeability compacted sand, clay and sandy
loams. Groundwater occurs at a depth of 1.5–1.8 m below surface, and therefore is poorly suitable for
stormwater infiltration.
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Figure 2. (A) New rural community center building, (B) plot area.

In the original site conditions, stormwater was discharged directly to a sewer network; with the
increased impervious area (larger building and paved area), higher runoff and overflow events were
expected. Aside from pure ecological considerations, the main factor suggesting the adoption of an
alternative stormwater management solution was related to the increased fee for its discharge. During
redevelopment, the site drainage was therefore re-designed with the implementation of a retention
basin to reduce stormwater release into the sewer from the property area.

The design of the retention system is based on the estimate of the amount of rainwater and snowmelt
on site: for small-scale solutions (e.g., single-family housing, service construction, single public facility
building) as in the described case this does not require complex dynamic flow calculations, unlike the
case of large catchments [45]. The site’s 20-year average annual precipitation (rainwater plus snowmelt),
obtained from records of a nearby meteorological station, was estimated at about 600 mm (Figure 3).
In the last two years, values of 812 mm and 544 mm were observed, respectively.
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Figure 3. 20-year, monthly average rainfall for the case study site.

The widely used Polish standard (conforming to European standards) PN-EN 75 indicates the
following formula for calculating the runoff rate for surfaces <10,000 m2:

Q = Ψ × I × A (1)
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where Q is the maximum flow (L/s), Ψ the permeability coefficient, I the rainfall intensity (per ha),
and A the area (ha) considered.

The maximum rainfall rate can be calculated using the Błaszczyk method, for 15-min events
(Figure 4) and areas with annual rainfall H < 800mm:

q =
(
6631

3√
H2C

)
/t2

3

)
(2)

where C is the return frequency during which rain occurs with duration t and intensity q, and H the
average annual rainfall, in mm.
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Figure 4. 20-year average values of rainfall on the Kobierzyce site for 15-min events.

The observed behavior of monthly and burst precipitation time series has significant seasonal
variability, with relatively dry summers of intense, short rainfall events. This makes local storage an
issue of primary relevance in runoff management. Total average runoff of 1134 and 642 m3/year were
thus calculated for parking area and roof. Based on the maximum value of 1.85 mm intensity for the
20-year 15-min event, runoff volumes of 27.75 m3 and 11 m3 were calculated for the parking and roof
areas, respectively, and targeted for temporary storage. Excess runoff during the more intense events
would be diverted to the sewer. Storage tank volume was determined by the practical formula [46]:

Vu = V j × Fzr = 0.06 [qmax(t) − qdl] × td × fa × fz × Fzr (3)

where: Vj indicates the unit retention volume (m3), Fzr the reduced area (ha) of the contributing surface,
qmax(t) the maximum unit rainfall intensity (L/ha) with duration td [min], qdł maximum specific outflow
from storage (L/ha), fa a reduction factor (≤1), depending on corrivation time in the network, tp (min)
and the frequency of rainfall C [years], and fz a safety factor for volume exceedance (1.1–1.2).

Runoff management was thus reconfigured as follows: roof runoff directed immediately to
underground storage (11 m3 capacity); runoff from car parking, processed in a class I oil separator
according to PN-EN 858:2005 standard, to reduce residual concentration of petroleum substances
below 5 mg/L. Parking runoff is conveyed by the site’s drainage network (137 m of DN400, 49 m
of DN315, 54 m of DN200 and 30 m of DN160 pipes, for a total available free volume of 23.3 m3,
enough to hold approximately 85% of the maximum parking runoff volume during and after the
design event), and ends in the underground tank from which the excess overflows to the storm sewer.
The maximum 15-min runoff calculated from (2) amounts to 132 L/s; the maximum downstream
conveyance capacity of the drainage network is 14.3 L/s. A prefabricated oil separator, with integrated
settling tank, type OKSYDAN-P 15 (OKSYDAN Sp.z.o.o, Gliwice, Poland)) with nominal capacity
of 15 L/s and integrated settling tank of 1.5 m3 was installed upstream of the underground tank.
Local prescriptions on maximum overflow into storm sewers prescribe a limit of 10 L/s, hence a flow
regulator (AQUANTIS 330598, diam. 160 mm) was installed at the outlet of the tank.
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Stored runoff is targeted for local non-potable reuse: green area watering, surface washing or car
washing. According to locally adopted design criteria, the retention tank volume could be suitable to
irrigate a green area close to 1000 m2, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Storage tank sizing requirements.

Roof Area (m2) 350 400

Max. green watered area (m2) 830 950

Minimum retention tank volume (m3) 10 11

The underground tank, the pivot element of the system, is fitted with a replaceable cartridge
filter (sieve size 25 µm) to retain suspended solids prior to overflow into the municipal storm system.
The filter operates with a limited head loss (1–3 cm, depending on fouling), and does not require
additional energy inputs, but it must be periodically replaced. A recirculation pump is provided to
feed lawn irrigation and other reuse options. This design is able:

1. to reduce and delay runoff drainage into the sewer system;
2. to retain rainwater at source;
3. to infiltrate irrigation water, enhancing evapotranspiration from biologically-active surfaces;
4. to reuse retained water for local uses and reduce water bills;
5. to optimize storm sewer network operation, reducing flood risk in the neighboring area and

pollution of receiving waters.

In addition to the reduction of costs associated with lower volumes of stormwater discharged
into the drainage system, collected runoff can be used, according to local regulations, for non-potable
purposes, thereby reducing water bills at the site. Drawbacks include the need for periodic cleaning of
filters and gutters from debris. From a cost-balance standpoint, if runoff from impervious surfaces
were to be discharged in full to the sewage system, as in a conventional system, costs of discharge
fess would be applicable. This amount can be determined based on existing regulation as 0.34 € per
square meter-year of impervious area, at the amount of about 230 € per year. An additional fixed fee
for discharge is assessed at about 46 € per year. With the designed system, the annual discharge fee
amount is reduced to less than 90 €. Additional costs for the installation of the retention system (storage
tank and flow regulator only as local drainage network, the oil separator being required by regulations
in either case) amount to about 1600 €, system maintenance (periodic cleaning) and operation cost was
assessed at 0.2 €/m3 storage volume. These figures are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Economic balance of stormwater management in Case study 1.

Without Runoff
Retention System

With Runoff
Retention System

Water reuse from collected runoff (est. average)
[m3/year] 0 640

Water consumption for irrigation (average)
[m3/year] 400 0

Construction costs of additional storage [€] 0 1600

Maintenance & operating costs [€/year] 20 75

Water tariff (1.25 €) /m3 × 400 m3) [€/year] 500 0

Stormwater fee [€/year] 276 137

Fee for discharge to sewer network [€/year] 256 <90

Total annual costs [€/year] 1052 302
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Figures presented in Table 3 are based on “design” data and actual billing for municipal and water
and stormwater services (2017, prior to retention system installation, and 2019, after). Figures include
actual fees paid, including changes introduced in 2018 due to new local regulations. Considering an
average initial interest rate of 1.5% per year (average historic Polish discount rate till February 2020;
it is now 0.1%), and considering the annual cost difference, the additional investment for the retention
system was recovered in the first 2.3 years. Considering a design lifespan of 20 years, water bills’
saving at year 20 would total about 13,200 €, assuming no tariff variations, over eight times the amount
of the initial investment.

3.2. Case Study 2: Rainwater Infiltration Garden

The second case study concerns a rural community center building constructed near a residential
area in the Kobierzyce commune. The community center plays an important role for the local
community: it is the place for town meetings, public participation and other organized events. The roof
area of the building is about 650 m2, a small underpass and parking cover 500 m2 of a total plot
area of 2100 m2, in which the biologically active area amounts to 950 m2 (Figure 5). Rainwater was
originally discharged into the sewer network, but due to the high discharge fees it was decided to seek
alternative stormwater management practices. A solution contemplating the implementation of a rain
garden was selected after consultation with the residents, as a perceived adequate approach for the
local community, since is relatively simple to implement, may constitute an occasion for enhanced
public involvement and participation, which is an important factor in all matters of sustainable
management, and required minimal disruption to the existing site. Participation in the construction,
planting and ongoing maintenance of the garden can in fact be treated as a form of integration within
the local community.
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The rain garden system provides runoff infiltration, temporary retention and pre-treatment. A rain
garden is built in a shallow depression of the terrain, receiving rainwater from the roof with a gutter and
downpipes. The water may flood temporarily on the garden surface (immediately after precipitation),
but for the most part of the year it functions as a dry (unirrigated) garden. Its construction implies a
proper layering of the subsoil with substrates of good permeability and porosity, which ensure water
penetration into buried drainage pipes connected to a storm sewer network or into the underlying
aquifer. Coarse sand, limestone and volcanic rock are used for substrate layering.

A rain garden surface includes increased permeability soil (gravel) and vegetated areas with
specially selected plants (usually species original to wetlands) that can play an important role in water
purification from nutrients and heavy metals. An appropriate soil and vegetation choice can not only
fulfill functions of water storage, but also those of biological pollutants removal. A rain garden is
specifically designed to collect roof and paved surfaces runoff, store it temporarily, and infiltrate it to
underground drainage pipes. Guidelines indicate that a suitable required garden area should be at
least 2% of the effective drained area (total area multiplied by a runoff coefficient, depending on the
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type of surface). Based on the site’s characteristics, the total calculated area, with runoff coefficient
equal to 1, should be at least 13 m2, therefore two raingarden plots, each of 8 m2, located on opposite
building corners, were planned, each receiving runoff from an opposite roof pitch.

The installation of the garden started with the excavation of a trench with a depth of about 1 m,
with a bottom filled with two 10 cm layer of gravel aggregates (8–16 mm and 2–8 mm size) over which
a perforated drainage pipe (diameter 90 mm), enveloped in coconut braid cloth, was laid. A vertical
overflow pipe (also 90 mm in diameter) installed into the drainage pipe and protruding about 10 cm
over the decorative surface gravel of the garden, allows rapid infiltration in case of high intensity
events. The horizontal drainage pipe is covered by a 30 cm layer of fine gravel aggregate. The space
between the drainage layer and the surface (45 cm) is filled with a mix of coarse sand, brick ore and
dolomite aggregate. (Figure 6). The drainage pipe is connected to the public storm water drainage
system to avoid overflow and local flooding in case of extreme events. The rain garden top layer
consists of a 15–20 cm thick decorative gravel and stonecrop (Sedum spp.) vegetation, with a 2% slope
from sides to center. Stonecrop is a succulent perennial plant ideal for dry areas, with easy maintenance
and low culture requirements. The chosen plants are Jade and Echeveria.
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Runoff volumes were calculated (using the same rainfall data of case 1) as: runoff from parking,
226 m3/year, and from roof, 1047 m3/year; the average volume of rainwater overflow to the sewage
system after rain garden implementation was estimated at less than 10 m3/yr. In this case, parking area
runoff, representing a small fraction of overall runoff, was discharged directly to the storm sewer, at a
cost estimated at 90 €/year.

Before construction of the raingarden, the cost of stormwater discharge into the sewer involved
payment of a fee of 220 €/year. The rain garden construction cost was quite low (12.3 €/m2,
excluding vegetation), and on the grounds of analyses carried out during the first year of operation,
annual maintenance and operating costs were estimated at about 0.5 €/m2/year. The economic summary
of the solution is presented in Table 4.

Figures in Table 4 are based on “design” rainfall volumes and actual billings received. With the
same assumptions adopted in case 1, it can be seen that the entire investment for raingarden installation
was recovered in less than one year. Assuming a useful project life of 8–10 years (after which
some intervention to restore soil permeability would probably be necessary) accrued tariff savings
between 2900 and 4100 € would have accumulated, or between 13 and 18 times the initial cost for
raingarden operation.
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Table 4. Economic balance of stormwater management in Case study 2.

Without Raingarden With Raingarden

Construction costs [€] 0 227 (199 + 28 for plants)

Maintenance & operating costs
[€/year] 0 7.40

Water services fee [€/year] 60 0

Stormwater fee [€/year] 250 0

Fee for discharge to sewer network
[€/year] 220 90 (parking area only)

Total annual costs 530 97.40

4. Discussion

In both case studies presented, benefits of an alternative stormwater management approach result
from two factors, runoff delivery reduction, and reduction of discharge fees due to implementation
of mitigation measures. Introduction of such solutions brings environmental benefits in addition to
economic ones: the possibility of using water for irrigation (case 1) allows improved maintenance of
green areas, even during long intervals between rainfall events; in addition, lower water consumption
from the public supply network reduces not only water bills but also energy consumption and related
emissions. Improved maintenance of green areas will reduce surface soil erosion during intense storms,
decreasing the load of directly mobilized sediments (and associated pollutants). The use of storage
to relieve the flow load on rainwater drainage during heavy rainfall can prevent network overload
and local flooding. Both systems have been operated now for two years. The retention tank proved a
good solution, notwithstanding its relatively higher cost, and the rain garden also proved to work
efficiently. In the first two years of operation (one of which with 35% higher than average cumulative
precipitation), no direct local overflows to the Ślęza river were observed from either site’s outfall,
even during the most intense events. Prior to the introduction of these systems, overflows of various
intensity occurred approximately 10 times per year, as per qualitative records of the sewer operator.
While it is early to assess the long-term performance of these systems, they have shown a positive
effect in their operation so far. In case 1, the implemented solution showed direct positive effects on
receiving water visual quality near the outfall, preventing pollutants from impervious areas being
discharged into the stream, and reducing hydrocarbon residues and suspended solids compared to
previous conditions (control analyses carried out twice per year for compliance purposes showed no
detectable traces of these pollutants).

The cost analysis carried out for the two rainwater management solutions allows the following
conclusions:

- the lowest investment costs were obtained for the rain garden solution. In that case, construction
cost amounted to 0.22 €/m3 of estimated captured annual runoff. In case 1, the investment cost
amounted to 0.9 €/m3.

- operating and maintenance costs (excluding investment amortization) of the two solutions are
respectively 0.17 €/m3/year (case 1) and 0.09 €/m3/year (case 2). This includes systems’ maintenance
and municipal fees. Without any intervention, cost of the operation and maintenance would be
respectively 0.60 €/m3 and 0.50 €/m3, for the most part due to municipal fees.

According to the analyzed figures, the rain garden solution appears to be the most appropriate
from the cost point-of view; however, site subsoil conditions must be conductive to rapid infiltration.
Furthermore, this solution excludes any subsequent local water reuse. Application of a rain garden
solution in Case 1 (although subsoil conditions were not ideal) would yield a scenario summarized in
Table 5.
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Table 5. Comparison of rain garden vs. local storage solution in Case study 1 site.

With Rain Garden
(Estimated)

With Existing Runoff
Retention System

Water reuse from collected runoff (est. average)
[m3/year] 0 640

Water consumption for irrigation (average)
[m3/year] 400 0

Construction costs [€] 570 1600

Maintenance & operating costs [€/year] 18.20 77.50

Water tariff (1.25 €/m3 × 400 m3) [€/year] 500 0

Stormwater fee [€/year] 137 137

Fee for discharge to sewer network [€/year] <90 <90

Total annual costs [€/year] 745 304.50

As illustrated, the lower cost of rain garden installation would be quickly offset by the remaining
cost of water supply (as in the case of no intervention), since this solution does not allow water reuse.
On the other hand, it can be seen that in the absence of discharge fees (and related incentives) the
economic analysis of the two cases would be completely different, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Economic analysis in the case of no discharge fees.

Case 1 (Retention and Reuse) Case 2 (Rain Garden)

Construction costs [€] 1600 227

Maintenance & operating costs
[€/year] 304.50 7.40

Water tariff saved (1.25 €/m3 × 400 m3)
[€/year]

500 0

Annual net cost [€/year] −195.50 7.40

In case 1, in fact, investment costs would be recovered in less than four years, with a subsequent
accrued gain of 16,950 € due to water bill savings until project year 20, i.e., over 10 times the amount of
the initial investment. This contradicts the conclusions of a previous review of rainwater collection
and usage systems for single-family houses in Poland, conducted in 2009 and based on the offer
from manufacturers’ catalogues, with costs estimated at 265–1225 €/m3

stored (1050–5000 PLN/m3),
much higher than in the case study presented. It is clear that under these assumptions, investments
would show recovery after a period of 59–100 years, depending on water demand and capacity,
and thus hardly be justifiable [44].

In case 2, no economic advantage would exist, and initial cost would never be recovered.
This analysis confirms that a financial incentives policy are paramount to the achievement of sustainable
stormwater management at the local level.

Reducing, on average, by 89% and 81.5% the runoff volumes from local site discharges in the two
cases, considerable savings on sewer network construction could be achieved by the city, offsetting the
missed income from discharge fees. An estimate of the overall cost/benefit balance of such citywide
policies requires, however, a complex approach that goes beyond the purpose of this paper.

While non-potable reuse of rainwater may provide significant conservation of potable water
supplies, the possible relationship between reuse and microbiological risks should be carefully
considered. Very few studies are available to date on pathogen risk related to such onsite
reuse, and clearly the contamination potential is highly dependent on the specific site. Generally,
studies showed that a large percentage of roof runoff samples were non-detects with reference to
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pathogens (95%–90%, depending on microorganism), while stormwater samples from residential
and commercial/light industrial areas showed most probable number (MPN) lognormal organisms
distributions in the range of 1.3 ± (1.3–2.5) MPN 10 L−1 [47]. While some studies indicated that
ingestion of untreated, onsite-collected roof rainwater and stormwater may result in gastrointestinal
infection risks occasionally greater than that traditionally acceptable (10−3 ppy), they also determined
that conventionally collected and treated wastewater pathogen log-reductions may be too restrictive
when applied to stormwater, with conflicting evidence about the level of treatment (if any) required for
health protection [48]. Decentralized treatment for stormwater may eventually be necessary in specific
cases, in the direction of what has already been proposed for greywater reuse: applied technologies
may include membranes and microbial fuel cell applications, both showing a compatible degree of
pathogenic organism reduction [49,50]. Pathogen cells commonly range from about 1 to 10 microns in
length, hence higher degrees of filtration than the one already used in Case 1 (25 µm) may be required.

4.1. General Considerations on Stormwater Control Practices

Although the effectiveness of LIDs on storm flow control has been demonstrated in a number of
cases, barriers still exist to their broader implementation in new urban developments, due in part to
the additional upfront costs for their implementation and long-term maintenance. Costing tools have
been developed to allow designers to assess life-cycle costing of different LID practices and evaluate
their efficiency [51,52]. These provide a framework to facilitate for capital, operation and maintenance
costs estimation, and assess present life-cycle value. Their use, however, is limited by the availability
of actual system components costs for specific areas, which sometimes cannot be easily estimated due
to lack of previous installations.

The effect of LID practices should not be underestimated even in areas traditionally subject
to high volume storms, since these practices successfully trap and filter a considerable portion of
runoff, alleviating pressure on existing conveyance systems and reducing runoff side-effects such as
downstream erosion, pollutant loadings, and damage to stream and riparian area habitats. Even in
high-density urbanization areas, such as the center of the city of Athens (Greece), simulated introduction
of LID practices showed potential peak flow reduction in the range of 13.4%–28.2%, and total runoff

volume reduction in the range of 24.5%–29% [53]. A U.S. EPA review of 17 LID application case studies
in the country showed that capital cost savings in infrastructure development following LID methods
application ranged from 15% to 80% [54]. A model-based study concerning the selection of cost-effective
LID strategies in Graz (Austria) considering the entire water balance and life-cycle-cost (including
land costs) issues showed that there is not one specific optimal LID strategy, but that application
of LID treatment trains, consisting of multiple interventions, shows high potential for cost-effective
runoff reduction and control [55]. Cost-benefit analysis of LID for stormwater management in an
urban catchment in Norway showed that these methods reduce combined sewer overflow (CSO)
and that basin-wide optimized solutions in terms of maximum effects and minimum cost can be
identified through the use of hydrological modelling [56]. Although no published studies have so far
quantified the generalized impact of basin-wide LID practices in urban settings on storm sewers sizing
requirements, it can be assumed that their wide-scale adoption could provide long-term benefits in
terms of infrastructure design and investment costs.

A key factor in selecting the appropriate LID practice for a specific site lies in the understanding
of the site specifics. For example, vegetated filter strips or rain gardens may be an ideal solution
for small developments as in case 2 presented herein, but not for sites with large drainage areas.
Some other limitations on potential LID installations include requirement of local codes’ approval,
possible increased pavement failures at LID/curb interfaces, liability and safety concerns, and reduced
performance over time.

As interest in rainwater harvesting increases even in humid regions with well-developed water
supply infrastructures, it is important to understand the functions and quantify the impacts of these
systems. The most popular rainwater harvesting option for homeowners, the so-called “rain barrel”
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(or small buried storage, less than 1 m3), often provides inadequate storage even for small irrigation
demands in dry periods, and overflows frequently in response to intense storm events. Rain barrels,
while providing a valuable demonstration and awareness function, do little to limit runoff, except in
particular cases. Studies indicate that only larger rainwater harvesting systems, such as that described
in case 1, may have substantial impact on both runoff volume capture and replacement of typical
household irrigation demands [32].

In urban settings, regulations in most countries do not allow the use of harvested rainwater for
domestic applications other than toilet flushing at the moment, but water utilities are increasingly
confronted with customers aiming to decrease their household water footprint by treating rainwater
onsite for drinking uses. According to literature, rainwater quality may be better than some surface
waters, especially when these are mixed with treatment plant effluents that could still contain
pharmaceutical residues or microbial contamination [57]. However, depending on local conditions,
rainwater might also be susceptible to microbiological contamination from local pests or wildlife
(e.g., avian or rodent species, and even large animals, such as dogs, boars or deer), hence precautionary
methods or treatments should be adopted in such cases. A study of a new development district in the
Amsterdam area, with total impervious area of about 93,600 m2, estimated that 64,000 m3 of water
could be harvested adopting current practices, covering about 51% of the drinking water demand of
future residents [58]. A combined supply scheme (rainwater harvesting plus central drinking water
production) was proposed; however, in order to maintain sufficient supply capacity to deliver drinking
water at any time (including dry periods), treatment process and network design would be identical to
a traditional system. Site specific economic and energy simulation would be needed in these cases to
ascertain any advantage of such solutions. Several studies concluded that cost-efficiency of rainwater
harvesting strategies for drinking water provision is strictly linked to local water prices, and that
such systems should be preferably installed at the neighborhood level in new construction areas to be
cost-effective [59–61].

In addition to cost factors, green infrastructure projects should include early community
involvement and communication, and clear evaluation based on project motivation and outcomes.
Public perception may be one of the greatest hurdles to overcome, since studies suggest that industrial
and commercial users often choose to use municipal water over harvested rainwater, despite its
availability [62]. Case study 2, where residents were actually involved in the planning and in the
management of the rain garden, is a good example of such practices.

4.2. Potential for Rainwater Reuse in Poland

It was estimated that, at current costs, under Polish conditions rainwater provision for non-potable
uses is nearly twenty times cheaper than purchase from public supply, considering only energy
consumption for the harvesting system, but excluding initial investment [44]. Climatic conditions in
Poland would generally enable effective functioning of such systems, as confirmed by the results of
simulation studies [63]. Although it was shown that under the current conditions investment costs are
much lower than they had been assessed a few years ago, the financial sustainability of such choices
should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The introduction of local incentives and fee reduction is
without doubt a strong boost to the adoption of these systems in new developments, improving the
economic aspects.

In Poland, approximately 85% of potable water comes from surface waters, and requires subsequent
purification processes [64]; water supply infrastructure was designed in the 1970s and 1980s to meet
the increasing water demand of intensively developing, water-absorbing industries, as well as the high
water consumption in the residential sector, and still has considerable reserve capacity. Limiting flow
in these networks could require measures to detect and counteract possible secondary contamination
during longer in-pipe residence, if this and other water savings solutions were to be adopted on a
large scale. Improved systems for in-line detection of waterborne pollutants, such as the application of
drinking water contaminant warning systems that are currently being developed may be of use [65].
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From this point of view, drastically reducing consumption of water from existing municipal systems
may not always be desirable, however, as the price of tap water will become higher; due to the need to
modernize the existing treatment and distribution systems, the introduction of mixed supply schemes
may become appealing.

5. Conclusions

At the moment, the scale of rainwater reuse is still small in Poland, therefore the issue of sustainable
rainwater management is highly relevant and an object of active technical debate. The most popular,
relatively simple, solution is to adopt small retention/infiltration devices for single development units,
allowing increased use/infiltration of rainwater. As shown, this could bring significant environmental
and financial advantages to the community and property owners. The economic sustainability of these
measures is strictly correlated to the existence of fiscal/fee incentives, although those solutions that
contemplate local reuse also benefit from lower public water purchase costs.

Alternative rainwater management solutions aim primarily at relief and possible replacement
of traditional sewage systems: as shown, raingarden is a cost-effective and resilient approach, that
provide a number of advantages for facility managers interested in sustainability, but its financial
viability is limited by the lack of reuse options. Onsite rainwater storage (harvesting) for reuse implies
direct financial savings on water supply costs that could make the solution appealing for individual
users even in the short term.

Although the generalized use of these systems would add resiliency to stressed water supply
networks, additional aspects such as longer flow residence times in distribution systems and resulting
quality issues that may arise should be evaluated and addressed.
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Abstract: Unarguably, smart, sustainable, and knowledge-based development is critical for securing
a livable future for our rapidly urbanizing world. The aim of this study is to generate insights into
determining effective and efficient strategies to increase sustainability and innovation capabilities of cities
to achieve long-term desired urban outcomes. This paper places the city of Florianópolis (Brazil) under the
smart, sustainable, and knowledge-based urban development microscope. The methodological approach
of the study involves a qualitative analysis through surveys (100 submitted forms, 55 responses received)
and interviews (12) with key experts and stakeholders from Florianópolis. The findings of the study
reveal that Florianópolis’ innovation ecosystem has high potential to thrive, but the city still has structural
issues to deal with first, related to the gap between the potential to grow, and acknowledgement
from key actors of the city to support the overall territory development considering the complex
dimensions. This issue suggests amplifying the ecosystem’s vision, including different sectors and,
especially, addressing innovation for the common good. The insights generated from the investigation
of Florianópolis’ case are also invaluable to other cities’ planning for strategizing their transformation,
and seeking smart, sustainable, and knowledge-based development pathways.

Keywords: smart city; smart urbanism; smart and sustainable urban development; sustainable
development; knowledge-based urban development; urban governance; urban transformation;
innovation; Florianópolis; Brazil

1. Introduction

Smart, sustainable, and knowledge-based urban development (KBUD) is the catchphrase of our
time, as the whole world struggles with climate, pandemic, and financial emergencies [1,2]. Particularly,
in the case of emerging economies, this has had a severe impact for Brazil, among others [3–5]. In this
case report, we placed an emerging innovation capital of Brazil, namely Florianópolis, under the
microscope to generate insights for determining effective and efficient strategies to increase sustainability
and innovation capabilities of cities to achieve long-term desired urban outcomes in the age of climate,
pandemic, and financial catastrophes.
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Florianópolis is the capital of the Brazilian southern state of Santa Catarina. Mostly located in the
Santa Catarina Island, Florianópolis has a population of approximately half a million inhabitants [6],
a per capita GDP of R 40,162 (around USD 7452) [7] and a Human Development Index of 0.847, the third
best city in Brazil [8]. Thanks to its coastal and isolated nature and subtropical climate, the city is a
popular tourist destination for both Brazilians and South American travelers.

Around the 1980s, the city started looking for alternatives to tackle its evident economic growth
limitations. As its territory is mostly insular, Florianópolis could only offer employment in the public,
retail, fishing, and tourism sectors, as industrial developments were, and still are, strictly forbidden by
environmental regulations. Through federal, state, and municipal incentives, and taking advantage
of the presence of high-quality universities, mostly focused on engineering, the technology sector
was established as a viable form of development that coupled with environmental concerns while
bringing high added value and generating employment and income. In these circumstances, in the
1980s, two important institutions were founded in Florianópolis to foster an ecosystem of technology
and innovation, i.e., Centers of Reference in Innovative Technologies Foundation (CERTI) and the
Technology Association of Santa Catarina (ACATE).

During the 1990s, a significant number of software companies, a technological park, ParqTec Alfa,
and two incubators, CELTA and MIDI, were established in Florianópolis. A few years later, in 2006,
an innovation center, named Sapiens Park, was established in the city as a joint initiative from the state
government and the CERTI Foundation. As a result of the joint efforts conducted by the state and city
government, universities and entrepreneurs, the city successfully established itself as an innovation
center in the late 2000s, thus, recognized both in Brazil and abroad. Currently, the technology sector in
Florianópolis generates over R 4.3 billion (around USD 798 million) in revenue per year and employs
more than 17,000 people [9]. According to the 2020 edition of the Connected Smart Cities Ranking,
which maps the cities with the greatest development potential in Brazil, Florianópolis was ranked as
the second most intelligent and connected city in the country [10]. The city won third place in the
economy category, in addition to fourth place in the technology and innovation category, fifth place
in mobility and accessibility, seventh place in entrepreneurship and health, and 10th in security in
the same ranking [10]. Florianópolis was also ranked as the second best entrepreneurial ecosystem
amongst the major cities in Brazil, according to the Entrepreneur Cities Index [11].

Local tax exemptions and incentives and public policy programs set up by the Municipal Law of
Innovation, issued in 2012, have played, and still play, an important role in Florianópolis economic
transition to technology and innovation. A Municipal Innovation Council (CMI) was established as
the main managing body of innovation policy and, since 2007, the city mobilized the local innovation
ecosystem through the so-called “Innovation Promotion Arrangements (API)”, aimed to fund selected
projects with both public and private resources, including the Municipal Innovation Fund and
the Tax Incentive Program for Innovation. Correspondingly, the local government mapped out a
“Route of Innovation”, in order to identify and interconnect the city’s innovation and technology
strategic points as a means to present and promote Florianópolis’ innovation ecosystem through a
roadmap, extending from the city center to the North of the island. The “Route of Innovation” also
aims to connect government, academia, companies, and the community in general, to leverage the
entrepreneurial and innovative potential of all actors involved [12].

Recently, two major events have marked Florianópolis, also known as Floripa, development
towards a more sustainable city, the new operation of the Florianópolis International Airport and the
reopening of the Hercílio Luz Bridge. The Floripa Airport has been managed by a company that also
manages Zurich Airport, assuming the city’s international airport operations for a period of 30 years
and investing in the construction of a new passenger’s terminal, inaugurated in 2019. Additionally,
the iconic Hercílio Luz Bridge, the longest suspension bridge in Brazil and the first link from Santa
Catarina island to the mainland, was restored and reopened to the public on 30 December 2019 after
28 years of closure.
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In this context, a research project named the “Smart Floripa Project” was developed between
2018 and 2019 in order to determine whether or not, and to what extent, the KBUD framework could
contribute to transform Florianópolis into a smart city of innovation by 2030. The Smart Floripa
Project was promoted as a joint effort of a set of institutions, including the Federal University of
Santa Catarina, the Institute of Advanced Studies of the University of São Paulo, the Queensland
University of Technology, Fecomércio SC, Senac SC, the Brazilian Association of Software Companies,
the Lixo Zero Brasil Institute, the Government of the State of Santa Catarina, and the Municipality of
Florianópolis.

The investigation was developed as a qualitative study, with surveys and in-depth interviews
with multiple stakeholders engaged in the city’s innovation ecosystem. The results, as indicated
below, revealed that Florianópolis’ potential for innovation stemmed from its natural, human, social,
and intellectual characteristics, and the main obstacles opposing the city’s ambition to become a smart
city of innovation stemmed from significant political and governance gaps [13–15].

These political and governance gaps consist, first, of an alarming lack of experience in
evidence-based public policymaking amongst all the city’s stakeholders. As a result, decision-making
processes do not rely on concrete data or scientific evidence, which, bottom line, leads to poor quality
and unsustainable public policies, as both public and private managers lack the knowledge and
consistent data on sustainable urban development opportunities and challenges [16]. In other words,
the city needs to establish a support model for public policy decision making, which could be provided
by the KBUD framework.

Finally, Florianópolis needs to balance its innovative ambition with sustainable urban development
standards, especially in regards to social equity and environmental protection. In this case, it must
be explored whether or not KBUD can articulate these elements and what the existing benchmarks
and references are in the matter. In this setting, this paper aims to collect inputs and reflections for
the drafting of evidence-based public policies in favor of Florianópolis’ ambition to become a smart
city of innovation within sustainable development standards, that is, balancing economic prosperity,
social equity, and environmental protection through technology and innovation.

2. Knowledge-Based Urban Development of Florianópolis

As mentioned above, KBUD is one of those contemporary terms that has been successfully applied
for explaining the overall development of urban locations [17]. The model has gained popularity as it
combines four main elements that are considered to be crucial (positive) to development trajectories and
pathways [18]. The KBUD framework has become increasingly popular during the last two decades and
was conceived in the mid-1990s [19] and has gone through a significant number of updates and detailing
in contemporary literature. Because the advance of economies is being radically altered by dynamic
processes of economic and territorial restructuring, supported by knowledge and innovation [20–22],
the KBUD framework offers a potentially beneficial set of instruments (Figure 1), which can improve the
well-being and competitiveness of cities [23,24].
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Cities (as cases) are interesting study subjects as they are always unique and different in their
contextual properties. Locational awareness is fundamental in KBUD [25]. For example, people and
organizations tend to follow their local and national cultures in the ways they organize, conduct,
and perceive work, leisure, and, particularly, the use of (smart) services as a part of daily living rhythm.
Industrial heritage and path-dependency matters as they are intertwined with the social condition of the
particular urban contexts under study, Florianópolis being the case here. The growing concentration of
technology companies and higher education institutions, associated with KBUD practices, has offered
an opportunity to transform Florianópolis into a hub for innovation and knowledge in Brazil [26,27].

Figure 1 outlines the overall structure of the framework and mindset that is important for KBUD.
Urban development is considered through four main elements, namely economic, sociocultural,
spatial (or environmental), and institutional domains. These four elements provide a tested and
well-functioning categorization system for empirical analyses [28]. Under this perspective, the KBUD
process in Florianópolis comprises the development of innovation hubs with national relevance and
impact, especially in the information technology sector. The development of these innovation districts
in the city offers strong potential to produce codified and tacit knowledge, supporting a shift to the
knowledge and innovation economy and boosting economic, social, and human gains [29].

The spatial development category, in Figure 1, is the most important one in relation to sustainable
and environmentally sound urban development. Whereas the economic approach is considered to be
a straightforward assessment of economic performance in time and place, the spatial layer instead
stresses the importance of quality of life and clean urban environment as a part of it [30]. There are
close connections to the sociocultural dimension of KBUD as an integrative platform for understanding
the diversity and complexity of theoretical challenges related to social and environmental structuring
of cities [31]. This is supported by an easily verifiable notion that “sustainability” is, nowadays,
often connected with urban “smartness”, as indicated by Figure 1. One of the early contributions to
digitalization and technology-based (smart) urban development was done by Graham and Marvin [32],
roughly around the same time when Knight [19] wrote about knowledge-based development concept.
Their work pointed out the importance of communication technologies in the evolution of cities.
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After these initial considerations, technological advancements have expanded to include green and
environmentally friendly new solutions aiding cities to improve their surroundings, such as in the new
ways of improving their surroundings, working locations, and leisure hotspots [33,34].

Finally, institutional aspects are needed in KBUD as the development of smartness and
environmental conditions are founded on governance quality. It is commonly acknowledged that
governmental operability, well established forms of citizen participation, and transparency in public
decision making are fundamental components of KBUD (as well as democracy) [35]. The developments
of inclusive smart services are often realized in public-private partnerships and in other forms of
collaborative arrangements. Advancements in planning theory (e.g., actor networks) provide a decisive
intellectual capacity for KBUD when applied in case studies. Overall, the KBUD framework provides
insight into the highly complex phenomena of urban evolution that requires an understanding of
the time-space trajectories in relation to progression in the field of smart technologies and decline of
environmental conditions [16].

3. Methodology

The methodological approach consisted of a set of qualitative analysis methods. Firstly, an online
survey was conducted to capture the perspectives of experts from the State of Santa Catarina on
KBUD and innovation performances of Florianópolis. Secondly, in-depth face-to-face interviews were
undertaken with key policymakers of the State of Santa Catarina to evaluate the survey findings and
gather additional insights into Florianópolis’ innovation ecosystem and asset base.

3.1. Online Survey

In order to structure the online survey questionnaire, some indicators of the 2018 Global Innovation
Index were selected in order to measure Florianópolis’ performance. The Global Innovation Index aims
to capture the multidimensional facets of innovation by providing a rich database of detailed metrics
for 126 national economies, which represent 90.8% of the world’s population and 96.3% of the global
gross domestic product (GDP). A wide range of high-, medium-, and low-income countries use the
index as a tool for understanding, benchmarking, and improving their innovation performances [36].
Taking advantage of the Global Innovation Index framework, a questionnaire was set up for experts
from the State of Santa Catarina to evaluate the performance of Florianópolis in relation to Brazil’s
ranking, according to main indicators clustered under three categories, as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Global Innovation Index indicators used in the design of the questionnaire (source, authors).

Innovation Input Performance Innovation Output Performance Innovation Overall Performance

Institutions Outputs of knowledge and technology Strengths
Human capital and research Creative outputs Weaknesses

Infrastructure Opportunities
Market sophistication Threats

Business sophistication Overall performance

The questionnaire also used Brazil’s assessment in comparison with the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) and Latin American countries as guiding benchmarks.
The respondents were asked to rate Florianópolis’ innovation performance considering the national
performance, defining it using a 7-scale Likert system. For each category, respondents were also asked
to state the main reasons for their rating, as well as what could be done to improve the performance in
that specific area.

The first version of the questionnaire included a total of 55 questions, 22 questions sought
quantitative responses and the remaining 33 questions sought qualitative responses. A pilot version of
the questionnaire was placed into a Google Form and sent to 10 people. After considering the feedback
received, the questionnaire was shortened to 35 questions, 22 of them quantitative and 13 qualitative.
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The final version of the questionnaire was sent by e-mail to 100 selected experts, i.e., innovation
and knowledge-based development specialists belonging to the following four sectors: public, private,
academic, and not-for-profit. The survey was left open for 15 days and a strong follow-up was made
by phone and WhatsApp to receive as many responses as possible. In total, 55 valid responses were
received (55% response rate). Among these respondents, 17 respondents were from the not-for-profit
sector, 16 respondents were from the private sector, 10 respondents were from public sector, and 12
respondents were from the academic sector.

Quantitative responses were analyzed with the google forms’ graphic generation tools, whereas the
analysis of the open-ended questions was made by a coding system, based on KBUD dimensions. A total
of 16 codes were identified, 4 for each dimension (economic development, sociocultural development,
spatial development, and institutional development), and highlighted with a different color (Table 2).
Each open-ended response was also coded considering the subcodes for each code category. In total,
660 responses were read, coded, and subcoded, accordingly. Additionally, the main issues from the
responses were manually identified and added to a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
(SWOT) table for further analysis.

Table 2. The coding system (source, authors).

No Code Subcode

Economic development dimension

1 Business context ICT companies; international; companies; large companies start-ups;
business model; business culture; industry of services

2 Innovation activity

United ecosystem; engaged actors; innovative businesses; entrepreneurship
environment; creative companies; business organization; entrepreneurial
culture; innovation events; market size; programs for start-ups; competitive
market; innovation cluster; innovation culture

3 Business infrastructure
Laboratories; investment in infrastructure; technological park; innovation
centers; living labs; research centers; infrastructure planning; technology;
education centers

4 Investment
Funds; credit; support for economic development; foreign direct investment
support for the entrepreneur; investment in R&D; companies’ attraction;
finance mechanism; venture capital

Sociocultural development dimension

5 Labor force Talented people; knowledge workers; human capital; talents attraction

6 Education institutes university prestige; university ranking; university role; innovative
academy; academy corporatism; ideological bias of university

7 Skill sets

Education investment; education quality; technical courses; English
language knowledge; training programs; specialization; knowledge
absorption; knowledge transformation; knowledge exchange; knowledge
application; academia curriculum; intellectual property; incentives in
schools and universities to discover talents; applied research; knowledge
sharing

8 Cultural assets Local culture; tolerance; city branding; provincialism; city profile;
receptivity

Spatial development dimension

9 Locational characteristics Geographically isolated; island limitations (no industries); space for
companies; non-industrial area

10 Quality of life and place Living cost; security

11 Spatial infrastructure Urban mobility; airport; housing; distance from airport to innovation
clusters; sanitation

12 Sustainability
Investments in sustainable infrastructure; environmental impact; nature;
preservation areas; energy (replace use of fossil fuel); conscious
development; environmental and sustainable technologies
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Table 2. Cont.

No Code Subcode

Institutional development dimension

13 Governance characteristics
Government effectiveness; political continuity; political stability
Public agencies; organs effectiveness; ICTs/online government;
accountability; political environment (provincial); political articulation

14 Institutions, partnerships,
and international relations

Quadruple-helix partnerships; public-private partnerships;
university-company partnership; integration between different sectors;
networking; cooperation; integration with the international environment;
international exchange; international publications; exchange programs;
foreign students and researchers; partnership with international entities;
invest in high tech international events; internationalized market;
international positioning

15 Support mechanisms

Institutional arrangement; strong entities, e.g., ACATE, Business hub,
CERTI; Associationism; active leadership; service to entrepreneurship;
governmental incentives, Fapesc; public; investment/incentives; tax
incentive programs

16 Regulatory environment Municipal Law of Innovation; legislation; bureaucracy; public policies; high
cost of production; patent applications; legal security

3.2. Face-to-Face Interviews

To gain an in-depth understanding of Florianópolis’ innovation performance and potentials, the survey
results were further explored and validated through in-depth interviews with 12 key policymakers and
policy influencers of the State of Santa Catarina. Due to the importance of the quadruple helix for
innovation ecosystems, the interviewees were selected at the ratio of 3 representatives of each sector:
public, private, academic, and non-for-profit, as shown in Table 3. Seniority and high-level innovation
knowledge were also factors considered for the interviewee’s selection.

Table 3. Sectoral and institutional representation of the interviewees (source, authors).

Public Sector Academic Sector Not-For-Profit Sector Private Sector

Federal Ministry of Science,
Technology, Innovation,
and Communications

Federal Institute of Santa
Catarina, Department of
Innovation

National Sustainable Waste
Organization Institute

Tech Solution Company
with Applications on Smart City
Communications

State Government
Florianópolis Metropolitan
Area Authority

Federal University of Santa
Catarina, Research &
Innovation Hospital

National Technology &
Innovation Center

Tech Solution Company with
Applications on Financial and
Commercial Transactions

Municipal Technology and
Innovation Authority

Federal University of Santa
Catarina, Administration

Santa Catarina Sate
Industry Federation Real Estate Development Group

The semi-structured interviews gathered an average of nine recording hours. Interviewees were
asked to sign a consent and confidentiality agreement to participate in the research. After giving
interviewees a brief introduction on the investigation and the online survey results, the researchers
directed the following six key conversation starter questions, adding complementary questions
whenever necessary:

• What are the main challenges and opportunities in the development of Florianópolis as a smart
innovation island?

• What roles have the academic, public, not-for-profit, and private sectors been playing in
Florianópolis development as a smart innovation island?

• How can Florianópolis perform well in promoting, attracting and talent retention, and investments
to achieve its goal of becoming a smart innovation island?

• What is your vision of Florianópolis to become a smart innovation island?
• What actions can be taken to support Florianópolis’ vision to become a thriving smart

innovation island?
• Do you have any other comments or perspectives to add on?
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Each transcribed interview text was carefully read and analyzed to identify each interviewee’s
perspectives on the opportunities and challenges for Florianópolis’s transition towards becoming a
smart city of innovation considering all four KBUD dimensions.

4. Results

4.1. Survey Results

As previously mentioned, the online expert survey targeted to evaluate the performance of
Florianópolis in relation to Brazil’s ranking in the 2018 Global Innovation Index, in which Brazil ranked
64th (out of a total of 126 countries). In comparison with the OECD and Latin American countries,
Brazil was respectively ranked in the 37th and sixth position.

The respondents rated Florianópolis’ innovation performance considering the national
performance, defining it on a seven-scale Likert system as follows: 1 (far below), 2 (moderately below),
3 (slightly below), 4 (at national average), 5 (slightly above), 6 (moderately above), and 7 (far above).
For each category, respondents were also asked to state the main reasons for their rating, as well as
what could be done to improve the performance in that specific area.

The questionnaire was sent by e-mail to 100 eminent innovation specialists, of which 55 provided
responses. Overall, 83% of the respondents rated Florianópolis’ innovation performance as better
than Brazil’s performance, among which, 26% considered it slightly above, 35% moderately above,
and 22% far above. Respondents also evaluated Florianópolis performance as superior to the national
performance in all innovation input and output areas, as shown in Tables 4 and 5 below.

Table 4. Respondent views on the specific innovation input performance areas of Florianópolis
(source, authors).

Innovation Input Performance

Institutions (innovation input) Far
below

Moderately
below

Slightly
below

At the
national
average

Slightly
above

Moderately
above

Far
above

Political environment (political stability and
safety, and government effectiveness) 2% 7% 7% 15% 25% 31% 13%

Regulatory environment (regulatory quality, rule
of law, and cost of redundancy dismissal) 4% 7% 13% 32% 27% 15% 2%

Business environment (ease of starting a business,
and ease of resolving insolvency) 2% 13% 11% 18% 29% 18% 9%

Human capital and research (innovation input) Far
below

Moderately
below

Slightly
below

At the
national
average

Slightly
above

Moderately
above

Far
above

Education (expenditure on education,
government funding/pupil, school life expectancy,

pupil/teacher ratio, and PISA scales in reading,
math, and science)

1.5% 4% 1.5% 15% 40% 29% 9%

Tertiary education (tertiary enrolment, graduates
in science and engineering, and tertiary

inbound mobility)
2% 2% 5% 13% 27% 40% 11%

Research and development (R&D) (researchers,
gross expenditure on R&D, global R&D

companies, and international university ranking)
0% 5.5% 7.5% 22% 27% 29% 9%

Infrastructure (innovation input) Far
below

Moderately
below

Slightly
below

At the
national
average

Slightly
above

Moderately
above

Far
above

Information and communication technologies
(ICTs) (ICT access, ICT use, government’s online

service, and e-participation)
0% 7% 4% 20% 31% 27% 11%

General infrastructure (electricity output, logistics
performance, and gross capital formation) 0% 0% 13% 29% 35% 18% 5%

Ecological sustainability (gross domestic product
(GDP)/unit of energy use, environmental

performance, and ISO 14001
environmental certificates)

1.5% 3.5% 7% 29% 35% 22% 2%
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Table 4. Cont.

Innovation Input Performance

Market sophistication (innovation input) Far
below

Moderately
below

Slightly
below

At the
national
average

Slightly
above

Moderately
above

Far
above

Credit (ease of getting credit, domestic credit to
private sector, and microfinance gross loans) 2% 7% 9% 29% 37% 9% 7%

Investment (ease of protecting minority investors,
market capitalization, and venture capital deals) 4% 11% 5% 25% 33% 20% 2%

Trade, competition and market scale (applied
tariff rate, intensity of local competition, and

domestic market scale)
3.5% 3.5% 20% 24% 36% 11% 2%

Business sophistication (innovation input) Far
below

Moderately
below

Slightly
below

At the
national
average

Slightly
above

Moderately
above

Far
above

Knowledge workers (knowledge-intensive
employment, firms offering formal training, gross
domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD) performed

by business, GERD financed by business, and
females employed with advanced degrees)

0% 1.5% 3.5% 9% 29% 42% 15%

Innovation linkages (university/industry research
collaboration, state of cluster development, GERD
financed by abroad, joint venture (JV)–strategic

alliance deals, and patent families 2+ offices)

0% 1.5% 11% 12.5% 33% 33% 9%

Knowledge absorption (intellectual property
payments, high-tech net imports, ICT services

imports, foreign direct investment (FDI) net
inflows, and research talent in

business enterprise)

2% 4% 7% 20% 45% 18% 4%

Table 5. Respondent views on the specific innovation output performance areas of Florianópolis
(source, authors).

Innovation Output Performance

Knowledge and technology outputs
(innovation output)

Far
below

Moderately
below

Slightly
below

At the
national
average

Slightly
above

Moderately
above

Far
above

Knowledge creation (patents by origin, patent
cooperation treaty (PCT) patents by origin, utility
models by origin, scientific and technical articles,

and citable documents’ H-index)

2% 7% 11% 18% 31% 25% 6%

Knowledge impact (growth rate of purchasing
power parity (PPP), new businesses, computer
software spending, ISO 9001 quality certificates,
and high- and medium-high-tech manufactures)

2% 4% 9% 9% 45% 22% 9%

Knowledge diffusion (intellectual property
receipts, high-tech net exports, ICT services

exports, and FDI net outflows)
2% 5% 13% 18% 33% 22% 7%

Creative outputs (innovation output) Far
below

Moderately
below

Slightly
below

At the
national
average

Slightly
above

Moderately
above

Far
above

Intangible assets (trademarks by origin, industrial
designs by origin, ICTs and business model
creation, and ICTs and organizational model

creation)

2% 0% 12.0% 14.5% 33% 27% 11%

Creative goods and services (cultural and creative
services exports, national feature films,

entertainment and media market, printing and
other media, and creative goods exports)

4% 5% 18% 22% 29% 11% 11%

Online creativity (generic top-level domains
(TLDs), country-code TLDs, Wikipedia edits, and

mobile app creation)
3.5% 3.5% 10.5% 24% 33% 15% 10.5%

In order to further deepen the assessments and better understand the provided scores, respondents
were asked to justify their answers, by indicating what could be done to improve the city’s performance
with respect to each indicator and by naming three main strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threat areas related to Florianópolis’ overall innovation performance. The answers to these
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open-ended questions were analyzed according to a manually created code list based on the four main
dimensions of the KBUD framework, as shown in Table 6 below.

Table 6. Content analysis codes by knowledge-based urban development dimensions (source, authors).

Sociocultural Development Spatial Development Institutional Development Economic Development

Labor force Locational characteristics Governance characteristics Business context

Educational institutes Quality of life and place Institutions, partnerships,
and international relations Innovation activities

Skillsets Spatial infrastructure Support mechanisms Business infrastructure
Cultural assets Sustainability Regulatory environment Investment

In the economic development dimension of KBUD, the following four main areas were identified:
business context, innovation activities, business infrastructure, and investment. Innovation activity
was the subdimension most cited by respondents, with 36.5% of total mentions, 70.12% of them being
positive comments. This can be explained by Florianópolis actors’ engagement and the ability to act
with a cluster approach (named locally as associationism), which has put together a well-structured
innovation ecosystem. According to one of the respondents, “Florianópolis is a point off the curve
in relation to Brazil. I see a very great leadership, especially from ACATE, in the organization
and dynamization of technology companies. The opportunities that are presented by ACATE to
business owners, partners or not, are varied and current”. Respondents also stated that the possible
improvements in this area need to focus on monitoring, evaluating, and consolidating present actions
in order to foster and improve prospective innovation development.

As per the business context, it became evident that despite the recognition of expressive
information and communication technology (ICT) companies’ activities in the city, there was room for
improvement. More than 19% of citations were about improvement and 30.23% referred negatively
to this area. Respondents considered the market to be “very small”, mostly represented by small to
medium size enterprises (SMEs) with little intention or expression on exports and a reduced call to
increase productivity.

The innovation business infrastructure has been quite well developed in Florianópolis.
It comprises innovation districts, innovation centers, recognized incubators, and accredited laboratories
(e.g., Embrapii). However, there is a demand for better and modern technologies, such as a
comprehensive optical fiber network, and low carbon infrastructure, as well as social innovation
experiment environments like the living labs. About 30% of the comments on the business infrastructure
were positive, 35% were negative, and 35% were neutral or progressive, but still pointed out the need
for improvements.

Public or private sector investment was perceived as a major demand, i.e., 47.61% of citations
highlighted the necessity of immediate improvements, and 37.3% referred negatively to investment
availability and opportunities. “Sinapse da inovação” or “The Synapse of Innovation”, an incentive
program for innovative entrepreneurship that offers financial resources, training, and support to
transform innovative ideas into successful enterprises, was cited as one of the leading instruments
developed by the market. Despite a few business angels and investment banking, the general perception
was that the investment capacity was limited and precarious. One of the respondents highlighted that
“it is necessary to create a culture of private investment in areas such as culture and tourism, which still
rely heavily on public investment”. Respondents also pointed out a lack of investment in R&D and
little support for entrepreneurs and venture capitalists.

The sociocultural development dimension encompasses the following four subdimensions:
labor force, educational institutes, skill sets, and cultural assets. Labor force, with 46% of positive
references, is a major asset of the city, which attracts talented and creative people [37]. Nevertheless,
as the innovation sector is growing, it is also a concern about 31% of the mentions on that topic were
negative, 23% of them highlighted specifically the need for improvements. One respondent stated that
“the city must attract even more knowledge workers, including foreign researchers, and maintain the
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ones that are already working in it”. Another respondent also pointed out that “educational institutions
must contribute to the creation and diffusion of knowledge, as well as in the training of knowledge
workers in new areas of digital transformation”. Additionally, three other commonly mentioned
concerns regarding the labor force were the following: the lack of entrepreneur women, innovators not
being high-tech businesses, and the need for continuous qualification of the existing workforce.

Because Florianópolis has strong educational institutes, 75% of the expert comments on the
education system were positive. Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC) is recognized as one of
the best in Brazil, especially its engineering courses; also, the State University (UDESC), and other
metropolitan universities, are committed to innovation and have contributed to the development of the
innovation ecosystem by supplying talent. Appointed possibilities of improvement included a greater
diffusion of the knowledge generated in universities and better collaboration between the academic
and private sectors, to transform scientific knowledge into innovation.

Half of the respondents highlighted education and skill sets as key pillars for improvement in all
aspects related to innovation. In this sense, despite the good universities, respondents drew special
attention to the need to invest in basic education, technical training programs, knowledge diffusion
and application. One of the experts remarked that “innovation should be treated and stimulated
in basic education, and academia research should meet the demands and needs of the society and
industry”, which would require, according to another respondent, “the revision of the education
policies, educational methodologies, and lecturer’ qualifications”.

On the one hand, the main cultural assets highlighted by the respondents were the culture of
innovation, city branding, local culture, and receptivity of the city. On the other hand, provincialism,
the fact that creativity is not seriously taken as a business, and egocentrism were indicated as prejudicial
elements to the innovation ecosystem. According to the respondents, Florianópolis needed to open
itself to the world, show what has been done, and timely consolidate itself as a technology and
innovation pole. Comments on this subdimension were balanced, i.e., 30% of them were positive,
35% were negative, and about 35% were pointing to the need for consolidation.

Regarding the spatial development dimension, the most cited themes were locational
characteristics, quality of life and place, spatial infrastructure, and sustainability.

In relation to the locational characteristics, although the island’s natural beauty was acknowledged
as an important magnet to the creative class, the concurrent land use limitations, and high prices, as well
as the impediment of industrial activities were appointed as negative factors. The experts highlighted
concerns with sanitary and energy issues, as well as the physical distance between Florianópolis and
other important national innovation hubs such as São Paulo. As a result, most of the comments,
around 60%, on locational characteristics were negative.

Quality of life and place was cited mainly as a positive contributor to the city’s success (45.45%),
but respondents expressed some concern about its decline in recent years. High cost of living, lower wages,
and public safety issues were pointed out as sensitive areas to boost the permanence of the creative class,
entrepreneurs, and skilled labor force. Most of the respondents, however, believed that Florianópolis
should be positioned as “by far the best city to live in Brazil”.

Spatial infrastructure was the most cited subject in the spatial dimension, with 68.51% of negative
comments, mostly due to the city’s grave mobility issues. Among the suggested improvements,
the most critical ones were the following: investments in a better road system, multimodal public
transportation, and the creation of new urban centralities with housing options accessible to various
levels of income (to reduce the need to move from home to work). The distance between the airport
and the innovation clusters, as well as the lack of technological structure to support new technologies,
were also indicated as important concerns. As one of the respondents highlighted, “Florianópolis’
transportation and sanitation are far behind from some Brazilian states, which ultimately undermines
corporate productivity and ecological sustainability in a more general way”.

Sustainability was also highlighted as a significant concern by 48.27% of the respondents. Citations
indicated a desire for more public investments in sustainable infrastructure, renewable energy sources,
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environmental and sustainable technologies, environment preservation areas, as well as the need for
greater compliance with housing, land use, and environmental regulations. Some respondents also
suggested that “specific programs related to the UN Sustainable Development Goals should be developed”.

Lastly, the institutional dimension was pointed out as the most challenging area in the city.
The lack of ideal governance characteristics; institutions, partnerships, and international relations;
support mechanisms; and regulatory environment were cited by almost all respondents. Most of the
citations (54.56%) mentioned the necessity to improve governance standards and practice, and 36.75%
of them were extremely critical of the current governance system.

The main concerns regarding governance characteristics revolved around the non-continuity
of political actions, the ineffectiveness of public agencies, the lack of accountability, and inadequate
management of innovation. “The state and municipal government has adopted much more rhetoric
of valuing innovation than concrete actions coordinated with private agents”, argued one of the
respondents. Possible improvements could be obtained, according to the respondents, through greater
agility and dynamic management of public entities, policy transparency and open data, long-term and
community-driven policies, governmental will, interest and openness to innovation, well-conducted
and communicated policy evaluations, and e-participation.

Institutions, partnerships, and international relations were pointed out as the governance
subdimension of greater importance to innovation development in the city. Respondents emphasized
the importance of quadruple-helix partnerships, even though criticizing them for their usual inertia and
impracticality. Respondents highlighted the necessity to strengthen public-private partnerships and
technical-scientific cooperation agreements between the university and productive sectors. Other cited
issues were the need for greater city internationalization to build an adequate environment for
international business, through international exchange programs, networking, international missions,
and international cooperation programs.

Experts praised the city’s associationism and active leadership, consistent with the several
innovation support mechanisms developed through the years, such as incubators, institutional
arrangements, innovation entities (ACATE, CERTI, and business hubs) and some tax incentives.
Nonetheless, respondents pointed out that Florianópolis needs to offer significant tax incentives,
benefits, and facilities to attract knowledge-intensive companies and to support even more the already
existing creative and innovative industry. As one of the respondents observed, “there is no strong
micro-credit financing policy. This year the Municipality of Florianópolis launched zero interest
financing for small business owners, but there is a lack of stronger government action”.

Finally, the regulatory environment was heavily criticized and pointed out as the sector that,
if refined, could boost the development of Florianópolis as a smart innovation island. Even though
the Florianópolis Municipal Law of Innovation was referred to as a good starting point, the need
for de-bureaucracy was mentioned by many experts, as well as the need to improve legal certainty,
to facilitate business implementation, to ease patent registration, to have more flexible and agile
regulatory bodies, and to define specific public policies to stimulate the innovative sector.

4.2. Interview Results

This section reports the results of the interviews with key policymakers and policy influencers,
selected amongst actors belonging to each of the four sectors, i.e., public, not-for-profit, private,
and academic (see Table 7 below).
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Table 7. Interviewee profiles (source, authors).

Category No Expertise and Relevance

Public sector
Interviewee #1 Federal Ministry of Science, Technology, Innovation, and

Communications
Interviewee #2 State Government Florianópolis Metropolitan Area Authority
Interviewee #3 Municipal Technology and Innovation Authority

Private sector
Interviewee #4 Technology Solution Company with Applications on Smart

City Communications

Interviewee #5 Technology Solution Company with Applications on Financial
and Commercial Transactions

Interviewee #6 Real Estate development group

Not-for-profit sector
Interviewee #7 National Sustainable Waste Organization Institute
Interviewee #8 National Technology and Innovation Centre
Interviewee #9 Santa Catarina State Industry Federation

Academic sector
Interviewee #10 Federal Institute of Santa Catarina, Department of Innovation

Interviewee #11 Federal University of Santa Catarina, Research & Innovation
Hospital

Interviewee #12 Federal University of Santa Catarina, Administration

In total, 12 key policymakers and policy influencers of Florianópolis participated in the interviews.
As an evidence of lack of diversity in gender and race in leadership positions in Florianópolis,
all interviewees were white male in every sector.

Each interview was carefully transcribed and analyzed to identify each interviewee perspective on
the opportunities and challenges for Florianópolis’ transition towards becoming a smart city of innovation.
The relevant citations were grouped per KBUD dimension, i.e., institutional, environmental, sociocultural,
and economic, as well as per helix, i.e., public (GOV), private (COM), academic (EDU), and non-for-profit
(ORG), allowing for the identification of the main challenges and opportunities appointed by each one of
the four helixes, in each KBUD dimension and respective codes, as explained below.

Firstly, it is important to highlight that the most cited KBUD dimension was the sociocultural
dimension, with 46 references (31.5%); economic development came in second place, with 39 citations
(26%), closely followed by the institutional dimension, with 37 citations (26.7%). The spatial dimension
came in fourth place, with 23 citations (15.8%).

Regarding the institutional dimension, the most cited code was “institutions, partnerships,
and international relations”, with 14 citations, followed by governance characteristics and regulatory
environment, with nine citations each, and support mechanisms, with five citations. The distribution
per helix (KBUD domain) is indicated in Figure 2 below.

As per the code, institutions, partnerships, and international relations, the private and academic
sectors perceived, respectively, opportunities for associations and an innovation environment for
promoting quadruple helix interactions. The public sector is aligned in the sense of developing public
and private partnerships and looks forward to replicating the actual network model in other areas,
as well as attracting foreign investors to boost this aspect.

Despite private sector’s optimism towards private initiative to collaborate, it also senses the
quadruple-helix trust development process as a challenge, which has an echo in the academy’s
understanding of “islands of innovation within the federal university”. The private sector sees the
barrier to big companies as a challenge too and the academic sector recognizes “politics” as the reason
that prevents innovation from taking off and reaching country and global levels. The not-for-profit
sector poses that, despite the lack of direction and market access, the ecosystem allows things to happen.
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Figure 2. Key topic reference frequency per helix (source, authors).

Governance characteristics are basically seen as a challenge and mostly appointed to the public
sector, which is the only helix that perceives opportunities for major players’ interactions. The private
sector sees governance with a lack of entrepreneurial mindset and is not innovative. One of the
interviewees points out that “there is a lack of understanding and perception of the public servers about
this new world, the new demands of people and cities. They must know more about Item Response
Theory and how to use a database. This way they will not be so immediate and would choose better
ways of transport for the city, for example”. The academic sector understands the state as a burden,
i.e., claims for fewer hindrances and stresses on policy and idea discontinuity. The not-for-profit sector
identifies lack of investment in technology and city management.

Regulatory environment was mainly brought up by the academic and public sectors due to the
innovation municipal fund, which has raised over R 1 million (approximately USD 185,500) in three
projects, evidencing some government involvement towards innovation. As a challenge, both sectors
also mentioned the need for de-bureaucratization. Support mechanisms are cited as challenges for both
private and public sectors. The academic sector states the lack of local support mechanisms that push
companies to develop projects in the northeast region of Brazil, where financial contribution is cut by
half. The public sector claims the lack of national and state level development policies in this matter.

The academic sector perceives associations (ACATE) and the innovation park (Sapiens park) as
support mechanisms, and the public sector believes that university and private institutes’ partnerships
should thrive as an opportunity to develop mechanisms for innovation development.
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The spatial dimension was the least KBUD dimension cited by the interviewees, with a total
of 23 references. Locational characteristics had eight references; quality of life had five references;
spatial infrastructure had six references, and sustainability only had four references.

All sectors highlighted the city’s locational characteristics, i.e., its natural beauty, attractiveness,
pleasantness, and singularity, as an opportunity for development. Nevertheless, all of them also
identified challenges linked to the same locational characteristics, due to its geographical limitations
and national and local issues pertaining to those limitations. “Floripa has a movement that is contrary
to building things. It is a city with a very preservationist concern, also for being an incredibly beautiful
environment, and it’s difficult and delicate to be able to make any construction in this context”,
mentions one of the interviewees.

To the public and not-for-profit sectors, a good quality of life and a high-quality police force are
opportunities to develop, whereas the private sector highlighted growing concerns with public security.
To the academic sector, the city tends to its disorderly growth and must invest heavily in infrastructure.

Spatial infrastructure, particularly, was appointed by all sectors as a challenging issue,
with deficiencies in basic infrastructure, green leisure areas, and urban planning. “Even though
there are many beaches here, I almost do not go to the beaches because it is a complete chaos, there are
no bars, there is nothing, no innovation. And when it rains, everyone goes to the mall, there is no other
thing to do. The few theaters and museums lack equipment. We don’t have many parks, green leisure
areas”, points out one of the interviewees. The private sector highlighted that the city, despite being
a tourist destination, lacked enough marinas. The academic and the public sectors both remarked
that the city must solve its pressing mobility issues, investing in public transport and urban mobility
improvements to better organize the flow of people, goods, and services in the city. An interviewee
highlights that “we need actions to improve the day to day of the population. It’s hard to keep creative
people here with no mobility, taking more than one hour to go to the continent area and come back.
Besides being good professionals, they want to have a good quality of life”.

Sustainability was the least mentioned aspect. The private sector envisages the city’s many
environmentally protected areas as an asset to tourism, whereas the not-for-profit sector, with a
broader point of view, draws special attention to the city’s unique balance between social and economic
development and environmental preservation as an opportunity for growth. In terms of challenges,
the public sector highlighted the difficult coexistence between urban development and environmental
protection, as well as the need to expand the use of geoprocessing tools in the city. One of the
interviewees mentions that “Florianópolis has a series of associated difficulties to the space that can be
used on the island. Many of our rules, regulations, laws and requirements, have difficulty in coexisting
with the environment that needs to be preserved, the progress in a sustainable way and initiatives to
restructure the city”.

The sociocultural dimension was the most cited KBUD dimension, with 46 references in total.
Within its codes, cultural assets were the most mentioned (n = 14), followed by labor force (n = 11),
educational institutes (n = 11), and skillsets (n = 10). The distribution of references per code and helix
is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Cultural assets are foreseen as opportunities by the not-for-profit sector due to a sense of harmony
and mutual understanding. The academic sector perceives having a European entrepreneurial influence
as an opportunity, and that local culture adaptation to technology is a challenge. Overall, cultural
assets are marked by challenges despite the ecosystem’s “contagious innovation culture”. The private
sector points to a lack of leadership, motivation, and willingness; adding to a lack of alignment and
diversity by the public sector; and a lack of education and prioritization for the common good by the
not-for-profit sector.

Labor force analysis is quite intertwined with the code skill sets. It is generally perceived both as
a key and bottleneck aspect by the quadruple helix. Private and academic sectors highlight capacity
building and the need for continuous training as the main challenges, whereas the not-for-profit
sector observes the aspects that directly challenge labor force such as housing, mobility, and safety.
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“We shouldn’t want to bring labor force to Florianopolis because it will also overcrowd the city.
We should qualify the many talented people that are already here. We should work on two points:
qualifying out talents and bringing strategic people”, says one of the interviewees. The public sector
points to family allocation related to labor force import, a need raised by both public and private
sectors due to a labor shortage and lack of qualified workforce, which is a matter related to skill
sets. The academic sector perceives a lack of entrepreneurial training and the public sector points to
ideological conflict in entrepreneurship programs.

Overall, educational institutes are highly regarded by the private, public, and academic sectors.
In particular, the academic sector perceives opportunities at the Federal University because of the
“entrepreneurship spirit”, the presence of tech leaders, and the private funding for engineering labs.
Despite “resistance to change” from the Federal University, according to the public sector, there is an
“engineering strength” as an asset to look at.

The private sector points to challenges due to universities’ “walls” and the lack of investment
and scholarships. This point of view is aligned with the not-for-profit sector’s concern in relation
to low investment in science and the lack of relationship between companies and universities.
The not-for-profit sector also adds the challenge of turning intangible knowledge into tangible capital,
outdated teaching, and lack of living labs. “We are not managing to turn science into innovation”,
highlights one of the interviewees.

Last, but not least, economic development was the second most cited KBUD dimension among
interviewees, with 39 mentions. Overall, the business environment, meaning the context of economic
activities developed in the city, as well as its innovation practice, presented the major highlights (n = 29),
whereas business infrastructure and investment had fewer mentions (n = 10), basically pointed out by
the public and private sectors.

The public sector understands the city as an asset. The private sector describes Florianópolis
as having four main vectors, tourism, civil construction, maritime economy, and ICT, of which all
other three helixes, except for the academic sector, affirm that tourism is underdeveloped. On the
one hand, the private sector perceives the lack of integration within business context as a challenge,
on the other hand, the public sector believes there are too many participatory councils and a shortage
of strong brands.

In terms of innovation activity, the private sector helix pointed out that companies’ mix minimizes
risk, facilitated networking, and provided a high startup density in the city, whereas the public sector
helix acknowledged the important role played by the Federal University of Santa Catarina, UFSC in
the triple helix origins in the 70s and further development [38].

The consolidation of the innovation environment is perceived by the private sector, and also
by the academic and public sectors. One of the representatives of the not-for-profit sector helix
understands that “building a more sophisticated science-based cluster, in areas where the issue of
science is important as energy and life science is a medium-term challenge”.

Nonetheless, there are critics from both the academy and not-for-profit sector helixes. One academy
representative says: “It’s a city that wants to do everything (...) It wants to innovate, to be a city of
events, to be a tourist city . . . so it shoots everywhere without a direction”. From the not-for-profit
sector helix, an interviewee questioned, where the innovation really is by pointing out that “companies
here stand out by discipline, technique, growth and applicability, but I can’t remember anything that’s
revolutionary”. This respondent realized that “we don’t see innovation in the streets” due to the lack
of a creative economy: “Great things are content and everyone sells it in this world. We sell tools (...)
we do not sell creativeness”.

As per business infrastructure, the public sector recognizes institutions CERTI Foundation and
ACATE association by playing an important role along with Santa Catarina State’s research foundation
(FAPESC) for supporting and providing an environment for business. Nevertheless, the private sector
identifies there is a lack of capillarity in terms of a “product-led structure not to take big companies,
but the startups that today are the basis of the island’s innovation, to the world”. This leads to another
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aspect for economic development, i.e., investment. Despite the public sector stating there is a lack of
private and international investment, the private sector believes it is not about money but collaborative
work, “making the quadruple helix rotate”. In this sense, “the role of the state is to generate purchase
for the national technology-based industry”.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper applied the KBUD framework in order to shed light on wicked problems that
are complex, unclear, interdependent, multi-causal, unpredictable, nonlinear, and dynamic [39].
Research poses that instead of finding the correct answer to a wicked problem, the aim is to achieve
a shared understanding of possible solutions [40], which was precisely the reason for studying
representatives from the local quadruple helix and their different perspectives.

This study assessed labor force, training/education/institutes, and cultural assets under the KBUD
framework’s sociocultural dimension. This was supported by the data, as Florianópolis’ most cited
aspect in the interviews and mostly highly evaluated in the survey. In the latter, half of respondents
are aware that the labor force is a major asset and that “creative people attract creative people”.
Nevertheless, expressions used in the interviews to drive Florianópolis into becoming smarter and
more sustainable were the “engineering strength” and the “entrepreneurship spirit” of the Federal
University of Santa Catarina. Regardless of the balance between positive and negative remarks on
cultural assets in the survey, there is a “contagious innovation culture” in the air, present in both
survey and interview. Again, this leads to the observation that not much was referred to on behalf of
diversity. For that matter, the city as a whole and the innovation ecosystem will need to think beyond
the actual visible trait of gender and race. Creative and responsive solutions are longing for diversity
and balancing from different perspectives to face wicked problems.

Labor force imports, due to a shortage of qualified workforce, is also a short-term response to a
major demand. A harder and longer-term action is to invest in basic education and training programs.
Because it is important to retain the city’s talents, it is also important not to lose potential ones to
organized crime for lack of investment and opportunities. In this sense, it is relevant to stress that
social inequality was mentioned by only two interviewees. In addition, a concern with the increase in
safety issues, which is a main consequence of social unbalance, is pointed out as a crucial challenge to
creatives’ permanence in the city, along with housing and mobility issues. In turn, these aspects belong
to the spatial discussion, which was the least cited dimension.

The spatial dimension of the KBUD framework is a major issue in the data, because of Florianópolis’
basic infrastructure and territorial planning deficiencies and also for not placing the climate change
reality on the agenda. Despite presenting itself as a “green industry”, the innovation ecosystem has
a lot to adapt to and work towards facing this “glocal” matter, with consequences that deeply affect
every sector. It starts by shifting from the utilitarian perspective of nature, which has been granting
Florianópolis the title of being a popular tourist destination worldwide for its beaches and seafood,
to that of having a responsible engagement with the environment, respecting its geographical limitations.
An unfolding to this call can be foreseen in the economic and institutional development dimensions.

This study comprehended governance, partnerships, and support mechanisms as main aspects
of the institutional dimension of the KBUD framework. Perceptions, which are considered to be
the most challenging area for both survey and interview, are mainly targeted to the public sector’s
lack of efficiency, accountability, innovation, and continuity of actions. In addition, there is room for
perspective change towards the public sector whose aim is to serve the common good and to support
the quadruple helix working together in this direction. These liabilities need to be sorted out, as well
as social participation beyond the “too many city councils”, which are not necessarily addressing the
city’s aspirations.

Commitment and trust development are key ingredients for this dimension to develop well,
which were pointed out as a challenge in the interview, and related to municipal and state collaborative
planning and programs’ developments. Florianópolis’ innovation ecosystem has the potential to thrive,
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despite that the city still has structural issues to deal with, related to the gap between its desire to grow
and the acknowledgement from its major actors to support the overall territory to thrive in its complex
dimensions. It suggests amplifying the ecosystem’s vision, including different sectors and, especially,
tackling innovation for the common good [41].

The pressure caused by the growing urbanization generates complex and multifaceted challenges
that can only be faced through processes that involve innovation in a shared way. Smart, sustainable,
and knowledge-based urbanism approaches can help localities thrive in not only economy and society
terms but also spatial and governance wise [42–44].

As a concluding remark, this study was a snapshot of Florianópolis with a focus on the innovation
ecosystem reality, an important tool for a transition plan aiming at a more balanced socioecological
scenario. It generated useful insights that should help the city retain and inspire more talented and
creative people to come and stay, which directly responds to the need for diversity. To keep this on an
ongoing basis, in other words sustainability, investment and opportunities must be made in overall
education, for all. Here, it goes without saying that as important as it is to develop a strategy plan to
boost innovation, basic demands on the socio-environmental front will also need to be acknowledged,
analyzed, and addressed in an integrative manner. Therefore, the case study findings reported in this
paper are not only useful for the case city Florianópolis, but also invaluable for other cities planning to
strategize their transformation, and seeking smart, sustainable, and knowledge-based development
pathways in the age of climate, pandemic, and financial catastrophes.
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Abstract: Human health is a key pillar of modern conceptions of sustainability. Humanity pays a
considerable price for its dependence on fossil-fueled energy systems, which must be addressed
for sustainable urban development. Public hospitals are focal points for communities and have
an opportunity to lead the transition to renewable energy. We have reimagined the healthcare
energy ecosystem with sustainable technologies to transform hospitals into networked clean energy
hubs. In this concept design, hydrogen is used to couple energy with other on-site medical resource
demands, and vanadium flow battery technology is used to engage the public with energy systems.
This multi-generation system would reduce harmful emissions while providing reliable services,
tackling the linked issues of human and environmental health.

Keywords: energy transitions; hydrogen; energy storage; vanadium; flow battery; industrial ecology;
co-benefits; multi-generation; power-to-X; energy networks

1. Introduction: Health and Energy

The energy systems most modern economies rely on are outmoded and unhealthy, which has
multiple significant negative impacts. In addition to anthropogenic climate change caused by
greenhouse gas emissions, nitrogen and sulfur oxides and carbon particulates damage ecosystems
and are harmful to human health. Excess mortality from outdoor air pollution due to fossil fuel use is
estimated at four million people per year [1]. The economic costs of this air pollution were estimated
at USD 2.9 trillion, or over three percent of global GDP in 2018 [2].
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Discussion of the relationship between climate change and health is increasing, most recently as the
COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted improvements in air quality from reductions in human activity.
Addressing this issue more permanently is a challenge; however, it is not a wicked problem as solutions
can be mutually beneficial. Tackling the climate emergency goes hand-in-hand with improving public
health outcomes by reducing harmful air pollution and developing a circular economy based on
renewable energy ecosystems. Hakovirta and Denuwara now suggest ‘sustainability’ be redefined
as “the intersection of the economy, environment, society and human health” [3]. The link to health
represents an opportunity to accelerate the transition to renewable energy, not least because the health
system itself is in a unique position to lead.

Doctors have had considerable success framing this health-related sustainability challenge,
raising awareness of the considerable price that humanity pays for an energy ecosystem that relies
on fossil fuels [4]. The Sustainable Development Unit of the UK National Health Service (NHS)
was established in 2008, and the NHS has since reduced its carbon footprint by 19 percent over the
10 year period to 2018 [5]. Analysis of these efforts was published in The British Medical Journal [6].
Other prestigious medical journals have been amplifying calls to action, with editorials published in
The Lancet [7], The New England Journal of Medicine [8] and The Medical Journal of Australia [9].

These efforts are critical because the health sector has a significant environmental footprint.
In Australia, health care represented seven percent of Australia’s carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
in 2014–2015, with over one third of that attributable to public hospitals [10]. Leadership here can
have a more pervasive impact since public perception of technology and its safety is important for its
acceptance and deployment [11,12]. Doctors and scientists are the two most trusted professions [13],
and so have a vital role to play in driving the innovative and creative thinking that will move past just
efficiency and recycling to deliver whole system sustainable health services [14].

Systems thinking research supports the concepts of industrial ecology and social ecology that
acknowledge connections between organizations and society and the importance of this for driving
long-term change [15]. Collective visions of promising techno-scientific futures can legitimize
investments and transcend uncertainty [16]. Public energy installations and community energy
services are already being used for community interaction with new energy technologies [17,18].
Communities have shown a willingness to invest directly in renewable energy installations and there
is interest and receptivity of these installations specifically in the hospital context [19].

Hospitals, as critical and major piece of publicly funded infrastructure, are an excellent case
study for energy ecosystems. A hospital is not simply an energy user, it is a community and industry
hub. Hospitals are regarded as safe havens, resilient facilities for disaster and emergencies [20].
Large numbers of staff and public use them daily and on-site parking is necessary for patients, staff and
for ambulances, as well as commercial delivery vehicles. The hospital facility itself requires extremely
secure sources of heat and power, oxygen and water.

Using data from the NHS, heat and power accounted for only 17 percent of the carbon footprint
of UK hospitals in 2017 [21]. Supply chain and services accounted for 54 percent, while travel and
transport, including staff commuting, accounted for 16 percent. Manufactured fuels, chemicals and
gases represented another four percent. This presents an opportunity to consider this power and
resource demand holistically.

In Australia, backup power supply for hospitals has been identified as a government priority
for projects to drive innovation and demonstrate capability [22]. Renewable technologies can do
more than provide backup power, however—they can play a critical role in reimagining a sustainable
energy ecosystem. Integrating production and storage solutions in distributed systems presents an
opportunity to optimize hybrid systems including the use of hydrogen and batteries [23].

The following multi-generation design concept shows how we envision that sustainable energy
technologies can transform a hospital from a resource sink to the centerpiece of a new reliable and
healthy energy ecosystem. We assess relevant technologies and integrate them for a hypothetical
hospital in New South Wales (NSW), Australia. This located approach provides some grounding for
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the design and discussion, though we note the same approach is widely applicable and we aim to
inspire similar developments elsewhere.

2. Materials and Methods: Technology Assessment and Design Approach

There are a range of technologies available to fulfill the multitude of resource requirements of
a hospital. Presented here is a selection of technologies available to supply reliable power and the
other associated needs for this healthcare system. We frame the design research to revolve around
three key atoms: hydrogen, oxygen and carbon. The strengths, weaknesses and potential co-benefits of
the individual technologies are discussed and summarized. This assessment is then used to develop
sustainable hospital power system concepts through multidisciplinary design that simultaneously
responds to carbon emissions, health impacts and material sustainability.

2.1. Power Generation

2.1.1. Diesel Combustion

Coal has been the mainstay for the supply of power since the first Industrial Revolution, powering
centralized electricity grids. Oil helped power the second Industrial Revolution, and a typical hospital
relies on diesel internal combustion engine (ICE) generators for emergency power as shown in Figure 1.
These stand-by engines are not designed to run for extended periods and so remain idle for most of
their life. When the added burden of maintenance is considered, this is an expensive means of meeting
mandated requirements.
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2.1.2. Gas Combustion

Co-generation or tri-generation captures thermal energy from combustion that would otherwise
be wasted and deploys it for heating and cooling using absorption chillers. As hospitals have balanced
power requirements and their heat requirements do not typically exceed the temperature for steam
sterilization (below 160 ◦C), they make ideal candidates for using combined heat and power systems
(CHP) [24]. This opportunity was identified more than a decade ago [25] and many hospitals have used
this opportunity to improve energy efficiency, reduce costs and reduce emissions [26]. Hospital CHP
installations use engines or gas turbines burning natural gas from existing networks as shown in
Figure 2. This is an improvement on coal-fired power, though these systems still produce air pollution.
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2.1.3. Fuel Cells

Commercial solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) units in operation today generally include integrated
steam methane reforming (SMR) equipment to use natural gas as a fuel source, which is broken apart
to extract hydrogen. The high operating temperature and water ‘exhaust’ from the hydrogen fuel cell
make this combination efficient and well suited for CHP systems. An advantage of this approach
compared to simply burning the natural gas in an engine or turbine is the near complete elimination of
harmful air pollutants (NOx, SOx and particulates).

Another fuel cell technology is the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), the twin of
a proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolyzer which applies the same principles but in reverse.
The conversion process is shown in Figure 3. In a fuel cell, molecular hydrogen is recombined
with oxygen from the air to recover stored potential energy. The only emission from this process is
water. The round-trip efficiency of an electrolyzer and fuel cell system is low compared to a battery;
however, hydrogen can be transported more readily so is more appropriate for extended duration
emergency power.
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2.1.4. Renewable Energy Technologies

Renewable energy technologies integrated with digital grids are the new paradigm for
electricity networks. Solar photovoltaic (PV) panels have become ubiquitous around the world
and, accompanied by on- and off-shore wind turbines, are driving the transition to distributed
non-fossil fuel based energy. Due to their solid-state nature, they require limited maintenance over
their 25-year life, and economies of scale have resulted in spectacular cost reductions in recent years,
which is continuing for large installations.

Despite the potential for large hospitals, only 13 of the 695 public and 497 private hospitals in
Australia have been identified as having installed mid-scale solar PV systems [27]. An industrial
850-kW rooftop solar installation for a hospital in New South Wales (NSW) can be expected to achieve
a capacity factor of 17 percent [27]. High-quality large-scale renewable resources in Australia supplied
through the grid can increase capacity to 30 percent and 45 percent for solar and wind, respectively [28].
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2.1.5. Comparison of Technologies

A comparison of renewables and the other power generation technologies discussed above is
summarized in Table 1. Fuel cells and renewables present an opportunity to reduce emissions with
flexible technology where energy can be stored and the value of co-benefits can be realized.

Table 1. Energy generation technologies for healthcare and their strengths, weaknesses
and opportunities.

Technology Strengths Weakness Opportunities

Diesel combustion Well understood and
easily refueled Expensive and polluting Existing system

Gas combustion High energy efficiency Polluting Existing system

Hydrogen fuel cell Clean and can be refueled Expensive for
conventional backup Fuel flexibility

Renewables Sustainable and scalable Variable output
requires storage

Low marginal
cost power

2.2. Energy Storage

That you cannot turn on and off variable renewable energy (VRE) generators at will as you can
with fossil fuel combustion generation is not always a weakness; the low marginal cost of renewable
power is an opportunity to be creatively used in a symbiotic energy ecosystem.

2.2.1. Hydrogen

One of the greatest opportunities from low-cost renewable electricity technologies is to produce
renewable hydrogen from water. PEM electrolyzers are now emerging as a preferred technology for
this opportunity. The key advantage to PEM is their flexibility—PEM electrolyzers can accept partial,
dynamic loads and are available from kW to MW scale. The technology functions by applying a current
across a cell with two halves separated by a selective polymer that allows only hydrogen to move
between the two, as shown in Figure 3. Water is fed into one side and the electrical energy splits the
liquid into gaseous oxygen and hydrogen that can be collected and used in a range of applications.

Hydrogen is a good candidate for long-term energy storage to meet emergency requirements and
the seasonal variation in energy demand which occurs in hospitals [29] and energy networks. There are
many ways to store hydrogen, the most mature forms being as a compressed gas in high-pressure tanks
and as a cryogenic liquid in insulated low-pressure vessels. Either of these storage systems can be
situated on-site as stationary installations or mounted on truck trailers or rail cars. Solid-state hydrogen
storage is an alternative with the potential for much greater energy density and it is now being
demonstrated at scale [30]. Hydrogen can also be blended into the natural gas network, which will
have a role to play in areas where it currently exists as complete fuel switching from gas to electricity is
likely to cost more than rethinking existing infrastructure [31].

2.2.2. Flow Batteries

Carbon-free hydrogen gas production is extremely flexible; however, inherent energy losses mean
it is not always the most efficient means of providing secure and reliable power from renewable energy
technologies [32]. Batteries have a significant role to play, although there are serious sustainability
concerns for the widespread adoption of lithium batteries [33,34]. Large-scale deployment of this
incumbent technology will face battery materials constraints in a global-scale energy transition [35].
There are other battery technologies suitable for grid-scale energy storage, such as the vanadium redox
flow battery (VRB/VRFB).

VRBs are a hybrid between fuel cell and conventional battery technology. Energy is stored in
liquid electrolyte tanks for power conversion in cell stacks that operate in a similar manner to a fuel
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cell. The power is stored (or recovered) from the change in state of vanadium ions in an aqueous
sulfuric acid solution which changes color based on its state of charge. Figure 4 provides a simplified
visual explanation of this process. By separating power (kW/MW) from energy storage (kWh/MWh),
a VRB system is highly scalable and can readily be configured to suit the needs of the application.
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Figure 4. Simplified schematics of a vanadium redox flow cell during charge and discharge showing
electrolyte color change with hydrogen and electron flows.

The aqueous electrolyte is non-flammable by nature, eliminating the potential fire safety hazard
of lithium batteries. The reduced fire risk means these systems are more suitable for enclosed spaces,
such as underground car parks. Electrolyte contamination is eliminated because the electrolyte is the
same on both sides of the system, giving VRBs a long lifetime (>25 years) with low capacity fade.
All-vanadium batteries’ tolerance for practically unlimited charge–discharge cycles over their lifetime
makes the technology ideal for high-use applications, such as supporting renewables and electric
vehicles. The valuable vanadium in the electrolyte can be easily recovered for use in a new battery
system or other applications. The balance of material is predominately carbon, metals and polymers
that can also be recovered and recycled at end of life [36].

2.2.3. Hybrid Batteries

The ubiquitous lead-acid battery (LAB) has no moving parts and is the standard for uninterruptible
power supplies (UPS). The conventional format of this technology, however, is not well suited to new
power demands. Hybrid battery installations are being used to take advantage of the strengths of
different technologies [37]. Pairing battery components with integrated supercapacitors creates new
opportunities for mature LAB technology by improving its peak power capacity.

This hybrid technology was invented by the Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation (CSIRO) and commercially acquired in 2010. It has since been deployed for a
range of kW- and MW-scale storage applications. Similar to vanadium-sulfuric acid electrolyte flow
batteries, hybrid lead-sulfuric acid batteries are almost completely recyclable. The Environmental
Protection Agency in the United States found that lead-acid batteries are consistently one of the most
recycled products [38]. This and the other energy storage technologies discussed above are summarized
in Table 2 below.
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Table 2. Storage technologies for healthcare and their key strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities.

Technology Strengths Weakness Opportunities

Hydrogen electrolysis Sustainable and flexible Expensive when
considered alone

Oxygen supply and
demand management

Lithium-ion battery High power density Sustainability concerns
and limited storage

Electricity
network support

Lead-acid hybrid
battery

Readily recyclable and
high peak power Limited storage capacity Electricity

network support

Vanadium flow battery Recyclable, stable and
non-flammable

Low power and energy
density

Electricity network and
electric vehicle support

2.3. Related Technologies and Resource Considerations

In addition to being a facility with heat and power demands, healthcare requires disinfectant and
oxygen, and a hospital precinct is also a transport hub. Technologies related to energy generation and
storage can help meet these additional sustainability challenges and realize the associated opportunities.

2.3.1. Transport

Society is transitioning away from fossil-fueled passenger cars and commercial vehicles to the use
of electric vehicles (EVs). If managed poorly, charging battery electric vehicles (BEVs) could strain
electricity grids [39]. Smart charging can reduce this impact by creating a large demand response
capability. One step further is vehicle-to-grid (VtG/V2G) technology which allows BEVs or fuel cell
electric vehicles (FCEVs) with hydrogen to act as networked energy storage devices [40]. In this way,
an EV fleet can become a virtual power plant (VPP) that is profitable to owners and beneficial for
power networks [41]. The potential to support system security [42] is driving trials with government
fleets [43]. Fleet operators are one of the main stakeholders driving the electric vehicle market [44]
which is an opportunity for health services looking to reduce air pollution with more environmentally
friendly vehicles [45].

2.3.2. Oxygen

Non-energetic gas demands are an important component of energy transitions [46,47]. Oxygen is
critical for health care and has been in short supply in some regions during the coronavirus pandemic
in 2020 [48]. Hospitals commonly procure oxygen in bulk from suppliers as a compressed gas or as
a cryogenic liquid, which is produced on a commercial scale through liquefaction and distillation.
Oxygen is sold at a premium to the health sector, so generating it locally could save costs [49].
On-site production using compressed air with pressure swing adsorption (PSA) oxygen concentrators
(OCs) has been found to reduce costs for hospitals [50]. High-quality medical grade 99.5% purity
oxygen can be supplied from water as a by-product of producing hydrogen with electrolysis. Using this
oxygen stream from renewable hydrogen in a multi-generation system can help support a new
hydrogen economy.

2.3.3. Water

Water use is one of the more significant aspects of sustainability management considered by the
health sector, so it is important that water use issues are not exacerbated when designing a sustainable
energy ecosystem [51]. To close the hydrogen water cycle loop, it is necessary to consider the water
supply for electrolysis. This is commonly expected to be obtained through the desalination of seawater,
which will thus be an important component of renewable energy networks [47]. Alternatively, water can
be drawn from the air using an atmospheric water generator (AWG). These adsorption-based devices
can utilize thermal energy from solar or waste heat even in arid climates [52]. The other advantage is
that the water they produce is of high purity, reducing the need for purification for electrolysis [53].
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2.3.4. Disinfectant

Hydrogen peroxide is widely used in hospitals for disinfection and has been in particularly high
demand during the COVID-19 pandemic [54,55]. The majority of hydrogen peroxide is produced using
the industrial anthraquinone process, which is only viable at a large scale. Issues relating to highly
concentrated solutions and concerns about this process from a green chemistry perspective have led
to considerable interest in alternative means of supplying hydrogen peroxide [56]. Local production
of dilute hydrogen peroxide reduces waste products and the risks associated with transporting and
storing high concentrations in bulk [57].

Processes have been developed for direct production of hydrogen peroxide from hydrogen and
oxygen [58] or from water and oxygen [59]. Convergent PEM electrochemical synthesis uses water and
oxygen as inputs to a fuel cell and produces dilute hydrogen peroxide. This approach is particularly
promising in a hospital context if oxygen is made readily available using on-site production for
medical use. Other electrochemical synthesis processes are under development for on-site production
of hydrogen peroxide along with other useful products, such as ozone [60], hydrogen [61,62] and
oxygen [63].

2.4. Design Approach

A full engineering design study would be necessary for any specific site; however, it is informative
to explore system-level constraints and capabilities, which is the approach we have taken in this
conceptual research.

2.4.1. Regulation Constraints

Regulations relating to hospital power have been considered in our conceptual scenario of a
multi-generation health precinct. Standards vary at the intra- and inter-national scale. For example,
in the US, the updated code NFPA 99 allows for fuel cell systems as alternate sources of power
since 2015 [64]. The code also now allows for oxygen concentrators as central supply sources for
hospital medical oxygen systems, which could be integrated to support on-site production from
electrolysis. Returning to the Australian context, the relevant standard for emergency power supplies
in hospitals from 1998 (AS/NZS 3009:1998) states the power source may be provided by central battery
systems, provided they are of a type specifically designed for continuous float charging conditions [65].
Lead-acid batteries meet this criterion but others do not, despite alternative battery technologies and
contemporary digital battery management systems.

The N + 1 supply configuration is a commonly accepted practice that shapes the design of
emergency power systems, including those for hospitals [66] in NSW [20], to ensure enough redundancy
is built in to ensure a highly resilient system. This means building in one additional piece of key
equipment than is strictly required, so that one sub-system can fail and operations can continue.
Providing capacity modularity to meet an N + 1 guideline is straightforward with battery packs and
fuel cells stacks; the most critical point of failure would relate to the inverter. The need for multiple
inverters can be seen as a prohibitive cost or as an opportunity to install valuable assets able to provide
ancillary services to electricity networks [67]. Demonstrations of the ability to replace the mechanical
inertia of conventional power plants with battery-powered digital inertia are underway [68].

2.4.2. Specification Constraints

The ongoing trend towards modularity facilitated by batteries and other clean technology in the
energy sector brings flexibility to concept design which can be readily adjusted for specific requirements
and translated to different sites. To provide an accessible example, we present a design concept for a
hypothetical 550-bed hospital for a small city such as Newcastle, NSW, Australia.

We consider average energy demand, assumed to be 41 MWh per day based on an annual average
of 27 MWh per bed [69]. Total energy use consists of electrical and thermal demands which will vary
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based on climate and facilities. Using an average value from previous studies, it is assumed here
that 49 percent of the total energy use is electrical demand and the remainder is thermal [24,29,69,70].
There are analytical data available for medical oxygen in hospitals [49] and the demand for this scale is
assumed to be 708 kg per day.

2.4.3. Design Goals

The key constraints discussed above are:

• 41 MWh per day total average energy demand.
• 49 percent of total demand is electrical energy.
• 708 kg per day of medical oxygen.
• Uninterruptible power supply with N + 1 redundancy.
• Battery systems designed for continuous float charging.

Meeting hospital demands sustainably within these constraints is the goal of our design work
presented below. Re-imagining a healthcare precinct as a renewable energy hub in this way uses public
infrastructure to build resilience, improve public health and accelerate the energy transition.

3. Results and Discussion: Design Specification for Hospital Renewable Energy Ecosystem

We re-imagined a multi-generation energy system for a sustainable hospital precinct that integrates
renewable hydrogen and battery energy technologies to reduce harmful emissions while supporting
reliable operations. To present the integrated systems, we break down the concept design into two
sections. The first replaces fossil fuel combustion with fuel cells and batteries for reliable power with
redundancy. The second broadens the scope, presenting a networked multi-generation system to
sustainably provide other resources in addition to heat and power for deep decarbonization.

3.1. Replacing Engines and Turbines

In this case, we consider only the requirement for electrical power. The conventional generator
setup could be replaced by a hydrogen fuel cell with storage to meet the set number of hours for the
given location. This would take the form of a hybrid energy storage system with a battery, as shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Electrical backup system with hydrogen fuel cells during emergency operation.

This energy storage system for emergency power could consist of 1.5 h in lead to comply with
AS/NZS 3009 and 24 h in hydrogen. If the system is configured with a suitable amount of spare capacity,
this secondary power supply need not be reserved solely for emergencies. The hybrid supercapacitor
technology broadens the usefulness of the lead-acid battery cells, and additional flexible capacity can
be added with VRBs.
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Starting with the fuel cell backup, six containerized 200-kW units [71] would provide 1.2 MW
of power to meet the N + 1 redundancy guideline for an additional unit. 24 h storage would require
850 kg of hydrogen, which could be replenished by a high capacity 300-bar truck trailer. This could
be stored on site at 165 bar in approximately 40 tubes with mature technology, or two of the type of
containerized solid state 17-MWh units planned for demonstration in Australia [30].

Three commercially available containerized hybrid lead-acid battery units would provide 2.5 MW
of peak power with 1.5 MWh of storage [72] to meet a 1.5-h specification for tertiary power supply.
An emergency capacity of 2.4 MWh exceeds this by almost 90 percent, meeting the AS/NZS required
margin of 1.33 times minimum capacity at install. This also meets the N + 1 redundancy guideline,
as two of three units could meet the demand if required.

A vanadium battery secondary supply could consist of four containerized 250-kW units, with a
range of capacity options [73]. In a three-hour configuration, this would translate to 3 MWh of
capacity and 1 MW of nominal power. This could provide a limited secondary power supply alone,
whilst together it could contribute to electricity system security and reliability. For BEVs, this could
support up to 100 vehicles with 10-kW vehicle-to-grid connections.

An alternative to this setup is a CHP installation which is typically matched to the heat demand.
Two containerized SOFC units would deliver 880 kW of power and 900 kW of heat [74]. Heat pumps,
boilers and chillers would support the tri-generation system to reliably meet the variable thermal
demands of the facility. In this scenario, a gas-fueled CHP system can be the normal supply, and the
electricity grid the backup.

Batteries and stored hydrogen are still desirable for a system like this, connected to both gas and
electricity networks, providing greater redundancy whilst making a larger contribution to network
security and reliability. Twenty four hours of storage is suitable for VRE penetration of 90 percent [75]
and building this in to provide reserves will help deliver fast-responding power assets in the grid that
are missing incentives [76]. To achieve the full potential of this approach, though, hydrogen should be
enabled to act as a two-way resource as with the battery system.

3.2. Multi-Generation for Coupled Power and Resources

Smart energy networks (SNE) integrate electricity, gas and heat under common Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) with power-to-gas technology (PtG) [77]. An 850-kW rooftop solar
installation generating 3.5 MWh per day for an electrolyzer system of five 30-Nm3/h units would be
expected to produce 54 kg of hydrogen per day [78]. Two tonnes of adsorption material (sorbent) in
an AWG system could be used to capture the approximately 500 L per day of water required for this
electrolysis [52].

Theoretically, this size system could also produce 427 kg of oxygen per day, enough for
approximately 45 medium-concentration oxygen therapy devices or 60 percent of the anticipated
demand. Low-cost energy from grid connected solar or wind during periods of excess supply could
power additional electrolysis to increase this to 80 or 120 percent of the demand. Efficient on-site
oxygen concentrators could fill any supply gaps with cylinder backup [50]. Excess oxygen can feed
hydrogen peroxide synthesis for disinfectant supply, as discussed in Section 2.

Excess hydrogen surplus to the hospital’s energy storage requirements could be fed into the gas
network. Existing methane infrastructure could accept up to 10 or 20 percent hydrogen [79,80], or more
as synthetic methane after being combined with carbon dioxide extracted from the atmosphere [81].
Hydrogen could, alternatively, replace natural gas altogether. In addition to its use as fuel for electricity
generation, hydrogen can be used in industry as a chemical feedstock and to supplement thermal
energy primarily provided by heat pumps.

Hydrogen could also be used for vehicles, either in its pure molecular form for cars and commercial
vehicles or as a feedstock for synthetic fuel [82] to support aeromedical services. A hospital campus of
this size may have thousands of parking spaces [83]. Just 50 medium size EVs represent over 3 MWh of
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energy storage and at least 500 kW of two-way power with vehicle-to-grid connections. Covering the
car park with solar PVs could provide a much larger on-site solar precinct.

Figure 6 shows how all these systems interact to meet hospital requirements. In addition to
redundancy, all these systems would be backed up independently from an infrastructure network
and/or by road transport.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 17 
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Figure 6. Multi-generation hospital precinct energy system concept diagram, with energy and resource
flows for coupled energy and resource demands.

This high-level system design meets the goals outlined in Section 2.4 of this article, namely
‘sustainably provisioning for reliable on-site power requirements to improve outcomes for the
community’. Future work would need to examine specific site requirements in more detail. This would
include techno-economic optimization of system components and could also explore other opportunities,
such as wastewater treatment and mobile installations for field hospitals. Detailed engineering
design would consider other applicable standards and regulation, including the location of gas
storage. Hydrogen is not inherently more hazardous than conventional fuels but it must be managed
appropriately [84–86]. The positioning of technology in this hybrid clean energy system presents an
opportunity to engage the public with the vision presented here, particularly with less well known
vanadium systems.

3.3. Illustration of Multi-Generation Hospital Precinct Energy System

Systems in plant equipment rooms and back-of-house containerized solutions provide large
energy solutions; however, there is something to be gained from visible systems. A public installation
could provide science education and potentially a useful distraction and on-site exhibition to the
hospital patients and visitors. A dilute vanadium electrolyte solution or another water-based system
with lighting would display the state of the energy system. Air or an inert gas, such as nitrogen,
bubbled through the solution would simultaneously represent hydrogen and oxygen gas production
from electrolysis. Battery modules, in a design suggestive of common household batteries [87],
installed in locations such as car parks where solar PV panels are visible [88] would highlight the
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benefits of EV-to-grid technology for the hospital and the public. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate this
design concept.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 17 
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Figure 8. Model rendering of concept hospital powered by coupled on-site renewable multi-generation
and storage connected to gas (red) and electricity (blue) networks. Electrolysis produces hydrogen
for fuel cells and oxygen for medical demands while batteries support electric vehicles and provide
uninterruptible power for critical loads.

4. Conclusions: A New Energy Ecosystem

We have re-imagined healthcare precincts and presented a design concept for a hospital as a
flagship community energy hub where sustainable networks are coupled with medical requirements.
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This design shows how versatile and scalable exchange membrane cell systems, including flow
batteries and fuel cells, replace combustion to meet emergency power requirements and improve
resource security. Battery inverters help manage grid power quality while solar powered electrolysis
supports medical oxygen requirements and feeds hydrogen into decarbonized gas pipelines. Fleet,
staff and public transport become an asset with electric vehicle-to-grid integration. Visible vanadium
electrolyte and modular battery systems are also used to engage the community with this energy
system to help drive the energy transition. Together, this provides a vision for healthy power to help
redefine sustainability.
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Abstract: The popularity and application of artificial intelligence (AI) are increasing rapidly all
around the world—where, in simple terms, AI is a technology which mimics the behaviors commonly
associated with human intelligence. Today, various AI applications are being used in areas ranging
from marketing to banking and finance, from agriculture to healthcare and security, from space
exploration to robotics and transport, and from chatbots to artificial creativity and manufacturing.
More recently, AI applications have also started to become an integral part of many urban services.
Urban artificial intelligences manage the transport systems of cities, run restaurants and shops where
every day urbanity is expressed, repair urban infrastructure, and govern multiple urban domains
such as traffic, air quality monitoring, garbage collection, and energy. In the age of uncertainty
and complexity that is upon us, the increasing adoption of AI is expected to continue, and so its
impact on the sustainability of our cities. This viewpoint explores and questions the sustainability
of AI from the lens of smart and sustainable cities, and generates insights into emerging urban
artificial intelligences and the potential symbiosis between AI and a smart and sustainable urbanism.
In terms of methodology, this viewpoint deploys a thorough review of the current status of AI
and smart and sustainable cities literature, research, developments, trends, and applications. In so
doing, it contributes to existing academic debates in the fields of smart and sustainable cities and
AI. In addition, by shedding light on the uptake of AI in cities, the viewpoint seeks to help urban
policymakers, planners, and citizens make informed decisions about a sustainable adoption of AI.

Keywords: artificial intelligence (AI); artificially intelligent city; climate change; planetary challenges;
smart and sustainable cities; smart city; technological disruption; urban policy; sustainable urbanism;
urban artificial intelligences

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the most disruptive technologies of our time [1]. In simple
terms, AI can be defined as machines or computers that mimic cognitive functions that humans
associate with the human mind, such as learning and problem solving [2]. The field of AI is vast and
constantly expanding, and such characterization concerns AI beyond its current capabilities, namely
artificial narrow intelligence, thereby comprehending two potential future types of AI: artificial general
intelligence and artificial super intelligence [3–5].

AI is already here. AI applications are being used in areas ranging from marketing to banking and
finance, from agriculture to healthcare and security, from space exploration to robotics and transport,
and from chatbots to artificial creativity and manufacturing [6,7]. In recent years, AI applications
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have been also started to become an integral part of the city. AIs manage the transport systems of
cities in the shape of autonomous cars [8–10]. Robots run restaurants and shops where core aspects
of urban life are everyday played out, and repair urban infrastructure [11,12]. Invisible intelligent
platforms govern multiple urban domains ranging from traffic to safety, and from garbage collection
to air quality monitoring [13,14]. We refer to this strand of AI as urban artificial intelligences—where
AIs are embodied in urban spaces, urban infrastructures, and urban technologies, which together are
turning cities into autonomous entities operating in an unsupervised manner [15].

Focusing mostly on artificial narrow intelligence and present AI technology, this viewpoint
elaborates the rise of AI in cities and discusses the sustainability of urban artificial intelligence from the lens
of smart and sustainable cities [16–19]—where such cities utilize digital technologies to make infrastructure
services more efficient and reactive to reduce resource consumption, increase environmental quality,
and cut down on carbon emissions [20]. In other words, this viewpoint investigates how AI is being
utilized in urban domains, unpacking the sustainability potential and risks that AI technology poses
for our cities and their citizens.

In terms of methodology, this viewpoint deploys a thorough review of the current status of AI and
smart and sustainable cities literature, research, developments, trends, and applications. Following this
introduction, Section 2 highlights the key challenges that humankind faces to achieve sustainability at
a planetary scale. Next, Section 3 advocates smart and sustainable cities as a potential urban model
to realize sustainable futures. Section 4 puts emphasis on the increasing role of AI as an emerging
technology fitting the smart and sustainable city paradigm. Afterwards, Section 5 explores the idea
of a possible symbiosis between AI and smart and sustainable cities, and its likely offspring—i.e.,
the artificially intelligent city. Section 6 discusses how urban AIs can be improved to reach more
sustainable urban futures. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the viewpoint with a set of insights meant to
orientate urban research, policy and development towards a sustainable adoption of AI in cities.

2. Living in Interesting Times: Planetary Sustainability Challenges

We live in “interesting times”, where such period refers to—as in the legendary Chinese curse—a
time of danger, uncertainty, and complexity [21]. Unless the underlining drivers behind such dangers,
uncertainties, and complexities are not eliminated or brought to a manageable level, these interesting
times might coincide with the end of human civilization [22]. The primary underlining reasons—which
are the key challenges of humanity today—include: (a) rapidly increasing global population; (b) rapidly
depleting natural resources and climate change; (c) technological inequality and disruption; (d) misuse
of data and information; (d) ruthless neoliberal economies; (e) global, regional, local conflicts; (f) corrupt
or ineffective governance. These challenges are illustrated in Figure 1, and further elaborated below.

Rapidly increasing global population: With the appearance of Homo sapiens, the origin of humankind
goes back to about 300,000 years ago. However, it is only during the last 10,000 years that we have
managed to establish safer living conditions thanks to progress in the spheres of technology, knowledge,
and wisdom. Subsequently, in the year 1800, the world’s population reached the one billion mark.
During the same year, London was the only city in the world hosting a million people. Today over
220 years later, our population is over 7.8 billion, and London is home to 9.3 million people. But,
London is no longer the largest city in the world. The metropolitan region of Tokyo is approaching
40 million people, and there are over 30 other megacities around the world with over 10 million
people. Population projections suggest that by the end of the century the global population will range
between 9 and 12 billion. Along with megacity developments, all major metropolitan regions are also
experiencing rapid peri-urban expansion [23]. This dual human–urban growth is causing alarming
water, food, and energy insecurity [24–26].

Rapidly depleting natural resources and climate change: Ever increasing populations, coupled with
unsustainable development practices, are pushing the limits of the world’s carrying capacity [27–30].
Heavy fossil fuel dependency and limited clean-energy options—only about 25% of all the world’s
energy comes from renewable resources—together with various other contributing factors, are triggering
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biodiversity loss and anthropogenic climate change, and increasing the frequency and severity of
natural disasters dramatically [31–33].
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Technological (or digital) inequality and disruption: Whilst there have been many positive technological
inventions and developments, technology also creates disruption in our societies—particularly for
those who cannot afford, access or adopt new technologies [34,35]. For instance, despite the fact that
there are four billion smartphone users in the world, not everyone has access to the internet and mobile
services at the same speed and bandwidth [36]. Particularly from an urban perspective, expensive
urban technologies are often unevenly distributed across cities, thus contributing to the fracturing of
urban societies and to the formation of high-tech premium ecological enclaves where only rich minorities
can shield themselves from the burdens of climate change and environmental degradation [37–39].

Misuse of data and information: During the last two decades, with the raise of the second digital
revolution and mass digitization, data and information have become more widely and easily accessible.
Especially social media platforms and shared user-generated contents have provided large volumes of
data. Nonetheless, this has also led to fake news and data integrity issues [40]. Furthermore, targeted
Facebook and WhatsApp campaigns changed the results of the 2016 USA and 2018 Brazil presidential
elections, and the 2016 Brexit referendum [41–43], thereby showing how data is being used not to
inform, but rather to misinform and to protect the interests of certain political elites/groups.

Ruthless neoliberal economies: Today, the world is facing harsh economic challenges. Globally,
we are moving towards another recession, if not already in. While some might blame the recent
COVID-19 pandemic, the origin of the issue is neo-liberal capitalism and the consumeristic and
materialistic practices that it reproduces [44,45] Only eight people, the richest in the world, have a net
worth equivalent to that of the lower half of the world’s population (about 3.8 billion people); this
is the product of ruthless neoliberal economies [46]. Socioeconomic inequality is rapidly widening,
and poverty and recession are making life harder for most people across the globe. Particularly with the
existing COVID-19 pandemic, the situation is much more dramatic and unsustainable in developing
countries, and for disadvantaged communities and individuals [47].

Global, regional and local conflicts: Human civilization has always experienced conflicts and wars
over resources, land, or power. However, contemporary wars are not only taking place as trade,
diplomatic and armed conflicts, but also as cyber warfare [48]. These multiple conflicts, together with
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climate change, are displacing many people, thus substantially increasing the number of refugees in
the world [49,50].

Corrupt or ineffective governance: Governments should have supposedly addressed the
aforementioned challenges. Instead, short termism in political circles, corporate influence, and various
degrees of corruption make governments unable to be part of the solution [51]. An example is the
Paris Agreement on climate change, which, although signed by 197 countries (and ratified by 189), has
led to little or no tangible outcome due to government inaction [52].

3. Smart and Sustainable Cities: An Urban Focus to Achieve Sustainability

The aforementioned issues are extremely challenging to tackle, but they are not discouraging
many scholars and thinkers from searching for solutions to realize more sustainable futures [53–55].
Today, approximately 55% of the global population lives in cities whose fabric is rapidly expanding
across the planet [56]. The figure is over 85% in many countries—such as Australia, the UK, and the
Netherlands [57]. This makes urban areas the prime focus of sustainability policy, not only because
they house the majority of the world’s population, but also because they contain the core of global
socioeconomic activities [58,59]. The changing focus from nation to city has created new and alternative
ideas for building sustainable futures by placing cities at the center of policy actions [60].

In recent years, one of the most prominent ideas in urban policy circles has been the imperative to
employ information and communication technology (ICT), in order to address major urban and societal
challenges [61]. This trend gave birth to the notion of ‘smart city’. While the origin of the concept of
smart city dates back to centuries ago, the practice of smart urbanism has been made popular only
in the 2000s with urban projects led by private companies like IBM and Cisco [62–64]. Since then,
many major technology, construction, and consultancy companies, together with policymakers and
city planners, have jumped onto the smart city bandwagon [65,66]. This has resulted in a myriad of
smart-city initiatives that are reshaping existing cities and building new ones all over the world [67,68].
In a nutshell, a smart city is, in theory, a locality that uses digital data and technology to improve
efficiency in different interconnected urban domains (such as energy, transport and safety), eventually
resulting in economic development, better quality of life and sustainability [69].

Nevertheless, in practice, this is not always the case. Numerous studies have shown that, actually,
existing smart cities are often disproportionately driven by economic objectives and incapable of
addressing social and environmental concerns [70–75]. This is why, in recent years, the focus of
smart-city research has shifted towards the ‘smart and sustainable city’, in the attempt to rebalance the
economic, social, and environmental dimensions of smart urbanism [76–78]. A conceptual framework
is provided in Figure 2. A smart and sustainable city is defined as an urban locality functioning as a
robust system of systems with sustainable practices, supported by community, technology, and policy,
to generate desired outcomes and futures for all humans and non-humans [79].

This conceptualization utilizes the Input-Process-Output-Impact approach [80]. As the key ‘input’,
we have the city and its indigenous assets. By using this asset base, three ‘processes’—i.e., technology,
policy, and community—generate strategies, actions, and initiatives. These result in ‘outputs’ in
the economy, society, environment, and governance domains. When these outputs are aligned with
knowledge-based and sustainable urban development goals, principles, and practices, they produce
the desired ‘impact’ for a smart and sustainable city [79].

The framework underlines that, despite the prevalent technocentric perspective in the making of
smart cities, in order to create cities that are smart and sustainable, we actually need a balanced view on
the community, technology, and policy trio as the driver of transformation. It also highlights that cities
should not be understood and treated as mere technological artefacts, but rather as social processes,
and that sustainability should not be approached in a one-dimensional way, but rather holistically as
the equilibrium among diverse social, environmental, and economic spheres [81–83]. In other words,
technology will only lead to sustainability if its adequateness is thoroughly scrutinized via community
engagement, and its implementation is carried out via a sound policy and government monitoring [79].
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4. Smart and Sustainable City Technologies: The Increasing Role of Artificial Intelligence

Digital technologies are increasingly offering new opportunities for cities in their journey to become
smart and sustainable—especially in relation to issues of community engagement and participatory
governance [84]. There is a large variety of smart and sustainable city technologies available today
and their list is exhaustingly long [85,86]. For instance, in a recent study, Yigitcanlar et al. [87] have
identified the most popular smart and sustainable city technologies in Australia by means of social
media analytics. The study concentrated on determining what the key smart city concepts and
technologies are, and how they are perceived and utilized in Australia. The results have shown that
the concepts of innovation and sustainability, and Internet-of-things (IoT) and artificial intelligence
(AI) technologies, are the dominant ones. Unsurprisingly, these top technologies are merging today
to form artificial-intelligence-of-things (AIoT) [88] to achieve more efficient IoT operations, improve
decision-making and human-machine interactions, and enhance data management and analytics [89].

There is neither a universal definition of AI, nor an established blueprint to build one [4,90]. In
simple terms, an AI is a nonbiological intelligence that mimics the cognitive functions of the human
mind, such as learning and problem solving [91,92]. More specifically, an artificially intelligent entity
is supposed to possess the following capabilities: the ability to learn by acquiring information on the
surrounding environment, the capacity to make sense of the data and extract concepts from it, the skill
of handling uncertainty, and the power to make decisions and act without being supervised [15]. There
are several types of machines and algorithms, which possess the above capabilities at different levels of
development, meaning that there are various levels of AI [93]. These levels are illustrated in Figure 3
and described below.
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In 1997, IBM’s Deep Blue defeated the then World Chess Champion Garry Kasparov—that was a
remarkable twist in the story of AI and intelligent machines. However, it is more appropriate to classify
Deep Blue as a ‘reactive machine’ (Level 1), since this AI is programmed to undertake one single task,
and it does not have the capacity to learn and improve itself [94]. Above all, this type of AI does not
take the initiative. It mostly reacts to human inputs, rather than planning and pursuing its own original
agenda. Its actions and ideas are derivative and are triggered in response to external stimuli.

The next level (Level 2) is the ‘Independent AI’. In 2016, Google’s AlphaGo beat the international
Go champion Lee Sedol. Go is arguably the most complex board game ever invented by mankind,
and AlphaGo won thanks to its learning ability and capacity to take original actions that its human
opponent could not foresee. This victory was an extraordinary outcome and boosted AI research
world-wide. A similar, although less spectacular example, are now common AI chatbots which today
many companies are using to interact with their customers on their websites. Other examples range
from apps that regulate our phones and homes, to autonomous vehicles that are capable of determining
and executing complex routes in chaotic urban environments [95–97]. What these AIs have in common
is that they all operate independently. Human actions do not dictate their actions. Independent AIs
proactively come up with their own agenda and implement it without humans leading the way.

The above categories constitute what is commonly referred to as ‘artificial narrow intelligence’.
This is the AI level that we have reached to date in practice, and that is becoming a common sight in
contemporary cities and societies. However, R&D efforts are constantly leading to bolder and more
innovative theories such as the ‘theory of mind AI’, which pictures an AI system that has beliefs,
desires, and emotions [98]. A ‘self-aware AI’ is likely to be the next level of AI, thereby producing
machines which actually function like us [99]. We call this level ‘Mindful AI’ (Level 3) to denote
artificial intelligences which not only have a mind and are capable of thinking. They are also conscious
of their own mind and thoughts which they apply to multiple domains of knowledge. This is the
level of ‘artificial general intelligence’ at which machine behavior is almost indistinguishable from
human behavior.

Mindful AIs, and artificial general intelligence more in general, are hypothetical stages of
development, which could become the steppingstone to further technological progress in the field of
AI. The ultimate level of AI that has so far been imagined is the ‘artificial super intelligence’. Here at
the ‘Super AI’ level (Level 4), the AI does everything and anything better than us humans [100]. The
opinions of scholars on superintelligence are mixed. While some believe that this could be mankind’s
last invention leading to the end of human civilization, others posit that this technology could be the
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beginning of a new era as our only chance of leaving this planet and establishing an interplanetary or
interstellar civilization [101–103].

As urbanists interested in the present and near future of urban development, we deal with
those existing technologies that are already in the process of altering the sustainability of cities.
The rest of the viewpoint will, therefore, focus on artificial narrow intelligence. This vast field
of AI includes technologies with at least one of the following capabilities: (a) perception including
audio/visual/textual/tactile (e.g., face recognition); (b) decision-making (e.g., medical diagnosis systems);
(c) prediction (e.g., weather forecast); (d) automatic knowledge extraction and pattern recognition (e.g.,
discovery of fake news); (e) interactive communication (e.g., social robots or chat bots); (f) logical reasoning
and concept extraction (e.g., theory development from premises) [104]. Mapping out the state of the art
in AI is highly useful to better understand the capacities and impact of artificial narrow intelligence.
Figure 4 illustrates the key AI problem domains and paradigms.
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Artificial narrow intelligence is increasingly becoming part of our lives, and an integral element
of our cities. For instance, in many parts of the world, states are trialing AI-driven cars to prepare their
cities and citizens for the disruptions that autonomous driving will generate [97,106–108]. Robotic dogs
are employed in places like Singapore for monitoring social distancing in the era of COVID-19 [109]. A
couple of years ago, Dubai has started robot police services meant to stop petty crime [110]. Hospitals
in a number of countries, such as Japan, are employing robot doctors [111]. Many homes are getting
safer and more energy efficient due to smart home technology and services, and home automation, or
domotics, is becoming a big part of the construction industry [112]. Websites of both major corporations
and ordinary companies have now chatbots to respond to clients’ inquiries [113]. In China and
Malaysia, large-scale urban artificial intelligences called city brains are managing the transport, energy
and safety systems of several cities [15].

Additionally, AI is an integral part of environmental research in a number of countries such
as Australia, where autonomous drones are detecting via machine learning environmental hazards
and animals in danger of extinction [114,115]. Today, most smart phones offer an AI as a personal
assistant [116]. Overall, these examples are only the tip of the AI iceberg, as the largest application of
AI technology is in analytics. Many of the decisions impacting our life are being made as a result of
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descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analyses of data collected and processed by AI [117,118]. In
other words, AI-aided urban data science is being extensively used today in cities across the globe, to
address the uncertainties and complexities of urbanity [119,120].

5. The Symbiosis: Towards an Artificially Intelligent City?

AI is one of the most powerful and disruptive technologies of our time, and its influence on
urban settlements and activities is growing rapidly, ultimately affecting everyday life [121,122]. Given
that cities are the main hubs and drivers of most socioeconomic activities, political actions, and
environmental transformations, it is important to understand how the development of AI and the
development of the city are intertwining [123]. This brings up the question of whether there is or
could be a symbiotic relationship between them, and if this revolutionary technology could offer novel
sustainability solutions feeding into new urban models. After all, AI has already entered our cities,
and it is therefore essential to critically examine and question its urban sustainability potential [15].

A study by Yigitcanlar et. al. [124] investigated these questions through a thorough systematic
literature review—99 peer-reviewed research articles concentrating on both smart cities and AI. The
study arranged the findings under four smart city domains, as shown in Figure 2—i.e., economy,
society, environment, governance.

In terms of the ‘economy’ domain of smart cities, the AI focus is predominately on technological
innovation, and business productivity, profitability and management. Some of the most typical
contributions of AI to this domain include [124]:

• Enhancing firm productivity and innovation by automating data management and
analysis processes;

• Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of existing resources, and reducing additional costs
through pattern recognition;

• Supporting decision-making by analyzing large volumes of data—e.g., big data analytics—from
multiple sources;

• Drawing conclusions to facilitate informed decisions based on logic, reason, and intuition via
deep learning.

In terms of the ‘society’ domain of smart cities, the AI focus is predominately on the public health,
wellbeing, and education areas. The COVID-19 pandemic is particularly accelerating the use of AI in
these areas. The main contributions of AI to this domain include [124]:

• Improving community health monitoring via smart sensors and analytics tools embedded in
homes and/or workplaces;

• Enhancing public health diagnoses through medical imaging analytics, particularly in radiology
and healthcare services;

• Providing autonomous tutoring systems to teach algebra, grammar, and other subjects to pupils
and adults;

• Offering personalized learning options to facilitate students’ progress and expand their curriculum.

In terms of the ‘environment’ domain of smart cities, the AI focus is predominately on the
transport, energy, land use, and climate areas. Some of the key contributions of AI to this domain
include [124]:

• Operationalizing smart urban transport systems via mobility-as-a-service (MaaS)— integration of
various transport services into a single on-demand mobility service;

• Optimizing energy production and consumption via domotics—home technologies with a focus
on environmental issues, energy saving, and lifestyle improvement;

• Monitoring changes in the natural and the built environment via remote sensing with autonomous
drones—used for multiple-object detection and tracking in aerial videos;
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• Predicting the risks of climate change via machine learning algorithms combined with climate
models—employed to foresee potential disastrous events in specific geographical areas and act
in advance.

Moreover, beyond urban environmental issues, AI is also being used for addressing planetary
environmental challenges. Overall, as Vinuesa et al. [104] have argued, AI applications can potentially
contribute to achieving 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Below, we provide a summary of
the application areas touched by AI technologies, specifically in relation to environmental sustainability.

• AI application areas for climate change/crisis mitigation include: research, urban, and regional
planning, land use, home, mobility, energy production and consumption [125–127];

• AI application areas for ocean health include: sustainable fishery, pollution monitoring, reduction
and prevention, habitat and species protection, and acidification reduction [128–130];

• AI application areas for clean air include: pollutant filtering and capture, pollution monitoring,
reduction and prevention, early pollution and hazard warning, clean energy, and real-time,
integrated, adaptive urban management [131–133];

• AI application areas for biodiversity and conservation include: habitat protection and restoration,
sustainable trade, pollution monitoring, reduction and prevention, invasive species and disease
control, and natural capital enhancement and protection [134–136];

• AI application areas for clean water security include: water supply quantity, quality and efficiency
management, water catchment control, sanitation, and drought planning [137–139];

• AI application areas for weather and disaster resilience include: prediction and forecasting, early
warning systems, resilient infrastructure and planning, and financial instruments [140–142].

In terms of the ‘governance’ domain of smart cities, the AI focus is predominately on national
and public security, urban governance and decision-making in government. Some of the principal
contributions of AI to this domain include [124]:

• Deploying smart poles as digital sensors, and providing technological tools for citizen scientists
to act like human sensors, for making informed decisions—smart poles and volunteer citizens
equipped with smart tech, generate big data that is processed by AI;

• Aiding management, planning, and operations related to disasters, pandemics and other
emergencies via predictive analytics—using AI to make predictions about future events;

• Enhancing the operability of surveillance systems via smart poles with AIoT (although due to
cyber-attacks and privacy issues, benefits exist together with major concerns);

• Improving cybersecurity by analyzing data and records on cyber incidents, identifying potential
threats, and providing patches and options to improve cyber security.

Nonetheless, the above list of benefits should not obscure that of the many problems that AI
is bringing. AI is a double-edged sword. This sentient sword can be used to fight against global
sustainability issues, but it can also cause much collateral damage as well as harm those who wield it.
The drawbacks of AI are equal to its potentials [143]. Below, we provide a summary of prospects and
constraints of AI according to different smart city domains [144]. As pointed out earlier, we need more
than technology to achieve urban sustainability. Particularly policy and community, which are the other
two drivers of smart and sustainable cities (see Figure 2), should be refined and operationalized to
neutralize the technological shortcomings of AI.

• On the one hand, the prospects of AI in the economy domain include: enhancing productivity and
innovation, reducing costs and increasing resources, supporting the decision-making process,
automating decision-making [145–147]. On the other hand, the constraints of AI involve: making
biased decisions, having an unstable job market, losing revenue streams and employment,
and generating economic inequality [148–150].
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• On the one hand, the prospects of AI in the society domain include: improving healthcare monitoring,
enhancing medical diagnoses, increasing the adaptability of education systems, personalizing
teaching and learning, and optimizing tasks [151–153]. On the other hand, the constraints of AI
involve: making biased decisions, making misdiagnoses, having an unstable job market, losing
employment, and undermining data privacy and security [154–156].

• On the one hand, the prospects of AI in the environment domain include: assisting environmental
monitoring, optimizing energy consumption and production, optimizing transport systems,
and assisting the development of more environmentally efficient transport and logistic systems
[157–159]. On the other hand, the constraints of AI involve: making biased decisions, increasing
urban sprawl, leading to more motor vehicle kilometers traveled, destabilizing property values,
establishing heavy energy dependency due to intensive use of technology, and increasing carbon
footprints [160–162].

• On the one hand, the prospects of AI in the governance domain include: enhancing surveillance
system capacity, improving cyber safety, aiding disaster management planning and operations,
and assisting citizen scientists with new technologies in producing crowdsourced data/information
[163–165]. On the other hand, the constraints of AI involve: making biased decisions including
racial bias and discrimination, suppressing public voice/protests/rights, violating civil liberties,
causing privacy concerns, using technology unethically, risking the spread of misinformation,
and creating cybersecurity concerns [166–168].

The above prospects and constraints should be evaluated in relation to the five different levels
of autonomy that characterize the decision-making power of AI [15,169]. Level 0 corresponds to no
autonomy—meaning full human control on every decision. Levels 1 and 2 correspond to assisted
decision-making, where in Level 2 AI offers moderate assistance or recommendation. In Level 3,
decisions require human approval, whilst in Level 4 only human monitoring or human oversight is
needed, to step in in case of a problem. Level 5 is equal to complete autonomy, meaning that decisions
are taken by an AI in an unsupervised manner. As we progress to Level 5, both the magnitude of
disruption and opportunity will become greater. With this greater power, AI will have to assume
greater responsibility, and it will be thus crucial to develop ‘responsible and ethical AI’ before we get
to Level 5 [170–172]. From an urban point of view, AI technology is progressing fast, thereby gaining
more and more autonomy in cities. Especially in experimental cities, where the pace of technological
innovation is usually rapid, we can already see parts of the built environment that are not automated
but rather autonomous.

The key difference between automation and autonomy is that an automated technology repetitively
follows patterns previously established by a human intelligence, while an autonomous technology
establishes its own patterns, seldom repeating the exact same action [15]. Simply put, this is the
difference between an elevator always going up or down stopping at invariable floors, and an
autonomous car which can traverse entire cities and never follow the same route twice. The difference
is critical because autonomous AIs operate in real-life environments where the life of real people is
at risk. Not in a confined elevator shaft but in, for example, an urban road shared by hundreds of
individuals. Here unsupervised, AIs have to make important decisions and take actions that can
actually kill. This is the case of the first pedestrian fatality caused by an autonomous car in Tempe
(Arizona) in March 2018. An autonomous Uber was incapable of dealing with the uncertainty that is
typical of unconfined urban spaces, and its incapacity killed a woman that was crossing a road outside
the designated crossing lane [173]. The greater the autonomy of AI is, the greater its constraints are,
given that, to date, we do now have urban artificial intelligences that can fully understand what is
right or wrong (the issue of ethics) and then answer for their behavior (the issue of responsibility).

Furthermore, it is important to recognize that both the fields of smart and sustainable cities and AI
are in constant evolution. As Sections 3 and 4 have illustrated, numerous smart-city projects have been
implemented and an even larger number is under development, while the evolution of AI has reached
only two levels out of four. This means that we have seen only a small part of what smart urbanism
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and AI can potentially offer. Whether the best or the worst is yet to come, is an open question. For
sure, at the moment there is neither an ideal AI system, nor an ideal smart and sustainable city that can
serve as a universal model of development and, given the many geographical differences that exist
in the world, the very idea of having a global paradigm is questionable in the first place [68,174,175].
This is to say that we need to continue researching both conceptualizations and practical applications
of AI and smart and sustainable cities, across geographical spaces and scales [176]. Only then will we
be able to analyze and fully evaluate the symbiosis between AI and the city and understand whether
this can give birth in particular places to ‘artificially intelligent cities’ [144].

Lastly, there is the critical issue of how we define and construct artificially intelligent cities. In its
current conceptualization, an artificially intelligent city “is a city where algorithms are the dominant
decision-makers and arbitrators of governance protocols—the rules and frameworks that enable
humans and organizations to interact, from traffic lights to tax structures—and where humans might
have limited say in the choices presented to them for any given interaction” [177]. For such type
of cities to achieve a condition of sustainability, the issues of transparency, fairness, ethics, and the
preservation of human values need to be carefully considered. These unresolved issues are intrinsic to
AI and thus hinder its sustainability. In other words, in order to improve the chances that the city of
artificial intelligence becomes a sustainable city, we need better AI, and this will be the topic of the
next section.

6. Discussion: Better Artificial Intelligence for Better Cities

Makridakis [178] asks the question of whether the AI revolution creates a utopian or dystopian
future, or somewhere in between. The answer to this question fully depends on how we are going to
tackle the drawbacks of AI, and how we are going to utilize AI in our cities, businesses and, more in
general, lives. As Batty [179] remarks, it is hard to predict the exact future of cities, while it is possible
to build future cities, meaning that we can actively work in the present to improve contemporary cities
and our results will ultimately be the cities of the future. Following this line of thought, if we focus on
the pitfalls of AI, we can then search for ways to actually make AI better. Better in the sense of more
useful to make our cities and societies more sustainable. The key areas of improvement to reach AIs
that are conducive to sustainability, are illustrated in Figure 5, and further elaborated below.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 24 
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The first issue to consolidate a sustainability-oriented AI is stakeholder engagement. In general,
AI technologies are created exclusively by technology companies without any or much consultation
with wider interest groups or stakeholders. Active collaboration among a wide and inclusive range of
stakeholders—ideally in the form of quadruple helix model participation of public, private, academia
and community—in the development and deployment stages, in particular, will improve the caliber of
the sustainability potential of AI [180,181]. This is, in essence, a matter of inclusion and democracy.
Given that the ethos of sustainability is about achieving a common future, we argue that no common
future can be envisioned and realized unless proper forms of democratic governance are in place.
Specifically, in relation to AI, this means that each AI technology affecting cities should be discussed by
all urban stakeholders, instead of being imposed in a top-down manner by influential tech companies.

The second issue is the trust problem. The blackbox nature of the decisions taken by AIs without
much transparency (which, at times, are wrong), the possibility of AI failing in a life-or-death context,
and cybersecurity vulnerabilities all limit public trust. AI technology needs to earn the trust not only in
the public and the way people perceive it, but also in the minds of companies and government agencies
that will be investing in AI [182–184]. This is a challenging problem because, as Greenfield [121] notes,
AI is an arcane technology meaning that, although it is already part of the everyday of many people,
its mechanics and actual functioning are understood by only a few.

The next area of improvement concerns the agility issue. AI systems should be competent enough
to deal with complexity and uncertainty, which are extremely common features of contemporary
cities [185]. Besides, AI systems should focus on the problem to be solved, rather than just on the
data whose collection is arguably meaningless from a sustainability point of view, unless it serves
the purpose of addressing a previously identified SDG. In addition, AI technology needs to be as
frugal and affordable as possible. This is critical for a wider uptake of AI across cities through public
sector funds [186,187]. Expensive AIs are ultimately elitist AIs, which only a rich minority can afford.
Elitist AIs can only be unevenly distributed, thus creating a divide among richer and poorer cities,
as well as internal fractures within individual cities where small premium enclaves coexist next to
disadvantaged districts.

The fourth issue is the monopoly. A monopolistic structure behind technology development
and deployment is problematic as a lack of competition limits technological variation. Avoiding
AI monopolies can make AI technologies more affordable and support current efforts in ‘open AI’
development. This, in turn, would also promote the democratization of AI research and practice, as
well as decrease the risk of the formation of a singleton [188,189]. According to Bostrom [4], a singleton
is a world order in which one super intelligent agent is in charge. This is an unlikely situation when it
comes to Level 1 and 2 AIs, but it might not be a remote possibility if only one tech company in the
world has the capacity to build an artificial super intelligence.

Another critical issue is ethics. We need to develop AI in a way that it respects human rights,
diversity, and the autonomy of individuals. The European Commission’s recent ethical guidelines for
AI development offer a good starting point [190]. However, as stated by Mittelstadt [191], principles
alone cannot guarantee the development of an ethical AI. Hence, we need to develop globally an AI
ethics—a multicultural system of moral principles that takes the risks of AI seriously—together with
a mechanism to monitor ethics violations. Ethics should ensure the design of AI technologies for
human flourishing around the world [192,193], but this is a very complex matter given that, as the
work of Awad et al. [194,195] clearly demonstrates, universally valid and accepted ethical principles
do not exist.

The sixth issue relates to regulation and regulatory challenges. AI cannot achieve sustainability
and the common good if it is not regulated. In a situation in which different AI users (or potentially
different mindful and super intelligent AIs) can do whatever they want, it is extremely unlikely that the
common good will be achieved. Different actors will follow diverse trajectories and reach heterogenous
(and not necessarily mutually beneficial) outcomes. This poses a big risk for society—particularly
for disadvantaged groups, historically-marginalized groups, and low-income countries. Thus, we
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need well-regulated and responsible AIs with disruption mitigation mechanisms in place. Such
regulation should also protect public values [196,197], and extent to the built environment. It is
well documented in urban studies that, when urban development is unregulated, key sustainability
themes (such as justice and environmental preservation) get neglected and overshadowed by economic
interests [198,199]. Therefore, the regulation of AI and the regulation of the built environment should
go hand in hand as a dual policy priority.

The last issue concerns the development of AI for social good, and for the benefit of every member
of society [200]. AI and data need to be a shared resource employed for the good of society, rather than
for serving the economic agenda of corporations and the interests of political elites. An AI for all would
require establishing AI commons [201] and a similar attempt has been previously made to establish
digital commons [202]. AI commons are supposed to allow anyone, anywhere, to enjoy the multiple
benefits that AI can provide [203]. AI commons should be studied and pursued to enable AI adopters
to connect with AI specialists and AI developers, with the overall aim of aligning every AI towards
a shared common goal [204]. From an urbanistic perspective, this is arguably the biggest challenge,
because opening up AI as a common good requires also opening up urban spaces, thinking about the
city as a truly public resource rather than a territory balkanized by neoliberal ambitions.

7. Conclusions: The Next Big Sustainability Challenge

This viewpoint has explored the prospects and constraints of developing and deploying AI
technology to make present and future cities more sustainable. The analysis has shown that, while
AI technology is evolving and becoming an integral part of urban services, spaces, and operations,
we still need to find ways to integrate AI in our cities in a sustainable manner, and also to minimize
the negative social, environmental, economic, and political externalities that the increasingly global
adoption of AI is triggering. In essence, the city of AI is not a sustainable city. Both the development
of AI and the development of cities need to be refined and better aligned towards sustainability as
the overarching goal. With this in mind, the viewpoint has generated the following insights, in the
attempt to improve the sustainability of AI and that of those cities that are adopting it.

First of all, AI as part of urban informatics significantly advances our knowledge of computational
urban science [205]. In the age of uncertainty and complexity, urban problems are being diagnosed
and addressed by numerous AI technologies. However, from a sustainability perspective, the quality
of our decisions about the future of cities heavily depends on this computational power (technology),
and on the inclusivity of decision-making and policy processes. The greater computational power
offered by AI, therefore, is not enough to achieve sustainability, unless it is coupled with systems of
democratic governance and participatory planning.

Second, AI is being exponentially used to improve the efficiency of several urban domains
such as business, data analytics, health, education, energy, environmental monitoring, land use,
transport, governance, and security. This has a direct implication for our cities’ planning, design,
development, and management [206]. Yet, the different uses of AI tend to be fragmented, in the sense
that heterogeneous AIs are targeting heterogeneous issues and goals without a holistic approach.
Coordinating the many AIs present in our cities is thus necessary for a sustainable urbanism, given
that sustainability is about thinking and acting in terms of the whole rather than single parts. On these
terms, artificial narrow intelligences working on narrow tasks are missing the broad spectrum of social,
environmental, and political issues, which is essential to achieve sustainability. We cannot and should
not expect a hypothetical future artificial general intelligence to fill this lacuna [207]. Human initiative
and coordination are needed now.

Third, the autonomous problem-solving capacity of AI can be useful in some urban
decision-making processes. Still, the utmost care is needed to check and monitor the accuracy
of any autonomous decisions made by an AI—human inputs and oversight are now critical in relation
to artificial narrow intelligence, and they would be even more important should innovation reach the
stage of artificial general intelligence [208]. AI can help us optimize various urban processes and can
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actually make cities smarter. We can move faster towards the goal of smart urbanism, but if we want
to create smart and sustainable cities, then human intelligence must not be overshadowed by AI.

Fourth, AI can drive positive changes in cities and societies, and contribute to several SDGs
[104,209]. Nonetheless, despite these positive prospects, we still need to be cautious about selecting the
right AI technology for the right place and ensuring its affordability and alignment with sustainability
policies, while also considering issues of community acceptance [210]. AI should not be imposed on
society and cities, but rather discussed locally at the community level, taking into account geographical,
cultural, demographic and economic differences. Sustainability can only be achieved with a healthy
combination of technology, community and policy drivers, hence the urgent need to develop not only
technologically, but also socially and politically.

Fifth, we need to be prepared for the upcoming and inevitable disruptions that AI will create in
our cities and societies. The diffusion of AI will not be a black and white phenomenon. Many shades of
grey will characterize the deployment of heterogeneous AIs in different parts of the world. Even in an
optimistic scenario in which a ‘benign AI’ is promoting sustainability, somewhere someone/something
will still be suffering. It is thus imperative to develop appropriate policies and regulations, and to
allocate adequate funds, in order to mitigate the disruption that AI will cause to the most disadvantaged
cities and social groups, and nature [211]. As we mentioned earlier, sustainability is not about single
parts, but rather about the whole. Any form of development that fractures cities, societies, and the
natural environment, producing winners and losers, is not sustainable. Like a hurricane, AI is likely to
shake everything that we see, know, and care about. It should not be forgotten that we are only as
strong as the weakest member of the society.

Sixth, a symbiotic relationship between AI and cities might become a concrete possibility in
the future. Combined with progress in public policy and community engagement, progress in AI
technology could mitigate the global sustainability challenges discussed in Section 2 [212]. In so doing,
while the city might benefit from AI technologies and applications, AI might also benefit from the
city to advance itself. This is a key aspect of the intersection between the development of AI and the
development of the city. As we explained in Section 4, a key AI skill is learning. AIs learn by sensing
the surrounding environment, thereby gaining and accumulating knowledge [15]. Learning is also how
AIs improve themselves. AI is a technology that learns from the collected data, from its errors as well
as from the mistakes made by other AIs and human intelligences. On these terms, the city represents
the ideal learning environment for AI. Cities are the places where knowledge concentrates the most,
where a wide-range of events occur, where numerous actors meet and where the biggest mistakes and
greatest discoveries of mankind have been made. It this in this cauldron of ideas and experiences that
we call city that contemporary artificial narrow intelligences can learn the most, potentially evolving
into artificial general intelligences.

Seventh, we need to further decentralize political power and economic resources to make our local
governments ready for the AI era that is upon us. While planning for a sustainable AI uptake in our
cities is crucial, presently, almost all local governments in the globe are not ready—in terms of technical
personnel, budget and gear—to thoroughly plan and implement AI projects city-wide [213,214]. Most
AI technologies are expensive and it is therefore important to make them affordable, in order to avoid
an uneven distribution and ultimately injustice. If AI is to become part of the city, then we need to
think of AI not as an elitist technology, but rather as a common good on which everybody has a say.
This is, in turn, a question of urban politics and a matter of politicizing AI so that its deployment in
cities is discussed and agreed as inclusively and as democratically as possible, instead of being dictated
by a handful of influential tech companies. Sustainability will not be achieved in a technocracy.

Eighth, some of the changes triggered by AI might be invisible and silent and, yet, their
repercussions are likely to be tangible and loud from an urban perspective. For example, AI is clearly
impacting on the economies of cities [215]. This impact will get deeper and wider as innovation
keeps improving and expanding the capabilities of artificial narrow intelligences. What is the role of
humans in an economy in which artificial narrow intelligences, artificial general intelligences and artificial
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super intelligences can cheaply perform human tasks faster and better? This is a recurring question in AI
studies, to which we add a complementary urban question: What is the role of cities as economic hubs in
the era of AI? A key reason why cities exist is that they provide the spaces that are necessary to perform
and accommodate human labor and to train humans in many work-related fields. However, AI is
undermining this raison d’etre. If human labor decreases or, worse, ceases to exist in cities, then cities
are likely to decline and cease to exist too [1]. Now more than ever it is therefore vital to reimagine,
replan and redesign cities in a way that their function and shape are not dictated by and dependent on
human economies. This is both a matter of rethinking the economic dimension of cities and galvanizing
the social, cultural, psychological, political, and environmental dimensions of urban spaces.

Lastly, in the context of smart and sustainable cities, AI is an emerging area of research. Further
investigations, both theoretical and empirical, from various angles of the phenomenon and across
disciplines, are required to build the knowledge base that is necessary for urban policymakers,
managers, planners, and citizens to make informed decisions about the uptake of AI in cities and
mitigate the inevitable disruptions that will follow. This will not be an easy task because AI is a
technology while the city is not. Cities are primarily made of humans and are the product of human
intelligence. The merging of artificial and human intelligences in cities is the world’s next big sustainability
challenge.
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Abstract: To address the challenge of achieving social learning in support of transformative change
to sustainability, this paper develops an analytical framework that applies a social practice theory
(SPT) lens to illuminate the constituent elements and dynamics of social learning in the context of
transdisciplinary coproduction for sustainability transitions. Adopting an SPT approach affords a
means of interpreting concrete practices at the local scale and exploring the potential for scaling
them up. This framework is then applied to a real-world case at the urban neighbourhood scale
in order to illustrate how social learning unfolded in a grassroots transdisciplinary coproduction
process focused on climate action. We find that a social practice perspective illuminates the material
and nonmaterial dimensions of the relationship between social learning and transdisciplinary
coproduction. In decoupling these properties from individual human agency, the SPT perspective
affords a means of tracing their emergence among social actors, generating a deeper understanding
of how social learning arises and effects change, and sustainability can be reinforced.

Keywords: social learning; transdisciplinary coproduction; sustainability transitions

1. Introduction

The urgency and immensity of challenges like climate change and social inequality call for new
ways of understanding the world and effecting change. Such “wicked problems” [1] are difficult
to solve, as they are complex, contested and ambiguous with respect to their underlying values
and causes [2] and display complex interdependencies with prevailing economic, technological and
social systems. In confronting these societal challenges, transitions scholars advocate moving beyond
incremental improvements, which have proven ineffectual, to find ways of achieving fundamental
transitions or transformations in core systems in the direction of sustainability [3]. Such transitions
entail “profound changes in dominant institutions, practices, technologies, policies, lifestyles and
thinking” [4] (p. 6), at the heart of which are novel processes for knowledge production and social
learning [5,6].

One such process is transdisciplinary (TD) coproduction, a knowledge production process in which
individuals with different disciplinary, professional and experiential backgrounds combine academic
and practice-based knowledges in the shared production, interpretation and ultimate use of scientific
knowledge and its products [7–12]. These attributes of TD coproduction suggest optimal conditions for
the social learning deemed important for sustainability transitions [2]. In the context of sustainability
transitions, social learning generally refers to collective learning that generates collective responses
to a shared dilemma or societal challenge. While such learning is clearly important, more work is
needed to conceptualize social learning within TD coproduction and to better understand precisely
how learning unfolds and knowledge is produced in such configurations. Indeed, the varied use of the
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term “social learning” across multiple disciplines and the consequent ambiguity surrounding its causes
and effects has resulted in a notable lack of conceptual clarity surrounding the concept. This makes
it difficult to assess whether social learning has occurred and, if so, what kind of learning has taken
place, to what extent, between whom and how [13].

To address this challenge, this paper develops an analytical framework that applies a social
practice theory (SPT) lens to illuminate the constituent elements and dynamics of social learning in
the context of TD coproduction. Adopting an SPT approach affords a means of interpreting concrete
practices at the local scale and exploring the potential for scaling them up. This framework is then
applied to a real-world case in order to illustrate how social learning unfolded in a grassroots TD
coproduction process. The process under study took place over 2018–2019 and brought together
researchers from the University of Toronto, two funders (The Atmospheric Fund (TAF) and the City
of Toronto) and 11 community practitioners who each represented a different climate intervention
located in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA). The aim of this effort was to codevelop an
evaluation framework that would enable the assessment of their processes, their short- to medium-term
outcomes and any longer or deeper sustainability impacts.

The aim of this paper is to bring coproduction processes for transition into conversation with
social learning in order to clarify and yield a deeper understanding of both. Doing so sheds light
on social learning’s plural and dynamic nature in the context of TD coproduction efforts, in turn
potentially strengthening the TD coproduction effort in the process. Ultimately, this forms the basis for
a future research agenda that explores and demonstrates how social learning might be operationalized
or leveraged in service of sustainability transitions. This paper is structured as follows: a review of
the TD coproduction, social learning and social practice theory literatures, which underpin the social
learning analytical framework, leads into a discussion of the analytical framework. This is followed by
a description of the TD coproduction case at the centre of this study and how it is illustrative of the
processes and outcomes of social learning referenced in the framework. The paper concludes with
a discussion of the significance of conceptualizing social learning and TD coproduction in this way,
particularly as a foundation for future research.

1.1. Conceptual Framework

1.1.1. TD Coproduction

TD coproduction of knowledge refers to the relocation of research activities out into communities,
enabling researchers and societal actors to produce knowledge together by sharing in the joint framing
of problems and goals as well as the management and ownership of research processes and related
products [14,15]. In bringing together actors with diverse backgrounds, experiences and worldviews,
TD coproduction can be extremely difficult to undertake in practice but rewarding if new ideas,
understandings, trust and commitment emerge. Coproduction processes are particularly useful for
addressing sustainability challenges, as they offer an avenue for engaging with sustainability’s
“essentially contested” nature [16,17], meaning that the specific meaning and interpretation of
sustainability is far from universally agreed upon despite widespread acceptance of its importance.
Thus, by its very nature, sustainability demands ongoing, place-based conversations informed by
the unique beliefs, values, interests and many knowledges of the diverse collectives exploring its
meaning and address. Such a view is articulated through the concept of “procedural sustainability”,
whereby sustainability is an emergent property of dialogue and negotiation that addresses the
inherently normative and ethical question of how we should live and what choices we want to
make given the best available scientific knowledge [18,19]. Such processes must be designed to make
sense of the multiplicity of (potentially messy) perspectives while mediating the inevitable conflicts and
engaging deeply with dimensions of power toward ultimately producing new understandings about
sustainability issues and their possible solutions. Social learning provides one such mechanism for
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sense-making through dialogue, reflexivity and experimentation that may help to improve processes
while opening up opportunities for collective action.

1.1.2. Social Learning

Social learning emerges when individuals and groups employ dialogue to collectively
problem-solve; surface assumptions through reflexivity; and use experimentation, improvisation and
adaptation in their initiation of novel approaches [2,20,21]. Such learning is believed to have substantive
value, producing new shared knowledge and actions with the potential for adapting and responding
to complex challenges [22,23]. It also holds normative value with learning, particularly that which is
aimed at achieving an environmental or social goal, being an end in and of itself [24]. In addition to the
presumed substantive and normative benefits of social learning, some scholars argue that social learning
also provides instrumental value by enhancing trust, governance, social legitimacy, attitudinal and
behavioural change, stakeholder empowerment and social networks [6,11] (p. 45), and by producing
new identities, as well as institutions and individual capacities, that are more socially and ecologically
robust [24].

Yet as Parson and Clark [25] (p. 429) argue, tremendous ambiguity surrounds the concept:

The term social learning conceals great diversity. That many researchers describe the
phenomena they are examining as “social learning” does not necessarily indicate a common
theoretical perspective, disciplinary heritage, or even language. Rather, the contributions
employ the language, concepts, and research methods of a half-dozen major disciplines;
focus on individuals, groups, formal organizations, professional communities, or entire
societies; and use divergent definitions of learning, of what it means for learning to be
“social,” and of theory.

For instance, scholars like Kilvington, Allen [26], and Fernandez-Gimenez et al. [27] conceptualize
social learning as a deliberative process, one characterized by dialogue, negotiation and reflexivity
between actors within social networks, typically in service of a pro-environmental goal (encapsulating
both process and purpose). Others, like Reed et al. [28], place the emphasis on outcomes, arguing that
three distinct criteria must be met for social learning to be obtained: (1) a change in understanding
in the individuals involved must be demonstrated (i.e., learning outcomes), (2) this change must go
beyond the individual and become situated within wider social units or communities of practice
(i.e., network effects) and (3) this occurs through social interactions between actors within a social
network (i.e., processes or conditions for social learning).

To further muddy the conceptual waters, the “social” in social learning, which refers to the social
context that shapes and is shaped by learning [29–31], implies multiple settings for and influences on
learning. It includes interpersonal settings though which individuals informally and collaboratively
learn from one another as well as the culture in which they live and the groups with which they
interact [31]. This challenges the determination of learning causes and effects.

1.1.3. Social Practice

Grounding social learning in the real-world contexts (e.g., TD coproduction efforts) in which it
unfolds is one way of bringing clarity to the concept. While TD coproduction offers a potential, site and
mechanism for social learning, such learning is not inevitable solely on the basis of the convening of
some actors. Both material and nonmaterial elements play an important role in whether and how
social learning may (or may not) transpire, and this is where a social practice lens is helpful for
illuminating such components and their interactions. Through this lens, TD coproduction is seen as a
practice comprised of enmeshed materials, skills and meanings [32]. Materials, for instance, objects,
infrastructures, tools and the body itself, are tangible elements or entities utilized in the practice [32].
Skills, which are learned through doing and stored in the body and as mental routines, consist of
know-how; competences; and ways of feeling, appreciating and doing as well as inherently shared
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notions of what is (and is not) good, normal, acceptable and appropriate [33]. Meanings (and images)
are concepts, constructs or ideas that are shared socially and provide social and symbolic significance
of participation in the practice at any one moment [32]. Meanings hinge on and inform norms,
values and ideologies [34]. Collectively, all three practice elements shape one another as well as the
contexts in which they are used [35,36].

Bathing, cooking and driving are examples of common practices that combine materials, skills and
meanings and that have been given much attention in the social practices literature. Through this
lens, the social is conceptualized as a dense and mutable fabric of entangled practices that perpetually
transform as skills, materials and meanings change. Following this notion, society’s spatial and
temporal rhythms are tied to the emergence, diffusion, decline and disappearance of practices [37].
Conceptualizing TD coproduction efforts in this way, which surfaces their material and cultural
dimensions, offers a system of identifying and interpreting social phenomena [38] that is particularly
valuable in determining the manner in which social learning unfolds.

1.2. Analytical Framework

The analytical framework developed here (Figure 1) offers a coherent conceptualization of social
learning in TD coproduction by applying a social practice lens. It is intended to act as a tool for
illuminating the entangled dimensions of social learning and coproduction such that they may be
enhanced and/or more fully leveraged in service of sustainability-oriented aims. The analytical
framework envisions social learning as in a coevolutionary relationship with coproduction, which is
theorized as a practice combining materials (e.g., stakeholder bodies, meeting spaces, documents and
tools), meanings (e.g., values, norms and rules) and competences (e.g., skills and knowledges) [32].
These elements are acted upon—shaped and even reconstituted—by the dynamic force of social
learning characterized by dialogue, reflexivity and innovation/experimentation. Following Sols,
Wal and Wals [2], this produces emergent properties like trust, commitment and reframing, which
in turn give rise to social learning outcomes of new knowledge, new actions and new relations [2].
Such learning outcomes may then be transferred by networks and taken up in wider social units [28],
representing a potential contribution to sustainability transitions. As discussed in more detail below,
this more nuanced and expansive view of social learning attends to its complex and plural nature while
also integrating other theoretical resources to contribute to a deeper understanding of coproduction
processes that shape and are shaped by it. The analytical framework depicts the elements of social
learning acting through the “practice” of coproduction. A few (non-exhaustive) instances of the ways
in which they interact and coproduce one another are provided in the ovals in Figure 1.

From left to right, Figure 1 shows social learning processes (e.g., reflexivity, dialogue
and experimentation/innovation) mutually shaping and being shaped by a TD coproduction
effort (comprised of materials, meanings and competences), resulting in emergent properties
(e.g., commitment, trust and reframing) that both deepen the coproduction effort as well as lead
to social learning outcomes (e.g., new knowledge, new actions and/or new relations). Networks help
to spread and increase the uptake of learning outcomes in other social units (e.g., organizations,
institutions and societies), ultimately resulting in sustainability impacts.
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Figure 1. Social practice view of social learning in transdisciplinary (TD) coproduction for
sustainability transitions.

1.2.1. Social Learning Processes in TD Coproduction

In the realm of sustainability transitions, social learning processes conceive of individual
learning and interactive learning simultaneously as taking place “in a process of social change
with effects on wider social-ecological systems” [28] (p. 2). In practice, this entails ongoing interaction,
knowledge-sharing, deliberation, dialogue and problem-solving of diverse stakeholders in a trusting
environment that is specifically directed at a resource management, governance or sustainability
challenge in need of collective action [39,40]. Learning is prompted through iterative processes
of dialogue, reflexivity and experimenting with solutions. In supplying the diversity of materials
(actors and meeting spaces), meanings (beliefs and values) and competences (knowledges and skills),
TD coproduction efforts go beyond offering a passive site at which social learning unfolds to actively
supplying the essential ingredients for social learning to transpire. How such elements help to produce
emergent properties that ultimately give way to social learning outcomes is described below.

1.2.2. Emergent Properties: Trust, Commitment and Reframing

One piece that often goes unaccounted for, and offers a rationale for the analytical framework
presented here, is precisely how social learning processes beget social learning outcomes. In this
regard, the Sol et al. [2] conceptualization is useful in that it sees them as being mediated by emergent
properties, which they non-exhaustively identify as trust, commitment and reframing. Trust is a
firm belief in the reliability, ability, strength or truth of someone or the expectation that others will
act in an agreeable way without the need for intervening [41]. Commitment is evidenced by the
degree to which participating actors (individuals and organizations) dedicate resources to achieving
the goals of the project. Time, motivation and money are examples of resources. Reframing features
the emergence of new, shared problem definitions regarding previously ill-defined issues faced by a
relatively heterogeneous group [2]

Through an SPT stance, these dynamic components emerge from, and further shape, encounters
between TD coproduction’s practice dimensions of materials (stakeholders and participants, meeting
spaces and tools), meanings (values, beliefs about the issue area and possible solutions) and competences
(e.g., knowledges about the issue area, experience and skills for collaboration). In decoupling these
properties from individual human agency, the SPT perspective offers a means of tracing their emergence
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between social units, generating a deeper understanding of how social learning arises and effects
change. The outcomes of deepening trust and commitment and ultimately, reframing problems to
produce innovative solutions are described below.

1.2.3. Social Learning Outcomes

Following Beers and van Mierlo [6], social learning outcomes are understood as resulting from
the aforementioned learning processes, here described as created through TD coproduction efforts.
These coalesce around (i) new knowledge (and knowledge products), (ii) new actions and/or behaviours
and (iii) new relationships. Following Kuhn [42], Bloor [43], Latour and Woolgar [44] and Collins [45],
knowledge here is understood as constituted by social practices, that is, socially constructed, and as
such, is emergent, pluralistic, negotiated and coproduced through processes in which practice and
knowledge are not separated [46]. New actions refer to collective approaches to shared challenges
generated by the TD coproduction effort. Through an SPT lens, this entails changes in practices,
which may be constituted as a pathway that unfolds over time across multiple settings and that is
always situated within the evolution of broader social practices and institutions [47]. New relations are
seen as new roles and identities between (new) actors within a TD coproduction effort as well as new
relations that develop beyond such configurations. Through an SPT lens, relations also encompass
the interactions between actions and events and resemble “a kind of chaotic network of habitual and
non-habitual connections, always in flux, always reassembling in different ways” [48] (p. 19).

1.2.4. Network Effects

According to Reed et al. [28], the final criterion for social learning is that learning outcomes become
dispersed via networks within wider social units, ostensibly beyond the original site of learning.
As described in the organizational learning and communities of practice literatures, learning can take
root in brains, bodies, routines, dialogue and symbols [49]. These literatures argue that it may be
possible for social units to learn, whether they be institutions, organizations or communities of practice,
as opposed to large numbers of individuals learning independently [13,50]. The aforementioned
emergent properties of trust, commitment and reframing play important roles in forming and
strengthening networks essential for transferring social learning outcomes to such social units.
Over time, the learning that occurs across networks is thought to have the potential to transform
complex situations [9,51].

1.2.5. Sustainability Impacts

Though discussed in much greater detail elsewhere [52], sustainability impacts in the context of
sustainability interventions or climate actions are conceptualized as early markers of contributions
to sustainability transitions. Such contributions include deep thinking or planning that connects the
outcomes of the process/intervention to co-benefits in multiple sustainability domains’ (e.g., health,
justice, the economy, the environment, etc.) efforts to shift prevailing norms, values, rules or practices
in the direction of sustainability and work on scaling the intervention out or deep.

1.3. Application of Analytical Framework

How this analytical framework might usefully reveal social learning’s plural forms and even
strengthen TD coproduction efforts is discussed in the context of a real-world case: a Toronto-based TD
coproduction effort that took place over 2018–2019. This effort convened researchers from the University
of Toronto, representatives of key funders (The Atmospheric Fund (TAF) and City of Toronto) and
leaders of neighbourhood-scale interventions drawn from the region’s climate action space, many of
which carried out community engagements in their climate actions, campaigns and social change
work. Their aim was to codevelop an evaluation framework that assesses the ongoing processes,
short- to medium-term outcomes and longer and/or deeper sustainability impacts of small-scale
sustainability-oriented interventions. This effort responded to the fact that much assessment of climate
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action and community engagement interventions looks primarily at process issues (e.g., numbers
of participants), and to some extent, at direct and indirect outcomes (e.g., short- to medium-term
results such as reports and changes in organizational or individual behaviour as well as new policies
and programs), but rarely at sustainability impacts (e.g., deeper, long-term results that contribute to
sustainability transitions). By looking at a full suite of results, framework users (e.g., funders like
TAF as well as intervention leaders) get a better sense of the individual and collective impact such
climate interventions are having as well as the progress being made on implementing TransformTO,
the City of Toronto’s climate action plan [53,54]. Such a framework also provides a critical tool for
project managers, who are asked to perform evaluations of their projects but who typically have few
resources and little expertise in doing so.

The result of this TD coproduction effort was a multipronged (assessing projects at different
stages), light-touch (cost-effective and easy to use), utilization-focused [55] (the results are valuable
to intervention leaders as well as just funders) evaluation framework that enables assessment of a
broad suite of results, namely, the processes, outcomes and sustainability impacts, of neighbourhood-
or smaller-scale climate change interventions (see Figure 2). The primary method of evaluation
consisted of a self-evaluation questionnaire, which may have been supplemented with a document
analysis and/or an interview with an intervention affiliate (someone who was aware of the intervention
but was at arm’s length to it). The results of these methods were probing questions, insights and
recommendations customized to the evaluation needs of framework users. The framework also
functions as a knowledge-sharing platform—a mechanism for generating and sharing lessons learned
by projects and facilitating peer-to-peer coaching and learning—in support of a learning community
comprised of people working throughout the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area’s climate action
and community engagement spaces. Although evaluation was the explicit focus of this group,
social learning was deeply embedded in both the process of developing the framework and the
framework itself.

Figure 2. Evaluation framework for neighbourhood-scale climate interventions.

From left to right, Figure 2 displays three evaluative tiers (left column): the first (top row) assesses
ongoing intervention processes (including external community engagement processes and internal
project management processes), the second (middle row) assesses short- to medium-term outcomes of
an intervention and the third (bottom row) assesses contributions to deep or long-term sustainability
impacts. For each tier, principles have been identified (middle column)—drawn from the literature
and from the input of coproducers—that climate action interventions might strive to realize along
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with assessment criteria for intervention leaders to self-evaluate the degree to which those principles
are deemed important and apparent in their interventions, as evidenced by criteria (right column).
Options for adding additional criteria and for stating that a criterion is not relevant are provided in the
survey and interview instruments. Respondents’ answers are checked and additional information is
gleaned through a document analysis and interview with an arm’s-length project affiliate.

2. Materials and Methods

Upon receipt of approval from the University of Toronto Research Ethics Board (Protocol
37210), the following methods were used to codevelop the evaluation framework and also form an
illustrative case for applying the analytical framework described in this paper (all materials, data and
protocols associated with the publication will be made available to readers upon request to the
corresponding author):

(1) Review of defining documents (e.g., websites, funding proposals and interim/final reports) for 12
participating interventions (11 small-scale interventions and 1 funding program) whereby criteria
in each of the evaluative tiers (processes, outcomes and impacts) helped to evaluate the design
and implementation of interventions;

(2) In-depth semi-structured interviews (8 interviews conducted in March–May 2019) in which
a combination of closed- and open-ended questions was posed to project leaders and their
colleagues toward assessing their interventions; and

(3) Focus groups (2 Toronto-based workshops: 20 January 2019 and 6 June 2019, with approximately 15
individuals at each) in which facilitated dialogues helped to identify evaluation objectives, develop
a corresponding evaluation framework and interpret the evaluation results. An unintended
reimagining of the evaluation framework as a platform for a learning community also emerged.

Analysis

The process of data collection and analysis was iterative, meaning all three research instruments
were administered, analyzed and refined at multiple stages through collective input from researchers
and study participants. Data were coded manually using keywords from the analytical framework.

This case is illustrative in that it offers a basis for testing the analytical framework of social learning
and transdisciplinary coproduction independent from the primary aims of the process (developing an
evaluation framework). It reveals the entangled and emergent relationship between TD coproduction
components (materials, meanings and competences) and social learning processes, which, as a result
of their interactions (I), produce emergent properties (EP) and social learning outcomes (SLO).

3. Results

The results of applying the social learning analytical framework are categorized in the following
three tables: materials, meanings and competences (See Tables 1–3). Within each, these codes are used:
I—interactions between social learning processes and SPT elements in TD coproduction, EP—emergent
property of coproduction and SLO—social learning outcome.
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3.1. TD Coproduction Component—Materials

Examples of materials include participant bodies, tools and meeting implements.

3.2. TD Coproduction Component—Meanings

Examples of meanings include language, values and norms.

3.3. TD Coproduction Component—Competences

Examples of competences include skills, knowledges and capacities.

3.4. Interpretation

This analysis illustrates how various forms of social learning (processes and outcomes) unfolded
within a TD coproduction effort, as framed by SPT, which is consistent with social learning’s plural
nature. Further, it highlights the coevolutionary relationship social learning has with TD coproduction,
whereby they continually respond to and are changed by the other. It is too soon to glean network
effects or fully realized contributions to sustainability transitions, but there are some early indications
of both, which are summarized below.

3.4.1. Network Effects

The main output or knowledge product of this TD coproduction effort was an evaluation
framework and supporting guidebook, which is now being utilized by a home retrofit project called
BetterHomesTO, led by the City of Toronto. It may be further taken up by TAF and more broadly by
other funders and projects in need of evaluation support (it is currently under consideration by several
entities). This would represent a network effect whereby the embodied learning in these materials
might shift organizations’ practices, including adjustments to funding programs, project design and
approaches for monitoring and evaluating to better reflect the assessment criteria. Correspondingly,
the evaluation tool was designed to capture users’ feedback on the tool itself and continually iterate
and improve through use to embody network preferences.

Additionally, out of this coproduction effort emerged a desire for a learning community comprised
of evaluation framework users who share their knowledge and mentor one another in support of their
respective climate action and sustainability goals. If this community materializes, it will represent a
strong network effect: a learning collective stimulating learning at and transmitting learning across
multiple learning sites.

3.4.2. Contributions to Sustainability Transitions

The multipronged, light-touch, utilization-focused evaluation tool embeds the perspectives of
participants regarding notions of sustainability transitions. A key part of this perspective entails
a social practice orientation that prompts evaluators to look at the ways in which an intervention
shifts practices (e.g., norms, values, rules and materials). Scalability (out/across/deep) and systems
approaches that connect across sustainability domains and scales were other evaluative areas in the
impacts tier. Surprisingly, despite the small scale of the interventions in the cohort who codeveloped
the evaluation framework, the interviewees expressed deep interest in this most abstract and long-term
level of evaluation, and this was, to some extent, reflected in their plans and actions. Indeed, the desire
to form and join a learning community reflected a desire to magnify and deepen sustainability impacts.
Following the analytical framework developed here, which calls attention to the need for social learning
processes that feature dialogue, reflexivity and innovation as well as coproduction efforts reflecting
as broad a diversity of views, knowledges and experience as possible, the effort to form a learning
community might be enhanced by embedding these elements.
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4. Discussion

This case study illustrates some of the ways that plural forms of social learning (processes and
outcomes) can unfold through a TD coproduction effort, produced through interactions with social
practice elements like diverse materials, meanings and competences. Such elements supply the raw
resources for sense-making, challenging assumptions and producing new collective understandings and
are simultaneously changed by the social learning processes of dialogue, reflexivity and experimentation;
learning is taken up in human bodies (manifest in new practices), learning shifts meanings and learning
foments new skills. Out of the mutual dynamism of this relationship comes the emergent properties of
trust, commitment and reframing, which in turn have the potential to produce social learning outcomes
like new relations, knowledges or actions, which may be taken up in broader social units via network
effects. By creating discursive space for the exploration and deep engagement with contested notions
of sustainability, entwined social learning and TD coproduction efforts operate as a powerful means of
responding to sustainability challenges and conceiving of new pathways for transition.

Understanding that TD coproduction and social learning are in a tightly bound coevolutionary
relationship offers two important insights. The first is that investing in social learning approaches,
such as hiring skilled facilitators, allowing sufficient time for dialogue, thoughtfully prompting
reflexivity and creating opportunities for experimenting with new ideas and learning by doing,
not only supports social learning but also improves the participatory experience for TD coproduction
participants. It does so by carving out space for them to feel heard, to more meaningfully relate
to one another, to learn and grow and to see their ideas come to life. In the case study discussed
here, the continual dialogue between coproduction participants regarding their respective evaluation
capacities, needs and preferences fed an ongoing cycle of iteration (experimentation and innovation) in
both the content (evaluation principles and criteria) and format (question type, online or in-person) of
the evaluation framework. The group provided critical feedback on each framework iteration and
prompted researchers to be reflexive, particularly in terms of using language that reflected practitioner,
rather than academic, preferences. Over the course of the TD coproduction effort, reflexivity drove
an exploration of how the evaluation framework might go beyond measuring a set of evaluation
principles and criteria embodying them. For instance, efforts were made to ensure the framework
not only measured accessibility in interventions being evaluated but was itself accessible by being
cost-free and offered in multiple formats. While learning was occasionally frustrated during this
TD coproduction effort, a result of deficiencies in facilitation and an initially inhospitable meeting
space, these challenges were, for the most part, overcome by coproduction participants seeing their
contributions reflected in the evaluation framework. This helped to grow trust between participants
and commitment to the effort, which allowed for the reframing that saw this framework reimagined as
a platform for a learning community of co-mentors. In short, social learning approaches deepened
the degree of participation in the TD coproduction effort, and that participation in turn deepened the
learning processes and outcomes that occurred.

The other key insight that emerges out of this analytical framework is the value, from a social
learning perspective, of first of all, diversifying the materials, meanings and competences constituting
the TD coproduction effort and secondly, mediating the inevitable conflicts and challenges that arise
with such diversity. One method for ensuring efforts are rich with diverse individuals, ideas and
values and are supported in engaging deeply with the differences such diversity brings is through the
evaluation framework developed in the case described here. This framework offers a set of design
considerations for new interventions and guideposts for existing interventions to steer in the direction
in service of the greater climate or sustainability aims driving the effort. By embedding social learning
approaches like dialogue and reflexivity into the assessment criteria of the evaluation framework
and experimenting with innovative approaches for mentorship and sharing of learning across a
community of framework users, this approach to evaluation helps to operationalize social learning.
Indeed, the potential for a community of practice [56] to enable its members to share and learn through
a series of interactions, “thus reflecting the social nature of human learning” [57], has generated much
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enthusiasm for this prospect amongst project participants, researchers and others in the region’s climate
action and social innovation space. More work is, however, needed to ensure fruitful germination of
this idea and directs future research as discussed below.

In the case study detailed here, the group of coproduction participants held very different
perspectives on evaluation and related terminology as well as had varying competences with evaluation
(a result of participants’ varying experiences in different sectors or settings, including municipal,
nonprofit and academic). This generated some confusion and frustration amongst the group early
on. Yet this tension represented a creative challenge rife with learning potential that ultimately
spurred efforts to not only clarify language but to design the framework with enough flexibility to
accommodate vastly different evaluation needs and competences. The end result is an evaluation tool
that takes multiple material forms (as a relational learning network and in-person and online survey)
and connects evaluation users with different competences, ideas and values in order to enrich learning,
both in the context of their individual interventions and across an entire region’s climate action space.

By embedding the SPT perspective and approaches articulated in the social learning analytical
framework into the evaluation framework, both in terms of the criteria used to assess interventions
and in the evaluation experience itself, a deeper understanding of social learning and social practice
theory—gleaned in part by a learning by doing experience—might be imparted in evaluation users
and help their respective interventions. Evaluation of this kind could become part of the design
considerations for new small-scale sustainability interventions as well as offer important guideposts
for existing interventions, potentially helping them learn and better interpret their practices such that
they may eventually scale their efforts or better realize their climate or sustainability aims.

Future research should also carefully consider how this approach to evaluation might be
implemented in the absence of researchers and within different funding parameters. The cocreation of
the tool was resource-intensive, and its uptake by funders and organizations will require commitment
and resources. However, mentorship across a learning community and open-source technologies
might help to overcome some of the cost burden to ensure this kind of evaluation is accessible and
continually improves.

5. Conclusions

This paper developed an analytical framework for clarifying the notion of social learning,
which reveals its plural forms and teases out its coevolutionary relationship with TD coproduction
efforts for sustainability transitions. A social practice perspective illuminates the material and
nonmaterial dimensions of this relationship. In decoupling these properties from individual human
agency, the SPT perspective affords a means of tracing their emergence in different groups and social
contexts, generating a deeper understanding of how social learning arises and effects change.

This conceptualization of social learning was explored in the context of a real-world
case—a Toronto-based TD coproduction effort that convened leaders of small-scale interventions
working in the region’s climate action space as well as key funders of their efforts and researchers.
Applying the analytical framework to this process demonstrated that the diverse array of practice
elements afforded by the TD coproduction effort helped to both spur and embody social learning while
simultaneously being shaped and reconstituted by social learning.

Building on one of the core insights of this analytical framework—the need to operationalize
social learning and the potential to do so through a novel evaluation approach—informs a future
research agenda investigating how this might best be undertaken in the context of neighbourhood-scale
interventions striving to realize bold sustainability aims.
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Abstract: Multifaceted demographic dynamics have shaped population growth in Mediterranean
Europe, reflecting a metropolitan cycle from urbanization to re-urbanization. To assess the distinctive
impact of economic downturns on population dynamics, the present study illustrates the results of
an exploratory analysis that assesses urban expansion and rural decline at various temporal scales
in Greece, a peripheral country in southeastern Europe. Statistical analysis based on multivariate
exploratory techniques outlined the persistent increase of regional populations, evidencing the
distinctive role of agglomeration/scale with urbanization and early suburbanization phases (1940–1980)
and accessibility/amenities with late suburbanization and re-urbanization phases (1981–2019).
Recession accompanied (and, in some way, consolidated) the decline of agglomeration economies,
leading to counter-urbanization in some cases. As an indirect result of counter-urbanization,
the population increased more rapidly in low-density coastal areas with moderate accessibility and
tourism specialization. Consistently, settlement expansion has altered the persistent gap in central and
peripheral locations. A polarized urban hierarchy centered on the capital city, Athens, was replaced
with a more diffused growth of medium-sized cities and attractive rural locations, depicting a
new development path for lagging countries in the European Union and other socioeconomic
contexts worldwide.

Keywords: polycentrism; socioeconomic resilience; recession; Mediterranean Europe

1. Introduction

With economic downturns influencing population structures and consolidating a spatially
polarized distribution of jobs and activities, the spatial outcomes of demographic transitions
diverged largely in affluent societies [1–4]. Scholars have frequently demonstrated how demographic
change reflects socioeconomic processes exalting urban–rural divides [5–9]. In this regard, the city
life cycle theory has been traditionally proposed with the aim at delineating and characterizing
long-term metropolitan trends in advanced countries [10–13]. This theory describes four stages
of urban development: urbanization, suburbanization, de-urbanization and re-urbanization
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through the processes of concentration/de-concentration and growth/decline of entire functional
urban regions [14–18]. However, a comprehensive investigation of metropolitan cycles linking,
e.g., urbanization to suburbanization or counter-urbanization to re-urbanization [10–13] suggests that a
linear interpretation of socioeconomic forces underlying population growth would be inappropriate to
illustrate and understand regional demography patterns [19–21]. Apparent and latent mechanisms of
population redistribution within countries and regions were investigated adopting multi-disciplinary
approaches, distinctive indicators and refined statistical methodologies [22–25]. Economic downturns,
internal and international migrations, social impulses, urban cycles, enhanced volatility in land
and housing prices—together with the progressive gentrification of inner cities and latent social
filtering in peri-urban areas—were recognized as factors responsible for complex (and less predictable)
patterns of population redistribution over larger areas [26–28]. These forces have been investigated at
different geographic levels, outlining (i) demographic dynamics that leverage heterogeneous impacts on
population expansion under specific social contexts and (ii) economic processes influencing urban–rural
demographic structures at wider spatial scales [29–32].

Although spatial inequalities persist at both continental and country scales, reducing territorial
disparities and containing density divides were fundamental objectives of national strategies of
regional development in European countries [33–35]. For instance, important divides have been
observed among neighboring regions in Mediterranean Europe, providing a paradigmatic example
of structural gaps that were (and still are) alimented by differential production structures [36–40],
the unequal development of metropolitan hierarchies, asymmetric market-state interactions [41,42],
demographic transitions and political instability [43–45]. Internal divides have been even more intense
in regions with traditional economic structures and secularized sociocultural contexts, limited access to
infrastructure and reduced accessibility, aging, fertility, unemployment, as well as low-quality human
capital [21,46–51]. Analysis of territorial divides in population density has sometimes demised the
role of external shocks shaping socioeconomic dynamics at local scales [52–54]. Assuming a variable
impact of these shocks across regions [55–57], local systems were more (or less) able to resist short-term
disturbances when confronted with long-term demographic shrinkage and economic stagnation.
The intrinsic ability to overcome shocks was often demonstrated to depend on the socioeconomic
diversification of local contexts. Earlier works have estimated the linkage between economic downturns,
metropolitan cycles and population dynamics to identify the socioeconomic profile of demographically
resilient regions [21] and desertification risk [58].

The combined effect of population dynamics at multiple spatial levels has been rarely investigated
in light of demographic transitions, international migrations and metropolitan cycles, from urbanization
to re-urbanization [59,60]. By reconnecting applied economics to regional demography, results of
this analysis shed light on the latent mechanisms underlying territorial disparities and local systems’
resilience. In this line of thinking, the present study identifies distinctive factors shaping population
growth over different time windows. These findings may inform the design of fine-tuned development
policies and spatial planning in Mediterranean Europe. Focusing on Greece, the present study
specifically tests different models of population growth over both longer and shorter time scales,
assuming a nonlinear evolution toward a complex metropolitan hierarchy with increasingly asymmetric
spatial structures [61,62].

By this way, our work integrates a traditional investigation of metropolitan growth in Greece
with a multitemporal analysis of population dynamics, reconnecting demographic processes over
longer and shorter time scales. More specifically, our study adopted multiple statistical techniques
prefiguring a comprehensive picture of population expansion (and shrinkage) in 51 Greek prefectures
between 1940 and 2019. By deriving population dynamics from annual vital statistics, socioeconomic
forces influencing demographic rebalance at the national scale were identified, contributing to a
better knowledge of demographically resilient regions. The present study relates demographic
growth with socioeconomic resilience of regional and local systems, classifying them on the base
of long-term population expansion or decline. Socioeconomic resilience is an intrinsic property of
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complex systems and was traditionally estimated using different indicators and approaches. In the
present study, socioeconomic resilience was estimated according to long-term population dynamics.
Considering a sufficiently long and representative time window, assumptions on the level of resilience
of local districts and communities were delineated based on three different demographic contexts:
(i) continuously attracting population, (ii) maintaining a stable population stock and (iii) losing
population. By explaining (apparent and latent) mechanisms that underlie population redistribution
and demographic restructuring over larger and larger regions [63–65], these contexts (i to iii) were
hypothesized to be associated with a decreasing level of regional socioeconomic resilience.

2. Methodology

2.1. Study Area

Being partitioned in 51 districts (‘nomoi’ or prefectures) corresponding to the Eurostat NUTS-3 level,
Greece (131,982 km2) coincided with the area investigated in the present study. Prefectures in Greece
are a sufficiently detailed administrative spatial level to evaluate changes in population distribution as
a function of socioeconomic transition (Figure 1). The regions of Athens and Thessaloniki concentrate
nearly 50% of the Greek population [66,67]. Medium-sized cities (Iraklio, Patras) and prefectural head
towns (e.g., Larisa, Volos, Kalamata, Chania, Kavala, Ioannina) grew substantially [27,32]. By displaying
population dynamics contrasting with what was characteristic of tourism-specialized districts in the
Aegean region, marginal districts experienced diffused land abandonment, depopulation and economic
decline [68].

2.2. Data and Indicators

The resident population was derived from ten-year censuses of population and buildings whose
results were disseminated by the Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT, the former ESYE, National
Statistical Service of Greece). The analyzed period encompasses eight decades between 1940 and
2019 reflecting a cycle from urbanization to re-urbanization with sequential economic expansion and
stagnation waves. For a few prefectures, the population at the beginning of the study period (1940)
was reconstructed using published census reports of population count at municipal and village scale
for the respective geographic area or administrative region.

Despite small changes over time, census sources were widely selected in the analysis of long-term
population dynamics at the regional scale. In our case, the population census was the most authoritative
source of demographic information for Greece, being under the continuous scientific supervision and
technical realization of the national statistical service since a very long time. An intermediate spatial
scale of the investigation was selected (prefectures) to assure a refined comparison of demographic
trends over time instead of more detailed domains (e.g., municipalities), which revealed sometimes less
stable in the first two decades of study. Annual population growth rates over each decade (1940–1951,
1951–1961, 1961–1971, 1971–1981, 1981–1991, 1991–2001, 2001–2011, 2011–2019) were calculated and
normalized subtracting the column mean and then dividing by the column standard deviation before
analysis. Population density (inhabitants/km2) at prefectural level was computed for each year in the
time series, deriving the total surface area of each analysis’ spatial unit from a shapefile provided by
ELSTAT. The same shapefile was used to regionalize demographic indicators and selected results of
the analysis run in our work.
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2.3. Contextual Variables

The territorial context that characterizes each prefecture in Greece was delineated considering eight
ancillary variables: (i) population density (‘Den’), linear distance from (ii) downtown Athens (‘DistAth’)
and (iii) downtown Thessaloniki (‘DistSal’), (iv) a dummy illustrating the North–South gradient in
Greece and classifying prefectures as belonging to Northern regions (1: Trace, Macedonia, Epirus) or
Southern regions (0: the rest of the country), (v) a dummy illustrating the East–West (Aegean-Ionian
gradient) and classifying prefectures bordering the Aegean Sea with 1 and the remaining prefectures
with 0, (vi) a dummy identifying prefectures hosting the head town of 13 administrative regions of
Greece, considered as the largest cities in the country (1) compared with the remaining prefectures
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(0), (vii) a dummy identifying internal districts, i.e., mainland prefectures that do not have borders
in common with the Ionian or the Aegean Sea (1) in respect with coastal prefectures (0) and, finally,
(viii) a dummy identifying prefectures that include only islands (1) in respect with all the remaining
prefectures (0). All these variables were made available from official statistics or derived from digital
maps (www.geodata.gov.gr) using tools available in ArcGIS software (Redlands, USA). Considering the
long time interval investigated in this study and the evident heterogeneity in the time series of many
other relevant indicators, these variables—sometimes based on proxies of more complex demographic
and socioeconomic processes—represent a satisfactory information ensemble contributing to clarify
spatiotemporal population dynamics in Greek prefectures.

2.4. Data Analysis

Maps were prepared on the base of elementary data including annual rates of demographic
increase by time window and prefecture, with the aim at identifying spatial similarities in population
dynamics over shorter and longer time scales. A simplified framework was proposed with the aim at
classifying prefectures on the base of long-term population trends. Criteria were oriented toward the
identification of resilient territories under the assumption that prefectures attracting population over a
sufficiently long time interval are considered demographically resilient and vice versa. Two criteria
were adopted, considering 80 years (1940–2019) and two sub-periods of 40 years each (1940–1980;
1981–2019), representing, respectively compact-dense/radio-centric urbanization and decentralized
suburbanization/counter-urbanization in Greece. Prefectures were classified as demographically
resilient over the whole time interval (80 years) if the resident population increased for six, seven or
eight decades; the reverse pattern characterized nonresilient districts with persistent population
shrinkage. A similar framework was adopted over the two sub-periods, classifying prefectures as
‘resilient’ or ‘nonresilient’ if population, respectively grew (or declined) continuously for all the four
decades in each sub-period. A pair-wise correlation analysis (based on Spearman nonparametric
rank coefficients) was computed between each contextual variable (Section 2.3) and the annual rate
of population variation (%) over (i) the whole study interval (1940–2019) or, separately, (ii) the two
sub-periods (1940–1980 and 1981–2019). Significant correlations were delineated at p < 0.05 applying a
Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons [69].

A hierarchical clustering (based on Euclidean similarity matrix under Ward’s amalgamation
approach) was run on a database constituted of population growth rates with the aim at classifying
temporal units (years) and spatial units (prefectures). Assumed as a relevant dimension of demographic
resilience, similar spatiotemporal structures characterize long-term population trends. Persistence (or
change) in specific demographic trends was considered indicative of different background conditions.
A principal component analysis (PCA) was carried out on a collection of variables including
(i) population growth rates at eight decades, (ii) population density at the beginning of each decade
and (iii) the remaining eight contextual variables (Section 2.3) at each prefecture. PCA was aimed
at containing redundancy, evaluating changes over time in the multivariate relationship between
variables at the same time. The PCA characterized research dimensions and distinctive demographic
structures in Greece. components with eigenvalue > 1 were selected according to the results of the
spectral decomposition of the correlation matrix [70]. The latent structure of variables and prefectures
was finally illustrated adopting a biplot that depicts component loadings and scores. Multiple linear
regression models were run for each decade and identified the predictors most associated with
population growth in Greece. For each decade, predictors include the variables described in Section 2.3
and were standardized before analysis (e.g., [29]). Model’s goodness-of-fit was estimated via adjusted
R2 tested for significance (against the null hypothesis of a statistically insignificant model) at p < 0.01
using a Fisher–Snedecor F statistic. Slope coefficient estimates and the related significance level at
p < 0.1 were reported testing for the null-hypothesis of statistically insignificant coefficient based on a
Student’s t statistic.
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3. Results

3.1. A Descriptive Analysis of Population Growth and Decline in Greece, 1940–2019

The resident population grew continuously in Greece between 1940 and 2001, declining slightly
in the subsequent two decades (2001–2019). Figure 2 classified the investigated decades on the base
of spatial diffusion (or concentration) of the population in Greek prefectures. A particularly rapid
population increase in a few prefectures was observed during three decades (1951–1961, 1961–1971
and 1971–1981). Conversely, the population increase in the remaining five decades was slower and
more dispersed over space. The largest diffusion of positive growth rates at the prefectural level was
observed for the last two decades of investigation, corresponding with slightly negative growth rates
at the national scale.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the percent annual rate of population growth (%) in Greece and the
relative proportion of prefectures with positive growth rates.

By partitioning the investigated period in two-time windows, Figure 3 illustrates a substantial
similarity in the geography of population expansion in Greece. Positive rates were observed in
prefectures along the Aegean side from Macedonia to Crete, being more intense during 1940–1980 and
less intense during 1981–2019. Marginal prefectures in Central Greece and Peloponnese have totalized
the highest decrease in the country. A total of 18 prefectures (including Attica and Thessaloniki) were
classified in the lowest right quadrant of Figure 3, indicating higher growth rates during 1940–1980
than during 1981–2019.

These prefectures include urban, high-density areas (Athens, Thessaloniki, Iraklio, Patras, Larisa,
Viotia, Argolida) expanding mostly with compact urbanization (1940–1960). A total of 33 prefectures
were classified in the highest left quadrant of Figure 3, indicating higher growth rates during 1981–2019
than during 1940–1980. These prefectures include rural, coastal districts and islands with low and
moderate density settlements, expanding mostly in the subsequent suburbanization phase (Figure 4).

Spatial persistence in growth rates was illustrated in Figure 5 considering together the whole
study period and two separate time intervals. Prefectures with continuous population growth over six,
seven or eight decades concentrated along the Aegean side from Macedonia to Crete. These prefectures
(n = 13 out of 51) host cities constituting the highest rank of the Greek metropolitan hierarchy.
Prefectures with continuous population decline (n = 4) were located in Central-Western Greece and
Peloponnese. Between 1940 and 1980, continuously positive population growth rates at the decadal
scale were observed in six prefectures that include urban areas around Athens and Thessaloniki,
as well as in Crete (Iraklio), reflecting the tumultuous expansion of the three largest cities in Greece.
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Continuously negative rates of population increase were observed in Central Greece, Peloponnese and
Northern Aegean region (n = 7). Between 1981 and 2019, continuously positive rates of population
expansion were recorded only in the Cyclades and Eastern Macedonia (n = 2 prefectures). Continuously
negative population growth rates were recorded in one prefecture of Western Greece.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 19 
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3.2. Spatial Regime of Long-Term Population Growth (or Decline) in Greece

Hierarchical clustering illustrates similarities in long-term population dynamics across Greek
prefectures. The analysis separated Attica and Thessaloniki, the largest urban areas in the
country, from the remaining prefectures. Coastal areas and islands (from Kefallinia to Iraklio),
expanding the most during the last decades, were also separated from the rest of the sample. However,
island prefectures (Chios, Samos, Lesvos) in more peripheral locations of Northern Aegean were
clustered together with coastal and inland prefectures in Peloponnese, depicting areas that experienced
a more recent population expansion in response to suburbanization, decentralization of economic
activities and development policies improving the attractiveness of peripheral coastal places (Figure 6).
The remaining prefectures, representing the ‘core’ of the dendrogram, were mainly internal areas
with variable population dynamics that are less correlated with the main waves of urbanization and
suburbanization at the national scale.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 19 
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The relationship between population increase and background conditions in each prefecture
was investigated considering nonparametric Spearman coefficients (Table 1). The West–East gradient
and the presence of a regional capital city had the highest (positive) impact on population growth in
Greece. Population density, the distance from Thessaloniki and being an island district had a positive
impact only in the most recent period (1981–2019). Internal districts harmed population growth
during 1981–2019.

Table 1. Spearman rank correlation analysis between the percent rate of population growth by time
interval and selected predictors of the local context (* indicates significance at p < 0.05).

Variable
Percent Rate of Population Growth

1940–2019 1940–1980 1981–2019

Density 0.05 −0.07 0.36 *
North–South 0.04 0.19 −0.23

West–East 0.44 * 0.31 * 0.37 *
DistAthens −0.04 −0.05 0.00

DistSalonika −0.06 −0.25 0.32 *
RegCapital 0.42 * 0.39 * 0.31 *
Internal dis. −0.22 0.01 −0.49 *

Island 0.04 −0.25 0.55 *

3.3. Population Growth and Territorial Background

A principal component analysis of population growth rates and territorial variables corroborates
earlier results of this work (Figure 7). principal component analysis (Table 2) selected two axes
accounting for 57.5% of the total variance. This analysis decomposed the most relevant processes of
urban expansion (and the underlying drivers) in two independent gradients based on (i) population
density and distance from Athens (component 1) and (ii) population dynamics and distance from
Thessaloniki (component 2). component 2 discriminated between earlier phases of population growth
(positive loadings) in turn associated with the North–South gradient, and later phases of growth
(negative loadings).Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 19 
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Figure 7. Biplot of a principal component analysis decomposing population dynamics (1940–2019) in
two independent dimensions of metropolitan growth in Greece.
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Table 2. Results of multiple regression models between the annual population growth rate (%) and
predictors delineating the socioeconomic characteristics of prefectures in Greece (* indicates significant
coefficient at p < 0.1).

Variable Coeff. Std. err. t p Variable Coeff. Std. err. t p

1940–1951: Adj-R2 = 0.19; F = 2.43; p = 0.03 1951–1961: Adj-R2 = 0.47; F = 6.53; p < 0.01
Constant 0.00 0.13 0.01 0.99 Constant 0.00 0.10 −0.01 0.99
Density −0.22 0.17 −1.31 0.20 Density 0.26 * 0.15 1.74 0.09

North–South 0.19 0.28 0.69 0.49 North–South 0.43 * 0.22 1.91 0.06
West–East −0.17 0.15 −1.13 0.26 West–East 0.22 * 0.12 1.83 0.07
DistAthens −0.55 * 0.22 −2.48 0.02 DistAthens −0.15 0.18 −0.81 0.42
DistSalonika −0.43 * 0.21 −2.07 0.04 DistSalonika 0.01 0.17 0.04 0.97
RegCapital 0.36 * 0.13 2.70 0.01 RegCapital 0.20 * 0.11 1.79 0.08
Internal

dist. −0.03 0.16 −0.19 0.85 Internal
dist. 0.13 0.13 0.94 0.35

Island 0.71 * 0.25 2.84 0.01 Island −0.30 0.21 −1.42 0.16
1961–1971: Adj-R2 = 0.60; F = 10.48; p < 0.001 1971–1981: Adj-R2 = 0.33; F = 4.12; p < 0.001
Constant 0.00 0.09 0.01 0.99 Constant 0.00 0.11 0.00 1.00
Density 0.37 * 0.12 2.96 0.01 Density 0.15 0.17 0.88 0.38

North–South 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.62 North–South 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.69
West–East 0.21 * 0.10 2.00 0.05 West–East 0.36 * 0.13 2.71 0.01
DistAthens −0.34 * 0.16 −2.12 0.04 DistAthens −0.02 0.21 −0.11 0.91
DistSalonika -0.18 0.15 −1.25 0.22 DistSalonika −0.01 0.19 −0.06 0.96
RegCapital 0.31 * 0.10 3.16 0.00 RegCapital 0.40 * 0.13 3.08 0.00
Internal

dist. −0.07 0.11 −0.66 0.51 Internal
dist. −0.01 0.15 −0.05 0.96

Island −0.07 0.18 −0.38 0.70 Island −0.21 0.23 −0.93 0.36
1981–1991: Adj-R2 = 0.08; F = 1.57; p = 0.16 1991–2001: Adj-R2 = 0.14; F = 1.98; p = 0.08

Constant 0.00 0.13 0.00 1.00 Constant 0.00 0.13 0.01 0.99
Density −0.05 0.20 −0.23 0.82 Density −0.27 0.20 −1.36 0.18

North–South −0.05 0.30 −0.17 0.87 North–South −0.15 0.29 −0.52 0.61
West–East 0.12 0.15 0.79 0.43 West–East −0.01 0.15 −0.07 0.95
DistAthens −0.19 0.25 −0.76 0.45 DistAthens −0.06 0.24 −0.23 0.82
DistSalonika −0.19 0.22 −0.84 0.41 DistSalonika −0.39 * 0.22 −1.78 0.08
RegCapital 0.23 0.16 1.49 0.14 RegCapital 0.24 0.15 1.53 0.13
Internal

dist. −0.26 0.17 −1.47 0.15 Internal
dist. −0.14 0.17 −0.83 0.41

Island 0.17 0.26 0.64 0.53 Island 0.56 * 0.25 2.22 0.03
2001–2011: Adj-R2 = 0.56; F = 9.08; p < 0.001 2011–2019: Adj-R2 = 0.22; F = 2.81; p < 0.01
Constant 0.00 0.09 0.00 1.00 Constant 0.00 0.12 −0.01 0.99
Density 0.09 0.14 0.66 0.51 Density −0.22 0.20 −1.12 0.27

North–South 0.36 * 0.21 1.78 0.08 North–South 0.57 * 0.28 2.07 0.05
West–East 0.12 0.11 1.15 0.26 West–East 0.25 * 0.14 1.76 0.09
DistAthens 0.07 0.17 0.39 0.70 DistAthens −0.43 * 0.23 −1.88 0.07
DistSalonika 0.14 0.16 0.86 0.39 DistSalonika −0.13 0.21 −0.63 0.53
RegCapital 0.29 * 0.11 2.60 0.01 RegCapital 0.01 0.15 0.09 0.93
Internal

dist. −0.14 0.12 −1.18 0.25 Internal
dist. −0.46 * 0.16 −2.85 0.01

Island 0.70 * 0.18 3.79 0.00 Island 0.40 0.25 1.58 0.12

Multiple linear regression was carried out to delineate the predictors of population growth over
each investigated decade in Greece (Table 2). Regression models were particularly significant for
specific decades (1951–1961, 1961–1971, 1971–1981, 2001–2011) and less significant for the remaining
time intervals. Regression analysis identified distance from Athens and Thessaloniki (negative impact),
the regional capital city and insular contexts (positive impact) as the main factors associated with
population growth during 1940–1951. Geographic gradients including the North–South and the
East–West gradient and the presence of a regional capital city were identified as the main drivers of
population increase during 1951–1961. Density, distance from Athens, the regional capital city and the
East–West gradient were found significant predictors of population growth for 1961–1971. These last
two variables were found significant also for 1971–1981. No significant variables were detected for
1981–1991. Distance from Thessaloniki and insular contexts were found significant during 1991–2001.
North–south gradient, the regional capital city and insular contexts were significant during 2001–2011.
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Conversely, internal districts, together with the two geographic gradients and the distance from Athens,
influenced population growth rates during the last decade (2011–2019).

4. Discussion

Advanced economies experienced intense demographic changes leveraging sequential
urbanization and suburbanization waves [71–75]. In Europe, multifaceted migration trends,
new household structures and a particularly heterogeneous natural balance over space shaped regional
population trends [76–79]. In these regards, understanding how demographic processes, metropolitan
cycles and economic downturns interact shaping regional competitiveness and location attractiveness,
may contribute to a refined understanding of local development mechanisms [80–85]. When comparing
population dynamics over sequential waves of urban expansion and rural shrinkage [86–88], Greece is
exemplificative of traditional Mediterranean societies with a polarized economy along urban–rural
gradients that reflect territorial divides between coastal and inland districts. Despite a persistent
spatial configuration at the country scale, such divides had reduced during the last 80 years,
fortifying—especially between 1940 and 1980—the role of few urban nodes (Athens-Piraeus and
Thessaloniki) inserted in broader continental (or global) networks. This process consolidated in the
subsequent four decades (1980–2019) reflecting the West–East gradient in Greece and the importance
of (low-density) coastal districts attracting new population and economic activities (Figure 8).
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A spatially heterogeneous population growth has been observed in Greece, being related with
a comprehensive set of background predictors. Regional population growth in Greece has reflected
mechanisms of local development leveraging spatial disparities (e.g., [12]). As a matter of fact,
the empirical results of our study outlined a strong difference in population dynamics between urban
and rural areas, especially from 1940 to 1980 [26]. Accessibility, as well as economic specialization
and advanced productive functions were assumed to be significant factors shaping demographic
dynamics in such decades, since they have alimented a compact and radio-centric settlement growth
in metropolitan regions and rural-to-urban mobility determining rural shrinkage [89]. The following
dynamics (1981–2019) were less associated with central cities, suggesting a less important role for
agglomeration and scale factors. After a continuous increase of resident population, a less intense gap
between urban and rural areas was observed since the early 1990s.

Population redistribution over wider regions was evident in Greece since the late
1990s, reflecting spatially heterogeneous socioeconomic transformations increasingly decoupled
from traditional geographic gradients (e.g., urban–rural, coastal-inland). Since the 1990s,
population increased in rural districts and low-density touristic coastal areas, especially large and
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medium-sized islands, as well as lowland, internal districts devoted to intensive cropland. More intense
urban-to-rural internal movements were specifically observed in the last decade as a result of progressive
counter-urbanization and shrinkage of central cities associated with worse socioeconomic conditions
in metropolitan regions, mainly in Athens and, partly, Thessaloniki [13,32,90]. However, the overall
impact of these processes on the Greek urban hierarchy was rather modest [21]. In such a context,
the possible role of unregistered or partially registered (i) emigration abroad and (ii) illegal international
immigration should be evaluated further.

As a result of economic processes and mixed socio-demographic contexts, spatial heterogeneity
in population growth rates was persistently observed in both urban and rural districts. However,
this process was clearly asymmetric over time, being more intense in the second time interval
(1980–2019) corresponding with late suburbanization, counter-urbanization and early re-urbanization
and less intense in the first time interval (1940–1980) corresponding with urbanization and early
suburbanization in Greece. Tapia et al. [91] investigated population trends in Spain at different time
windows between 1860 and 1991 with the aim at testing if population at the beginning of each time
window affects population growth during the same time window. According to the authors’ results
(p. 81) “while such a relationship between these two variables hardly existed during the second half of
the nineteenth century, this link increased significantly between 1910 and 1970, although this trend was
abruptly interrupted by the Civil War and the autarkic period that followed [92,93]. The intensity of
this relationship decreased in the 1970s, a process that continued during the 1980s ( . . . ); agglomeration
economies were stronger in medium-sized districts, especially from 1960 onwards”.

In Greece, a slightly different spatial model was observed, based on the specific socioeconomic
context and the distinctive development path. Population decline in urban, industrial and intensive
agricultural districts was more intense than in rural districts experiencing long depopulation, suggesting
that central locations display a lower demographic attractiveness than peripheral locations with dynamic
economic sectors, e.g., tourism [94–96]. In these regards, a mix of factors that includes industrial
decline, informal economies and dependence on external funds, especially in agriculture, determined
population shrinkage in Southern Europe [97–102], suggesting a lower demographic resilience of the
locations (mostly rural) experiencing this kind of development path.

A better knowledge of new demographic scenarios opens up a key reflection on the intimate
mechanisms of long-term change in population redistribution over wider regions [7,103–106] and may
delineate opportunities for regional development policy. In these regards, newly emergent issues
such as resurging internal migration, declining immigration flows from abroad and re-approaching
the lowest-low fertility levels, suggest a thorough rethinking of sustainable urbanization [107–111].
Planning strategies stimulating a polycentric expansion of human settlements should incorporate
policy measures improving local development in regions exposed to demographic and economic
stagnation [29,112,113]. A comparative, long-term analysis of population distribution over space
proved to be a necessary tool identifying the emergent socioeconomic dynamics and delineating the
most appropriate policies to face with [114,115]. A refined investigation of the negative impact of
recession on local socioeconomic structures is therefore meaningful to shed light on future population
dynamics in a post-crisis Mediterranean Europe.

Taken together, results of this study, at least for the first time interval (1940–1980), suggest how
“being closely intertwined with the policy debate, the concept of agglomeration economies and its
relation with spatial economic performance has maintained a central role” in regional science [116].
However, the empirical results for the most recent time horizon (1981–2019) reflect more complex
demographic and settlement processes over space. According with Berliant and Wang [117], “while basic
questions such as ‘does urbanization cause growth or does growth cause urbanization?’ or ‘does
supporting urbanization imply neglecting rural areas?’ are still valid and need a more comprehensive
research and immediate policy response, our study definitely contributes to a better understanding of
the role of urbanization in population distribution and economic growth, informing policies that tackle
the formidable challenges it poses”.
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5. Conclusions

Results of our study illustrate long-term demographic dynamics in 51 Greek prefectures
(1940–2019) providing evidence to settlement (re)distribution along basic geographic gradients.
Prefectures are comprehensive and homogeneous spatial units when investigating patterns of
population (re)distribution in Greece under different economic conditions, having empirical relevance
to demographic issues. Exploratory data analysis indicates a particularly complex regional framework
with diversified metropolitan dimensions. Going beyond traditional theories linking urbanization
with scale/agglomeration economies, these findings suggest the importance of a comparative analysis
of demographic processes aimed at confirming (or confuting) such trends. This analysis contributes to
interpret the other phases of the urban cycle (from suburbanization to re-urbanization) as primarily
associated with ‘soft’ economic and alternative non-economic aspects of local development, including
amenities, specialization in advanced services, the increased impact of economic downturns, as well as
gentrification, class segregation and social filtering.

By reverting the paradigm of growth in high-density areas, the specificity of the ‘Greek’ model
delineates new developmental paths going beyond the traditional dichotomy in compact and dispersed
settlements. Highlighting the role of ‘intermediate’ districts, in-between large cities and economically
depressed rural areas, our findings outline how a long process of spatial redistribution of settlements
led—directly or indirectly—to a sort of (functional) polycentric development. Non-urban prefectures in
coastal regions and in accessible, rural areas were the engine of such development path. These districts
were also regarded as resilient, since they attract population in a context of demographic stagnation at
the country scale, with intense shrinkage of the main urban centers. Our study definitely confirms the
informative power of a multiscale investigation of the differential impact of metropolitan cycles and
economic downturns in past, present and future population growth. In such perspectives, future studies
are increasingly required to develop a refined analysis of the intrinsic linkage between demographic
growth and long-term economic development at an enough detailed scale of investigation (prefectures,
local districts, municipalities) and based on appropriate socioeconomic indicators.
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Abstract: This paper explores the relations of centrality and hierarchy between cities and firms
implementing Smart City strategies in the context of the Spanish Network of Smart Cities (RECI).
While the literature has usually focused on the global dimension of cities and firms networks,
exploring a national case offers interesting insights about the presence of multinational firms in
these contexts and the role played by medium-sized cities in their market expansion. The analysis
is based on a two-mode network of cities and firms participating in Smart City projects with the
usual measures of betweenness, in-degree and closeness, as well as computing the Gini index for
each of them to assess the levels of inequality. We then explore whether the structural advantages of
participating in these networks have a leveling effect or rather reinforce existing hierarchies of cities.
Second, we explore how firms are intertwined in Smart City projects and whether medium-sized local
firms have a relevant presence. Our findings suggest these networks become a regional gateway for
multinational firms to expand their presence in Smart City national markets, rather than empowering
medium-sized cities and small national firms.

Keywords: smart cities; Spain; networks; firms

1. Introduction

The Smart City has become a key urban paradigm for cities across the world to transform
themselves into successful competitive enclaves within the global digital capitalism geographies,
through technological transformations. Embedded within the rhetoric of urban competitiveness in
a globalized world, the Smart City has become an institutional policy promoted not only by local
governments but also by national governments and supranational actors such as the European Union
(EU). Moreover, Smart City policies are also presented as a factor of success not only for cities with a
prominent role at the world level but also for middle-sized cities often competing in regional rather than
global networks [1–3]. Central to this argument is the fact that the development of Smart City projects
will enhance the local innovation ecosystems and the creation and/or consolidation of a local smart
industry with locally based companies [4]. Yet very often these projects tend to focus on technology
rather than the citizens [5]. Critical studies point out that the development of Smart City strategies is
part of the neoliberalization of urban governance and instrumental in the colonization of the urban
technology markets by transnational corporations [6–9]. In a nutshell, the deployment of Smart City
strategies across the globe would reinforce current patterns of uneven development between global
and unconnected cities, and between transnational companies and small and medium-sized companies.
In contrast, recent critical enquiries on the consolidation of the Smart City have shown that the picture
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is more nuanced [10–12]. A growing literature, based on paradigmatic case studies, has incorporated
alternative smart strategies taking into account more inclusive and sustainable possibilities [13,14].
Yet, in both cases, Smart City studies need to pay attention to the networked insertion of Smart Cities
in the global flows of the digital economy, avoiding “over-territorialization” [15,16]. In other words,
move from place-based studies to the relational geographies of the Smart City to explore the limits and
potentialities of Smart City models beyond local processes and factors.

In this regard, Wall and Stavrapoulos [15] propose the introduction of network analysis
methodologies to understand, among other things, the articulation between local Smart City
developments and the global urban and firm dynamics (see, for example, [17]). Following this
call for incorporating urban networks analysis, this paper focuses on the articulation between cities,
smart strategies and firms. However, rather than focusing on the global level, we will focus on the
interrelation between Smart City strategies and national networks, an area that has received little
attention so far. Unlike global cities, which usually have the capacity to implement their own agendas,
for many regional and provincial cities the capacity to develop Smart City strategies depends on the
mediation and support from nation-states or national networks, such as China’s or India’s Smart
City programs. Additionally, the connection of these cities with global flows is often mediated at the
national scale by firms that, at the most, establish local offices subordinated to national headquarters
(see, for instance, [18] for a good description of the Indian case). Thus, this national mediation can
open the door for different Smart City economies not controlled by usual global players.

To contribute to the scholarship documenting the network inequalities of cities and firms in the
development of Smart City projects, in this paper we take as case study the Spanish Network of Smart
Cities (Red Española de Ciudades Inteligentes), known as RECI, and focus on the relations of centrality
and hierarchy among cities and firms in Spain participating of an institutionalized network of Smart
Cities. First, we explore whether the structural advantages of participating in these networks have
a leveling effect or rather reinforce existing hierarchies of cities. Second, we explore how firms are
intertwined in Smart City projects and whether medium-sized local firms have a relevant presence,
or whether these networks become a regional gateway for multinational firms to expand their presence,
reinforcing their dominance.

Our results suggest that medium-sized cities involved in the network of Smart City projects can
have a similar presence to that of bigger cities, but connectedness may come at the price of multinational
firms being the main gateway that connect cities to the network. Indeed, our analysis suggests that the
network of firms involved in Smart City projects in Spain is dominated by multinational companies.
These findings support the claim that Smart City projects at national levels can be regarded as
instrumental to the globalization process, by means of which big firms penetrate and maximize their
presence in national markets. Moreover, we find limited evidence for a counter-argument often found
in the public policy arena, according to which the participation of big firms in national networks,
including medium-sized projects and cities, may foster the participation of small national firms that
could improve their viability and scale.

2. Literature Review

The Smart City paradigm is often optimistically presented as a strategic driver for success in
the global network of city competition [19]. With the dominance of information and communication,
and technologies as the key strategic vector of economic growth, cities must become “smart”, integrating
innovative hardware, software and the intensive use of big data and social networks [20]. It can be
argued that the rhetoric of the Smart City is the evolution of those positions claiming the need for cities
to become competitive agents attracting talent and fostering a creative environment, with economic
innovation as the only path towards minimally inclusive societies [21,22]. The “smart” strategy would
allow cities not only to compete in a globalized market but also to become more efficient and sustainable,
offering economic progress and well-being not only to the more skilled segments of the workforce.
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Indeed, this vision follows the dominant approach in urban studies and globalization. It is argued
that cities can be better understood as nodes of a network [23,24]. Instead of classical hierarchical models,
Castells [25] defined cities participating in global networks as “spaces of flows”. Within contemporary
capitalism, the network approach can reinterpret Friedman’s definition of cities [26] as basing points
of “spatial organization and articulation of production and markets”. In the public policy sphere,
the metaphor of cities as nodes in a network has resulted in an optimistic expectation about the
emergence of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and contemporary globalization
taking over the determinant role that “place” had traditionally played in shaping the potential success
of cities [21,27]. To do so, cities must cooperate with public and private organizations providing
infrastructure and an adequate environment to promote start-ups and attract innovative firms.

In contrast, critical studies highlight that, as a consequence of this dominant Smart City rhetoric,
the goal of urban sustainability and economic development becomes the commodification of the city
and urban policy [7,28]. The existing evidence suggests that being “smart” and integrated into global
flows is associated with higher levels of wealth and competitiveness, and to stronger positions in
the global network of cities. For instance, Caragliu and Nijkamp [1] find that the intensity of ICT
use is correlated with urban wealth, while, in a similar vein, Wall and Stavrapoulos [15] show that
GDP levels and the attraction of foreign direct investments are associated to the “smartness” of a
city. The intense pursuit of public policies aimed at increasing the competitive capacities of cities
might then show that embracing the standardized practices of Smart Cities would not alter existing
hierarchies. On the contrary, the consolidation of this paradigm can reinforce the power of big firms
instead of balancing the potential of cities, an even deepen the existing inequalities. All in all, big firms
are well equipped to succeed in this competitive, innovative and technological paradigm. Cities’ and
firms’ networks reflect the structure of the current process of globalization, but they are fundamental
agents of globalization that play a key role in defining which cities become global [17,29]. Indeed,
the study of city and corporate relations as a dual network has suggested that inequality is greater
among cities than among firms, with the former more conditioned by their geographical situation and
other classical factors than an optimistic view of ICTs would allow, while the latter more flexible in
seeking competitive advantages.

Thus, whether the Smart City epitomizes a deregulated global capitalism, increasing inequalities,
commodification, privatization and deregulated and depoliticized public institutions is a matter of
controversy. There are critical voices that refer to the Smart City paradigm as an empty concept,
reflecting the worldview of the neoliberal project [6,19,30]. Under such a dominant market-oriented
conception of global networks, cities can become an instrumental device for the intra-national expansion
of corporations. From this perspective, cities would have a subordinated role in the configuration of
current geographies of globalization, with the Smart City rhetoric permeating urban strategies not
only in large but also medium-sized cities.

However, there is limited evidence on how this emerging paradigm affects regional or national
networks (see, for instance, [31] for a longitudinal perspective on Smart City networks in China).
Research has often focused on global city networks and big firms from advanced business services,
and much less on medium-sized and technology-oriented enterprises. Other contributions focus on
qualitative case studies or small comparative analyses [32,33], but little has been done on regional
networks taking into consideration medium-sized cities and firms. In this sense, the research presented
here provides evidence on how cities and firms operate in an institutionalized national network.
In doing so, it adds some insights that can be useful to explore the limits and possibilities of the
deployment of Smart City strategies to develop local/national smart technologies and economies.

3. Materials and Methods

Our case study is the Spanish Network of Smart Cities (RECI), established in June 2012.
As mentioned in their mission statement, the network aimed to become “an association of local
territories whose entities are representative of the territory and lead innovation systems in their
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own field by promoting their own local network of agents related to research and innovation” [34].
Even though the network was formally promoted by different city council members and currently
includes more than 70 cities, it was initially funded by a private foundation (FUNDETEC) sponsored by
big national and international firms with a strong presence in Spain, such as INDRA, Hewlett-Packard
or Telefónica. Later, in 2015, this foundation was dissolved and the RECI network assumed part of its
infrastructure and goals. According to the RECI manifesto, Smart cities are those with “innovation
and networking” systems aimed at improving “economic and political efficiency allowing social,
cultural and urban development” [34]. From this perspective, the RECI aims to foster a dynamic of
cooperation between cities and firms leading to the consolidation of a “Spanish network of smart
cities”. This policy should promote the automatic and efficient management of urban infrastructure
and services, as well as the reduction of public expenditure and the improvement of the quality of
services, thus attracting economic activity and generating progress [34]. A key instrument in achieving
these goals is “economic growth” by fostering public-private cooperation among cities and creative
and technological industries [34].

Many cities have embraced this paradigm as a key strategy that affects different policy areas at
the urban level, and the European Union has incorporated the concept in a variety of publicly funded
programs for public administrations, research institutions and private companies. Spain’s Smart City
policy is a good example of a national policy that follows EU’s guidelines and other quality standards in
the industry (such as the Spanish Agency for Normalization, AENOR), aimed at promoting sustainable
growth by fostering the participation of local councils.

3.1. Methods

To achieve our research objective we used social network analysis (SNA), a standard tool to study
social structures, relations and flows [35]. A growing body of work has applied SNA to understand
the relational patterns between firms and cities, mostly at the global/world level [17,22,36,37], but also
at the regional [31] and multi-scalar levels [8]. Despite some critiques and limitations of networks
as a metaphor to understand relational patterns and the resulting hierarchies in world cities [38–40],
SNA has been providing relevant insights for assessing and modeling urban networks through
corporate networks [41]. We draw on this body of literature, opting for a two-mode (also known as
affiliation) network of cities and firms. This option allows us to explore how both groups of actors are
associated to each other by means of Smart City projects in Spain. In this sense, the analysis conducted
here expands the available evidence about Smart City networks using SNA to compare cities and firms
at a national level, a dimension that has not received attention in the existing literature.

The data on the cities and the corporations involved in urban development through the RECI were
compiled through Internet searches of the websites of the RECI, of the city councils, and of news and
press releases between July and November 2016. The cities were identified by consulting RECI’s official
website; at the time of data gathering, the RECI was made up of 65 cities. The firms involved in Smart
City projects in these 65 cities were identified through Internet searches of each city’s official website
(some cities, like Barcelona or Santander, have specific websites for the smart city development projects)
and by using key search words such as the cities’ names followed by “smart city”, “smart city projects”
or “urban innovation”. Overall, we followed a broad inclusion criterion, searching for corporations
that were taking part in Smart City related projects or actions in each city. This strategy resulted in
553 corporations involved in Smart City projects of RECI members, including firms taking part in Smart
City actions at a local, regional and international level, for example as part of European consortiums.
Of these 553 initially identified firms, 66 were participating in Smart City initiatives in at least two
cities of the RECI and were included in the analysis. By doing so, we removed pendant nodes that
would be connected to the graph by only one tie. Moreover, these pendant nodes corresponded mostly
to cities participating in EU intercity projects, so this decision allowed us to focus on cases actually
connected by the RECI association [42], which may help to understand the processes within the RECI
at a local level. The number of initial firms was also reduced, as we consider different branches of the
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same firm as a single firm. For example, Acciona Agua, Acciona Energía, Acciona Infraestructuras
and Acciona Instalaciones were all considered as Acciona, for clarity purposes. As a result, the final
network consisted of 47 cities and 66 firms.

3.2. The Two-Mode or Affiliation Network of Cities and Corporations

To assess the firms’ articulation in the Smart City development through corporate networks,
we constructed a two-mode network or affiliation network. In social network analysis, the term
“affiliation” is used to refer to membership or participation data, such as actors participating in events,
which consist of a set of binary relationships between members of two sets of items [35]. Examples of
affiliation data include corporate board memberships [43,44], attendances of events [45] or patterns
of authorships and institutional pathways of scientists [46]. Two-mode networks allowed to capture
the interaction among cities and firms and to test an urban network formation hypothesis to deepen
the understanding of how individual cities and firms interact locally and form observed corporate
networks [41].

We built an affiliation matrix where the rows and the columns correspond to the corporations
(a total of 66) and the cities (the 65 cities members of the RECI). The matrix allowed us to determine
which corporations participate in which cities’ smart projects, and which cities are related to which
corporations through Smart City projects. The matrix computes zij as 1 when a corporation i is present
in city j, and otherwise as 0. Moreover, we used Gephi to visualize the bipartite graph resulting from
the affiliation network. Links connect firms with cities in which they are involved through Smart City
initiatives, and there is no direct linkage within the same set of nodes (i.e., between cities or between
firms), which enables a clear visualization of linkages between the two sets. In the visualization of the
bipartite graph, the nodes’ size represents the betweenness centrality in the network [35]. Two-mode
betweenness centrality refers to the number of geodesic paths that pass through a given node, weighted
inversely by the total number of equivalent paths between the same two nodes, including those that do
not pass through the given node [47]. Accordingly, links between firms always include cities, and links
between cities always include firms, which means that cities are on geodesic paths between firms and
firms on geodesic paths between cities. A city’s betweenness centrality increases when the pairs of
firms are linked only through that city, and if a firm is involved in that city, all geodesic paths from that
firm must include that particular city. In the same vein, a firm gains betweenness centrality when two
cities are only connected between them because of the firm’s participation in Smart city projects in
those cities. Thus, betweenness centrality is an indicator of a city’s (or firm’s) strategic power by acting
as bridge between firm pairs (or city pairs) that would otherwise be unconnected.

3.3. Co-Affiliation Networks: Inter-Corporation and Inter-City Linkages

In order to explore the connections between firms and between cities separately, we transformed
the affiliation matrix of corporations and cities (66 × 65), in which there were no direct linkages within
the same set of nodes, into two one-mode squared matrices of overlaps, through the cross-product
method for corporations and cities separately [42]. Applied to our binary matrix, each product is
1 only if two corporations were “present” in a city, and the sum across cities yields the number
of cities in which the two corporations participated. Then, the first one-mode matrix obtained for
corporations (66 × 66) accounts for the number of cities in which each pair of corporations is present;
and the cities (65 × 65) matrix indicates how many corporations were present in each pair of cities.
The co-participation (or co-affiliation) of corporations in Smart City projects of the same city can be
considered as an indicator of the extent to which firms get involved in these cities. Then, in this case,
co-affiliation would be present if the same firm was involved in Smart City projects in two cities.
In other words, the more cities in which two firms co-participate, the greater the possibility that these
two firms are somehow “inter-linked” [36]. Because most network methods are designed for the
analysis of binary data, we followed the procedures by Neal [36] and Field et al. [48] to dichotomize the
resulting valued matrices of overlaps. Inter-firm and inter-city relationships were recoded as present if
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they were two or more. That is, if two corporations have two or more cities in common, the matrix
score will be 1, and 0 if two corporations have less than 2 cities in common. Following the same logic,
the inter-city matrix scores were recoded as 1 (present) if two cities had two or more firms in common
and 0 otherwise. Setting the threshold of connections at 2 is rather a conservative decision, according
to the literature. However, we must be aware of its limitations, particularly when making comparative
claims [29]. In order to prevent this overreaching, we tried to emphasize the characterization of the
network as a whole while trying to be cautious about its capacity to equalize the structural advantages
of cities.

We proceeded by representing the inter-firm and inter-city valued networks, to visualize the
most important corporations and cities involved in Smart City projects within the RECI. Subsequently,
we computed three normalized measures of centrality degree, closeness and betweenness for each city
and firm, the conventional indicators to assess the relative structural position and importance of a
node within a network, which in turn creates hierarchies [17,36,49]. Following the usual practice in
this field, we calculated normalized measures to allow for the comparability between the different
measures of centrality. Degree centrality accounts for the number of direct links within a network.
In this case, degree centrality refers to the direct links (both incoming and outgoing) between cities or
between firms, which indicates the direct involvement in the network. Closeness centrality captures
the extent to which a city is directly connected to other cities in the network or separated from them by
only short indirect linkages, reflecting the notion that both direct and indirect linkages contribute to a
city’s centrality and to opportunities for capital accumulation or innovation diffusion [36]. The closer
two firms are in the network, the less dependent one is on intermediary channels. Thus, firms with
high closeness centrality can provide their producer clients with a more independent and rapid access
to information from a wider ranges of sources [36]. Betweenness centrality focuses on the extent to
which a city or a firm serves as an intermediary that facilitates the flow of resources for other cities
(or other firms) in the network. A strong position in terms of betweenness would reflect a brokering
or gatekeeping position, which would provide an actor with a unique ability to monitor and control
resource flows, acting as an interlocking agent. Finally, we also calculated the Gini coefficient as a
measure of inequality within each of these centrality measures of hierarchies, with values closer to
0 indicating more equality. Under the logic of network analysis suggested by Neal [36], this inequality
index complements the rank provided by centrality measures by reflecting structural inequalities
among cities and firms.

4. Results

The bipartite graph from the RECI’s two-mode network (Figure 1) shows to what extent cities and
corporations are in structural advantage positions when acting as interlocking agents. Bigger nodes
have greater betweenness centrality and function as “brokers” in the network. Spanish firms such as
Telefónica, Indra, Acciona or Tecnalia have a strong presence in the network, but foreign capital firms
such as Philips or Endesa (which was acquired by the Italian group Enel in 2009) with a relevant position
can also be found. Among cities, Madrid, Barcelona, Málaga or the association between Palencia and
Valladolid have a strong position within the network. A bipartite graph such as the one represented
in Figure 1 offers a general approach to a two-mode network, indicating that some companies seem
to play a prominent role and that certain cities—mostly big Spanish agglomerations—seem to act as
connecting nodes among firms and the rest of the cities. However, it does not fully reflect the internal
features of the network, that is, how their presence is structured.

To further explore the multiple dimensions of a two-mode network, the data informing the
visualization offers relevant insights about the characteristics of cities’ and firms’ participation.
For instance, according to the number of cities where each corporation is present (shown in Table S1,
in the Supplementary Data section) Telefónica is involved in 17 cities, followed by corporations such as
Acciona, Indra or Phillips, which are involved in eight cities. This defines a network structure with
a strong presence of major companies of Spanish origin. Conversely, over 65% of the corporations
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identified were only present in two cities, which indicates that a small number of corporations articulate
the core of the Smart City development within the RECI. However, this is not to say multinational
companies are absent. It is worth mentioning that multinational companies not based in Spain represent
four out of the first 11 companies present in at least five cities. Moreover, when considering the total
amount of companies which are at least present in two cities, more than half of them (54.5%) are
multinational companies with non-Spanish capital, which suggests that the RECI can be seen as a
network that facilitates the entrance into the Spanish market, where these companies benefit from a
structural advantage by being associated to Spanish firms. This possibility is consistent with the data
displayed in Table S4 (Supplementary Material section), where we find that foreign multinationals are
present in nine out of the 14 top pairs of companies with a shared presence in the same city.
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Turning to the cities’ presence in the network, we find cities such as Barcelona, Madrid or
Valladolid/Palencia, with at least 16 corporations present in two cities of the RECI, taking part in Smart
City projects (see Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials). Other important cities in terms of the
number of corporations involved are Málaga, with 15, or Pamplona and Santander, with 12 corporations
each. A key finding is that a remarkable percentage (29%) of cities belonging to the network—a total
of 19—do not participate in Smart City projects despite being institutional members of the RECI,
and 13 other cities have a minimal participation, with only one corporation involved in a Smart City
project. In most cases, cities in the network that do not participate correspond to less populated
cities, even though there are some cases of relatively populated ones with just one participation or not
participating at all, such as Las Palmas or Cordoba, both with a population above 300,000. However,
the highest concentration of firms in Smart City projects is found among the most populated cities.
There are some relative exceptions, such as Palencia, but this can be considered as a single case, since it
is associated with Valladolid in a joint partnership for Smart City projects.

4.1. The Cities Network

Cities are mapped in a network graph (Figure 2) with label sizes proportional to their betweenness.
Barcelona, Málaga or the association between Palencia and Valladolid appear as the main nodes of
the network in terms of their brokering capacity. The graph shows that bigger cities not only have
a higher presence of corporations and more connections but also tend to be connected among them.
Furthermore, a closer look also suggests that in some cases these cities may have a neighboring effect,
playing a leading role for medium-sized cities in their metropolitan areas.
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Figure 2. Inter-city networks. Node size is based on betweenness centrality in the network. A tie
between nodes means they have at least two corporations in common.

Table S3 displays pairs of cities that share at least three corporations. This threshold allowed us
to focus on those cases where participation in the network would provide a structural advantage for
cities offering the possibility of a high level of interaction with companies and other cities. The pairs of
cities with the highest number of corporations shared are Valladolid and Palencia, which are the capital
of neighboring provinces. However, the reason for their close connection is that they established a
platform known as Smart City Valladolid and Palencia to foster public-private collaborations for both
joint and individual innovations in relation to Smart City development. As for the rest of cities with
high numbers of shared corporations, we find different yet complementary situations. On the one hand,
big cities such as Madrid, Barcelona or Malaga are usually well connected among them; on the other
hand, they could benefit from a neighboring effect, that is, cities from the same region have more options
to share the presence of the same firms. This is the case of cities such as Sabadell (near Barcelona) or
Fuengirola (near Malaga), but there are opposite situations such as Madrid, which is in general poorly
connected to its metropolitan cities. Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials illustrates these possible
relations for cities sharing at least three firms. A total of 11 out of 15 pairs include at least one of the
main Spanish cities, while eight cases feature some kind of connection, either top-to-top city, regional or
metropolitan—variations that would deserve further research combining a quantitative and qualitative
analysis and exploring causal factors such as the socioeconomic structure or the political parties in
government. However, while factors such as regional and metropolitan links could help explain the
cities’ connections, it seems that the cities’ links seem to follow a hierarchical logic, with bigger cities
more often connected among them.

To capture the whole complexity of the data informing the visualization, Table S6 includes
individual measures of degree, betweenness and closeness. Moreover, a Gini coefficient is computed
for each measure to assess the inequality of the three indicators. These measures reveal two further
features of the network as a whole. First, betweenness indicates that even the most successful brokering
cities acting as the shortest path between two other cities do not play this role very often: Malaga scores
3.3, followed by Barcelona or Santander, with scores below 3. Accordingly, these cities tend to have
low scores of degree and closeness, indicating they are poorly connected to the other cities. Second,
although the network is characterized by low centrality levels, there are high disparities among cities,
as reflected in the high Gini’s coefficient on betweenness (0.88) and degree (0.79), given that most cities
never act as brokers between another pair of cities and tend to have few connections to other cities.
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A possible explanation for this situation is that firms may feature higher levels of connectivity and
brokering capacity, aspects that we explore in the next subsection.

4.2. The Firms Network

In the case of cities, following the same criteria, we have identified pairs of corporations that
share their presence in at least three cities (Table S4). Telefónica is the company with more presence in
this list, participating in five out of 14 pairs, followed by Endesa, with four pairs. Other companies
such as Acciona, Iberdrola or Philips are present in three pairs. Accordingly, these companies are
also those with more shared participations in cities, and they are particularly associated with each
other. For instance, the pairs Acciona-Iberdrola, Telefónica-Acciona and Telefónica-Endesa all share a
presence in four cities. This evidence suggests interesting conclusions about the corporate network of
Smart City projects in Spain. On the one hand, most presences in the same city correspond mostly to
multinational Spanish capital firms, while foreign capital corporations tend to share their presence
in RECI’s member cities with a Spanish multinational. It must be noted here that the case of Endesa,
which was acquired by the Italian Enel in 2009, could be seen in this sense as a strategy pursued
by multinational firms to gain access to new markets by acquiring local companies. Thus, in all
cases, most companies are well-established multinational firms, either with Spanish or foreign capital.
This would call into question the expectation that Smart City networks would foster the participation
of local and medium-to-small companies. On the contrary, big firms seem to enjoy greater structural
advantages from the network. On the other hand, this pattern could also indicate that participating in
this network offers foreign firms a mediated access to the growing Spanish Smart City market.

The firm network (Figure 3) shows the prominent role of Telefónica and Iberdrola in terms of
betweenness, followed by Acciona, Tecnalia, Iberdrola and Endesa. With the exception of Endesa
(probably having to do with its acquisition, mentioned above), all correspond to Spanish multinational
firms, which is consistent with the idea that they play a key role as gateways for international companies
to enter the Spanish market.
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between nodes means they have at least two cities in common.

Their capacity for mediation is confirmed when analyzing the specific scores for the main firms
in the list, as displayed in Table S5. Telefónica and Iberdrola display higher measures not only in
betweenness but also in the other two measures of centrality (in-degree and closeness), confirming
their prominent role as fundamental nodes in the network. The other corporations appear in different
positions for each centrality measure. Acciona and Endesa have similar in-degree scores, but Endesa
appears before Acciona with regard to closeness. Tecnalia, for example, has more betweenness than
Endesa. These variations suggest that, in terms of hierarchies, there are remarkable levels of inequality,
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and the Gini score of betweenness confirms that a small set of companies concentrate most of the
intermediary role.

Thus, the firm network offers two interesting conclusions. Some companies combine a relatively
high level of connections with a low brokering capacity. We find this situation in multinational
companies such as Philips, which could suggest that participating in the network is a way of accessing
the Spanish Smart City market. As the participation of multinational companies is mediated by
local multinational firms, this presence does not provide them with a brokering capacity. Conversely,
some companies have relatively low levels of connections but a relevant betweenness capacity,
suggesting that they act as strategic hubs in the network because of their specialization (like Tecnalia,
a technological corporation mostly focused on applied research) and even regardless of their origins,
if they have been established in Spain for a long period of time (the case of IBM).

5. Discussion

The network analysis carried out for the Spanish Network of Smart-Cities (RECI) indicates that
the latter is not able to involve a significant amount of its members. A high percentage of member
cities only participate in a single Smart City project or in no project at all. The centrality measures
computed in the analysis show a network characterized by a combination of low centrality scores and
a high level of inequality. Only a handful of cities are able to have a brokering role, but they very rarely
find themselves in this situation. As for the degree measures, complemented with the overall Gini
index, we obtained a picture where inequality is indeed a key feature of the city network. Therefore,
the data revealed that a small number of cities concentrate most of the connections, well above the other
member cities. Moreover, they mostly correspond to Spain’s larger cities, such as Madrid, Barcelona or
Malaga, suggesting that cities that are already more powerful obtain better structural advantages from
participating in the network. Thus, the network actually reinforces the existing hierarchies of cities,
instead of leveling the field for medium-sized cities.

Concerning the role of companies, the core of Smart City development within the RECI network
consists of a small number of corporations, with Spanish-capital multinational firms having the
strongest presence. They represent key economic sectors with a strong technological component,
from telecommunications (Telefónica and Abertis) to energy (Iberdrola and Endesa) and urban services
and infrastructure (Acciona and Ferrovial). In this sense, the Spanish ecosystem of Smart City projects
seems an opportunity to reinforce national companies, but only those with a strong international
dimension. These elements are reflected by the Gini coefficient, with a small number of companies
benefiting from the structural advantages of the network. This indicates that structural advantages are
more available to the biggest companies, while medium-sized and national companies seem to have a
poorer access to the network’s possibilities. Moreover, the brokering role of bigger national companies
seems to act as a hub for non-Spanish multinationals to gain access to the national market. Rather than
having links with other non-Spanish firms, they tend to be related mostly with Spanish multinationals.
Thus, the high proportion of international firms that are present in at least two cities reinforces the
claim that participating in RECI’s member cities is a way of accessing Spain’s growing Smart City
market, which, according to specialized reports, can reach billions of euros in the next years.

Thus, firms seem to benefit more from the network than cities, even though the original goal of
the RECI is to strengthen cities’ capabilities. In fact, this kind of institutionalized networks seems to
strengthen a small group of cities and companies enjoying greater structural advantages, reinforcing
the concentration dynamic and increasing the inequalities in the development of Smart Cities in Spain.
As for non-central actors, neither medium-sized cities nor Spanish capital firms seem to obtain the same
benefits from participating in the network, the exception being foreign-capital firms that may see an
opportunity to access an emerging regional market. These contradictory outcomes show the necessity
to move beyond discursive analysis based on the acceptance or rejection of the rhetoric underpinning
Smart City discourse, based on market notions such as competitiveness, survival and efficiency. In order
to understand how more progressive, inclusive and sustainable smart strategies can be deployed,
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it is necessary to explore the geographical relationalities in which the actually existing Smart City is
produced [50] and, more particularly, the necessity to link place-based dynamics with supra-local
network developments [15]. To sum up, this evidence has implications for the design and evaluation of
actions aimed at developing Smart City initiatives. Our findings point to the necessity of establishing
clear goals and indicators of evaluation when adopting Smart City initiatives. Otherwise, unexpected
outcomes may arise which are actually detrimental to the formal objectives of the institutional policy.

6. Conclusions

Institutionalized Smart City initiatives are aimed at delivering better structural advantages to
cities [1]. It is argued that, in the context of an increasingly competitive globalized world, the Smart
City model in its mainstream formulation can deliver a better city governance, taking advantage of
the ICT possibilities developed by means of public-private partnerships [51,52]. In national contexts
such as our case study, in Spain, institutionalized networks are expected to be particularly beneficial to
medium-sized cities and firms. However, from a more critical perspective, it could be argued that the
expansion of the Smart City paradigm in national arenas can become a gateway for bigger firms to
expand their market possibilities, without changing the hierarchy of cities, if not reinforcing existing
inequalities [53–55].

This paper has explored the relations of centrality and hierarchy between cities and firms
implementing Smart City strategies in the context of the Spanish Network of Smart Cities (RECI) as of
2018. Since the literature has usually focused on the global dimension of cities and firms networks [15],
exploring a national case offers interesting insights about the presence of multinational firms in
these contexts and the role played by medium-sized cities in their market expansion. Building on a
two-mode network of cities and firms participating in Smart City projects, we have explored whether
the structural advantages from participating in these networks have a leveling effect or rather reinforce
existing hierarchies of cities. We have also analyzed how national and multinational corporations are
interrelated in Smart City projects and whether medium-sized local companies have a relevant presence
or not. Our findings suggest that these networks become a regional gateway for multinational firms to
expand their presence in Smart City national markets, rather than empowering medium-sized cities and
small national firms. Thus, our results suggest that an institutionalized network in a national context
can indeed reflect the existing hierarchy of cities, while acting as a gateway for foreign multinational
companies to have an emerging access to a growing market, rather than providing better structural
advantages to medium-sized cities and local companies.

These elements should be taken into consideration when designing and implementing
institutionalized policies on Smart cities, taking into account that national Smart City policies
(with specific objectives such as promoting Smart City industry clusters) may not be fully aligned
with local Smart City strategies (centered on implementing the best solutions available). While it
might be difficult to reconcile the multiple rationalities behind the promotion of Smart City initiatives,
instruments such as networks of cities may help to reconcile both perspectives, if their functioning is
carefully analyzed and there is the clear objective of preserving public interests over private ones.
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Abstract: New towns are a major form of urban growth in China. In recent years, increasing numbers
of large new town projects have been planned and built in and around existing cities. These new
town projects have frequently been employed by city governments as central elements of pro-growth
strategies, based on ideas of urban entrepreneurialism, which seek to promote economic growth,
project a dynamic city image, and increase urban competitiveness. This article studies how the
pro-growth, urban entrepreneurial approach affects the planning and development of Chinese
megacities. A conceptual framework focusing on land-leasing revenue and new town development
strategies is employed to explore the linkages between urban growth mechanisms and urban
outcomes. Empirical material from four cities in the Pearl River Delta—Guangzhou, Shenzhen,
Foshan, and Zhuhai—is presented. The analysis indicates that new town developments in these
cities have different levels of dependency on spatial expansion and land revenue, and emphasize
different issues of sustainable development in their plans. Cities with a lower dependency on physical
and economic growth are be more likely to emphasize the quality of the built environment and
address issues of sustainable urban development more closely when planning and implementing
new town projects.

Keywords: new town development; urban entrepreneurialism; land-driven economy; Pearl River
Delta

1. Introduction

China has undergone high levels of urbanization and economic growth for several decades since
major economic reform in 1978, during which its urban population grew from 172 million to 831 million
by the end of 2018 [1]. In the early part of the 21st century, the Chinese government announced its plan
to build 20 new towns every year before 2020 [2,3] and new town development has gradually become a
key form of urban growth [4]. Various types of new towns have been planned and developed in recent
decades including university towns, administrative new towns, high-speed new towns, financial city,
smart city, eco-city, and low-carbon city [5]. New town development with progressive and sustainable
urban concepts not only creates new economic development poles in the city, but is also used by city
authorities to symbolise local urban and economic achievement, better quality of life, and innovative
urban transitions.

The increasing popularity of sustainable urban concepts in China is due to intensive competition
among cities [6]. Capitalist cities tend to compete with each other to increase their attractiveness to
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capital, talent, and visitors [7,8]. Local governments have adopted pro-growth approaches through
‘place making or promotion’ [9] ‘civic boosterism’ [10], prestige projects [11] to stimulate local economic
growth and increase their competitiveness. Similar entrepreneurial strategies have also been adopted
in Chinese cities [12–14]. Recently, various theories used to explain pro-growth urban governance in
capitalist cities, such as entrepreneurialism [7], growth machine [15], and urban regime [16], have been
applied to the Chinese context [4,17,18].

In general, entrepreneurial governance in China is often led by local government and strongly
influenced by the legacy of state socialism [12]. There are several defining characteristics of China’s
‘entrepreneurial local state’, such as the 1994 tax-sharing system reform [19], land property and
market reform [4], and cadre appointment system [20]. Each of these characteristics encourage local
governments to adopt pro-growth urban development strategies to increase extra budgetary revenue,
and enhance local economic and political performance. Furthermore, local governments are also
protected by ‘soft budget constraints’ [21], which means that they are cushioned from financial losses if
urban investments do not provide a return. This has generated a tendency for local governments to
overspend and overdevelop [22]. For instance, Long (2019) identifies 180 cities in China with shrinking
populations, which are nevertheless making pro-growth urban master plans based on ambitions for
population and urban growth in the near future [23]. In extreme cases, some new town projects have
resulted in ‘ghost towns’ where urban expansion has far outpaced population growth [24].

New town or ‘new city’ [4] development is China’s main strategy of ‘city making’ [25], as new
towns not only house residents and businesses, but also provide new centres of regional spatial
reconfiguration [26], contributing to ‘a globalizing central area that formed a unified global city
region’ [27]. The increasing popularity of sustainable and innovative urban concepts like eco-city,
low-carbon city, sponge city, smart city, and knowledge city in Chinese new town development
illustrate the attempts of local governments to create global cities and boost their attractiveness through
city branding and marketing [6,28]. Using sustainability as a ‘city branding’ tactic highlights that local
government is not only a market regulator or a unique player, but it can use market instruments to
achieve its hidden political agendas. De Jong (2019) argues that this ‘eco-civilisation’ and ’new-type
urbanisation’ agenda is not likely to be genuinely implemented under its structural institutional
mechanism encouraging the accumulation of land and power of local elites [5,29]. Through the
transition from rural industrialism to new urbanism, new town development generally embraces a
regime of accumulation and legitimation from land value [4], turning suburbs into spaces of capital
accumulation [30]. These observations suggest that new town developments are often a feature of local
governments’ pro-growth strategies, which can lead to overspending and unnecessary investments,
and potentially hamper the implementation of its sustainable and innovative urban objectives in the
long run.

There is a large amount of literature on China’s new town development and its urban
entrepreneurial mechanism. At the same time, there is a lack of empirical evidence on how
local pro-growth strategies affect the planning and development of city-level new towns and the
implementation of sustainable and innovative objectives. This article aims to fill the gap by examining
local government rationales and strategies of new town planning, development, and the potential
urban outcomes, and to contribute to a deeper understanding of China’s local politics and urban growth
of new town development in both theoretical and empirical terms. The article is organized in six parts.
Section 2 reviews urban theories that help to explain the cause and effects of land-driven economy and
pro-growth mechanism in China’s urbanisation and new town development. A conceptual framework
is proposed to explore the linkages between urban growth mechanisms and urban outcomes. Section 3
outlines the methods used to select cases and gather data. Sections 4 and 5 examine and analyse the
selected cases with the conceptual framework. Section 6 discusses the results and analysis from the
examination of the case studies and Section 7 concludes on the main findings from the study.
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2. Urban Entrepreneurialism in New Town Development

2.1. Urban Entrepreneurialism in China

Understanding China’s urban governance and its urban transformation, including new town
development, requires an understanding of its post-socialist state-market relation in facilitating urban
growth [31]. As already illustrated above, two main paradigms of urban growth machine and
urban entrepreneurialism are often used to explain China’s growth mechanism [7,15]. For example,
drivers of urban development in Shanghai have been explained in terms of post-socialist pro-growth
coalitions [18,32]. From the perspective of neo-liberalism and entrepreneurialism, post-socialist
reforms have led to the creation of new local governments in China that are more ‘entrepreneurial’ in
nature [17,33,34], but lacking in financial discipline and public accountability, which promote urban
growth for political and economic objectives [21]. To understand how China’s entrepreneurialism
differs from that in other parts of the world, and the relations of its growth mechanism with new town
development, it is first necessary to provide some more detail about the institutional context.

China’s 1994 tax-sharing system reform is a key foundation of the land-driven economy and its
concomitant governance. The goal of the reform was to increase tax revenue of the central government
from lower tier governments. After the reform, local municipal governments had to transfer a larger
share of their tax revenue to the central government, but in return they had more decision-making power
in local urban development and were allowed to keep all revenue by leasing land to developers [19].
However, there is a gap between local tax income and public expenditure. In 2018, for instance,
local governments collected 53% of the ‘general public budget revenue’ (tax revenue), but were
responsible for 85% of total tax expenditure. Although the ‘transfer payment’ system has enabled
provincial and central government to allocate tax revenue to facilitate those local governments in
severe deficit, local governments in general have to seek extra budgetary revenue to support local
development, and the revenue by leasing land has become a major source (which is also known
as ‘government-managed funds revenue’). The tax-sharing reform resulted in a decentralization
of decision-making power in land politics, which made the behaviour of local government more
firm-like [35]. The fiscal decentralisation not only laid the foundation for its formation of pro-growth
urban development mechanisms, but also provided a new motivation for local governments to lead
and promote local urban development projects.

Another significant institutional change is the shift in China’s cadre appointment and evaluation
system, which generates local leaders. Under China’s cadre appointment system, local leaders are
appointed by upper-tier governments. Since 1978, the economic performance of cities became a key
criterion for evaluating the suitability of local leaders for positions in upper-tier governments [20].
Urban growth, especially new town development, became a preferred way for local governments
to demonstrate local economic growth and modernization achievements after an extensive wave of
industrialization (kaifaqu) in 1990s [4]. Thus, local leaders are often zealous in promoting conspicuous
local economic growth in order to secure career promotion in China’s administrative hierarchy [36].
For key local officials, like those in megacities, urban achievement is often more about prestige and less
about functionality or sustainability [37].

Land and housing reform is another key factor in shaping local government’s pro-growth approach.
The establishment of a land leasehold market and the enacting of the Land Administration Law and
Planning Act in 1998 made the previously strictly state-owned land and properties tradeable [38].
Local governments therefore have the legitimate right in land requisition, leasing out to developers,
and retaining most income. Soon thereafter, local governments, as de facto owners of land within their
jurisdictions, were not solely land suppliers but also major market players [21]. Local governments
became more willing to initiate and lead urban projects to inflate local economic and political
performance through local state corporatism [39], local state entrepreneurialism [40], and private–public
partnership with developers [41].
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After the above institutional reforms, local governments acquired significant autonomy in the
disposal of land and finance, two vital resources in urban development [21]. From an urban governance
perspective, local governments rely on non-public investors and form coalitions as it is not financially
feasible to undertake large projects alone [42]. A pro-growth approach is therefore adopted, which has
heavy reliance on the property sector to promote economic and urban growth [36,43]. According to
such pro-growth approaches, infrastructure projects and property-led development have become
an essential mechanism to restructure urban areas, build a good city image, and attract investment.
However, it has also been criticised for resulting in a diversion of public resources from social needs [21],
lacking public accountability and social goals [44], and causing overheated property booms. The
approach also creates a reliance on land-driven revenue (tudi caizheng) of local governments, especially
of the relatively developed cities. Due to the increasingly strict regulation and macroeconomic control in
first-tier cities like Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, pro-growth strategies based around maximising
land revenue have become more prevalent in second-, third-, and even fourth-tier cities in recent
years [45]. In other words, pro-growth approaches have become a default mechanism for many local
governments in China when planning urban development. The nature of this pro-growth mechanism
is the focus of analysis in this paper.

2.2. New Town Development

New town development in China is the main strategy of ‘city making’, and is the main form of
urban development, which is closely connected to the formation of China’s pro-growth mechanism.
According to Wakeman (2016) “new towns are not a novelty, but have an established history and
well-known experiences” [46], and this is also the case in China. New towns or ‘new cities’(xin cheng)
began to gain importance and popularity in the late 1990s, marking the major transition from
industrialism to urbanism [4]. The history of new town development in China reflects the evolution
of national land politics. The new towns of early 2000s reflected the efforts of local governments to
consolidate their territorial authority over urban fringe and rural hinterland where rural governments
used to enjoy a high degree of decentralised land control of kaifaqu (development zone, usually refers
to industrial parks) during the 1980s and early 1990s [4]. Around this time, new towns tended to act
as multifunctional satellite or commuter towns constructed to accommodate the rapid growth of the
urban population (or university towns for the expansion of universities from late 1990s). However,
as intercity competition intensified, the nature of new towns gradually shifted and increasingly became
sites for spatial reconfiguration of the city and its wider region. Innovative and sustainable urban
concepts such as financial city, eco-city, low-carbon city, smart-city, and knowledge city were used to
justify (or simply to label) new town projects. These justifications or labels were designed to tap into
the international urban discourses to increase global urban competitiveness and attractiveness.

In China, the term new town covers a wide range of urban development. It can be used to describe
new communities, new towns, new districts, and new cities [47], from urban centres, urban fringes,
to rural hinterlands. The ambiguity of new towns is not merely a linguistic problem; new towns in
China are difficult to explain in terms of a single discourse, urban tradition, or historical era [25].
In practice, various actors, from municipalities to private developers, use the term ‘new town’ on their
projects, from city-level urban projects up to tens of square kilometres, to neighbourhood-level gated
communities. In this article, we only look at new town projects initiated by municipalities to see how
local governments shape urban outcomes from a political economy perspective.

The study employs a conceptual framework with a two-step approach to explore the linkages
between urban growth mechanisms and urban outcomes (Figure 1). In the first step, the dependency
on land-leasing revenue in city’s fiscal structure is examined, since this is the key indicator of urban
growth process as capital accumulation. Chinese local governments have two major sources of revenue:
Tax revenue and land-leasing revenues. To measure the dependency of land-leasing revenue, the ratio
of land-leasing revenue to total revenue is measured (R). Where a city’s land-leasing revenue is
equivalent or even surpasses its tax revenue (R ≥ 0.5), then this city relies on land-leasing revenue
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and can be regarded as high dependency. As a reference, in 2018, the total tax revenue of all local
governments in China is 7595 billion yuan, and the total land-leasing revenue is 6291 billion yuan [48].
The R of all local governments is therefore 0.45. Using this as an average figure and considering the fact
that most Chinese cities adopt pro-growth strategies, it is assumed that cities with R from 0.3 to 0.5 have
medium dependency on land-leasing revenue and cities with R less than 0.3 have low dependency
on land-leasing revenue. The assumption of distinguishing low, medium, and high dependency on
land-leasing revenue is not generated through strict quantitative analysis (which is not the goal of the
paper). Where a city has far more revenue from tax than from land-leasing, then this city no longer
bound by the mechanism of urban growth to boost local fiscal revenue. Thus, it is likely that the main
purpose of urban development of the city gradually changes from quantity to quality. This is then
examined in more detail by referring to the overall strategies and urban outcomes of the new town
projects of these cities. Cities with a high dependency on land-leasing revenue are likely to develop
new towns for quantity growth both fiscally and physically. Cities with land revenue as priority have
higher risk of overdevelopment and urban sprawl, and those new towns branded with sustainable and
innovative concepts, if any, are unlikely to be implemented as they are subject to city branding for
capital accumulation. Cities with medium dependency on land-leasing revenue may evolve a mixed
growth pattern. For these cities, land-leasing revenue still matters, but they may not rely on massive
spatial growth to sustain its land-leasing revenue growth. They may try to focus more on the quality of
urban environment as it enhances city’s attractiveness in the long run, but the implementation process
is likely to be constantly challenged by the need to boost land revenue, especially in new town projects.
Finally, cities with low dependency on land-leasing revenue should also have low dependency on
spatial growth. New town projects in these cities are likely to aim for urban quality growth such as
sustainable urban transition.
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework with a two-step examination of dependency on pro-growth mechanism
to possible urban outcomes.

3. Research Methods and Data Collection

The paper draws on empirical evidence from four cities in the Pearl River Delta (PRD) of
Guangdong province: Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Foshan, and Zhuhai. They represent the four wealthiest
cities in the PRD in terms of GDP per capita, but are very different in terms of city size and population
(Table 1). Guangzhou and Shenzhen are first-tier cities and have similar levels of population and GDP,
but Guangzhou’s land area is much bigger than Shenzhen (i.e., Shenzhen has much higher population
density). Zhuhai and Shenzhen have similar levels of GDP per capita but Zhuhai is a much smaller
city than Shenzhen with a much lower population density. Foshan has the lowest GDP per capita of
the four cities, and around the same level of population density as Guangzhou. They are also different
in terms of administrative arrangements: Guangzhou is the provincial capital city of Guangdong
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province; Shenzhen and Zhuhai are special economic zones (SEZ) while Shenzhen is directly under the
central government; Foshan is an ordinary city.

A major reason for comparing these four cities is they are all located within one highly competitive
regional urban system: The Pearl River Delta. It is widely recognised that these cities are often in
competition with each other [49–51]. According to Porter’s competitive city concept [52], cities compete
with each other and their competition does not fundamentally differ from national level competition.
Thus, the competitiveness of a city is determined rather by indigenous factors than external ones,
among which its local socio-economic environment works as an indispensable source of growth
dynamics [21]. Guangzhou and Shenzhen are in competition for the leading role in the PRD region
in terms of urban economic development, while Zhuhai as a much smaller city is competing with
other megacities for urban environment, liveability, and sustainability. Foshan, on the other hand,
as the neighbouring city of Guangzhou, is competing with its lower level of living costs and looser
controls on industry. If intercity competition motivates cities to pursue more innovative and sustainable
urban development to attract investment, residents, and visitors, then examining cities that interrelate
within a highly competitive urban network can provide a richer understanding of the rationale of
new town development strategies, how their growth mechanism works, and what this implies for
urban sustainability.

Table 1. Basic information of Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Foshan, and Zhuhai and their rankings in the
Guangdong province.

Guangzhou Shenzhen Foshan Zhuhai

Administrative Land Area (sq.km) 7434 1997 3798 1736
Population (2018) 15,305,900 (1st) 13,026,600 (2nd) 7,905,700 (4th) 1,891,100 (21st)

Density of Population (Person/sq.km) 2059 6522 2082 1089
GDP (billion yuan; 2019) 2363 (2nd) 2693 (1st) 877 (3rd) 344 (6th)
GDP/capita (yuan; 2019) 156,427 (3rd) 203,489 (1st) 117,985 (4th) 177,550 (2nd)

Source: Statistic Year Books of Guangzhou [53], Shenzhen [54], Foshan [55] and Zhuhai [56].

New-town projects in each of these cities were mapped (see Figure 2). The following rules for
selecting new town projects were applied: (1) All new town projects mentioned in the urban master
plans; (2) new town projects planned by district governments, but not included in urban master plan;
(3) national districts emphasized in the urban master plans. Although some gated communities are
also labelled as ‘new towns’, they are not included in this study. In very rare cases, some other public
actors like state-owned enterprises also develop new towns. For example, the Guangzhou Iron and
Steel Group developed Guanggang, a new town on its abandoned industrial site, but as it is closer to a
gated community project, it is not included either.
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Based on these selected cities and new towns, the following data to support the case studies were
collected: (1) City-level fiscal data including tax revenue and land-leasing revenue from city-level
statistic year book and budget performance reports; (2) the latest version of urban master plans;
(3) basic information of each new town project including their size, concepts, locations, and initiating
actors. In addition, interviews were conducted with local university researchers and urban planners to
gather supplementary background information regarding new town development in these four cities.
Lastly, field work was conducted on some new town projects to examine how they were implemented
in practice.

Clearly, this contribution (and its approach) is not without its limitations, which are briefly outlined
below. First is the limitation of the underlying conceptual framework. The assumed healthy fiscal
revenue structure with a low dependency on land-leasing revenue only applies to relatively developed
and prosperous cities. Underdeveloped cities (not represented in the selection) may experience very
low shares of land-leasing revenue simply because they are in a recession or debt crisis. This situation
is growing more common since in recent years the central government has begun to control the scale of
local debts and curbed the growth mechanism by limiting the application of certain policy instruments.
These cities relied heavily on land revenue before, and their sudden fall in land revenue certainly does
not stimulate high-quality growth. Second, this study focuses more on the overall strategies of cities in
new town development. In-depth empirical study on urban outcomes of these strategies is needed to
further illustrate the physical impact of pro-growth mechanism.

4. Examination of Dependency on Land-Leasing Revenue

In this section, the dependency on land-leasing revenue of four selected cities is examined.
According to data from 2008 to 2018, land revenue has clearly played an increasingly important role
in each city’s fiscal revenue structure (Figures 3 and 4). For instance, the ratio of land revenue to
total revenue in Guangzhou rose from 0.26 in 2008 to 0.49 in 2018, meaning that the growth rate
of Guangzhou’s land-leasing revenue significantly surpassed the growth rate of tax revenue. Thus,
Guangzhou has become increasingly dependent on land-leasing revenue. With almost half of its
fiscal revenue from land leasing, Guangzhou has become a city with medium to high dependency
on land-leasing revenues. Urban development in Guangzhou is not only a means to enhance its
competitiveness but also a way of accumulating capital because of the economic revenues generated
during the development process.

Shenzhen’s fiscal revenue structure is quite different than that of Guangzhou. As illustrated
in Figure 3, the ratio of Shenzhen’s land-leasing revenue to its total fiscal revenue never exceeded
0.3 between 2008 and 2018, which represents a low level of dependency on land-leasing revenue of
Shenzhen’s local government. In general, Shenzhen has far less reliance on the economic contribution
of land development. This can be partially explained in terms of land scarcity, which is an important
concern in Shenzhen: Its population density is three times higher than Guangzhou. Because Guangzhou
has medium dependency on land-leasing revenue, its overall approach to urban development might be
assumed to be a combination of both quality and quantity growth criteria (according to the analytical
framework presented above). Meanwhile, Shenzhen’s relatively low dependency on land-leasing
revenue is likely to result in an emphasis on the quality of growth (more than quantity) in its urban
development strategies.
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Figure 3. Land revenue versus tax revenue in Guangzhou (left) and Shenzhen (right) from 2008 to 2018.
Sources: Statistic Year Books and Budgetary Reports of Guangzhou [53] and Shenzhen [54].

Foshan and Zhuhai, as lower-tier cities than Guangzhou and Shenzhen, have a higher dependency
on land-leasing revenue in general. Foshan’s land-leasing revenue was 42–52% of its total revenue
between 2010 to 2016. In 2017, 60% of Foshan’s fiscal revenue was from land-leasing (Figure 4). As such,
Foshan is very dependent on the revenue through land development. The city’s reliance on urban
growth can be further observed in its strategies to develop new town projects. Zhuhai also witnessed
significant increases of land-leasing revenue despite its smaller size. Apart from some missing data
(the annual budgetary report of Zhuhai in 2013 is missing on its government website; Zhuhai began to
release its budgetary report from 2011 so that land revenue data before that are missing), it can be seen
that Zhuhai’s land-leasing revenue surpassed its tax revenue in recent years. In 2014, 64% of total fiscal
revenue was derived from land-leasing (Figure 4). The latest data for Foshan and Zhuhai show that
both cities have more than 60% of their fiscal revenue was from land-leasing, which can be described as
high dependency on land revenue according to the conceptual framework (Figure 1). According to the
analytical framework presented above, both cities are likely to emphasise the quantity (rather than the
quality) of growth in their urban development plans and practices. In the following section, the new
town development plans and practices in each of the cities are examined to see whether their urban
development strategies match the above propositions.
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Figure 4. Land revenue versus tax revenue in Foshan (left) and Zhuhai (right) from 2008 to
2018. Sources: Statistic Year Books and Budgetary Reports of Foshan [55] and Zhuhai [56]. Note:
The government-managed funds data of Foshan in 2008, 2009, and 2018 are missing, and the Foshan
government change statistical calibre in 2016; the government-managed funds data of Zhuhai in 2008,
2009, 2010, and 2013 are missing.

5. Examination of New Town Development Strategies

In this section, new town development in each city is compared. The history of the urban
development process is analysed to understand the role and significance of new town in the urban
development process. The town projects are placed in the context of the urban development narrative
to illustrate how local entrepreneurial governance affects new town development in practice.

5.1. Guangzhou

Guangzhou, the capital city of Guangdong province, is the political and economic centre of the
PRD region. It played a key role in China’s development as its historical southern gateway [57] but now
faces similar challenges as many other hub cities, and is becoming overshadowed by the rapid growth
of nearby Shenzhen. Nevertheless, Guangzhou has strong decision-making powers and economic
resources for urban development, and the idea of developing large urban projects and deploying
pro-growth strategies for enhancing its competitiveness can be easily justified.

In the process of urban development, new towns have played an increasingly important role
in Guangzhou. The concept of new town appeared in the early 2000s when the city government
initiated its university town and Zhujiang new town project (Figure 5 and Table 2). At that time,
the concept of university town had just became popular, and the university town in Guangzhou was
essentially an experimental project on the urban fringe [58]. Zhujiang new town was regarded as the
core of the new city central axis of Guangzhou. The municipal government was quite cautious about
this new town project and had several rounds of plans and revisions for almost a decade. The 2010
Asian Olympic Games was the event that pushed the development process of Zhujiang new town and
finally implemented the project. Zhujiang new town soon became the most prestigious and successful
urban project in Guangzhou. With several landmarks constructed, including the Guangzhou Opera
House designed by the famous architect Zaha Hadid, Zhujiang new town demonstrates Guangzhou’s
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latest urban achievement as the so-called ‘city living room’. On the other hand, hosting the Asian
Games also brought huge amount of debt to the local government due to lavish spending on landmark
developments (e.g., Guangzhou Tower and Haixinsha Island where the Asian Games opening ceremony
took place), sport stadiums, public transport facilities, and urban beautification projects [59].
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Table 2. Information of new towns in Guangzhou.

Name Initiative Branding Overall/Starting
Area First Planned

1 Zhujiang New Town Municipal CBD 6.44 km2 1993
2 Haizhu Ecological City Municipal Eco-city 92 km2/8.9 km2 2013
3 Guangzhou International Financial City Municipal Financial city 17.2 km2/1.32 km2 2011

4
Tianhe Smart Vally Municipal Smart city 15.2 km2 2018(Olympic New Town)

5 Tianhe Smart City Municipal Smart city 63 km2/20.69 km2 2012
6 Baiyun New Town Municipal Second-CBD 9.3 km2 2004
7 Huadi Ecological City Municipal Eco-city 3 km2 2013

8 Southern High-speed Railway Station
Business District Municipal High-speed rail

new town 36 km2/4 km2 2013

9
Guangzhou International Innovative City Municipal Knowledge city 5.67 km2 2013(University Town)

10 Huangpu Harbour Business District Municipal Second-CBD 25.04 km2 2013
11 Guangzhou International Healthcare City Municipal Healthcare 33.1 km2 2013
12 Huadu Airport Economic District Municipal Airport city - 2011

13 Nansha New District Central
government - - 2011

14 Guangzhou Education City District
government Knowledge city 10.79 km2 2014

15 Sino-Singapore Knowledge City Municipal Knowledge city 5.86 km2 2011

16 Conghua New City District
government - 39 km2 2013

However, the increased debts did not slow down the development of new towns,
instead accelerating the process. Guangzhou’s local government initiated and announced nine
new town projects in 2013 alone (No. 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in Table 2). Every new town in
this set of projects had a ‘world-class’ vision and multifarious urban progressive concepts such as
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eco-city, financial-city, smart-city, knowledge city, healthcare city, and airport city. All these new towns
carried the ambition of transforming Guangzhou’s urban and industrial environment over the long
term. However, the fiscal data in the same year (Figure 3) indicate a drastic increase of land-leasing
revenue, more than double compared to one year before. It is highly likely that the sudden increase
of land-leasing revenue was due to the release of nine new town projects and their subsequent land
transaction from land market. Taking the example of Guangzhou international financial city (No. 3),
after its detailed plan completed by the end of 2012, Guangzhou local government leased out four
parcels of land of the ‘boosting area’ of the financial city in February 2013, gaining 13 billion CNY
revenue, which was equivalent to one-third of the total land-leasing revenue of the year before [60].
In Chinese media, these land transactions were called the ‘king of land deals’ (diwang). Soon after,
criticisms emerged accusing the Guangzhou local government for using new town projects as a means
to ‘sell land’ (i.e., adopting a ‘land-driven economy’). These new town projects continued to act as
local government financing vehicles (LGFVs), attracting property investments and generating capital
through the land market [32].

Many new town projects were hastily planned under entrepreneurial principles, resulting in
problematic implementation. First, there were duplications of urban concepts. Tianhe smart valley
(No. 4) and Tianhe smart city (No. 5) not only followed very similar development concepts, they were
also in close proximity to each other. There are three other knowledge cities (No. 9, 14, 15),
two second-CBD projects (No. 6, 10), and two eco-cities (No. 2, 7). Some of them adapted these
concepts based on local conditions, like the former university town turning into international innovative
city (No. 9), but some of them had nothing to do with their labels, such as Huadi ecological city (No. 7).
This also relates to a second problem: Their planning lacked empirical justification. For example,
Tianhe smart valley used to be branded as Olympic new town for a city-level sport stadium located
there. But this place turned into ‘Guangzhou eastern ecological and liveable district’ later, and then it
transformed again into a ‘smart valley’ for technological and innovative industries. It is hard not to
question the scientific basis underlying these several plan versions. This reflects the negative effects of
seeing entrepreneurial considerations outweigh urban transition targets in new town projects.

Two main observations can be made in light of the above analysis of new town practices in
Guangzhou. First, the size of new town projects varies greatly depending on the function and location
of the new town. Most new towns are located within or near the urban central area (Figure 5),
and their starting areas are planned in details. Suburban expansion is not the major objective of new
town projects in Guangzhou; they are more focused on small-area urban renovation and upgrading.
However, Guangzhou is still highly dependent on land-leasing revenue, which is closely linked with
new town projects. The sudden release of many new town projects and the subsequent increase
of land-leasing revenue immediately follow each other. However, because of high property and
land prices, Guangzhou can generate a large amount of land revenue by small-area development in
the urban centre, rather than large area suburban growth. Second, the urban pro-growth approach
in Guangzhou is driven more by land-driven income than spatial growth. Pro-growth approaches
have resulted in several planning problems in new town practices, including redundant functions,
duplication of activities, and weak linkage to urban master plans.

5.2. Shenzhen

Shenzhen is the youngest and the fastest growing megacity in the PRD. Before China’s economic
reform in 1980s, Shenzhen was a small fishing village. Because of its proximity to Hong Kong, it was
chosen as a special economic zone (SEZ) to learn from and experiment with Hong Kong’s capitalist
market economy. Shenzhen has a unique urban structure defined by its borders with both Hong Kong
and the mainland, known as the two-line borders (erxianguan). Shenzhen’s SEZ was strictly confined
to protect the socialist system in mainland China, which deeply influenced Shenzhen’s urban structure.
The central four districts Nanshan, Futian, Luohu, and Yantian, formed the original SEZ area (called
‘guannei’) and later became the city’s central area, while Baoan, Guangming, and Longgang were the
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buffer areas (called ‘guanwai’) and now form Shenzhen’s suburban area (Figure 6). The hard border
between ‘guannei’ and ‘guanwai’ was removed in 2010 and Shenzhen’s administrative area increased
fivefold from 395 km2 to 1948 km2. In 2012, the redevelopment of land surpassed the new construction
land, which marked the end of expansion era, and urban redevelopment and renovation became the
main theme in Shenzhen’s urban planning.
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Shenzhen’s low dependency on land revenue and urban growth mechanism is also reflected in
its new town development strategies. Unlike Guangzhou, which launched a number of new town
projects that were not contained in its urban master plan, new town projects in Shenzhen are generally
in alignment with its master plan, as most of them were listed and mapped on the ‘key development
area and projects in the near future’. In the urban central area, there are only three main new town
projects (No. 1–3 in Table 3). Xiangmihu new financial centre (No. 1) and super headquarter base
(No. 2) are the latest urban upgrade projects in the dense and developed urban centre. They have
a small amount of land to redevelop, and aim to use it efficiently using very high floor area ratios.
Qianhai (No. 3) is a long-developing free trade zone and harbour city in Shenzhen.

Table 3. Information of new towns in Shenzhen.

Name Initiative Branding Overall/Starting Area First Planned

1 Xiangmihu New Financial Centre Municipal Financial city 4.9 km2/1.9 km2 2018
2 Shenzhen Bay Super HQ Base Municipal CBD 1.2 km2 2013

3 Qianhai Central Zone Municipal Free Trade
Zone 14.92 km2 2012

4 Shenzhen North Station Business District Municipal High-speed
Railway city 6.1 km2 2014

5 Banxue Science and Technology City Municipal Smart city 21.9 km2 + 10.88 km2 2016
6 Shenzhen Airport City Municipal Airport city 95 km2 2014

7 Guangming Phoenix City District
government District centre 14.89 km2 2006

8 Dayun New Town District
government District centre 15.93 km2 2006

9 Pingshan New Town District
government District centre - 2006

10 Shenzhen International Low Carbon City Municipal Eco-city 53 km2/1 km2 2012

In suburban areas, there are seven new town projects (No. 4–10). Three of them (No. 7–9) are
new district centres initiated by district level governments. Normally, the main goal of these new
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towns is to accommodate the increasing population. Shenzhen north station business district (No. 4)
is a typical high-speed rail station area development, which can also be found in Guangzhou and
Foshan. The smart city of Shenzhen called Banxue science and technology city (No. 5) is also located
near north station to fully make use of transport benefits, thus forming a transport and technology
urban cluster. Lastly, the Shenzhen airport city (No. 6) and the international low carbon city (No. 10)
are the two remaining special ones. They are located on the border area of Shenzhen where there
is plenty of land to use and they are the biggest new town projects. Although sustainability is not
the core value in Shenzhen’s urban development, it remains as an important experimental base for
ecological technologies.

Several characteristics of new town development in Shenzhen are apparent. First, most of the
new town projects in Shenzhen are located in the suburban area (in Guangzhou most of them are
located in central urban areas). However, it cannot be simply interpreted as Shenzhen having more
suburbanisation and urban growth than Guangzhou. These two megacities have very different urban
structures, as Guangzhou should be regarded as basically a network of cities. The central area of
Shenzhen is denser and more urbanised than of Guangzhou. The land price of central areas in these
megacities is much higher than it in suburban areas. Cities like Guangzhou and Shenzhen no longer
need to develop large amounts of suburban land to generate capital, as small-scale projects in central
areas may be more profitable. Thus, Shenzhen has small-scale new town projects in its central area for
urban renovation and upgrading, mid-scale new towns in district cores as new development poles,
and large-scale new towns in suburbs. Second, although similar urban concepts and functions are used
in new town development in Shenzhen and Guangzhou, a much more organized and planned pattern
of new towns can be observed in Shenzhen. The local government tends to have a more cautious
attitude towards property development. Rather than boosting land-leasing revenue, the main goal
of new town projects in Shenzhen is to build a leading model of innovative and sustainable urban
development in the PRD region. The increase of competitiveness and attractiveness by prestigious
projects outweighs the sheer economic benefits from land development.

5.3. Foshan

Foshan is the closest neighbour of Guangzhou. The two cities not only share common borders, but
their urban areas are closely linked. Foshan’s urban development history is similar to that of Guangzhou
as Foshan also incorporated four independent cities (Shunde, Nanhai, Sanshui, and Gaoming) in 2003
(Figure 7). Like Guangzhou, its urban structure can be also regarded as a network of cities. However,
the local government of Foshan is much weaker than Guangzhou. Foshan municipal government has
less control over the former-city districts compared to Guangzhou, resulting in the fact that Foshan’s
district governments have higher levels of autonomy when it comes to the deployment of land and
capital. As a result, Foshan district governments have more decision-making powers regarding urban
development, including new towns. This is apparent in the case of Shunde, which became a special
district level government directly under the administration of Guangdong provincial government.
Thus, Foshan and Shunde, even after their integration, are still independent from each other and
have separate fiscal and budgetary systems. As such, Foshan’s municipal government has little
administrative power over Shunde.

The local government of Foshan has two main goals in the area of urban development: To strengthen
the urban development of central area; and to build closer relationship with Guangzhou for more
cross-border business and communications with the concept of ‘Guangzhou and Foshan as one city’
(Guang Fo tongcheng). New towns play a key role in Foshan’s urban development and are the main
mechanism to achieve the two goals outlined above. By mapping new town development in Foshan,
one of the noticeable differences between Foshan, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen is that Foshan’s new
towns are generally much bigger in size. Many of them are as big as the largest ones in Shenzhen and
Guangzhou, and the average size is several times bigger. This suggests that Foshan is more ambitious
in land development and urban expansion.
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Figure 7. New town projects in Foshan.

There are six new towns (No. 1–5 and 8 in Table 4) located in and near the urban central
area, and other four new towns (No. 6, 7, 9, 10) located in suburban district centres (Figure 7).
Qiandenghu (No. 4) was the pilot project of Guangzhou and Foshan integration strategy as the two
cities signed an official integration cooperating agreement in 2009. Qiandenghu is regarded as a
successful bridge linking two cities and it also became Foshan’s ‘urban living room’. This has become
a prestigious brand of new town development in Foshan. As a result, some new town projects have
branded themselves as ‘the second Qiandenghu’. Sanshan low-carbon city (No. 8) is one of these
projects. It is considered as an integration project due to its proximity to Guangzhou’s high-speed rail
station area, which provides fast connections to the high-speed rail network. Although it was branded
as the first low-carbon city in Guangdong province, it is not much different to other residential new
towns close to railway stations. Foshan new town (No. 3) was one of the first new towns planned by
Foshan local government but is located inside Shunde administrative area, resulting in conflicts about
property rights and land-leasing revenues between the governments of Foshan and Shunde. In 2013,
Foshan new town was transferred to the government of Shunde, together with land and fiscal rights.
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Table 4. Information of new towns in Foshan.

Name Initiative Branding Overall
Area/Booting Area First Planned

1 Chanxi New Town Municipal CBD 36.8 km2 2013
2 Zhangcha/Foshan Smart City Municipal Smart city 26.5 km2

3 Foshan/Dongping New Town Municipal CBD 88.6 km2 2003

4 Qiandenghu/Guangdong Financial and
High-tech Zone Municipal CBD axis 6.5 km2/18 km2 1999/2007

5 Foshan West Station New Town Municipal
High-speed

Railway new
town

92 km2/8.58 km2 2015

6 Gaoming Xijiang New Town District gov. District centre 20 km2 2009
7 Beijiao New Town District gov. - - 2008
8 Sanshan low-carbon city Municipal Eco-city 23.8 km2 2010

9 Sanshui New Town District gov. RBD 13.95 km2/56.9 km2/
128.22 km2

10 Desheng/Shunde New Town District gov. District centre 70 km2/6.5 km2 2001

In general, new town development in Foshan is different from that in Guangzhou and Shenzhen
in several respects. First, Foshan is still in a period of rapid urban expansion, in which new towns
are the major mechanism for implementing urban growth. Most new towns in Foshan are large-scale
projects. Unlike in Guangzhou and Shenzhen, new towns in Foshan are outlined in a district plan
(fenqu guihua), a detailed version of an urban master plan for urban districts [61]. Second, Foshan is
highly dependent on land-leasing revenue. Its pro-growth model of urban development resembles the
model found in typical medium sized cities in China, which carry the risks of overdevelopment and
local debt.

5.4. Zhuhai

Zhuhai is the smallest city among the four selected case studies and has only 1/10 of the population
of Guangzhou. Within the PRD, however, Zhuhai has a unique and important position. Like Shenzhen,
Zhuhai is also a special economic zone (SEZ) because of its proximity to Macau. However, just as
the city of Macau can be hardly compared to world-financial centre of Hong Kong, Zhuhai has never
attempted to become a second Shenzhen. Instead, it has developed its own reputation of liveability
and lifestyle. In terms of its urban structure, Xiangzhou forms its central area and Hengqin joined as a
new district in 2009. Doumen county has weaker connection to Zhuhai central area, although it has
been a part of Zhuhai since the 1980 s. Doumen county split into Doumen district and Jinwan district
in 2001, and Jinwan became a national industrial park with a harbour. However, the key area of urban
development in Zhuhai remained in Xiangzhou and Hengqin.

The number of new town projects in Zhuhai is lower than in other cases, and all of them are
contained in the master plan. However, the situation is more complicated as will be outlined below.
In 2013, the Singaporean urban planner Liu Thai Ker was commissioned to develop a new spatial plan
for Zhuhai up to 2060, setting Zhuhai’s new CBD in Hezhou island, an uninhabited wetland located
between the Jinwan and Hengqin districts. The idea was to provide a connection between the central
area with the western Jinwan and Doumen districts. A year later, however, the idea of a new CBD in
Hezhou was dropped from the revised Zhuhai master plan in 2014. Instead, the master plan identified
six new town projects as shown in Figure 8. Some of the new town projects were poorly justified.
For example, Fushan city (No. 6 in Table 5) has very little information about its development goals and
roles in Zhuhai urban structure. Airport city (No. 3) and Binjiang city (No. 4) were together branded
as ‘western ecological new town’, without explanation of how two new towns could be connected
and related to ecology. Many of them were named with ambiguous concepts. Additionally, these new
town projects are quite large compared with the small central area of Zhuhai. Strangely, the new CBD
in Hezhou and Liu Thai Ker’s plan are still referenced by Zhuhai official media, despite the fact that
almost none of it was ever implemented and they are still excluded from the most recent urban master
plan. This appears to be a branding technique designed to sell land.
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Table 5. Information of new towns in Zhuhai.

Name Initiative Branding Overall Area/Booting
Area First Planned

1 Hengqin New District Central gov. Free Trade
Zone 28 km2 2009

2 Science and Education City/Tangjiawan
New Town Municipal Technology city 17.07 km2 2008

3 Airport City Municipal Airport
city/eco-city 193 km2 2004

4 Binjiang City Municipal Eco-city 2004
5 Harbour City/Pingsha New Town Municipal Harbour city 25 km2

6 Fushan Industrial City Municipal Industrial city 47.94 km2 2016

In general, as the smallest city in our selection, Zhuhai is quite ambitious in terms of new
town development and is similar to Foshan in several ways, such as its large-scale district-level
planning for new towns and its high dependency on land-leasing revenues. Analysis indicates
that urban development in Zhuhai aims to achieve spatial growth and generate land revenue.
New town projects are used as the main vehicle to implement such growth. Although its new town
projects are well connected with its urban master plan, it is likely that these new town plans serve
entrepreneurial purposes than urban transition despite heavy use of sustainability-related concepts
such as transit-oriented development and eco-city.

6. Discussion

The four case studies illustrate that cities adopt an ‘entrepreneurial’ stance to promote urban
growth and compete with each other to attract capital. In the highly competitive PRD region, a city’s
competitiveness is not only defined by its infrastructure, institutional set-up, and physical attractiveness,
but also about the ‘differences in image’ [62]. This is the reason that these cities are keen to embrace
innovative and sustainable urban concepts, since being more innovative and sustainable can reconstruct
city’s image to enhance its importance of rankings in regional development. Since the 1990s, land and
financial reforms have given local governments more scope for deploying two critical resources:
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land and capital. Local governments have adopted pro-growth approaches in urban development,
focusing on large projects like new towns to boost economic development, to project new city images
and to accumulate capital. This has also resulted in a general dependency on urban growth mechanisms
and consequently the risk of urban overdevelopment and local debt. A two-step examination has been
used to illustrate the dependency on land-leasing revenue of four selected cities and their respective
strategies of new town development.

Guangzhou and Shenzhen are in competition for the leading role in the PRD region. Although they
share many similarities in terms of social and economic performance and sustainable urban
development goals, Guangzhou has a much higher dependency on land-leasing revenue than Shenzhen.
Their reliance on the urban pro-growth mechanism has impacts on their new town development
strategies. Although Guangzhou does not need large-scale land development to generate capital,
it has more small-scale new town projects than other cities and some of them are similarly branded.
The hasty planning of new towns to boost land-lease revenue and cover the debts generated by
hosting the Asian Games reveals a hidden agenda behind the sustainability-related concepts and
labels. On the other hand, Shenzhen has tried to align its new town projects, partly due to its compact
urban development tradition for land scarcity and high population density, and partly due to its
low dependency on land-leasing revenue. New town projects in Shenzhen indicate more attention
to fulfilling its innovation-driven ambitions and for generating more quality-based prestige in the
region other than boosting short-term land revenue. Foshan and Zhuhai both have higher dependency
on land-leasing revenue than Guangzhou. Their new town projects are much larger than those in
Guangzhou and Shenzhen since they need more land development to achieve their land-leasing revenue
targets. Prestige projects still matter in Foshan and Zhuhai, but since they are not competing for the best
of the best in PRD, land revenue can easily eclipse other goals. Even in Zhuhai, with more attention to
liveability, the city has adopted very ambitious pro-growth approaches in urban expansion. Its urban
development strategies and plans are the results of a gap between its urban development objectives on
paper and the hidden agenda of promoting urban growth. The innovative and sustainable brands it
proposed are therefore unlikely to be realised. The study illustrates that local governments’ land-leasing
revenue can be used as an indicator for how a city depends on urban pro-growth mechanisms (Table 6).
This has policy implications to decision makers, urban planners, and researchers that the reliance on
urban pro-growth strategy can bring potential risk to any sustainable urban transition.

Table 6. Comparison of land-leasing revenue dependency and new town development strategies of
four selected cities.

City
Dependency on

Land-Leasing Revenue &
Growth Pattern

Typical Location of New
Town Projects

Average Size of
New Town

Projects

New Town
Development

Strategy

Guangzhou Medium (Mixed) Central & fringe 25 km2 Compactness &
revenue growth

Shenzhen Low (Quality) Suburban 25 km2 Compactness
Foshan High (Quantity) Central & fringe 46 km2 Spatial growth
Zhuhai High (Quantity) Suburban 51 km2 Spatial growth

7. Conclusions

The results of the case study support the assumption that there is a linkage between urban
growth mechanisms and urban outcomes in Chinese cities, as proposed in the analytical framework
(Figure 1). The higher the dependency on land-leasing revenue in a city, the higher possibility it adopts
a growth-at-all-costs approach, which increases the likelihood of overdevelopment. On the contrary,
the lower the dependency on land-leasing revenue, the higher the possibility that the city pays more
attention to promoting urban quality, where innovative and sustainable urban transition is more likely
to be realised. Because the formation of urban growth approaches in China is deeply embedded in
its institutional systems (e.g., tax-sharing system, land and housing reform, and cadre appointment
system), institutional reforms are needed to achieve more sustainable forms of urban development.
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Currently, central government tends to use macroeconomic controls and administrative orders to stop
the overgrowth of land-driven economy and local debts, but these tools cannot solve the fundamental
problem of fiscal deficit of local governments under the current tax-sharing system. The central
government can easily fall in the dilemma of “control then it dies, leave it then it becomes chaotic”
(yiguanjiusi, yifangjiuluan) [63]. Furthermore, the strategies and behaviours of local governments in
urban development are only supervised by the upper-tier governments. The lack of local supervision
contributes to the formation of systematic risks in urban development of Chinese cities.

This study also calls urban entrepreneurialism into question in China. Chinese local governments
act as both market regulators and players, holding two critical resources of capital and land, using market
instruments for the recreation and reconfiguration of space. China is not a rule-of-law based society,
and local leaders are not elected but officials appointed by high level governments. Local governments
can go beyond budgetary constraints and apply a market logic to recklessly mobilise resources for
urban development and political objectives. This often creates a trend of overspending and excessive
investment in infrastructure and urban development. In this sense, their ‘entrepreneurial nature’ has
uncertain and debateable long-tern consequences. Even though local leaders are often proud of the
‘Chinese speed’ in urban development and use it for political performance, the risks of overdevelopment,
misallocation of social resources, and potential debt crisis may eventually do more harm than good
from the perspective of long-term sustainable urban development.
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